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INTRODUCTION
Two women dressed in colourful garments and adorned with jewellery were
depicted at the beginning of the first century CE on the walls of the naos in the
temple of Zeus Theos, which was built in the centre of Dura-Europos, a small
town on the left bank of the Euphrates in Syria (Figs. I-II).1 The remains from
this rich archaeological site show that, here, on the western most border of the
Parthian empire, the elite inhabitants often depicted themselves on the walls of
their temples. The pronaoi, naoi, and other cult rooms were adorned with family
portraits and images of sacrificing priests. Later, under Roman rule, even Roman
soldiers were known to depict themselves. The painted fragments of men also
found in the naos of Zeus Theos indicate that our two women were, in all
likelihood, painted amongst their family members, in a manner similar to the
well-known wall painting, The Sacrifice of Konon, found in the temple of Bel (see
chapter one). One woman can be identified through the inscription as
Βαριβονν[αια]; she is dressed in a violet-coloured garment, but it is especially her
headdress and jewellery that we can study in detail (Fig. I). Baribonnaia wears a
pink flat-topped cylindrical headdress, richly decorated with colourful bands and
white dots that may represent pearls. A silver head chain with two plaited chains
descends on both sides of her face down to her breast. The top of her headdress
is covered by a veil, which runs down to her shoulders. She wears five necklaces:
three with red, black, yellow, grey, and white beads. One necklace is of braided
silver with a silver pendant; likewise, the fifth necklace is also a silver chain but
adorned with small silver pendants. The second portrait resembles Baribonnaia’s
in that this woman also wears a violet-coloured dress and a headdress, although
only the lower two bands are preserved. Small traces of her veil are
distinguishable on both sides of her face. The woman wears six necklaces: four
with coloured beads and two with silver braided chains with pendants. On her
wrist, she wears a silver bracelet (Fig. II).2
Beautiful as they are, these portraits are not only significant for their
decorative value. Indeed, such depictions also provide us with a wealth of
information on the social life of these women. By studying portraits and dress
1 For more details, see chapter one and Klaver 2016.
2 An earlier version of this paragraph is published in ‘Dress and identity in the SyrianMesopotamian region: The case of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357391.
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in particular, one can explore the identities of
women that have been represented and analyse
such signifiers of identity as age, marital status,
social status, family values, and local identity.3
Of course, one needs to resist the temptation
of viewing portraits as direct reflections of
everyday life; direct evidence as to their daily
appearance is scant so there is difficult
verifying the historicity of these images. But
even if they are idealized pictures of reality, the
choices behind the representations still provide
us with insight into the social life of local
women.4 Additionally, by looking at the
context of these images, one can deduce
information regarding the participation of
women within the various spheres of urban
life. In this dissertation, such paintings of
historical women, together with other imagery
and inscriptions found in the religious, public,
and funerary realms representing historical
women from Roman Syria, will be studied in
order to reconstruct their position in social
networks and attain insight into women’s roles
in various spheres of city life during the first
centuries CE.

Fig. II. A
woman, temple
of Zeus Theos,
Yale University
Art Gallery,
Dura-Europos
Collection.
Photo: Lucinda
Dirven

So why is it important to study women? One
easy answer would be to argue that women make up around 50 per cent of the
population and, therefore, need to be studied in detail; and yet, the reasons for
studying women go further than simple demographics. Many sociological and
anthropological studies have shown that women often signify the values
embedded in societies, social groups, and families.5 Studying women thus
increases our understanding of a society and of the social groups in which they
3 Klaver 2016. Also see below ‘theoretical concepts and approach’ and chapter one for this topic.
4 Foxhall 2013: 20.
5 See, for example, James 1996. Hendrickson 1996. Durham 1999. Eicher 1999.
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acted. In regards to scholarship on women and gender theory, the various
concepts are complex and many; hence, this thesis is not the place to explore it
in depth. For a short history of the approaches of gender in antiquity, I refer the
reader to Lin Foxhall’s study Studying gender in classical antiquity.6 For now, it is
enough to state that gender has biological elements (whether someone is or
identifies as male or female) and non-biological elements such as social, political,
and cultural.7 Within this thesis, I focus on the non-biological components of
gender. This means that I regard gender as a social, political, and cultural
construction that is dynamic and context-dependent.8 Following this
assumption, gender is thus a set of values that effects female and male behaviour
and assigns meaning to behaviour; gender also had an impact on women’s and
men’s social positions.9
Studies on women in the Latin West and the Greek East of the Roman
Empire have shown that the social position of women in these regions differed
and was determined by cultural differences.10 Roman Syria – our region under
study – is therefore particularly interesting, since Syria was politically ruled by
Rome from the first century BCE onwards. Culturally, however, it is seen as an
off-shoot of Hellenism with strong regional and local traditions. How this

6 Foxhall 2013.
7 Foxhall 2013: 1-24.
8 Sørensen 2000: 41-59. Foxhall 2013: 14-15.
9 Sørensen 2000: 54. Sonya Rose (2010) offers a valuable overview on gender history as a
scholarly field. She views gender as a social and cultural construction that communicates ideas
about women and men and about masculinity and femininity and how this may have impacted
on women’s and men’s positions in society. See Rose 2010: 2-16.
10 An important study on women in antiquity is Riet van Bremen’s study The limits of participation.
Women and civic life in the Greek East in the Hellenistic and Roman periods in which she concludes that
when women participated in public life, it was not just a signifier of their wealth, but often an
expression of family traditions and of the need for elite families to maintain their high profile
and visibility for political ambitions: see Van Bremen 1996. Women in the Latin West have been
studied in great detail by Emily Hemelrijk: see Hemelrijk 2010: 49-62; Hemelrijk 2012: 478-490;
Hemelrijk 2013: 147-160; Hemelrijk 2015. Here the situation appears to have been slightly
different, for women participated in public life as a means of public self-representation: see
Hemelrijk 2015: 272. Hemelrijk studies the various civic roles women held e.g. priestesses,
benefactresses, and patronesses and the public recognition that these women received. The
changing marital and inheritance laws, which allowed more women to control their own finances,
and the ‘Romanization’ of the provinces increased the participation of women in civic life, albeit
with local differences. Hemelrijk rightfully concludes that, although the lives of women in the
Roman West were clearly not confined to the domestic realm, it would be pushing the evidence
too far to conclude that the position of women in the public realm resembled that of men. See
Hemelrijk 2015: 339-344.
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cultural diversity had an impact on the social life of women in Roman Syria and
how this was influenced by Greek, Roman, Graeco-Roman culture or locality
will be examined through three case studies: Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and
Seleucia on the Euphrates.
All three cities were, to a varying degree, influenced by Roman culture.
In addition, they testify to the influence of a variety of other cultures: from Greek
and Aramaic to Arab, and Iranian. Because of this cultural diversity, it is
important to define some of the terms that are used in this thesis. Jean-Baptiste
Yon, who has extensively worked on inscriptions from Syria, has stressed that,
in our region, it is often too difficult to determine whether we are dealing with
Greek or Roman cultural influences. Consequently, I often use the term
‘Graeco-Roman culture’ within this thesis, and only when something is clearly
Greek or Roman will I retain these particular labels. Likewise, when it comes to
‘eastern influences’, it is often difficult to distinguish between Arab, Aramaic,
Mesopotamian or Parthian influences, and for this reason I employ the label
‘regional’ in this study when addressing influences from the region itself, and
‘local’ influences when referring to influences from the city and its immediate
surroundings.11 Although, at some point in history, Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and
Seleucia were all part of the Roman province of Syria, this did not make them
uniform in any way.12 Seleucia was a city with a strong Roman presence, since a
Roman legion was stationed there for nearly 200 years. Palmyra may have been
Graeco-Roman thanks to its urban appearance, but it was especially the local
elite families with their local traditions who dominated urban life. And finally,
11 Yon 2004: 313-336; In the eighteenth century, ‘orientalism’ was used to refer to scholarship
that studied so-called oriental languages, and later cultures. Within this critique, oriental refers to
the geographical region to the east of Western Europe, especially the Near East. The postcolonial
critique focused on the idea that western scholars studied or created an ideological construction
of a ‘mythological orient’ and were thus biased in their approach. According to Edward Said
(2003) and others before him, scholars created a myth of the west versus the east. Although
Said’s book Orientalism has received a great amount of critique itself – Said was accused of making
similar assumptions on western scholarship as he accused them of doing; namely, that all
scholarship was the same – it is important to strive for as much objectivity as possible. Within
the scope of this thesis, this means: not viewing the different cultures in Syria as one and the
same and trying not to ‘judge’ the position of women in Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and Seleucia
from a modern idea of equality between men and women. For a useful overview on the concept
of orientalism, its critiques, and further reading, see Varisco 2015: 423-427. I am thankful to
Martijn Icks for referring me to this article.
12 Sartre calls Syria a ‘melting pot’ with Greek, Semites, and ‘peoples with very different customs
and languages within the Semitic world itself’, alongside the people of the coastal region, the
Aramaeans, and Arabs: see Sartre 2005: 275.
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Dura-Europos was a town with Greek, Parthian, regional, local, and Roman
cultural influences. These various cultural influences, combined with different
social-political conditions, resulted in distinctive cities within an empire-wide
Roman context. As such, Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and Seleucia present perfect
case studies for a better understanding of the social position of women in an
eastern Roman province. Here, we may study whether, and in what different
ways, the social position of women in Near Eastern towns was influenced by
Greek culture and the coming of Rome.
So far, women have received little attention in Syrian scholarship, with
the exception of Palmyrene women, who have been studied by a variety of
scholars.13 In particular, a comparative study on women from Roman Syria is
lacking, and it is especially this type of research that can shed light on the effects
of locality and Graeco-Roman culture on the social position of women. Since
gender relations are often articulated through material culture, I opt for an
interdisciplinary approach, combining pictorial sources with other archaeological
evidence such as jewellery, and inscriptions to study women in the various
spheres of life.14 Although each source produces partial glimpses, by exploring
different sources and by assessing the outcomes against another, we come to a
better understanding of women in Roman Syria.15
In the following sections, the context for such research is outlined. Section one
starts with a description of the geographical scope of this study, beginning with
Graeco-Roman Syria, followed by a historical introduction of the three cities.
The aim of this short description is to provide the reader with the rationale and
essential background for the case studies. Since possible Roman influence is one
of the main themes of this research, special attention is given to the history these
cities or regions shared with Rome. This general description of the geographical
scope is then followed by section two that discusses research on women in the
selected cities. Section three provides an overview of the material remains found
in the three cities that testify to the social position of women. As it turns out,
the type of material differs per city, which results in different research questions
13 In recent years, Palmyrene women have been studied by several scholars: e.g. Cussini 1995,
233-250, Cussini 2005, 26-43 and Cussini 2012, 161-171; Yon 2002, 166-186; Finlayson 2008:
99-138; Heyn 2010, 631-661 and Heyn 2012, 439-441; Krag 2016, 180-193; Krag 2017, 36-51;
Krag and Raja 2016, 134-178.
14 Sørensen 2000: 5-8.
15 cf. Foxhall 2013: 21.
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and approaches per case study. The final section discusses several theoretical
frameworks that are used within this thesis.
I. GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE OF THIS STUDY AND THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
OF DURA-EUROPOS, PALMYRA, AND SELEUCIA ON THE EUPHRATES
My dissertation centres around three cities that were, at some point in history,
part of the Roman province of Syria, a region that now occupies the Syrian Arab
Republic, Lebanon, and some parts of Turkey (Fig. III).16 The long history of
Syria is one of cultural dynamics: different rulers from outside Syria ruled this
region, which was characterized by strong local and regional cultures. In this
respect, the period of Roman domination is typical of the history of the region.
We see the cultural interaction also expressed in the archaeological evidence
from this period; local, regional, and Graeco-Roman styles are found in all
spheres of life. Evidence from pottery suggests the coexistence of regional and
long-distance trade with both the Roman West and the east. This thesis is not
the place to go into a detailed overview of the rich and complicated history of
the region. Instead, its history is briefly addressed to provide the reader with a
historical context of Roman Syria and to demonstrate that cultural exchange was
at work in this province. Such a description of the cities’ histories clearly
demonstrates their cultural diversity and illustrates the different levels of
Graeco-Roman influence. In his book, Roman Syria and the Near East, Kevin
Butcher provides the reader with a clear introduction on Syria: the following
introductory remarks are largely based upon his work.17
Graeco-Roman Syria
After Alexander the Great invaded the Persian Empire, the Near East came
under Hellenistic influence, which is thought to have led to an increase in ‘Greek’
culture in the region. However, there also was a continuity of traditions in, for
example, the structure of government (a king as head of the empire with
decentralizing power of local elites) and the continuation of Semitic languages.18
16 Butcher 2003: 8-15; ancient sources give no clear boundaries for the province.
17 Butcher 2003.
18 Soon after Alexander died, our region became part of the Seleucid Kingdom with Antioch as
its capital. Initially, this kingdom also included Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, and parts of presentday Afghanistan and Pakistan. Antiochus III (222-188 BCE) lost Asia Minor to Rome, and Rome
instituted a heavy fine on the Seleucids after the battle of Magnesia in 190-189 BCE, which led
to a financial crisis in the kingdom. In the east, the Parthians gained more power. King
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Fig. III. Map of
Syria with DuraEuropos, Palmyra,
and Seleucia on
the Euphrates
indicated in red.
Photo: Institut
français du
Proche-Orient
with alterations in
red by author

Mithridates I (171-138 BCE) from this Arsacid dynasty from Northern Iran, named after its
founder Arsaces, took control of Iran and Babylonia. Apart from attacks by Rome and the
Parthians, powerful cities such as Tyre gained independence, weakening the Seleucid Kingdom
even further. Another blow came when Tigranes of Armenia invaded Syria in 83 BCE: see
Butcher 2003: 23-31. For a general overview on Syria in the Iron Age, see Akkermans and
Schwartz 2003: 360-397.
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Hellenistic cities were founded, especially in Northern Syria with Antioch and
Laodicea, to provide Greek-Macedonian colonizers with land; but, according to
Butcher, the cities were also instruments of economic and political control for
their hinterlands.19 In addition, Greek became the language of the court and was
used for administrative purposes and a coinage was issued.
Culture in Hellenistic Syria is often viewed as a continuation of the preHellenistic past together with the integration of Greek elements.20 Yet, there are
serious problems with this classification, since studying the ‘Hellenization’ of
Syria proves to be rather difficult. In many areas of Syria, we find little literary
or archaeological evidence of the pre-Hellenistic Achaemenid period or the
Hellenistic period and the available materials are largely understudied.21 Ancient
historian Fergus Millar has clearly demonstrated how ‘limited, variable and
erratic the Greek presence in the different parts of the Syrian region was in the
Hellenistic period’.22 He further argued that the impact of Hellenistic rule and
culture was relatively slight: only a few ‘Greek cities’ were founded and, instead,
there were large areas where the social and economic impact of Greek influence
was limited. Millar concludes that, whatever the culture of Syria was in the
Hellenistic period, ‘Graeco-Roman Syria’, with its mixed cultures so vividly
expressed in material from the Roman period, probably evolved only under
Roman rule.23
After the Romans defeated Mithridates VI of Pontus in 66 BCE,
Pompey turned his attention to Syria and, in order to create stability in the
region, he founded the Roman province, Syria. However, in the first century
BCE, the province was hardly a stable region. Roman commanders searching
for glory and enrichment invaded Mesopotamia, only to be defeated by the
Parthians. In addition, the civil wars influenced Roman Syria as Syrian cities were
forced to supply money and military assistance: first to support Pompey and later
to support the ‘republican forces’ (contra Caesar and his followers). These
republican forces were defeated in 42 BCE at Philippi, and Mark Antony
stationed two republican legions in Syria. This was followed by an attack by the
19 Butcher 2003: 23-31.
20 Sartre argues that there is ‘abundant evidence of a Greek lifestyle throughout Syria, and
particularly in the cities’: See Sartre 2005: 283-284. It must be noted that most of his examples
come from the Roman period.
21 De Jong 2017: 10-19.
22 Millar 2006: 20.
23 Millar 2006: 3-31.
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Parthians, during which many republican soldiers deserted to the Parthians: in
40 BCE, the province was briefly in Parthian hands. In 39 BCE, Antony sent an
army east to recover lost territory. Under the guidance of Publius Ventidius
Bassus, the Roman army was quite successful: the Parthians withdrew from Syria
and the Romans helped Herod to attain power in Judaea. After the death of
Antony and following the rise of Augustus, Syria became an imperial province,
where governors were installed by the emperor instead of the Senate and military
forces were stationed in the north.24
During the reign of Tiberius (14-37 CE), the client kingdom of
Commagene was annexed and, in 72 CE, it permanently became part of Syria.
This gave the Romans direct control over the Euphrates in the north. Roads and
other military infrastructures were constructed in Syria to affirm Roman power,
such as a road between Palmyra and the Euphrates, which was constructed in
the last quarter of the first century CE. Osrhoene, with its capital Edessa, became
a client kingdom in the second century CE, although the pro-Roman king was
overthrown by the Parthians in the second half of that century. The second
century also saw several wars against the Parthians. It was Lucius Verus († 169
CE) who consolidated Roman power in Syria with the support of eight legions.
The Parthians were defeated at Sura, and the Roman army also annexed northern
Mesopotamia and the region further downstream of the Euphrates as far as
Dura-Europos. Under Septimius Severus (193-211 CE) Syria was divided into
two provinces with Syria Coele in the north and Syria Phoenice in the south. In
the third century, Syria was the stage for the succession of Roman emperors:
with Caracalla’s death in Carrhae in 217 CE, Marcinus’s death near Antioch only
one year later, and the ascension of Syrian emperors Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
– better known as Heliogabalus (218-222 CE) – and later his nephew Severus
Alexander (222-235 CE). By then, the Roman army was stationed in Syria,
Arabia, Mesopotamia, and beyond the east banks of the Euphrates.25 Although
briefly outlined here, it is clear to see that Syria’s history under Hellenistic and
Roman rule was one of political turmoil and cultural diversity. As we turn to
focus on the cities chosen for case studies, we will see how this history has come
to influence various aspects of urban life.

24 Butcher 2003: 32-40.
25 Butcher 2003: 40-51.
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The case studies: Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and Seleucia on the Euphrates
Traditional scholarship has focused on studying either the Roman provinces in
their entirety or studying the relationship between Rome and the provinces;
more recent scholarship, however, has centred around specific case studies with
a focus on locality.26 In the same vein, this thesis departs from the study of the
local character of cities and their varying relationships with Rome; firstly, by
accepting that the level of Roman influence differs per city. In his 2004 article,
La romanisation de Palmyre et des villes de l’Euphrate, Jean-Baptiste Yon studied the
presence and influence of Rome in the eastern part of the Roman Empire, where
Greek culture had already influenced most cities to some extent.27 He rightly
concluded that, until the end of the third century CE, Roman culture did not
affect the entire population in this region, but that the ‘degré de romanisation’
was, for example, dependent on the intensity of contact with the Roman army
and its representatives.28
Dura-Europos
Throughout its history, Dura-Europos has been under the control of three
political powers. The Seleucids founded Europos around 300 BCE.29 The
26 For well-known studies on Roman Syria, see (for example) Millar 1993, Sartre 2005 and
Andrade 2013. For studies on locality, see Dirven 1999, Kaizer 2002, and Baird 2014.
27 Yon 2004: 313-336. When we look at Greek cultural influences in Syria, one clear example is
the usage of the Greek language. Most cities in the region used Greek as the main written
language, as was the case in Dura-Europos and (in all likelihood) also at Seleucia, although the
epigraphic evidence from this city is more limited. At Palmyra, however, Palmyrene (the local
Aramaic dialect) was the city’s official language, although bilingual (Greek and Palmyrene) and
even trilingual (Greek, Palmyrene and Latin) inscriptions are also found here. Palmyrene was
also the common choice for language in the private sphere. From this, Yon (2004) concludes
that, at Palmyra, Greek in public inscriptions was used to affirm someone’s high social status. In
the same way, after the constitutio antoniniana of 212, Roman names appeared in public
inscriptions, whereas these remained limited within private inscriptions.
28 Yon 2004: 336. From the second century onwards, it is generally believed that Roman culture
was more widespread amongst the local elites, with Syrian nobles entering the Senate, and cities
becoming more Graeco-Roman in appearance with theatres, colonnaded streets et cetera: see
Butcher 2003: 44.
29 Europos was the name of the Macedonian city and, in Roman times, the official citizens of
the city were addressed as Europaioi; it refers to the birthplace of the first Seleucid king, during
whose reign the city was founded: Gascou 2011: 74-97. Dura is the Aramaic term for ‘fortress’,
and this was the indigenous name of the city. The names Dura and Europos were both used in
antiquity; the contraction is a twentieth-century invention, Perkins 1973: 4. Dirven 1999: 1-2,
Kaizer 2009: 247. In 2012 the Mission Franco-Syrienne d’Europos-Doura changed the name of the
site in its publications from Doura-Europos to Europos-Doura, since the site was originally
founded at Europos, see Europos-Doura Varia, I: 3-4. Both contractions are modern inventions;
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Parthians conquered the city in 113 BCE and ruled it for nearly three hundred
years till 165 CE (with a short Roman interval in 116/7 CE). In that year, the
Romans captured Dura-Europos for the second time and, for almost one
hundred years, the city was part of the Roman Empire. In 256 CE, the city was
attacked and conquered by the Sasanians: it was abandoned shortly thereafter.30
Some scholars have argued that Dura-Europos essentially remained a
Greek city after its incorporation into the Parthian Kingdom and, later, the
Roman Empire.31 Although the Greek language and Macedonian-Greek names
had dominated the city since its foundation in the third century BCE right up to
the third century CE, other elements of the city were not ‘Greek’ at all; for
example, Dura-Europos did not issue its own coins, its religious architecture
followed local plans, and the city had no classical-style monumental buildings.
Moreover, the cults of Dura-Europos showed a great cultural variety.32 Others
have, therefore, emphasized its diversified character and have argued that the
usage of Greek culture in Parthian and Roman times was a deliberate choice of
self-representation by the inhabitants.33 With the arrival of the Roman army at
Dura-Europos some aspects of city life changed: the soldiers built an
amphitheatre, some porticos and façades were built against shops and houses,
with street X towards the Roman camp as its climax, and baths were
introduced.34 However, Roman culture did not influence all aspects of city life at
Dura-Europos, perhaps because of its relatively short presence (less than
hundred years).

hence, I continue with the use of Dura-Europos, since naming the site Europos-Doura does not
necessarily help us in improving our understanding of the city.
30 The chronology as described above has some complications, since there is no secure evidence
of its foundation or for the date at which the Parthians took control from the Seleucids. The
same holds true for the moment for which the city fell under Roman rule. For a useful overview
on these complications, see Baird 2018: 17-37. This thesis follows the general historical outlines
of the city, while being aware that the actual situation was blurry.
31 See Kaizer 2015: 91-101 for a nice overview on this topic. It was especially Fergus Millar who
saw Dura-Europos as an essentially Greek city: see Millar 2006: 406-431, in particular, 415. Much
earlier, Welles (1951) also argued that Dura-Europos remained fundamentally a Greek city:
Welles 1951: 253, 262.
32 Kaizer 2015: 95-97.
33 Sartre 2005: 194-197; Pollard 2007: 100.
34 Yon 2004: 319; Butcher 2003: 260-261. Additionally, a change in personal names is noticeable:
the evidence records fewer Macedonian-Greek names and more Latin and Semitic names;
according to Yon, this was stimulated by a new elite formed by soldiers, veterans, people from
the middle of Syria, and new local elites: Yon 2004: 324.
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The material unearthed at Dura-Europos indeed reveals a city and
population that is characterized by a rich cultural variety. Housing, art, and
objects such as terracotta and ceramics draw from Greek, local, and regional
traditions.35 In addition to the so-called Macedonian elite, we may distinguish
local Aramaic peoples from the city’s direct surroundings and a variety of groups
from a wider region, such as the people from Palmyra. With the Roman army, a
rich array of soldiers of various origins joined this already heterogeneous
population.36 Following the Roman annexation, Semitic names appeared more
often amongst those elite families calling themselves Europaioi.37 It is unclear
whether this change reflected an actual change in the population or whether it
was an assertion of local culture that was encouraged under the Roman rule.38
Palmyra
The remains of the ancient city Tadmor (as it was called in antiquity), better
known today by its Greek name Palmyra, are situated in the Syrian desert, about
halfway between Damascus and Deir es Zor at the Euphrates.39 Crucial for the
city’s existence and development was its Efqa Spring and its role as a trade hub
in the long-distance trade between the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean.
Since Michal Rostovtzeff’s publication, Caravan Cities, that appeared in 1932,
scholars have argued that large parts of the city’s wealth came from its role as a
mediator in the trade of textiles, spices, and gems.40 The region came under
Roman control in 64 BCE when Pompey founded Provincia Syria; however, the
orders of Mark Antony to loot Palmyra in 41 BCE may suggest that Palmyra did

35 Baird 2014: 209.
36 For more information of the population of Roman Dura-Europos, see Welles 1951.
37 Europaioi was the traditional term for official citizens of Europos: for more information, see
chapter one.
38 Butcher 2003: 279. Speaking of epigraphy along the Syrian coastline, Sartre argues that the
reappearance of Semitic names in Greek epigraphy can be seen as proof of the usage of Greek
by communities where people had not previously written at all: see Sartre 2005: 291-292.
39 Palmyra originated as a so-called ‘nucleus settlement’ around the temples of Baalshamin, Arsu,
Allat and Atargatis and each of these temples was connected with a particular tribe: see Sommer
2005: 288. For example, the temples of Allat and Baalshamin were connected with Bene Maziyan
and the temple of Arsu with the Bene Mattabol.
40 Rostovtzeff 1932. Authors such as Drijvers (1976), Dirven (1999), Seland (2015),
Gawlikowski (1994) and Gawlikowski (2016) also call Palmyra a caravan city. Recently, Eivind
Heldaas Seland has published his book Ships of the desert and ships of the sea: Palmyra in the world trade
of the first three centuries CE on Palmyra as a trade hub: see Seland 2016.
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not belong to this province at the time.41 The city was formally brought within
the Roman sphere in the reign of Tiberius (14-37 CE), which corresponds to the
start of building activities such as the grand colonnade and the rebuilding of
temples, including the temple of Bel (the chief god of Palmyra) and the temple
of Baalshamin (the Lord of Heaven[s]). These building activities reached their
climax in the second and third centuries CE.42 Some scholars have argued that
Palmyra most likely received the privileges of a free city (the ability of selfgovernment and the immunity from state taxes) under the rule of Hadrian (117138 CE), whereas others, such as Michał Gawlikowski, reject this special status.43
Under Caracalla (211-217 CE), Palmyra was promoted to colonial status. 44
Eivind Seland, author of several studies on Palmyrene trade, has contended that,
due to its relatively isolated location, its escape from the invading Sassanids, and
the Palmyrene military forces, Palmyra was – de facto – in charge of the Roman
East in the third quarter of the third century.45 The city lost its power in the
region when the Roman army defeated Zenobia and the rebelling Palmyrene
army in 272 CE and sacked the city in 273 CE.46 Afterwards, Palmyra became a
Roman military post in the border administration, and later an episcopal see,
before turning to a regional centre under Umayyad rule. It never regained the
power or prosperity that it had enjoyed in those first three centuries of the
Common Era.47
The material culture of Palmyra suggests a population influenced by a
cultural blend of local, regional, Greek, Roman, Graeco-Roman, and Parthian
cultures.48 Around 1100 BCE, Arameans settled on the site and, in the first
41 Drijvers 1976: 1; Dirven 1999: 21; Appian, The civil wars, V, 9: ‘When Cleopatra returned
home, Antony sent a cavalry force to Palmyra, situated not far from the Euphrates, to plunder
it, bringing the trifling accusation against its inhabitants, that being on the frontier between the
Romans and the Parthians, they had avoided taking sides between them; for, being merchants,
they bring the products of India and Arabia from Persia and dispose of them in the Roman
territory; but in fact, Antony's intention was to enrich his horsemen. However, the Palmyreans
were forewarned and they transported their property across the river, and, stationing themselves
on the bank, prepared to shoot anybody who should attack them, for they are expert bowmen.
The cavalry found nothing in the city. They turned round and came back, having met no foe,
and empty-handed.’
42 Seland 2015: 101-102. Southern 2008: 20-24.
43 See Gawlikowski (2003) for a useful overview on this topic: Gawlikowski 2003: 7-10.
44 Sommer 2005: 287; Andrade 2013: 329; Seland 2015: 102.
45 Seland 2015: 104.
46 Dirven 1999: 23-24; Seland 2015: 45.
47 Seland 2015: 105.
48 Butcher 2003: 278.
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millennium BCE, Arabs from the desert also came to the settlement.49 Around
the turn of the Common Era, nomadic tribes of the Syrian desert settled in
Palmyra, securing their position in the caravan trade.50 The population of
Palmyra was divided into tribes, of which fifteen are recorded in the epigraphic
material: from the first century BCE onwards, social power came from kinship
to these tribes.51 The urban character of Palmyra changed after the city fell under
Roman rule, when grand colonnades and villas with mosaics were built, and
tower tombs and temple tombs were introduced in the landscape. However, it
was the local elite, who adopted Roman motives for their own agendas but
concomitantly remained faithful to various local traditions, that was the driving
force behind this make-over of the city.52
Seleucia on the Euphrates
Seleucia on the Euphrates is located in present-day south-eastern Turkey near
the village Belkis in the province Gaziantep. Before the arrival of Alexander the
Great, the valley had only a few settlements; but around 300 BCE, the new ruler
of Syria, Seleucus I Nicator, founded two cities: Apamea on the east bank and
Seleucia on the west bank.53 The present study largely deals with the city on the
west bank, since material from Seleucia is more abundant.54 During its lifespan,
Seleucia was under the control of different rulers. After it was founded by the
Seleucids, Seleucia was incorporated in the Kingdom of Commagene in the first
49 Colledge 1976: 11.
50 Gawlikowski 2003: 8-9.
51 Yon 2002. From the first century CE onwards, the inhabitants of Palmyra adopted Greek
institutions such as the demos and the boule, but the epigraphy suggest that kinship to tribes was
still an important signifier of status: see Gawlikowksi 2003: 7-10 and Seland 2015: 103.
52 Yon 2004: 320.
53 Kennedy 1998: 11-19. David Kennedy views Apamea and Seleucia as so-called ‘twin towns’,
whereas others reject the idea of twin towns since the life cycle of the cities do not coincide:
Apamea appears to have been more important in Hellenistic and Commagenian times and
Seleucia in Roman times. This idea is based on archaeological evidence and literary sources,
namely William Aylward (2013), who argues that Apamea is hardly mentioned after Pliny the
Elder, whereas Seleucia is mentioned in sources dating from the second century BCE to the
eleventh century CE. According to Aylward (2013), Zeugma (‘bridge’) appears as a place-name
for Seleucia in the first century BCE, but was mostly out of use by the end of the second century
CE: see Aylward 2013: 1-54. However, ancient sources also refer to the site as Zeugma on the
Euphrates or Seleucia Zeugma: see for example Kennedy 1998: nos. 23 and 59.
54 Archaeological remains dating from the Hellenistic to early Islamic times have been found on
the site. Little evidence from before the Hellenistic period has been found at Seleucia; according
to Aylward (2013), the interest of the Hittite and Persians in the site was limited: see Aylward
2013: 9.
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century BCE. In 64 BCE, Commagene became a client kingdom of Rome and,
indirectly, Seleucia fell under Roman rule. In 17 CE, the Kingdom of
Commagene was added to the province Syria by Germanicus, and Seleucia was
thus also annexed by Rome. The Romans stationed the legio IIII Scythica in the
city and ruled the city until the middle of the third century CE: the city was
ultimately sacked by the Sassanians around 252/253 CE.55 Afterwards it was
never fully inhabited again since other cities, such as Antioch and Edessa, were
considered more suited as Rome’s eastern frontier.56
It has been suggested that Seleucia was a point of intersection between
eastern and Graeco-Roman cultures. After its foundation, the city was inhabited
by Greek immigrants, a local Semitic population, merchants from the region and,
during Roman rule, also by a Roman legion and, thus, by Roman citizens.57
Interestingly, the Roman army had a long presence in Northern Syria: the
Romans had stationed a legion at Seleucia for nearly 200 years. At first glance,
Seleucia seemed certainly more Graeco-Roman than Dura-Europos: the city
issued its own coins, and villas with high quality mosaics have been unearthed in
the city. We also know of civic institutions and athletic competitions held in the
city. Nevertheless, arguing that Seleucia was a Graeco-Roman city would be
pushing the evidence too far as this city, like Dura-Europos, appears to have
been a mixture of cultures, which is especially clear in the pictorial evidence
found in the funerary realm.58 Now that we addressed the histories of the cities
under study, we can concentrate more specifically on the topic of this thesis: the
lives of women in these three cities, starting with the status quaestionis on women.
II. RESEARCH ON WOMEN AT DURA-EUROPOS, PALMYRA, AND SELEUCIA ON
THE EUPHRATES
As mentioned above, women from Roman Syria have received little scholarly
attention so far. An exception are the women from Palmyra, who have been
studied by scholars such as Jean-Baptise Yon and Eleonora Cussini. They have
focused on epigraphic material from public, religious, and funerary contexts. 59
55 The role of the legion will be addressed in more detail in chapter three.
56 Aylward 2013: 9-13; The Res Gestae Divi Saporis is a rock-cut trilingual inscription in Parthian,
Middle Persian, and Greek listing the achievements and conquests by Shapur I. Zeugma and
Apamea are also mentioned as cities that were captured: see Kennedy 1998: no. 69.
57 Görkay 2012: 275.
58 Yon 2004: 325-327.
59 Yon 2002, 166-186; Cussini 1995: 233-250 and 2005: 26-43.
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Yon has observed that women primarily gained prestige through traditional roles
as mothers, wives, and daughters of important men. Cussini has revealed that
women dedicated statues, altars and architectural elements to gods and family
members, acted as buyers and sellers of funerary property, and were recipients
of dedicatory and honorific inscriptions.60 Other scholars such as Maura Heyn,
Anna Sadurska, Cynthia Finlayson, and Signe Krag have studied the funerary
portraiture with a focus on clothing, attributes, jewellery, and gestures: from this,
they tried to reconstruct the social position of women in Palmyrene society.61 In
such studies, most scholars focus their attention on one particular realm (public,
religious, or funerary) in which women acted or on one type of source
(epigraphic or visual), and from this they postulate on the life of Palmyrene
women in general.
The women of Dura-Europos and Seleucia, however, have been mostly
overlooked in the literature. Most scholarly attention is given to the women
depicted on murals in the synagogue and house church from Dura-Europos;
but, since these wall paintings represent biblical figures and not historical
women, they are omitted in this present study.62 One scholar who does, however,
60 Cussini 2005: 26-43.
61 Heyn 2010: 631-661 and 2012: 439-441; Sadurska 1996: 285-288; Finlayson 2008: 99-138 and
Finlayson 2013: ; Krag 2016, 180-193; Krag and Raja 2016, 134-178; Krag 2017: 36-51. Krag’s
dissertation on Palmyrene women, Funerary representations of Palmyrene women. From the first century
BC to the third century AD was published late in 2018 and, apart from chapter 6, I have not seen
this publication.
62 The walls of the baptistery in the house church were originally covered with paintings,
including scenes from the Gospels and Jewish Scriptures. About 40 per cent of the paintings
have survived due to the location of the church alongside Wall Street. The blue ceiling is covered
with white stars. On the western wall we see the ‘Good Shepherd’ with his sheep and in the
lower left corner ‘Adam and Eve’. On the high zone of the northern wall two miracles of Christ
are depicted: ‘the walking on the water’ and ‘the healing of the paralytic’. On the high zone of
the southern wall only a very small fragment of ‘paradise’ has survived. On the southern wall,
two more scenes were painted: ‘the woman at a well’ who can most likely be identified as the
Samaritan woman from the Gospel of John and a damaged scene with two figures who we can
identify by the two accompanying inscriptions as ‘David and Goliath’. The so-called scene of
‘the women in procession’ was located on the eastern and northern walls. This last scene is the
most prominent and most discussed scene from the baptistery. There has been a fierce debate
amongst art historians about the most plausible identification of these women, whom I have
identified elsewhere as the wise and the foolish virgins from the Gospel of Matthew: see Klaver
2015: 63-78. In regards to the synagogue, after the reconstruction of the House of Assembly,
the whole room was decorated with wall paintings. The ceiling was decorated with painted tiles
with the names of patrons of the synagogue written in Greek, and paintings in vivid colours of
the Old Testament covered the four walls. The panels show stories of important Jewish figures
such as Moses, Elijah, Ezekiel, and David, and the majority of the paintings revolve around the
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focus on women in Dura-Europos beyond these limitations is archaeologist
Jennifer Baird. In her book on ancient houses at Dura-Europos, Baird has
discussed the gendered use of space, dress practices, and female attributes.63
According to Baird, Durene houses were transmitted along male lines, and the
andron was probably a male-dominated space. It is possible women also had their
own spaces, but the archaeological remains are insufficient to identify women’s
quarters within houses. By examining textiles, pictorial evidence, papyri,
jewellery, and graffiti, Baird has concluded that – at least on certain occasions –
Durene women wore floor-length garments, headdresses with veils, and
jewellery which may have been signifiers of age, status, and local identity.64 The
participation of women in Dura’s religious life has been studied by Pascal
Arnaud and Jean-Baptiste Yon via the inscriptions in the so-called salles à gradins
found at three temples that were probably dedicated to female deities (see below
‘the sources’, chapter one, and the appendix).65
In regards to Seleucia, to my knowledge, women have hardly been
studied. The exception appears to be Michael Blömer’s study on sculptures from
Northern Syria, in which he examines grave monuments and cultic statues from
Hierapolis, Seleucia, and Doliche.66 In this study, Blömer, who has studied
Northern Syria intensively, has argued that the male and female grave
monuments in Seleucia were used as an expression of self-image, which
interestingly did not focus on Roman citizenship, but on family relations.67
Despite the relative neglect of scholarly interest, the rich material from Roman
Syria allows for a more detailed study on women, and it is to this material that
we now turn our attention.

theme of the victory of the Jewish religion over its enemies. Women are depicted in five panels:
‘Mordecai and Esther’, ‘Elijah revives the widow’s child’, ‘Pharaoh and the infancy of Moses’,
‘Elijah at Cherith and Zarephath’, and ‘Solomon receives the queen of Sheba’: see TEAD
Synagogue 1956.
63 Baird 2014: 209-241.
64 Baird 2014: 209-241.
65 Arnaud 1997: 117-143; Yon 2016: 99-113. This article by Yon is, to some extent similar, to
my own research on the salles à gradins, which started before his publication, see below chapter
one.
66 Blömer 2014.
67 Blömer 2014: 86-89.
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III. THE SOURCES: MATERIAL CULTURE AND INSCRIPTIONS
In this thesis, each chapter has its own focus since the surviving evidence differs
per city. Not only is the material unevenly spread over the three cities, it is also
unevenly preserved in the various spheres of life. Thus, the available material has
influenced the research question(s) in each case study. The studied sources in
this thesis range from material culture with a focus on portraiture to other
archaeological finds, such as jewellery, and inscriptions.
When working with inscriptions, one needs to keep the following in
mind: epigraphy was a cultural phenomenon that was embraced by some areas
and ignored by others.68 Additionally, there was no such thing as one type of
Greek or Roman epigraphic habit; instead, there were great differences per
region, making all epigraphy (in a sense) a local convention.69 Furthermore, in
her recent publication, Hemelrijk has quite rightly noted that since only a small
percentage of the inscriptions have survived, it is questionable whether the
surviving corpus can be viewed as representative of what was originally set up.70
That being said, the inscriptions in my corpus still provide us with insight into
the presented identities and backgrounds of the inhabitants, of social relations;
importantly, they reveal a glimpse into city life at ground level.
The majority of the pictorial evidence used in this thesis is portraiture,
from a funerary or a religious context. A portrait is not just a likeness or image
of an individual or group: portraits are works of art engaging ‘with ideas of
identity as they are perceived, represented, and understood in different times and
places’.71 Portraits convey someone’s personality, social status, profession, age,
and gender and are products of artistic fashions, styles, techniques, and media
ranging (in this study) from paintings, reliefs, and three-dimensional sculptures
to mosaics and graffiti.72 Shearer West has correctly pointed out in her book,

68 In the ancient world, inscriptions were most common in urbanized areas. In the Greek world,
inscriptions are found from the eighth century BCE onwards, and the usage of inscriptions
became more popular in the fourth century BCE. Through the expansions of Alexander the
Great, this Greek epigraphic habit also found its way to the Near East, see Woolf 1996: 36-37.
Bodel 2001: 14.
69 The term ‘epigraphic habit’ was introduced by Ramsey MacMullen in his renowned article of
1982. The differences in the epigraphic practice of the cities need to be kept in mind when
studying the material to analyse for example the cultural, religious, and civic life of its inhabitants:
see MacMullen 1982: 245.
70 Hemelrijk 2015: 29-34.
71 West 2004: 11.
72 West 2004: 9-19.
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Portraiture, that even though portraits have aesthetic values, this was rarely the
primary motivation in commissioning or displaying a portrait. Instead, political
(to convey authority in a specific context), social, and/or commemorative
reasons were the driving force(s) behind a portrait.73 In studying portraiture, one
needs to keep in mind that even if the imagery reflects a particular event, for
example a marriage, banquet, or religious ceremony, the image is always highly
stylized: it rarely directly reflects day-to-day life. Nonetheless, portraits were
commissioned to convey messages about the individual or individuals to other
members of society. Therefore, portraiture may be useful for studying the social
life and identity of women.74
At Dura-Europos (chapter 1), most of the material referred to in this
thesis regarding women is found in the religious realm. The inscriptions and
imagery here provide us with knowledge about the cultural identities presented
by the elite inhabitants, their marriage strategies, and the gendered use of sacred
space. In the temples of Artemis, Atargatis and Azzanathkona, three so-called
salles à gradins were found. These cult rooms contain seats engraved with names
of women and their genealogy along male lines. This find offers us a unique
opportunity to analyse family affiliations and the cultural identities as presented
by the female worshippers of these three cults.75 These historical women from
Dura-Europos are not only known by their names, but also through their
pictorial representations on temple walls. Consequently, these representations
73 West 2004: 43-69, 72.
74 Johns 1996: 2. Also already noted by author in ‘Dress and identity in the SyrianMesopotamian region: The case of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357391.
75 At Dura-Europos, inscriptions are mostly found in the cult buildings, and they show diversity
in languages and names from Greek and Latin to local dialects of Aramaic: see Kaizer 2009: 235253. Gascou 2011: 74-97. Under Parthian rule, the Graeco-Macedonian culture of the
Macedonian colonizers remained important, which is indicated by the large number of Greek
inscriptions and Graeco-Macedonian names in the epigraphic material and the Greek language
of the papyri. These inscriptions are published in the preliminary reports and the papyri have
been complied in a final report: see TEAD I-IX and TEAD PP. Also see Kaizer (2009) for a
more recent overview on studies dealing with inscriptions: Kaizer 2009: 235-254. In addition to
Greek inscriptions, roughly a hundred Semitic inscriptions have been found in the city, of which
the majority are dated to the Parthian era: see Gascou 2011: 74-97. See Bertolino 2004 for the
corpus of the Semitic inscriptions from Dura-Europos. A third of the Semitic inscriptions are
dedicatory graffiti recording only personal names. These inscriptions are mainly found in
temples, in particular, in those visited by the Palmyrene community, such as the temple of Bel
and the temple of Gaddé: see Dirven 1999 for Palmyrenes in Dura-Europos. When Rome
conquered the city, the dominance of Greek in (public) inscriptions remained unchanged. Latin
inscriptions did emerge but mainly in the military sphere: see Kaizer 2009: 239.
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can be used as comparative material. Archaeological finds, such as jewellery and
textiles, are also used for illustrating my arguments. This enables us to tentatively
reconstruct the social position of Durene women within their families, mainly
by means of material from a religious context.
At Palmyra (chapter 2), inscriptions are found in three realms, allowing
us to study the participation of women in the religious, public, and funerary life.
It is especially the circumstances under which Palmyrene women acted as
representatives of their families that can be studied here. In addition, we have
abundant pictorial material from the funerary sphere: over 3000 portraits have
been collected by the Palmyra Portrait Project, of which around 40 per cent
depict women, either alone or with others.76 From these portraits, information
on the position of women within family life can be deduced by studying dress,
attributes, jewellery, and hierarchy within the family portrait. A handful of
honorary statues of women have also been found at Palmyra that show great
stylistic differences when compared to the portraits from the funerary realm.
These differences allow us to examine this particular type of ‘code-switching’
between public and private and question why different styles were suited for
different contexts.
For the last case study, at Seleucia on the Euphrates (chapter 3), most
material comes from the funerary realm, where the different cultural influences
reflected in the monuments showcase the hybridity of this city.77 Almost 300
grave monuments have been found at Seleucia: over 60 of these commemorate
women with portraits. The omission of material from other spheres of life makes
for a limited study on the social life of women within this city. However, the
cultural diversity reflected within the grave monuments nonetheless permits a
detailed study on cultural interaction and Roman influence. Apart from the
cultural influences exemplified by the portraits, chapter three also focuses on the
gendered use of dress and symbolism. Other archaeological evidence – such as
mosaics, wall paintings, and inscriptions – is mainly used to provide background
information and to illustrate the hybridity in the city.

76 Rubina Raja, the director of the Palmyra Portrait Project, mentioned in a presentation (2017)
that 1774 funerary sculptures depict men, which makes up around 60 per cent of the total: Raja,
‘The so-called curtain of death in the Palmyrene funerary sculpture’ at the conference Revisiting
the Religious Life of Palmyra held on September 21-22 2017, at The Royal Danish Academy of
Sciences and Letters in Copenhagen.
77 For a discussion of this term, see below.
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An important but unfortunate limit of this study is the focus upon
women from elite and upper-middle class families, since the studied material
generally corresponds with this group of women.78 Even with the limitations of
my material, the information that may be obtained from this evidence does
provide us with new insights into the life of these women from Dura-Europos,
Palmyra, and Seleucia on the Euphrates and, as such, broadens our knowledge
on women in the ancient world, particularly in Roman Syria.
IV. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS AND APPROACH
In all three cities, interactions between cultures and cultural exchange are clearly
visible in the archaeological material. This concept of cultural exchange has been
studied by many scholars since the early twentieth century. In his essay on
cultural hybridity, Peter Burke has addressed these concepts and provides an
overview of the terminologies introduced over the years. Burke also illustrates
with clear examples how cultural encounters vary through time and space.79
When we come to the ancient world, the traditional concept of Romanization
stands at the base of studying cultural interaction.80 To this day, the concept of
78 In this study, elite families are defined as families with economic, social, religious and/or
political power in the city, attested by their presence within these realms either through
benefactions, dedications, or the erection of buildings or parts of buildings. Members of middle
class families are those who originally do not belong to the elite families but, due to their rising
economic position, have the opportunity to make smaller dedications (such as altars) and buy
funerary portraits.
79 Burke 2009.
80 The concept of Romanization was introduced by scholars such as Theodor Mommsen and
Francis Haverfield as the deliberate spreading of the ‘superior’ Roman culture among the
conquered peoples from the provinces by enforcing Latin, Roman religion, and Roman culture
upon the inhabitants of the provinces in order to bring the Roman Empire together, Haverfield
1912; Mommsen 1941. This approach implies a conscious policy by the Romans and a top-down
notion of cultural exchange; it does not recognize that cultural interaction is not a one-sided or
a linear process. It was, therefore, met with great scepticism, especially from 1990s onwards:
Sparreboom 2016: 31. The ‘postcolonial approach’ to the Romanization model deconstructed
the myth of Roman supremacy, and it was believed that groups with subordinate positions did,
in fact, have active roles in the incorporation of new cultural elements. This new approach was
incorporated from linguistic studies that focused on the developments of the Creole language,
in which the languages of the colonizers were not completely adopted, but mixed with the
languages from slaves. This new language, Creole, was thus not formed by the colonizers or the
elite, but by slaves who chose to incorporate some elements from the colonizers while rejecting
others. Some scholars have suggested using this process of ‘creolization’ to explain the changes
in the cultures of both the Romans and the indigenous inhabitants of the provinces: see Webster
2001. However, using the creolization theory on the debate of cultural exchange in the Roman
Empire is problematic since the relationship between a slave and colonizer was not the same as
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Romanization is hotly debated and while some are still in favour of the label –
albeit in an adjusted version from the original – others such as David Mattingly
choose to reject the label completely.81 In this study, I opt not to use the concept
of Romanization to explain cultural exchange but focus rather on hybridity, a
model which will now be further explained.
In his book, Rome’s Cultural Revolution, Andrew Wallace-Hadrill has
observed a few pitfalls when studying cultural exchange through the examination
of material culture.82 First, culture is a fluid concept comprised of complex
behavioural characteristics (ranging from laws, languages, games et cetera) and
values (for example, education), which identify group membership, but also
reflect social power within the group.83 Second, changes in material culture may
not only reflect contact with other cultures, but they may also be signifiers of
new ideas or shifting power relations within the community. Finally, it is often
too difficult to speak of a unique material culture since many objects are just
variations on widely shared types: this may be especially true regarding the
widespread use of tunics and mantles. Despite these difficulties in interpreting
material culture, I do find material culture useful in studying cultural exchange.
In my opinion, the model of hybridity allows for enough room in studying
cultural exchange via material culture.84
The hybridity model
The incorporation of ideas, techniques, materials or iconography from other
cultures is interpreted by some scholars as hybridity; alternatively, such
encounters have been labelled (for example) as syncretism, acculturation,

the relationship between the Romans and their subjects. See Wallace-Hadrill 2008, Mattingly
2011, Hingley 2010: 54-75, and Pitts and Versluys 2015 for a general overview on the
Romanization debate.
81 Hemelrijk (2015) argues that the concept is still usable and she uses Romanization ‘as an
umbrella term for the participation in the way of life, customs, and values, which, despite local
and regional differences, were recognized as Roman’: Hemelrijk 2015: 19-20; Mattingly has
argued for replacing the term Romanization with the use of the term ‘discrepant identity’, since
‘what has previously been described as Romanization in effect represents the interactions of
multiple attempts at defining and redefining identity’: Mattingly 2011: 38-41, 203-207. Other
scholars such as Pitts and Versluys 2015 and De Jong 2017 focus on the concept of globalization
and localization when addressing cultural exchange.
82 Wallace-Hadrill 2008: 3-37.
83 Wallace-Hadrill 2008: 28-37.
84 Wallace-Hadrill 2008: 8.
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creolization, globalization, or the middle-ground theory.85 Whereas creolization
mainly views this process from the bottom-up, hybridity seems, in my opinion,
less biased in its approach: the model appears to be more fluid in that it ranges
from bottom-up and top-down. If scholars distinguish one or more of the
following criteria or processes we may speak of a hybrid culture: (1) the
incorporation of foreign material, objects or ideas, though not necessarily with
the same meaning; (2) a mixture of cultural forms; (3) developments of new
transcultural forms; and (4) agency.86 Hybridity is thus both a manifestation of
cultural creativity ((re)combining material elements), and a manifestation of
agency.87 Such a definition suggests that hybridity is a more inclusive concept
than creolization, since this seems to focus on new cultures created by elements
drawn from two or more cultures (criterion 3). It also transcends the middleground model, which centres around two or more cultures influencing one
another to create a dialogue that was mutually understood (criteria 2 and 3).88
It is especially in chapter three on Seleucia that I find hybridity to be a
useful concept, since the grave monuments show elements from different
cultures and traditions.89 Here, all elements of hybridity can be studied: funerary
portraiture in itself was (in all likelihood) incorporated from Graeco-Roman
85 In a recent publication, Jeb Card addressed hybrid material culture, which he defines as ‘the
production of material objects incorporating elements of multiple existing stylistic or
technological traditions’: see Card 2013: 1; See Burke (2009) for an overview on this ‘jungle of
concepts’. For a recent discussion on globalization, see Pitts and Versluys 2015; Hales and Hodos
(2010) also discuss globalization, glocalization, and the middle-ground theory.
86 Tirpan 2013: 470. In his 2001 article, Stephen Silliman has addressed the usage of social
theories as agency by archaeologists. Here I follow his definition of agency as intentional and
strategic behaviour and behaviour that may have been routinized: see Silliman 2001: 192. This
indicates that acts are only partly products of individuals: they ‘do act with explicit intent and
strategies for accomplishing their objectives, but they also act in ways that allow them to ‘go on
in the world’: Silliman 2001: 192.
87 Silliman 2013: 487-488. This is contra Pitts and Versluys (2015), who reject hybridity since
everything in the Roman world was hybrid and (according to them) the motives behind cultural
change are not investigated within this framework (see Pitts and Versluys 2015: 6). Instead, they
opt for the model of globalization. However, a just comment against the model of globalization
to study the ancient world is that the interconnections established in the ancient world were not
a global phenomenon. Pitts and Versluys try to solve this puzzle by stressing that globalization
is ‘a relative concept: connectivity has always been present to some degree but is, in certain
historical periods, characterized by such dramatic punctuations that we can describe these as
global […] The Roman era was such a period’ (p. 17). This seems to be a rather forced solution;
the Roman world and Roman culture did not extend to global proportions of the ‘known world’.
88 Sommer 2010: 129; Wallace-Hadrill 2008: 23-24.
89 Burke 2009, 13-33. The concept of hybridity is not neutral and, especially in biological
sciences, the phrase has negative connotations: see Silliman 2015: 494.
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culture (criterion 1), whereas their execution reveals a new form (criterion 3),
and the appearance of the deceased shows a mixture of Roman and local-style
dress (criterion 2), which all can be explained by agency of the deceased or their
families (criterion 4). At Dura-Europos (chapter one) we can especially see
criterion 1 in the usage of Graeco-Macedonian names where, for generations,
Greek names endowed one with prestige in the city, but did not necessarily
reflect actual Greek-Macedonian descent. In analysing Durene dress behaviour
in portraits, we also clearly see agency of the portrayed women and/or their
families (criterion 4), and a mixture of garments from different cultures (criterion
2), which also allowed for new local forms (criterion 3).
Identity, gender, and dress
In our quest to know more about women’s social life, the concept of identity
plays a crucial role. In recent scholarship, there has been much discussion on the
term identity: this is also true within ancient studies.90 The idea of one fixed
identity is outdated and the common view today is that the formation of an
identity or identities is a dynamic process, a social construct, and context
dependent.91 Our identity derives from numerous sources: our ethnicity,
nationality, membership to a tribe or community, status, wealth, location,
employment, language and literacy, gender, age, sexuality, and religion.92 In
constructing identities, two forces are at play – self-definition and outsidedefinition – how one sees oneself and how one is seen by others.93 One way of
displaying our identities is through dress: dress is therefore often seen as a
medium of communication.94 This context lifts dress out of a strictly materialist
90 Within studies on identity two viewpoints have determined the debate. An essentialist claims
that an identity is formed on one clear set of features, which all the members of the group share
and which is not subject to change. Non-essentialists study the differences and the shared
features among the group members and the differences and shared features between the group
and others. They also study how the identity of a group or individual has changed over time: see
Woodward 1997, 11.
91 Woodward 1997: 1; Rothe 2009: 79; Mattingly 2011: 213-219; Harlow 2012: 1; Rooijakkers
2016: 12-13.
92 This list is a combined set of factors made by Woodward 1997: 1 and Mattingly 2011: 217;
Also already noted by author in ‘Dress and identity in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region: The case
of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357-391.
93 Rooijakkers 2016: 13.
94 Lurie 1981: 3; Eicher 1999: 1; Young 1996: 92-95; Tarlo 1996: 1. I choose not to use the word
‘fashion’. Fashion is dress behaviour, which is characterized by the short-term changes and the
alternation is made as a result of the change for the sake of change: see Rothe 2009: 9.
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meaning (as something to protect the body) and
transforms it into ‘a coded sensory system of non-verbal
communication that aids human interaction in space and
time’.95 The realm of dress in this study includes clothing
and all additions and modifications to the body, such as
headdress and hairstyles, footwear, cosmetics, jewellery,
accessories, weapons, attributes et cetera.96
The adornment and altering of bodies and
appearances is common across cultures from Europe,
Africa, Asia and the Americas and throughout history.
Indeed, dress has been the subject of many
anthropological and sociological studies and, in more
recent years, also in ancient history.97 To cite one modern
example, William Young has concluded from his
fieldwork among the Rashayda Bedouins, an Arab tribe
in Sudan, that they use dress (and language) to express
their group identity and to differentiate themselves from
others. The Rashayda Bedouins decorate their bodies, their livestock, camels,
and tents, where each pattern reveals membership to a tribe.98 Codes attached
to a specific group set aside group members from outsiders: dress thus includes
and excludes.99 Dress can reflect different aspects of an identity: social and
economic status, marital status, age, ethnicity, gender, wealth. Religious, family,
and political norms are also reflected in clothing and in the modification of one’s
body.100
So why is dress a useful concept to study women? Even among the
Rashayda Bedouins, there are differences in clothing due to gender, marital
status, and age. Married women, for example, wear facial masks that cover their
nose and mouth, while unmarried women wear the ‘virgin veils’, signifying their
95 Eicher 1999: 1. Davis 1992 describes ‘the clothing code’ and rightly addresses the fact that
dress codes are context dependent: see Davis 1992: 1-18.
96 Roach-Higgens, Eicher and Johnson 1995, 7-10. Dode 2012: 7, note 2. Lurie 1981: 4-5.
97 See Rothe 2009: 5-10 for a short overview of anthropological and sociological studies. For
ancient history studies, see (for example) Llewellyn-Jones 2003; Sebesta and Bonfante 1994.
98 Young 1996: 27-29, 48, 50, 79-81.
99 Barnes and Eicher 1992: 1.
100 Harlow 2012: 1; Stillman 2000: 1-10; Lentz 1999:269-293; An earlier version of this
paragraph is published in ‘Dress and identity in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region: The case of
the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357-391.
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Fig. IV. Drawing of a
chiton pinned along the
sleeves
Photo:
estudiandosocialesestoy
.blogspot.com

Fig. V. Athena
wearing a peplos.
Photo: Acropolis
Museum, Athens

marriageable status.101 The concept of dress as a signifier of
gender, marital status, and age is not exclusively found
among the Rashayda Bedouins. Several studies in
anthropology, sociology, and ancient studies show gender as
a vital part of dress choice and codes: we can be confident
that such behaviour was also typical in antiquity.102 According
to Ursula Rothe, who studied the dress behaviour of Roman
and provincial women in great detail, the women in de RhineMoselle region of the Roman Empire used dress (among
other things) as an expression of their marital status.103
As this study uses dress as a signifier of various
identities, it is useful to give a short summary of Greek,
Roman, and Parthian dress, since the dress behaviour
depicted in my corpus reflects influences of one or more of
these cultures. Of course, there was no such thing as one
standard type of Greek or Roman dress; here, a general
description is provided as background information. Greek
female dress in the Hellenistic and Roman periods usually consisted of two or
three garments.104 The first was an ankle-length chiton with elbow-length sleeves
that were buttoned along the arms.105 It could be belted under the breast or at
the waist (Fig. IV). Over the chiton, a woman wore (when outside) a linen or wool
mantle called the himation, which was a rectangular piece of cloth that was draped
around the body.106 Since the himation was not pre-shaped, it could be draped in
different ways (for example by wrapping from left to right with a horizontal band
below the breasts, leaving the chest uncovered by the himation). The mantle could
also be wrapped diagonally across the chest over the left shoulder or it could
cover the entire upper body, wrapping both arms.107 The mantle was also used

101 Stillman 2000, 1; Tarlo 1996, 318.
102 Barnes and Eicher 1992; Rothe 2009.
103 Rothe 2009: 38, 44.
104 For Greek female dress, see Harrison 1989: 41-61; Llewellyn-Jones 2002; Cleland, Harlow
and Llewellyn-Jones 2005; Dillon 2010: 60-102.
105 Lee 2015: 106-113. For buttons on Greek garments, see Elderkin 1928: 333-345.
106 Lee 2015: 113-116.
107 See Dillon 2010: 60-102 for an overview of female garments in Greek sculpture.
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to veil the head.108 The third piece of clothing worn
by Greek women was a peplos, which was belted under
the breast or at the waist (Fig. V).109 The peplos was a
large rectangular cloth with an overfold that was
draped around the body under the arms and was
pinned at the shoulders. The overfold would hang
down at the front and the back at the waist. This
garment could be worn over a chiton and under a
himation and also on its own.110
Roman dress comprised of an elbow-length
sleeved tunica, which originated from the chiton.111 It
was made by two rectangular cloths which were
pinned together at the shoulders and down the arms
or were fully sewn together. The tunica was then
belted under the breast by a cord. Married women
wore a stola over their tunica, but this garment fell
into disuse during the imperial period except for
ceremonial purposes.112 The stola covered the feet,
and bands across the shoulders joined in the front
and the back. These bands were commonly made of ribbons of cloth.113 The stola
was also belted by a cord under the breasts. A palla, the Roman version of the
Greek himation, was a rectangular piece of cloth which was worn outdoors and
covered a woman’s body to her knees or calves. It was draped over the left
shoulder and covered the back; it was then brought over the right shoulder or
108 Galt 1931: 373-393. Llewellyn-Jones 2003: 1-21. See Llewellyn-Jones 2003: 7-8. He describes
the different types of veils used in the ancient Greek world such as the pharos-veil, the shaal-veil,
the himation-veil and face-veils on pages 41-83. In day-to-day life, it was most common to use
the himation as a veil.
109 Dillon 2010: 78-79. An extra-long peplos or chiton could be bloused under the breast or at the
waist with the help of a girdle: this heavy drapery was called a kolpos: Lee 2015: 100-106.
110 Dillon 2010: 65, 79. She claims that statues wearing only a peplos usually depict heroic or
divine women.
111 See Croom 2000: 73-116, Sebesta 1994: 46-53 for an overview on female Roman clothing.
For hairstyles, see Thompson 1988: 99-115, Sebesta 1994: 46-53, Croom 2000: 96-105.
112 For a more detailed study on the stola see Scholz 1992.
113 Sebesta 1994: 49, Croom 2000: 73-76. There has been much discussion on the institia of the
stola; some argue that the institia are these ribbons of cloth across the shoulders, while others
claim that the institia are the borders of the stola. See Scholz 1992 for the most detailed study on
the stola.
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Fig. VI. Messalina,
wife of the
emperor Claudius
dressed in a tunica,
stola and palla.
First century CE.
Photo: Louvre, in.
no.: MR 280

under the right arm and thrown over the left shoulder or arm.
Again, the mantle was used to cover the head (Fig. VI).114
Female garments of the Parthians have received little study
within the field of Parthian dress.115 Most scholars focus on the
garments of men: long-sleeved tunics, jackets, trousers and
different types of headdress. Women’s dress was possibly
inspired by the Greek chiton and himation.116 The images known
to us show women with long-sleeved and ankle-length
garments decorated with embroidery that were belted at the
waist. On top, some statues show women wearing a dress
similar to a peplos, pinned at the shoulders.117 Portrayed women
normally cover their heads using their mantle or a separate
piece of cloth. Between their hair and veils, they could wear
diadems and, above this, a twisted turban or cap.118
Furthermore, most imagery show women who are heavily
adorned with jewellery (Fig. VII).
In studying dress, we must also keep in mind the element of
agency: several studies show that women wear dress that has
been chosen by their families or husbands.119 Herero women
from Botswana and Namibia, for example, are expected to
wear ‘traditional dress’ (which was actually adopted from
nineteenth-century missionaries). It is not only a symbol of the
woman’s strength (Herero dress has many layers and is
considered difficult to wear in terms of weight and
complexity), her beauty, and her ethnicity, but it is also a
symbol of her husband’s power over her. Married Herero
women who wear the dress often claim that their husbands

114 Sebesta 1994: 50.
115 Dirven is working on a publication of the statues from Hatra, where thirteen statues of
women dressed in Parthian-style dress are found. See Dirven forthcoming.
116 Colledge 1977: 87, 134; Kawami 1987: 143-144; Curtis 1998: 62.
117 See, for example, Von Gall 1998: Tafel 10, d.
118 Colledge 1976: 140, Colledge 1977: 132.
119 Several remarks made in this section have already been noted by author in ‘Dress and identity
in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region: The case of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2
(2016), 357-391.
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require this of them.120 Equally ‘enlightening’ is the position of Zulu women in
the 1980s, who were instructed to wear ‘traditional dress’ to meetings of the
Inkatha Freedom Party, where this dress symbolized the control of their
husbands over them.121 A similar situation may be found in India: when girls
marry, they receive their trousseau, selected by the mother of the bride; however,
it is the father’s reputation that is on show. The trousseau is, in fact, a designator
of the father’s dignity and, therefore, he often controls the appearance of his
daughter. After marriage, this role is transferred to her husband and sons. 122
These varied examples clearly demonstrate that, throughout history and in a
widespread geographical sphere, the choice of dress for women was not always
their own and could be controlled by her family and her husband. In such cases,
dress reflected the financial and social status and moral values of her husband
and his family as well as indicating her own modesty. It is plausible that, in
ancient societies, this trend was similarly present.123 Hence, one must remain
aware that women’s dress in our cities did not necessarily reflect female agency,
but possibly that of their families.
Another complication is that dress behaviour often changes. The abovementioned Herero ‘traditional dress’ does not consist of a fixed set of African
icons, but emerged from European clothing. Their actual traditional dress was
replaced when German colonizers settled in their territory. Despite this, Herero
women transferred the nineteenth-century German dress into a signifier of their
own ethnicity (Figs. VIII-IX). Therefore, the question arises as to whether we
can use dress as a cultural marker, since – as the Herero women demonstrate –
dress is always changing and remaking itself as a result of contact with other
styles.124 I, therefore, do not focus on what is traditional or local in this thesis,
but on what is presented as traditional or local, while keeping in mind that the
traditional dress could and did change over time.

120 Durham 1999: 389-410.
121 Klopper 1991; The dress and behaviour of Zulu married women was under control of the
hlonipa: the codes of conduct for women towards her husband’s family. Among these codes was
the rule that a woman must cover her breast in their presence: see Durham 1999: 395.
122 Tarlo 1996: 181-187.
123 Rothe 2009: 75.
124 Hansen 2004: 372.
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V. CLOSING REMARKS
The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to broaden our knowledge on women in
Roman Syria and, in particular, increase our understanding of the social life of
women in Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and Seleucia on the Euphrates. Thus, the
following three chapters chart my exploration of how women in Roman Syria
engaged in city life. Together, the three case studies provide a detailed picture of
the participation of these women in the public, religious, and funerary spheres
as well as the circumstances surrounding their involvement in these areas.

Fig. VIII. Herero
traditional dress
before 19th
century.
From:
bing.com/images
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CHAPTER 1: FEMALE CULTURAL IDENTITIES IN DURA-EUROPOS:
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

1.1 INTRODUCTION
On March 30 of 1920, Indian-British soldiers searched for protection against the
Bedouins in the ruins of what later turned out to be Dura-Europos (Fig. 1.1). By
chance, they stumbled upon the temple of Bel with its striking wall painting, The
Sacrifice of Konon, depicting a family alongside two priests in the act of sacrifice.125
James Henry Breasted of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago was
in Baghdad at the time and, informed of the discovery, left for further
investigation of the site. He identified the city as Dura and published his findings
in his book, Oriental forerunners of Byzantine painting.126 With the support of the
Belgian scholar Franz Cumont, Breasted presented his findings to the Académie
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres in 1922, which arose enough interest to
instigate a proper excavation. In 1922 and 1923, the excavations of DuraEuropos had begun, commissioned by the Académie and led by Cumont.127
From 1928 until 1937, excavations continued; this time, the collaboration was
between the French Académie and Yale University, with Mikhail Rostovtzeff as
supervisor. However, the threat of war and budget problems halted the
excavations by the late 1930s.128 Excavations were finally resumed half a century
later – in the 1980s – this time by a team of French and Syrian archaeologists
under the supervision of Pierre Leriche.129 Again, excavations were interrupted

125 Kaizer 2016b: 35-46. Kaizer also mentions the travel reports of German scholars Friedrich
Sarre and Buno Schulz who had visited the site in the late 19th and early 20th century. In this
article, Kaizer also provides an overview on the different names of ‘Bel’, ‘Palmyrene gods’, and
‘Zeus’, which are attributed to the temple. Epigraphic evidence suggests that the main deity was
indeed ‘Zeus’, but its iconography was non-classical, leading Kaizer to argue that the deity
worshipped in this temple was indeed Bel who had undergone his ‘interpretatio graeca’.
126 Breasted 1924.
127 Kaizer 2016b: 36-37.
128 Between 1928-1937, ten seasons of excavations were conducted. The excavations have been
published in preliminary reports I-IX. Several final reports have been published since: see
bibliography below. For a useful overview on the history of the excavations, see Kaizer 2016a:
1-15 and Baird 2018: 1-16.
129 The results of these excavations are published in several editions of the journal, Syria. Revue
d’art oriental et d’archéologie, published by the Institut français d’archéologie du Proche-Orient in
Beirut and also see Doura-Europos Études 1-5 and Europos-Doura Varia I.
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with the outbreak of the Syrian civil war in 2011. During this conflict, the site
was heavily looted: an unfortunate turn of events that will influence future
research on the site.130
The material unearthed in Dura-Europos shows a city with a large
cultural variety. From its architecture, art, religious life, and inhabitants, we can
deduce influences of Greek, local, regional, and Roman cultures. In this chapter,
I argue that elite families used their representation in the temples (by means of
both inscriptions and portraits) to communicate their cultural identities and
different aspects of their social status as presented by them to other members of
Durene society. Thus, this chapter focuses on the interaction between Greek
and local culture by examining elite representations. From the three cities under
discussion in this dissertation, Dura is particular suitable to study this interaction
since, even in later centuries, it shows aspects of Hellenistic culture. Indeed, this
has been a point of debate in the academic world: as mentioned in the general
introduction, some scholars have argued that the city remained essentially a
Greek city under Parthian and Roman rule, whereas others have emphasized that
elements of Greek culture from the first century BCE onwards must be thought
of as communicating ‘Greekness’ and high social status.131 In regards to studying
the life of Durene women, it will be interesting to see whether this cultural
interaction had an effect on gender behaviour.
Representations of historical women have been found in both secular
and religious contexts. The Durene material is extremely rich and diverse and
consists of inscriptions, wall paintings, and statues dating from the first century
BCE to the third century CE. Material from a religious context is by far the
largest and most informative group. In order to study the interaction of Greek
and local cultures and its effect on gender relations, I have selected
representations of women that allow us to examine both them and their male
relatives. From the salles à gradins in the temples generally ascribed to Artemis,
Atargatis, and Azzanathkona, I have collected over 80 inscriptions that mention

130 Unfortunately, during the present war in Syria, Dura-Europos became a victim of large-scale
illegal digging: see the report by United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR)
from 2014, available at: https://www.unitar.org/unosat/chs-syria (accessed on 14 november
2018).
131 For the notion of Dura-Europos remaining Greek, see Millar 2006: 406-431, especially 415
and Welles 1951: 253, 262. For Greek as a means of self-representation by elite families, see
Sartre 2005: 194-197, Pollard 2007: 100 and Baird 2014: 241-256.
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women in relation to their patrilineal descent and their husband’s family.132 In
addition, four painted portraits from the sanctuary units of the temples of Bel
(nos. 1.1-1.2) and Zeus Theos (nos. 1.3-1.4) show women as forming part of
family groups. Other representations of women from both a religious and
secular context will be used as comparative material; archaeological finds such
as jewellery, textiles, and papyri will be incorporated to further illustrate my
arguments.
This chapter is divided into 4 sections, each of which builds up to
provide a cohesive picture of the representation of women in Dura-Europos. In
the first section, I address the function(s) of the inscriptions (section 1.2). The
arrangement of the cult rooms with steps is central to section three, since these
steps indicate that the women were seated or standing while observing some
kind of religious rite.133 In section 1.4, family affiliations and marriage strategies
of the elite families are addressed. The personal names that dominate the
epigraphic record form the starting point for section 1.5. Here, the prominent
public role of individual inscriptions informs us that the inhabitants of the city
used inscriptions to express their place in society. Moreover, they allow us to
gain insight into the presented cultural identities and the gendered use of names.
Finally, apart from inscriptions, we can reconstruct aspects of the identities of
Durene women from material culture. Indeed, various aspects of women’s social
positions can be retrieved from their portraits (section 1.6).134 Crucially, Dura
provides us with one of the few instances in which epigraphic and pictorial
material from the religious realm can be compared, and it is most remarkable
that some of these portraits and family groups relate to the same families that
represent themselves by means of inscriptions in the salles à gradins. It will be of
some interest, therefore, to see whether the outcomes of my study on the
epigraphic material resemble that of the pictorial material.

132 See below appendix for the inscriptions.
133 Hollinshead 2012: 27-65.
134 As already noted by author in ‘Dress and identity in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region: The
case of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357-391.
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1.2 THE INSCRIPTIONS IN THE SALLES À GRADINS
In this paragraph, I briefly address the epigraphic habit of Dura-Europos and
then discuss the inscriptions from the salles à gradins in more detail. Most
inscriptions in Dura-Europos are found in the city’s cult buildings. These are set
up in a diversity of languages and present names from a variety of lingual
traditions: from Greek and Latin to local dialects of Aramaic.135 Even under
Parthian rule, Greek names and the Greek language dominated in inscriptions,
which indicates that Dura-Europos remained – at least in some aspects – a Greek
city.136 It is worth mentioning that the Macedonian elites hardly adopted the
names and language of their new, Parthian overlords, whereas elsewhere in the
Syrian-Mesopotamian region it was common for urban elites to cooperate with
and adopt customs from their colonizers.137 The dominance of Greek in this city
can be explained by the fact that no Parthian officials and soldiers inhabited
Dura-Europos and the Parthians left the government to the elite families of the
city. The city’s administration was in the hands of the strategos (the commander)
and epistates (the overseer), who paid their respect to the Arsacid king of kings.138
After the Romans conquered the city, we see an increase in Aramaic, Arabic, and
Persian names and a significant decrease in traditional Graeco-Macedonian
names. This decline could indicate that other social groups became important in
the city and/or that Greek names no longer held the same level of prestige. Some
of the people with non-Greek names were called Europaioi – the traditional term
for official citizens of Europos – and were members of the newly established
civic institution (the boule).139

135 Kaizer 2009: 235-253. Gascou 2011: 74-97.
136 Under Parthian rule, the Graeco-Macedonian culture of the Macedonian colonizers
remained dominant, which is indicated by the large number of Greek inscriptions and GraecoMacedonian names in the epigraphic material and the Greek language of the papyri. These
inscriptions are published in the preliminary reports and the papyri have been complied in a final
report: see TEAD I-IX and TEAD PP. Other scholars have compiled the corpus of the
inscriptions in several studies. For an overview of these studies, see Kaizer 2009.
137 Dijkstra 1995: 12.
138 Dirven 1999: 5. See, for Parthian Dura, Dirven 1999: 5-12, Millar 1993: 445-452 and Welles
1951: 251-74. See Frye et al. (1955) for an overview of men who were strategos and epistates: 140141.
139 Gascou 2011: 74-97.
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In the present study, I exclude inscriptions from the salles à gradins that
were not found on the steps or pedestals.140 Inscriptions that are too damaged
to retrieve the female names and family affiliations are also excluded. Based on
these conditions, I have selected 84 inscriptions of which 27 are found in the
temple of Artemis, 20 in the temple of Atargatis and 37 in the temple of
Azzanathkona. In this thesis, I follow the numbering of the original publications
by Cumont and the preliminary report.141 The women are mentioned in relation
to their patrilineal descent and their husband’s family, making the number of
male names far larger than the names of women. In the family trees below, this
patrilineal line is indicated by a red line.
Of the 84 inscriptions, ten are steps dedicated by husbands to their
wives. The earliest of these was dedicated at 34-35 CE and the latest at 107-108
CE.142 Four seats dedicated by fathers to their daughters are all found in the
temple of Azzanathkona and have been dated to 107-108 CE.143 Two
inscriptions mention the daughters by name (nos. 536 and 542). Inscription no.
553 is dedicated to the nameless daughters of ‘Archelaos’. Inscription no. 533 is
rather unusual in that it’s engraved for the future children of a certain
Apollonios. This anomaly may be explained by the fact that the most recent
inscriptions from the temple of Azzanathkona are dated to 107-108 CE, making
it the last chance for a family to present themselves in the temple; so, perhaps
Archelaos and Apollonios wanted to assure their future daughters’ presence in
the temple. None of the daughters are mentioned in relation to their spouses,
which indicates that they were young (or not even born) and probably did not
have the financial resources to provide for their own seats. In the remainder of
the inscriptions, no dedicator is mentioned explicitly. It is not certain whether
140 Five inscriptions in the temple Atargatis are found on pedestals, these were probably used
for small sacrifices: Cumont 1926, nos. 116-118, 120-121. Two have been found on opposite
sides of the entrance of the ‘naos’, and two on the left staircase.
141 Temple of Artemis, Cumont 1926, nos. 57, 58, 59b, 60-79, 81-84; Temple of Atargatis,
Cumont 1926, nos. 86, 88-91, 93, 98, 100, 101, 104, 106-108, 110-111, 116-118, 120-121; Temple
of Azzanathkona, TEAD V, nos. 511, 513-517, 519-526, 529-549, 552-553, 555.
142 No. 69 in the temple of Artemis; nos. 104, 121 in the temple of Atargatis; nos. 513, 516,
522, 537, 539, 546, 552 in the temple of Azzanathkona. The dedicator is mentioned in the
nominative and the females are mentioned in the accusative (nos. 69, 104), in the dative (nos.
121, 513, 516, 537, 539) or in the genitive (no. 546), or two cases in the nominative, which is
unusual and may point towards a mistake in grammar by the stonecutter (misspellings were not
uncommon in these inscriptions) (nos. 522, 552). Three inscriptions mention women in the
dative, but no dedicator is mentioned: nos. 120, 517, 547.
143 Nos. 533, 536, 542, 553.
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the other women financed the remaining seats themselves; nevertheless, the fact
that these female names are written in the nominative and genitive points
towards an active role in the erection of their own seats.144
The hypothesis that Durene women financed their own seats is
substantiated by evidence from the Graeco-Roman world in general and DuraEuropos in particular. It was not uncommon for women in the Greek and
Roman world to finance parts of buildings or contribute to feastings and
festivals.145 Seven papyri documents found in Dura-Europos testify that women
in the region received gifts (slaves), were the legal owners of property, and sold
property without the need of a guardian.146 In this regard, one document (PDura
18) is of interest to us since the recipient of the gift (Timonassa) is also known
from two seats in the temple of Azzanathkona.147 This gift was presented in 87
CE, by Nikanor, son of Xenokrates grandson of Addaeus, of Europos and
entailed the return of property to Timonassa, daughter of Seleukos Lysias’ son,
of Europos.148 Hence, the papyri show that at least a few women in the city had
some financial independence. The idea that the women themselves financed
most seats in the three salles à gradins is therefore likely. But since no such
transactions have been recorded in the corpus of the papyri or otherwise, this is
bound to remain a hypothesis.149
144 McLean 2002: 197.
145 Van Bremen 1996: 194-196, 283-293. Hemelrijk 2013: 65-84.
146 See TEAD PP, PDura nos. 17b, 18, 28-32 where women acted as recipients or givers of
property. In PDura no. 17b, a father gives slaves to his daughter, probably as part of her dowry.
In no. 28, a woman called Marcia Aurelia sold a female slave named Amath-Sin, whom she had
purchased previously. The deed was written by her husband due to her illiteracy. PDura no. 29
contains a transaction between two women; a certain Aurelia Gaia received a deposit (for
safekeeping) from someone called ‘Amaththabeile’. PDura no. 30 is a marriage contract between
a soldier and a widow and mentions the possessions that she brought into the marriage. Both
come from Qatna, which was probably on the Chabur River. PDura no. 31 is a divorce document
from a couple from Ossa, in which both the husband and wife state that they want to separate.
The son of the woman has written the document on behalf of his mother. PDura no. 32 is also
a divorce document.
147 See below nos. 523 and 525.
148 Before this deed was contracted, Timonassa and her husband Diokles loaned money from
Nikanor on the security of their property and later Timonassa renewed this obligation and
yielded the property to Nikanor. In the deed of 87 CE, Nikanor, however, returned the property
to Timonassa, with the exception of three slaves. In this deed, Timonassa is referred to as his
mother-in-law, which indicates that (after the initial contract and before this deed) Nikanor had
married a daughter of Timonassa. See TEAD PP: 98-104 for a detailed overview of this papyrus.
149 Contra Yon, who argues that the inscriptions in the salles à gradins should not be seen as an
indicator of an independent position of women: ‘Il serait illusoire de voir dans ces textes des
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As to the function of these inscriptions, several possibilities present themselves.
Jean-Baptiste Yon has argued that the inscriptions set up by husbands and
fathers have an honorific function.150 This interpretation has been based on the
word εις, making it a dedication for women.151 To further his argument, Yon
adduces the study by Klaas Dijkstra, who deals with the epigraphic habit of the
Syrian and Mesopotamian region. In this work, Dijkstra (among other things)
examines the expression ‘l ḥyy …’ ‘for the life of …[personal name]’ that is used to
bestow honour on an individual or family. It must be noted that such a phrase
is omitted in our inscriptions. Although Graeco-Roman honorific inscriptions
lack the formal structure of the honorific decrees, they often contain the name
of the honorand, the group or individual bestowing the honour, and the reason
for the honour.152 The inscriptions on the seats in the salles à gradins lack such
formulae, making the identification of all inscriptions in these rooms as purely
honorific rather problematic. Furthermore, as mentioned above, in the
remaining inscriptions, the women’s names are written in the nominative and
genitive, which suggests an active role of Durene women in the erection of the
seats rather than a passive role that is intimated by Yon’s interpretations.
Alternatively, one may identify the inscriptions on the seats as dedicatory
inscriptions. Dedicatory inscriptions usually follow a formula, in which the name
of the god is mentioned in the dative and the name of the dedicator is mentioned
in the nominative.153 However, the fact that the names of deities are omitted in
all our inscriptions means that it is also highly unlikely that the inscriptions in
the salles à gradins were dedicatory inscriptions. Another option is that the
inscriptions are catalogues of religious associations: lists of the names of the
members. There are several problems with this interpretation, too. First, the fact
that the names were engraved on the seats instead of on the walls, which seems
to have been the common practice in Dura-Europos (and elsewhere) (see below
1.3) tell us that the names were not part of a catalogue. Second, the information
on the seats is more comprehensive than a mere list would require; instead of
témoignages sur une quelconque autonomie des femmes, y compris dans le domaine religieux’:
see Yon forthcoming: 267.
150 Yon forthcoming: 276-277. Yon makes a reference to Dijkstra 1995: 81-170. I am grateful to
Jean-Baptiste Yon for allowing me to read the chapter on Dura-Europos in his forthcoming
book before publication.
151 Yon 2016: 107.
152 McLean 2002: 184. According to McLean, ‘honorific inscriptions were used by cities, groups
and individuals to comment benefaction and exemplary service’. (p. 184).
153 McLean 2002: 192-195.
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just the name of the worshipper, the women are also mentioned in relation to
their patrilineal descent, their husbands, and the patrilineal descent of their
husbands. As such, the formula of the inscriptions makes the ‘religious
association’ interpretation questionable.
Finally, the inscriptions may commemorate the erection of the seats
themselves and may be comparable, in that sense, to building inscriptions.
Building inscriptions can be found on temples, theatres, baths, towers, walls, and
part of buildings (such as columns). Usually, these inscriptions provide
information on the circumstances of the benefaction, the conditions of the
construction, the name of the donor, the acknowledgement of their generosity,
and sometimes the date.154 This is, however, not always the case. Many building
inscriptions do not mention the (part of the) architecture that was financed, since
the inscriptions were engraved on the object itself. It is therefore possible that
the female names commemorate the individuals who financed the seats. It has
been argued by Pascal Arnaud that the actual steps in the salle à gradins in the
temple of Azzanathkona were built in a progressive way and not all at the same
time.155 This is based upon the assumption that the date mentioned in the
inscription corresponds with the date of the construction of the step, which in
my opinion seems unlikely. Below I often refer to the erection or sponsoring of
a seat, by which I mean the moment when a step was inscribed. During their
lifetime, the women may have owned the seats.156
In the end, in my opinion, these inscriptions can be situated somewhere
between commemorative inscriptions that commemorate the sponsoring of the
seats, and honorary inscriptions, since the focus on family relationships and
genealogy suggest that the inscriptions were also meant to represent elite families
in the religious sphere. The erection of honorary inscriptions in the religious
sphere was not uncommon in Syria, as we will also see in chapter two. I therefore
follow Rostovtzeff’s observation that the ‘seats in this theatre were the private
property of definite people, in the same way as are particular pews in Catholic
and Protestant churches today’.157

154 McLean 2002: 196-197.
155 Arnaud 1997: 117–43. This is followed by Leriche in 1997: 893.
156 Yon 2016: 106.
157 Rostovtzeff 1932: 179.
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1.3 FEMALE PARTICIPATION IN THE RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE CITY
The inscriptions from the salles à gradins indicate that women actively participated
in the religious life of the city. They did so – not in the margins of religious life
– but at its core, since it has been suggested that the temples of Artemis and
Atargatis were so-called civic temples.158 In this section, I address the
participation of women in the religious life of the city by examining the rooms
with steps and offer a suggestion regarding the rituals performed in them. But
let me first discuss the female deities of the three temples to some extent.
Same same, but different: Artemis, Atargatis, and Azzanathkona
The conventional names given to the temples at Dura-Europos imply the notion
of a clear-cut picture of the divine world that is actually misleading. Epigraphic
and pictorial materials suggest that, in most temples, more than one god was
worshipped.159 Just to name a few examples: in the temple of Artemis we also
find a chapel dedicated to Aphrodite; in the temple of Adonis, a second
sanctuary unit was erected on behalf of Atargatis; and sculptures from the temple
of Zeus Megistos prove that a number of deities were worshipped here in
addition to the main deity.160 Although it is not within the scope of this thesis to
examine the divine world of Dura and the nature of its deities, a few pertinent
remarks should be made here.
158 Downey 1988: 90-91; Leriche 2016: 158. The earliest dated inscription of 33-32 BCE in the
temple of Artemis is a dedication by a certain Seleukos son of Lysias, strategos of the polis and
γενεάρχης (chief). Cumont 1926: no. 52. Γενεάρχης is not a common phrase in Dura, which may
refer to being a chief of the family: see Cumont 1926: 409-410. A certain Gemellus, who was an
ambassador of the emperor, erected a small low pillar to Artemis and an altar to Atargatis: see
Downey 1988: 90, 103; Cumont 1926: no. 51 and TEAD III: no. D.145 respectively.
Additionally, dedications to the imperial family have been found in the temple of Artemis, one
of which was a dedication to Julia Domna, TEAD III: no. D.149. Furthermore, several
sculptures are found in the temple, but their fragmentary state makes it difficult to identify them
as divine or human (see no. 9). In the Roman period, the temple complex was enlarged at the
southern part. Several new rooms and chapels were created against the new south wall. A small
odeon was also built in the southeast corner of the temple. Based on inscriptions, it has been
argued that the odeon functioned as a bouleuterion. For the odeon, see Leriche 1999: 719-739. For
the inscriptions and graffiti, see Cumont 1926: nos. 50, 125, 126, 127. TEAD III: no. D.149;
That the only remains of a honorary statue of a man is found in this room is telling in this aspect:
see Leriche and El'ajji 1999: 1309-1346. That the temple of Bel was also of some importance
may be inferred from the inscription set up by the polis in 160 CE in honour of Zeus Megistos
in commemoration of the earthquake: see TEAD II: no. H2.
159 Following Kaizer’s observation on the divine world of Palmyra: see Kaizer 2002: 58, 159.
See also Downey 2004:153-161.
160 Downey 1988: 89, 119. Downey 2004:153-161.
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The seats with female names are found in temples that are generally
ascribed to the female deities Artemis, Atargatis, and Azzanathkona. Admittedly,
we do not know for sure whether these temples were indeed dedicated to these
goddesses since it is unlikely that they were the only deities that were worshipped
in the temples. However, epigraphic and archaeological finds from these three
temples do suggest the three goddesses were the most prominent deities
worshipped here.161
Two of the three deities may have had Syrian origins, whereas the
goddess from the temple of Artemis was probably the Greek goddess Artemis.
One graffito from the temple of Artemis may indicate that the Greek goddess
was associated with the Semitic goddess named Nanaia.162 Whether the two were
identified with each other, as Cumont has suggested, or whether Nanaia was
another deity worshipped in this temple remains unknown.163 It is indeed the
case that the equation of Artemis with Nanaia is made elsewhere in the SyrianMesopotamian world, for example, by Strabo who informs us that Artemis and
Apollo were the gods of Borsippa, the Babylonian city in which Nanaia and
Nabu were traditionally worshipped.164 Nevertheless, it does not necessarily
follow that this was the case in Dura-Europos as well. For one thing, in the
temple of Artemis, Nanaia is not associated with Nabu, but she is mentioned
together with Hadad, who usually figures as the consort of the Syrian goddess
Atargatis. Instead, the epigraphic evidence suggests that Artemis was a Greek
goddess worshipped at Dura. In contrast to Cumont’s interpretation, scholars

161 In the temple of Atargatis, a relief depicting the goddess and her consort Hadad was found:
see TEAD Stone and Plaster: 173-180. An inscription mentions the recording of a painting for
Adonis and Atargatis: see TEAD VII/VIII: no. 9. An inscription now at YUAG (1930.625) from
92-93 CE mentions the erection of a cult room and a money box to Atargatis by a Nikanor son
of Dionysios and also for the life of his nameless wife and children: see TEAD III: nos. 159. See
Downey 1988: 102-105 for a general description of the temple. Several inscriptions in the temple
of Artemis name Artemis: see (for example) Cumont 1926: nos. 50, 51, TEAD III: nos. 156,
161. See Downey 1988: 89-92 for a general description of the temple. An inscription dated to 33
CE within the salle à gradins and an inscription from room D8 dated to 161 CE both mention
Azzanathkona: see TEAD V: nos. 504 and 453 respectively. See Downey 1988: 99-101 for a
general description of the temple.
162 Franz Cumont argues that the goddess worshipped in the temple was Artemis to the Greeks
and Nanaia to the Semitic worshippers. He basis this assumption on a graffito found in the
temple: [Μ]αθθαναθ Ναναία, `Αδαδ(ῳ) ΓΑββοτης, Cumont 1926: no. 55.
163 Downey (1988) rejects Cumont’s theory and argues that Artemis was a Greek deity: see
Downey 1988: 92.
164 Dirven 1999: 144-159 on Nanaia and Nabu in Borsippa and Strabo Geogr. XVI.1.7.
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such as Downey have supported this notion, based upon the epithet in the
inscription from 2 CE which names Artemis and Apollo as ancestral, an epithet
traditionally associated with the Seleucid dynasty.165 Furthermore, Artemis is
mentioned as the recipient of two major dedications, making the evidence for
Cumont’s hypothesis slim.166
Atargatis is mentioned in several inscriptions in the temple adjacent to
the temple of Artemis; as such, it is traditionally referred to as the temple of
Atargatis.167 This Syrian goddess is pictured in a cult relief found in the debris of
the temple.168 Here, Atargatis sits on a lion’s throne, she has a frontal pose and
raises her right hand while her left hand rests on the head of the lion. The
goddess and her throne take up two-thirds of the relief, and she is depicted larger
than her consort – the storm and rain god Hadad – who is fitted into the
remaining space on the left side of the relief (Fig. 1.2). The iconography tallies
with the cult images of Atargatis and Hadad in Hierapolis in North Syria, as
described by Lucian of Samosata.169
The third temple lies in the north of city and is generally referred to as
the temple of Azzanathkona, a deity unknown outside of Dura-Europos. The
nature of this goddess has been a subject for much discussion. She is mentioned
in an inscription from the temple dating 161 CE as the goddess Artemis, called
Azzanathkona: […] Αρτεμιδι θε(ᾷ) καλουμενῃ Αζζαναθκονα […].170 The second
section of her name could refer to the nearby village of Anath, which may
suggest that she was originally the female deity from this village on the
165 Downey 1988: 92. She follows TEAD III: 22. The inscription in question is TEAD III: no.
D. 161.
166 Cumont 1926: nos. 50-51.
167 See above note 37.
168 See Dirven 2015 for the evidence of cult statues and the usage of base relief and wall
paintings depicting deities in Syria: Dirven 2015: 255-270. In short, she argues that cult statues
did exist in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region, but have not been preserved due to their value.
She argues that the reliefs, paintings, and graffiti found in many temples in the region were in
fact copies of important cult images. Whether this was indeed the case for the cult imagery of
Dura-Europos remains a hypothesis, although her proof regarding the relief of Aphlad seems
convincing: see Dirven 2015: 263. Evidence of cult statues in Dura are, for example, the graffiti
from the temple of Bel mentioning the dressing of the god, and a head found in the temple of
Zeus Megistos: see Dirven 2015: 266 for the references.
169 Lucian De Dea Syria, 31-32.
170 TEAD V: no. 453. In translation by Clark Hopkins: ‘The year 473 (= 161 CE), the month
of Dios, Barnabous son of Zabidkonos, son of Rhaeibelos, erected this room in the precincts of
Artemis to Artemis, the goddess called Azzanathkona at his own expense, on behalf of the safety
of himself and his children’.
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Euphrates.171 To make things more complicated,
a relief depicting Azzanathkona bears some
similarity to the relief of Atargatis, although it
shows fewer details. The relief, found in the salle
à gradins, depicts the goddess seated on a lion’s
throne in a frontal pose and she raises her right
hand. She is dressed in a tunic that falls to her
feet and a mantle covers her head. She is rather
small and only takes up half of the height of the
relief. The bearded man to her left is much larger
in scale than she; his right arm is raised above the
head of Azzanathkona and he crowns her. He is
dressed in a hybrid dress consisting of a tunic,
mantle, and boots. Above, we see a man leading
a bull and a bird (possibly an eagle or a dove) is
depicted in the pediment (Fig. 1.3).172 Based on
the iconography of the relief and on linguistic
elements in their names, Clark Hopkins has
suggested that Azzanathkona was a form of the
Syrian goddess Atargatis.173 Azzanathkona may
therefore be associated with both Artemis and
Atargatis.
It is worth mentioning here that the
argument that the three goddess were one and
the same but adapted to suit different groups of
worshippers can be rejected since the
inscriptions inform us that several elites families
171 Downey 1988: 99.
172 The dating of the cult relief found in the temple of Azzanathkona is subject of some
discussion. Perkins argues that the relief dates from the early first to early second century CE
since the relief is found in the salle à gradins and the inscriptions in this room demonstrate that
the room was in use during this period. The aberrant display of the relief is noteworthy. The
female deity is depicted much smaller than the man who crowns the goddess and this difference
in height is uncommon in cult reliefs from Dura-Europos before the arrival of the Romans.
Perkins explains this unique feature by identifying the goddess as a small statuette: Perkins 1973:
91-94. The execution of the cult relief could also point towards a later date. For the iconography
also see TEAD V: 172-175.
173 TEAD V: 143-145, 175.
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presented themselves in more than one temple.174 Perhaps one of the most
illustrating examples is a certain Athenophila, daughter of Seleukos son of
Ammonios, who had a seat in both the salles à gradins of Artemis and
Azzanathkona (nos. 69 and 548), and an inscription found in the debris in the
court of the temple Atargatis also attests to her presence in this temple.175 This
sets Dura-Europos apart from cities as Palmyra and Hatra, where most
sanctuaries were connected to particular groups of people.176 Whether the three
goddesses are entirely different or whether they can be associated with each
other remains open for now.
The salles à gradins and its rituals
The remains from the three temples, by and large, date to the same period. The
temple of Artemis was in use from the first century BC onwards till the end of
the city. The freestanding sanctuary consisted of a ‘pronaos’ and a ‘naos’ with two
side rooms. Steps were added to the ‘pronaos’ approximately 40 years after its
construction, creating a room with seats.177 Inscriptions on the seats date from
7-6 BCE until 140-141 CE. These seats were later torn out and the stone material
was reused in the pavement of the ‘pronaos’, perhaps after the earthquake of 160
CE or after the arrival of the Romans. According to Leriche, this temple has
undergone several changes in ritual practices – shrines were added to the
sanctuary unit, the addition of the salle à gradins, the original altar was dismantled,
– this all shows the dynamic use of the temple.178 The temple of Atargatis was
located next to the temple of Artemis. Epigraphic evidence suggests that the
‘naos’ was probably founded around 31-32 CE.179 Traces of rebuilding suggest
that the steps in the ‘pronaos’ were added some 30 years later when the temple
174 Contra Dirven who argues that some temples (as the temple of Bel and Zeus Theos) were
places of worship for particular families: Dirven 2004: 11.
175 The inscription was found in eight fragments in the central court just outside the salle à
gradins. Due the find-spot outside of the room and to the fact that her name is constructed, I
choose not to include the inscription in my discussion of the salles à gradins. However, if the
reconstruction is correct than it would provide evidence of her presence in all three sanctuaries.
See also Yon 2016: 110-111 for a discussion on this woman.
176 Kaizer 2002: 56-59. Although Kaizer (2002) rightfully stresses that worship of different gods
was possible and that although certain groups visited certain temples more frequently this did
not remain exclusive: see Kaizer 2002: 213-214; Dirven (2005) argues that, at Hatra, the smaller
sanctuaries were related to certain groups often based on kinship: see Dirven 2005: 70.
177 Downey 1988: 89.
178 Leriche 2016: 158-164.
179 Cumont 1926: 427, no. 85.
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Fig. 1.4. Photo of
salle à gradins,
temple of
Azzanathkona,
room w9, N side.
Photo: YUAG

underwent a reconstruction.180 The steps in the temple of Atargatis were found
in situ and are dated at 61-62 CE, which suggests that all the steps were inscribed
at once. There was room for 125 worshippers, but the names are far fewer,
indicating that not every person had her own name inscribed.181 The names on
the steps have survived in fragmentary form, which makes a complete
reconstruction of the family affiliations impossible. Still, the steps are useful for
a comparison with the material found in the two other temples. The temple of
Azzanathkona was located near the northern city wall. The steps were also found
in situ and date from 12-13 CE until 107-108 CE, making room for circa 150
worshippers (Fig. 1.4).182 One woman was named on two different seats,
indicating that – even during her lifetime – the seats were not necessarily
reserved for the dedicators.183
One might wonder whether the salles à gradins were the domain of women
only and what type of cultic ceremonies were performed. The dating of the
inscriptions indicate that, at times, the usage of the rooms may have changed, or
180 Downey 1988: 103.
181 Nielsen 2002: 242.
182 Arnaud 1997: 117–43; Nielsen 2002: 244.
183 Nos. 523 and 525.
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that the erection of a seat (by which I mean the moment of inscribing the seat)
was tied to temple reconstructions or specific rituals. The earliest inscription is
dated to 7 BCE and the last is dated to 140 CE, both of these are found in the
temple of Artemis. For the temple of Artemis it appears that only few women
at a time would sponsor a seat, whereas in the temples of Atargatis and of
Azzanathkona we see several explosions in the year 61-62 CE (Atargatis), around
63-64 CE (Azzanathkona), and 107-108 CE (Azzanathkona). Although not all
dates can be recorded, it seems that (at times) no seats at all were erected: there
is a 12-year gap between 20 CE and 32 CE, a 20-year gap between 40 CE and
60 CE, an 18-year gap between 67 CE and 95 CE, a 15-year gap between 108
CE and 123 CE, and, finally, a ten-year gap between 130 CE and 140 CE (Table
1). The interruptions may indicate that seats were sponsored only at certain
festive occasions, although the continued inscriptions from the 30s of the first
century CE and the beginning of the second century CE indicate that these
occasions were not always rare or that the erection of seats was not always tied
to specific occasions. More interestingly, within the temples themselves, we see
even larger interruptions. Between 39-40 CE and 102-103 CE, no seats were
inscribed in the temple of Artemis and in the temple of Azzanathkona no
inscriptions are dated between 67 CE and 107-108 CE, with the exception of
one seat dated to 95-96 CE. This may indicate that the place of worship was
temporarily redirected to another temple, but this notion remains a hypothesis.
How can these rooms inform us about the participation of Durene women in
the religious life of the city? This will be the focus of the remainder of this
section.
Gendered use of sacred space
Societies have modified built space in order to suit their social needs and in order
to negotiate social relations.184 According to Marie Louise Stig Sørensen, ‘space’
is a physical source of gender construction, since it affects our experience of
where we are and who we are: its organization influences our behaviour and it
may include or exclude people as members of certain groups.185 Space can thus
be seen as an arena for gendered behaviour in which both the layout of and
accessibility to a space and the rituals performed within this space play important

184 Foxhall 2013: 114.
185 Sørensen 2000: 144-145.
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Table 1. Dating of the inscriptions from the salles à gradins.

factors.186 In this regard, it is of interest to take a closer look at the layout and
accessibility of the rooms.
The stepped structures for seating were built up against the short walls
of the rooms and flank a small open space (Fig. 1.5).187 These salles à gradins with
engraved female names are the only known cases of this type of structure in
Syria. Assigning labels to Durene cult rooms is difficult, since it is often uncertain
how these rooms functioned; therefore, I choose to mark these labels with
inverted commas to highlight this uncertainty. In the temples of Artemis and
Atargatis the salles à gradins are situated in the ‘pronaos’ of the sanctuary unit. The
identification of the room with the seats in the temple of Azzanathkona has been
subject to discussion; scholars argue that the room was, in fact, the ‘naos’ and the
outer room of the unit functioned as a storage room.188 This interpretation is

186 Sørensen 2000: 145-149.
187 Nielsen 2002: 242.
188 Downey 1988: 99. Arnaud 1997: 130-131.
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supported by the discovery of 13 large jars in the
inner room used for the storage of food,
although the usage of the room as a storage may
have been linked to a later date and ashes of
sacrifices were found in some of the jars.189
In Dura-Europos, we find four more
salles à gradins, but the layout of these rooms is
somewhat different. The first of these is the
already-mentioned odeon from the temple of
Artemis, which looked like a semi-circular
theatre but functioned as the bouleuterion under
Roman rule. The second room is found in the
temple of the Gaddé (named after the Gad
(Tyche) of Dura and the Gad (Tyche) of
Palmyra represented on the two cult reliefs).
Here, a sanctuary unit was built, consisting of two rooms (rooms 8 and 9). The
outer room had only three rows of benches (room 8), and no names were
inscribed on the seats. Graffiti found in room 9 list two groups of four men each
contributing cake or barley, probably as an offering.190 The third layout is located
in the temple of Adonis, where we find a secondary sanctuary unit dedicated to
Atargatis. The ‘pronaos’ of this unit is circa 35m2: its south side was raised like a
stage and seats for spectators surrounded the orchestra with only one bench on
each side.191 Here, one seat was dedicated by the treasurer of the cult, a Barlaas
(Βαρλαας), who was also called Lysias (son of) Bargates (βαργατους); however,
no other inscriptions on the seats were recorded.192 Finally, a second salle à gradins
was found in the temple of Atargatis (room 13), where three large pedestals
stood against the rear wall, probably originally supporting statues, but no
inscriptions were recorded on the steps.193
The abundant evidence of women’s names on the steps strongly suggests
that women had access to these rooms, but was this access exclusively reserved
for them? In antiquity, gendered use of space often concerns how and when
different groups of men and women used it. Very few spaces were confined to
189 Downey 1988: 99. TEAD V: 171.
190 TEAD VII-VIII: 252-255. For the graffiti, see nos. 904-905.
191 Yon 2016: 105.
192 TEAD VII-VIII: nos. 874.
193 Downey 1988: 103.
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men or women only.194 This may also have been true in our case studies, where
both men and women seem to have had access to our rooms.195 Apart from the
inscriptions on the steps, all dedications in the three temples (ranging from naoi,
cult rooms or cult facilities) were made by men.196 In addition, an inscription
from the ‘naos’ in the temple of Atargatis suggests that something – perhaps the
‘naos’ – was dedicated by an Ammonios, son of Apollophanes, grandson of
Seleukos, for the salvation of himself, of a certain Lysanias, and of his
brothers.197 In light of the other inscriptions in this room, Franz Cumont has
suggested that adelphoi may have been adelphai, which would make this, too, a
dedication for women; however, this is rejected (quite correctly) by Yon.198
Additionally, a dedicatory inscription dated to 33 CE was found in the salle à
gradins of Azzanathkona, in which a Rhechimmais son of Boumaios erected
(something) to Azzanathkona on behalf of the salvation of himself and his
children.199 This inscription clearly indicates that men had access to the stepped
rooms.
Furthermore, apart from the graffiti depicting female musicians (nos.
1.11-1.12), we know of no female cult personnel in Dura-Europos: even in the
three temples under discussion, the known clergy was all male.200 This evidence
makes it difficult to state with any certainty that only women had access to the
salles à gradins at all times. However, the inscriptions on the seats indicate that, at
one time in the temples’ histories (late first century BCE until 140-141 CE),
women had access to these rooms and perhaps even predominated to witness
some type of religious ceremony. In antiquity, it was not uncommon for women
to participate in or engage with cultic ceremonies or rituals: small rites such as
libations could be carried out by women.201

194 Foxhall 2013: 136.
195 Contra Rostovtzeff (1932), who argues that men were not allowed ‘beyond the limits of the
courtyard’: see Rostovtzeff 1932: 179.
196 Yon 2016: 107.
197 No. 85. Yon 2016: 103.
198 Cumont 1926: 427, no. 85. Yon 2016: 103.
199 TEAD III: no. 504. Four lists of male names were also inscribed in this room: one of these
lists mentions them as ΔΟΥΡΑΝΟC (citizens of Dura), dating these lists under Roman rule: see
TEAD III: nos. 505-508.
200 Yon 2016: 101.
201 Foxhall 2013: 137-144.
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Scholars have put forward several possible religious rituals that could be
celebrated at the three temples under study. Ernest Will has argued that the salles
à gradins allowed the worshippers to view small cultic ceremonies that were
conducted in front of the ‘naos’, and the altars found in two of our rooms indeed
allow for such an interpretation.202 Two small altars stood in the ‘naos’ of the
temple of Azzanathkona, and a small altar also stood in the salle à gradins in the
temple of Atargatis. These small altars suggest that sacrifices of incense (which
is supported by the fire marks above the altar) and perhaps other small offerings
of fruit or wine were performed in both salles à gradins, which may have been
witnessed by the female worshippers, seated or standing on the steps.
Alternatively, scholars have suggested that the salles à gradins were used as a
passageway for religious processions, where the cult statues of the deities were
brought forth from the ‘naos’ into the salles à gradins.203 Although cult images were
often painted on the rear wall of the ‘naos’ (perhaps also in the temple of
Atargatis) or mounted on the walls as a relief, we cannot exclude this
possibility.204 It is difficult to determine what other religious activities took place
in these three salles à gradins. Three propositions have been made so far: first, that
the rooms functioned as cultic theatres to witness cult performances; second,

202 Will 1951: 76.
203 Processions were a common feature of religious life in Greece. Theatres or monumental
steps in temples were used to accommodate the worshippers, who would sit or stand on the
steps to watch the processions, or the procession itself would ascend the monumental steps: see,
for example, Hollinshead 2012: 27-65. Bellinger argues in the preliminary report of the
excavations that a statue of the goddess Atargatis was carried from the naos into the pronaos and
that the statue was worshipped with rites by priests combined with dancing and music: see
TEAD III:59-63. He based his hypothesis on Lucian De Dea Syria (DDS 50): ‘On certain days a
multitude flocks into the temple, and the Galli in great numbers, sacred as they are, perform the
ceremonies of the men and gash their arms and turn their backs to be lashed. Many bystanders
play on the pipes while many beat drums; others sing divine and sacred songs. All this
performance takes place outside the temple, and those engaged in the ceremony enter not into
the temple’ (transl. Herbert A. Strong and John Garstang, 1913). Although the text mentions
music and chanting, the difference with the situation in Dura-Europos is striking; the female
names on the steps indicate that women – not men – were present during the rites. The place of
the rites also differs from the description in Lucian: in Dura-Europos, the pronaos would have
functioned as a stage, instead of outside the temple. DDS 50 does not provide us with insight
into the rites performed at the temple of Atargatis in Dura-Europos. Will also suggests that the
image of Atargatis may have been brought forth from the naos to the theatre. He based his
hypotheses on epigraphic evidence found in a sanctuary dedicated to Atargatis in Delos, which
mentions that a statue of the goddess was carried from the naos to the theatre: Will 1951: 77-79.
204 Downey (1998) mentions that small fragments of wall paintings were found in the naos, but
she makes no reference to them: Downey 1998: 102.
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that they served as a meeting place for ritual dining; and finally, that the rooms
were a meeting place for female religious associations. As religious associations
often included ritual dining, these options are discussed together below.205
Temple theatres
Inge Nielson has contended that the three rooms with steps in our temples were
cultic theatres, which she defines as ‘a religious structure, situated in a sanctuary
and intended for the accommodation of worshippers at cultic ceremonies’.206
Although the precise origins of the temple theatres have been debated, these
theatres are found in a widespread region in Syria and Mesopotamia and in
temples dedicated to Syrian deities.207 Apart from the examples at DuraEuropos, archaeologists have also unearthed them in the Hauran (at Sī’, at Sur,
and at Sahr).208 According to Andreas Kropp, the Hauran was largely unaffected
by Hellenism; therefore, features such as temple theatres may have followed
local traditions.209 At Sī’, the pronaos of the temple of Baalshamin was preceded
by a courtyard with a row of seats along three sides. The Aramaic honorific
inscription in the temple confirms that the courtyard functioned as a theatre,
since it mentions the inner temple, the outer temple, and the theatron (wtyṭr’ d’).210
Another smaller sanctuary at Sī’ also had a theatre with three rows of benches.211
Furthermore, one sanctuary dedicated to Syrian deities on Delos also had a
temple theatre, which faces the long side of a court. This theatre also had two
rooms on top of the cavea (seating section), which may have had a ritualistic
function. Later, in Roman times, these so-called cavea temples were found
205 When speaking of ritual dining, I refer to both drinking and eating parties, since the
archaeological evidence does not allow me to make a distinction between the two. Dirven arrives
at the same conclusion when addressing ritual dining in Hatra: see Dirven 2005: 62, note 4.
206 Nielsen 2002: 16. She bases her conclusion on the set-up of the rooms, the salle à gradins in
the temple of Adonis, and on the findings of Theodor H. Gaster, who argues that myths were
recited or perhaps even re-enacted by priests, the king, and cult personnel such as musicians,
dancers and singers in the Near East before Hellenistic times. These rites took place in the court
and also partly in the naos and pronaos. Benches for the worshippers were sometimes placed in
the court or in the pronaos: see Nielsen 2002: 47.
207 Schnusenberg (2010) argues that ritual dramas were already performed in temples in ancient
Egypt, see Schnusenberg 2010: 19-61. Hanson (1959) suggests that temple theatres may have
had their origins in Syria: Hanson 1959: 65-77. According to Downey (1988) theatre temples
were especially a Syrian phenomenon: see Downey 1988 : 60-63.
208 Hanson 1959: 66.
209 Kropp 2010: 1-17.
210 Kropp 2010: 6-7.
211 Kropp 2010: 11.
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throughout the Roman Empire, from North Africa to Italy and the western
provinces.212 In addition, two temple theatres were found in Seleucia-on-theTigris. In the so-called temple A, directly opposite the courtyard, a mud-brick
semi-circular theatre was built measuring 14 x 21.5 metres with ten rows of steps
still remaining. The dating is difficult, but archaeological finds suggest that the
theatre was in use from the first century BCE until the second century CE.
Temple B also had a theatre with an orchestra, but the temple is too badly
preserved to make further comments regarding its set up.213
According to Nielson, a temple theatre was used for alleged ritual
dramas: performances where stories from the myth of the god (to whom the
temple was dedicated) were re-enacted, which was (in turn) watched by groups
of worshippers.214 However, the existence and form of these rituals is often
subject to much doubt and there is a large scholarly debate on the relationship
(if any) between ritual and myth in the first place.215 Moreover, Nielson’s
understanding that ritual dramas in the Greek world were inspired by eastern
rituals is not persuasive, since it stretches across both geographical and
chronological contexts. To add to this, Lucinda Dirven has argued that, in preHellenistic Mesopotamia and Assyria, only the priests had access to the sanctuary
units in which the deities resided, making it difficult to view both characteristics
of cultic theatres (i.e. space for ritual dramas and open access for worshippers)
as an eastern phenomenon. It was only under Greek influences that the temples
were more accessible to worshippers.216 When looking at the Durene examples,
the open floor spaces of the temples of Atargatis and Azzanathkona were
relatively small and not fit for extensive ritual dramas.217 That being said, I do
not dismiss the possibility that small rituals, such as dancing, chanting, and
making music, were performed in these rooms since the steps and their

212 Hanson 1959: 59-77.
213 Downey 1988: 60-63.
214 Nielsen 2002: 12.
215 Rothwell 2007. See Segal 1998 for a collection of articles addressing the myth and ritual
theory.
216 Dirven 2015: 257-258, 266-267.
217 The open area of the temple of Atargatis was d. 5.20 m & w. 2.65 m = 13.78 m2: see Nielsen
2002: 242. And assuming that the steps of the temple of Azzanathkona were of the same depth
as the steps in the temple of Atargatis (60 cm), we can calculate that the open area of the temple
of Azzanathkona was circa d. 6.40 m & w. 2.80 m = 17.92 m2.
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proximity to the ‘naos’, the altars, and the base relief indicate that some type of
religious ceremony was conducted here.218
Religious associations and ritual dining
Milik has suggested that the salle à gradins of the temple of Azzanathkona was
used as a meeting place for a thiasos (an association).219 In the Greek world, there
was a strong tradition of associations, the earliest of which were concentrated
around cults.220 It was not uncommon for Greek women to participate in these
religious associations.221 There is archaeological and epigraphic evidence to
warrant the notion that religious associations existed in Dura-Europos.222 The
members of these religious associations often came together to enjoy a
communal meal. This may be inferred from benches lined around the walls of
218 Cumont 1926: 195-206. Kropp 2010: 11. Downey (1988) suggests that possibly modified
rites of Lucian’s De Dea Syria may have been celebrated in the temple of Atargatis: the descent
of images of the deity to the sacred lake and the torch festival: see Downey 1988: 104. These
rites, however, require water and a large open space; hence, the limited amount of space in the
pronaos makes it unlikely that these rites were performed there.
219 Milik 1972: 203.
220 Van Nijf 1996: 7. Onno van Nijf distinguishes several common types of associations. The
private association (ὀργεωνες) which was centred around a cult and their members were generally
citizens. The associations of worshippers (Θιασωται) were more open and their members were
both citizens and foreigners; these associations of worshippers (with names ending in –σται)
were often found in the cities along trade routes. Many merchants, for example, created these
associations in their new hometowns and would function in both business and social aspects.
And finally, there were the (Ερανισται) associations, which had a more social character.
Professional associations appeared in the Greek cities when they were under Roman rule. The
terminology of the associations was however not fixed and the members described their
associations in variable terms: Van Nijf 1996: 7-8. Due to the ambiguity of the names orgeones,
thiasotai and eranistai, I choose the term ‘religious association’ to refer to associations found in
the city’s cult buildings. An association could consist of various groups of people: from boys and
girls to adult men and women and from slaves, freedmen to citizens. The members could fulfil
special functions within the cults, such as carriers of cultic artefacts in a procession and both
male and female members could participate as performers in the ritual activities. See also
Arnaoutoglou 2011 for religious associations in the ancient Greek world.
221 Arnaoutoglou 2011: 27-48.
222 In the temple of Bel in room E, a graffito lists an association of men with Greek and Latin
names, accompanied by the phrase Μν(ησθῇ) (may be remembered). The association consists of
ten men, of which six are mentioned in patrilineal line, two only with their personal names and
two names are obliterated. Józef Milik suggests that the two males were slaves, since their
patrilineal descent in not mentioned, Milik 1972: 123. Ilias Arnaoutoglou claims that ‘bare names’
do not necessarily point towards a non-free status: Arnaoutoglou 2011: 28. It was however not
uncommon for freedmen and slaves to be members of cult associations and, in the temple of
Bel, a freedman or slave, called the eunuch Otes, is even mentioned as the founder of room K:
Dirven 1999: 329.
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subsidiary rooms around the courtyard of many temples in Dura as well as
through archaeological finds of pottery and storage rooms (for food) in the
temples.223 These rooms were used by groups of worshippers, who, in a number
of cases, are known to us.224 The andron of the temple of Aphlad, for example,
was founded by 11 men from six families. It was erected on behalf of themselves,
the strategos Seleukos, and their children.225 The graffiti found in this andron of
five women playing musical instruments intimates that these ritual meals may
have been accompanied by dancing and music and that female musicians were
employed for this purpose.
Perhaps the salles à gradins functioned as a meeting place for female
religious associations. This claim would gain support if we had evidence
elsewhere in Dura-Europos that women participated in religious associations.
On the south wall of room K of the temple of Bel, under the painting of Otes
sacrificing before five Palmyrene deities, a catalogue of names is inscribed, which
has been interpreted as a list of members of a religious association.226 Some of
these names are female, which indicates that women in Dura-Europos were not
only personnel of religious associations but probably also members.227 It would
also imply that, in Dura-Europos, religious associations could be mixed in
gender. Unfortunately, this is the only known example in Dura-Europos of
female names found in an association catalogue. Epigraphic evidence of religious
associations is also found in the temples of Azzanathkona, Atargatis, and
Artemis, but here all the members were male.228 Religious associations thus
existed in Dura-Europos and one even mentions female members. Despite
suggestive indicators, the idea that our rooms functioned as meeting places for
female religious associations remains hypothetical.
As stated above, Durene associations celebrated communal meals
together. The low benches that surround the walls of subsidiary rooms suggest

223 Downey 1988: 76-130.
224 These rooms are (for example) found in the temple of Aphlad, temple of Artemis, temple
of Atargatis, temple of Bel and the temple of Zeus Theos: see Downey 1988: 76-130.
225 For the andron in the temple of Aphlad, see TEAD V: 113-116; Downey 1988: 110-112.
226 See Dirven 1999: 333-336 for a description of the painting of Otes sacrificing before five
Palmyrene deities.
227 The names Μαμη, Κομοδία, Μαρκέλλ[α], Ροννη, Μαραυα, Δομετία and Βαρβουσα may be
female: Milik 1972: 126-127.
228 See Milik 1972: 123-140 for religious associations in Dura-Europos.
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that the participants of these associations dined while reclining.229 From a secular
context, we know that in Dura-Europos men indeed reclined on the floor while
they were eating. Women, however, were seated during dinner in Dura. In
private house M7W in block M7, two banquet scenes were painted in which we
see seated women among reclining men (Fig. 1.6 and no. 1.6).230 The custom for
women to sit during a banquet accords well with the layout of the steps in the
salles à gradins of the three temples under discussion. Could the salles à gradins have
thus functioned as meeting places for ritual meals? Several arguments can be
made that – at the very least – the salle à gradins in the temple of Azzanathkona
was used for the consumption of food or drinks. The storage room and large
jars point towards this interpretation, although some of the jars were filled with
ashes that were probably remains of sacrifices.231 Pascal Arnaud has pointed out
229 The low benches were in all likelihood covered with wooden beds or mattresses: Dirven
2005: 68.
230 For a recent discussion of these images, see Audley-Millar 2016: 562-565; See the appendix
for a more detailed descriptions of both scenes.
231 Arnaud 1997: 117-143; Downey 1988: 99; TEAD VIII-VIII: 254.
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Fig. 1.6. Banquet
scene with five
reclining men and
one seated
woman, house
M7W, room W6,
Yale University
Art Gallery,
Dura-Europos
Collection.
Photo: YUAG
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several features that confirm the argument for the use of this space for ritual
dining: first, a corridor was placed along the north wall, which he interprets as a
route for the bringing of food to a small platform where an altar and a small
amphora were found. According to Arnaud, priests would distribute food from
this amphora to the worshippers. Second, small holes in some of the seats might
indicate that the worshippers could store their own amphoras (one example was
found in situ).232 Based on these finds, Arnaud concludes that the room in the
temple of Azzanathkona was used both for ritual dining as well as the ritual
offering of incense under the relief with the image of the goddess.233
Conclusions
At some point in Dura’s history, elite women had access to the sanctuary units
of the three temples under discussion. Here, they witnessed and probably
participated in some type of cultic ritual(s). We can further conclude from the
limited floor space between the steps that it is unlikely that the three salles à gradins
had a grand theatrical function. Instead, evidence suggests that the rooms were
probably used for smaller rituals, which at least included the sacrifice of incense
and may have included ceremonies such as dancing, chanting, making music,
and – perhaps – a small ritual meal.

232 Arnaud 1997: 130-131. This is followed by Leriche 1997: 893. Although I cannot dismiss
this claim, I must point out that amphoras were generally used for wine or water and not food.
233 Arnaud 1997: 130-131; Evidence of ritual dining in the presence of a deity is also found in
the temples of Hatra. Where in some cases the ‘pronaos’ had low benches and craters used for the
mixing of water and wine were found in situ: see Dirven 2005: 61-82; The set-up of the two
other salles à gradins, in the temple of the Gaddé and the temple of Adonis, may suggest that men
too enjoyed ritual meals while seated or standing. The height of two banks in the temple of
Adonis seem rather high to place a wooden bed (bench east wall 0.50m high, bench on west wall
0.27m high, bench on north wall 0.74m high). Furthermore, the three triers in the salle à gradins
in the temple of the Gaddé would indicate that men too could enjoy a ritual meal while seated,
or we may have to conclude that ritual meals were not enjoyed on these steps.
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1.4 MARRIAGE STRATEGIES
From the inscriptions in the salles à gradins, we can not only deduce that family
relations were important for the elite families, but we can also ascertain their
marriage strategies. As it turns out, it was not uncommon for elite families to
have close-kin marriages, with uncles marrying their nieces and even brothers
marrying their sisters: indicative of the importance of endogamy. So, who
married whom and what were the motives behind these unions? And what does
this teach us about the position of elite women in Dura-Europos? In this section,
I try to find answers to these questions.
The temple of Artemis
In the temple of Artemis, the steps were taken down after 140-141 CE and
reused in the pavement of the ‘pronaos’. We cannot, therefore, reconstruct the
original placement of the steps in the room; nevertheless, we can analyse the 26
inscriptions themselves. All but six steps can be dated.234 As mentioned above,
the seats date from 7-6 BCE until 140-141 CE; three steps are dated before the
Common Era and 17 seats are dedicated in the first two centuries of the
Common Era (see Table 2). Table 2 clearly demonstrates that, per generation,
only a few women received or financed a seat (which differs from the situation
in the temples of Atargatis and Azzanathkona). Moreover, the large gap between
the years 39-40 CE and 102-103 CE raises an intriguing question: was the salle à
gradins in the temple of Artemis not used during these years, or were no new
seats sponsored? It is striking to note that the salles à gradins in the other two
temples both have seats dated in this 60-year gap. Perhaps the women shifted
their focus of worship to the two other temples before returning to the temple
of Artemis around the turn of the century. Significant, however, was the choice
to tear down the seats after the renovation of the ‘pronaos’, which took place after
140-141 CE (perhaps because of the damage caused by the earthquake of 160
CE). This may also imply that the cult practice had changed and that rituals were
no longer staged and watched by seated or standing worshippers.
In only two inscriptions do we find the name of a mother mentioned:
no. 75 names a Mamaia as the mother of a Seleukos and no. 79 cites a
Baribonnaia as the mother of a Bazeïs. With the exception of these two mothers,
234 The seats without a date are (Cumont 1926): nos. 67, 77, 81-84. No. 77 can likely be dated
around 123 CE-140 CE based on other inscriptions with family members. In this thesis I follow
Cumont’s numbering.
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all female names in the tables below represent women who themselves had seats
in the salle à gradins. Seven steps in the salle à gradins had inscriptions that mention
two women, which implies that these women shared their seats. Although one
woman, a Eugeneia, daughter of Apollonios and the wife of Antiochos, who
first shared a seat, received her own seat nine years later.235 It was apparently not
uncommon for women to share their seats and some of the other steps were
over a metre long, which tells us that more than one woman may have had a seat
on these steps. This means that not every female worshipper in the salle à gradins
had her name inscribed on a seat. Conversely, we also find the appearance of
one name on multiple seats. For instance, one woman, a Euthynike, daughter of
Seleukos and wife of Lysias son of Olympos, is mentioned in two exactly
identical inscriptions of the same date, suggesting that this woman sponsored
two seats (nos. 70-71). It may have been a matter of prestige to own and finance
more than one seat and perhaps further intimates that other women would sit
on one of her inscribed steps. The group of female worshippers in the temple
of Artemis was thus larger than the 34 women mentioned in the inscriptions.
The family of Theomenestos son of Antiochos
In the years 32-33 CE and 35-36 CE, two seats for the same family were
inscribed. A daughter of Theomnestos, Despoina, and a granddaughter of
Theomnestos, Adeia shared a seat. The inscription indicates that Despoina and
Adeia were not mother and daughter, but Adeia was probably married to her
uncle Anthenodoros, who was the son of Theomnestos. Megisto, who married
her brother Antiochos, was likely the mother of Adeia, but this information is
not recorded in the inscription. This family clearly practised endogamy: Adeia
was the offspring of a brother-sister marriage and, in her turn, had married her
uncle.

235 Cumont 1926: nos. 57, 58, 62, 64, 66, 69, 74. For Eugeneia, see nos. 58 and 60.
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Temple of Artemis
8
7
6
5
4
3

Dating of inscriptions

2
1
0

Table 2. Dating of inscriptions, temple of Artemis (n = 27).

The family of Athenodoros
Inscriptions nos. 66 and 67 belonged to the family of Athenodoros who also
practised endogamy. Artemidora, daughter of Mnaseas and the wife of
Menephilos, son of Athenodoros shared a seat with Demetria, who is identified
as τῆς θυγατρὸς αὺτοῦ, and as the wife of Diokles, son of Athenodoros. This
phrase leaves room for discussion: Demetria may have been the daughter of
Mnaseas or Menephilos. Cumont argues that Demetria was the daughter of
Menephilos.236 Seat no. 67 also mentions a Demetria, daughter of Lysanias and
wife of Mnaseas, son of Athenodoros. It is possible that the Demetria of
inscription no. 66 was the daughter of Demetria of inscription no. 67 and thus
the daughter of Mnaseas and not of Menephilos. Both Artemidora and Demetria
married their uncles. The family tree may then be reconstructed as follows below
(again only the patrilineal lines are given, since only these are clear from the
inscriptions).

236 Cumont 1926: 418.
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The family of Lysanias
From the first decade of the second century, two families (who were united by
marriage) were represented by several inscriptions in the salle à gradins: eight
inscriptions from 102-103 CE to 140-141 CE mention ten women from this
family.237 This family tree clearly demonstrates that it was normal for elite
families to unite among themselves through marriage. Mekannaia, daughter of
Lysias married Lysanias, whose daughter was married to Seleukos (also known
as Diodotos), whose sister Timonassa was married to Mekannaia’s brother.

Family tree of the family of Lysanias based on inscriptions nos. 70-71, 73-78, temple of Artemis.

237 Cumont 1926: nos. 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78.
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Family tree of the family of Theomenestos son of Antiochos, based on inscriptions nos. 64-65, temple of Artemis.

Family tree of the family of Athenodoros, based on inscriptions nos. 66-67, temple of Artemis.
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The temple of Atargatis
I have selected 20 inscriptions
from the temple of Atargatis.238
Five of these inscriptions are
found on small pedestals: two on
the floor on either side of the
entrance of the ‘naos’ (see Fig.
1.7); two on the left staircase; and
no.118, which was found outside
of the ‘pronaos’ but is connected
with a family from the salle à
gradins and (therefore) included in
the present study. Cumont has
argued that these low pedestals may have been used for small sacrifices.239 The
inscriptions on these pedestals follow the same formulae and are also included
in this study. Twelve of the inscriptions are dated in the year 61-62 CE, one in
the year 60 CE and the remaining inscriptions are not dated; however, it seems
likely that these seats were also inscribed in the year 61-62 CE. This sets the salle
à gradins apart from the rooms in the temples of Artemis and Azzanathkona
where, over a longer period of time, seats were sponsored. Three families show
their dominance by owning more than one seat. The other nine seats or pedestals
were owned by women from different families. Family members were seated in
close proximity to each other, either above each other or next to each other (Fig.
1.8). The fact that the family members of the city’s strategos and epistates were
among the worshippers indicates that the temple of Atargatis had a prominent
position in the religious life of the city. In all probability, the other women also
came from elite families. The inscriptions are almost all erected in the same year,
which suggests that the ‘pronaos’ of the sanctuary unit started to function as a salle
à gradins for female worshippers from

238 Cumont 1926: nos. 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 93, 98, 100, 101, 102, 104, 106, 107, 108, 110, 111,
116, 117, 120, 121. No. 118 was found outside the pronaos, but since it is linked to families found
in the seats it is incorporated in this study. The names on the inscriptions nos. 87, 92, 94-97, 99100, 102-103, 105, 109, 112 and 112a were badly damaged and could not meet the abovementioned criteria and are, therefore, excluded from this discussion. Nos. 113 and 114 were
found outside the pronaos and are also omitted from this study.
239 Cumont 1926: 440.
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Fig. 1.7 Photo
of the salle à
gradins, temple
of Atargatis.
Photo: Cumont
1926

Fig. 1.8 Isometric drawing of steps from the salle à gradins, temple of Atargatis. © S. Klaver (made by J. Vroons)
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61-62 CE. This may indicate that the cult practices changed around this time and
that women became active members of the cult.
The family of Seleukos, son of Lysias
Female family members of Seleukos son of Lysias are seated on the first step
and second step of the left staircase (nos. 88, 89, 91) and they erected two
pedestals (nos. 116, 118). Seleukos is mentioned as strategos and epistates of DuraEuropos and, hence, these women belonged to the most prominent family of
the city. Under Parthian rule, the city’s administration was in the hands of the
strategos and epistates.240 These Greek titles are found in inscriptions and papyri
from the first century BCE through to the second century CE.241 GraecoMacedonian men acquired these positions by birth-right and held them for life
before passing them on to their legal heirs.242 This Seleukos is also known from
an inscription found on an altar dedicated to Zeus Soter in the so-called temple
of Bel: a Xenokrates, son of Seleukos, son of Ammonios dedicated the altar to
Zeus Soter for Seleukos, son of Lysias, son of Seleukos, the city’s strategos and
epistates.243
The seats of nos. 89 and 91 are placed immediately above each other.
Step no. 88 may have belonged to the same family since it mentioned Sosipatra,
the wife of a Lysias. The fact that one daughter of Seleukos is named Sosipatra
affirms this hypothesis, as it was common to name children after their direct
ancestors. The family practised endogamy; Euboula, a daughter of Seleukos,
who is mentioned in pedestal no. 118, married her brother who was called Lysias,
after his grandfather. Ko[man]a, another daughter of Seleukos, may also have
married her brother Apollophanes, as he is mentioned as the son of a Seleukos.
Since the father’s name of this Seleukos is omitted we cannot determine without
hesitation that this is, in fact, Seleukos, son of Lysias. The practice of
intermarriage within the family was not uncommon in Dura-Europos so this
suggestion is highly plausible.

240 Dirven 1999: 5.
241 Millar 1993: 446.
242 Johnson 1932: 17.
243 TEAD II: 91-93, H4; Johnson 1932: 17; Andrade 2013: 235;Dirven 1999: 327.
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Family tree of the family of Seleukos son of Lysias based on inscriptions nos. 88-91, 116, 188, temple of Atargatis.

Family tree of the family of Seleukos son of Lysanias
based on inscriptions nos. 106, 108, 117, temple of Atargatis.
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The family of Seleukos, son of Lysanias
The women of the family of Seleukos, son of Lysanias have two seats (nos. 106,
108). The seats, which are again positioned directly above each other, belonged
to the sisters Timonassa and Athenophila. A pedestal (no. 117) may also be
assigned to this family, although some caution is needed here. A So[s]apatra,
daughter of Seleukos and wife of Danymos, son of Lysanias is named in the
inscription; a possible scenario is that Sosapatra was also a daughter of Seleukos
and married her uncle Danymus. As we have seen above, this was not an
uncommon practice in Dura-Europos.244 The name of the grandfather of
Sosapatra is omitted from the inscription, therefore this reconstruction remains
hypothetical.
The family of Konon
Two daughters-in-law of Konon are seated next to each other on step five of
the right staircase (nos. 110-111). A Roumaia, daughter of Ptolemaios and wife
of Nikostratos, son of Konon was seated at no. 110: a Bathnanaia, daughter of
Artemidoros and wife of Patrokles, son of Konon was seated next to her. The
family members of Konon are known from their presence in another temple:
the so-called temple of Bel. The southern wall in the ‘naos’ depicts a large wall
painting with the family of Konon, son of Nikostratos (see section 1.6). He is
depicted among his sons Diogenes, Lysias, Patrokles and his adolescent son
Nikostratos, his daughter Bithnanaia and his grandson Konon, son of
Patrokles.245 Perhaps the Nikostratos, son of Konon, and Patrokles, son of
Konon in the salle à gradins are the same Nikostratos and Patrokles of the wall
painting. Also in the temple of Bel, a Lysias, son of Konon, son of Patrokles
dedicated a room adjoining the courtyard to Zeus Megistos in 115 CE.246 This
Lysias was probably the descendant of the Patrokles, son of Konon mentioned
in inscription no. 110. And finally, a graffito from the ‘pronaos’ of the temple of
Bel dating around 158-166 CE. mentions a Konon, son of Nikostratos.247 This
could be the great grandson of the Konon from the salle à gradins and the wall
painting in the ‘naos’ of the temple of Bel.

244 Cumont suggests that the spelling Sosapatra may be a misspelling for Sosipatra: Cumont
1926: 441.
245 Cumont 1926: 359-360.
246 Cumont 1926: no. 1; Andrade 2013: 235.
247 Cumont 1926: nos. 24, 29; Andrade 2013: 236.
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The temple of Azzanathkona
I have selected 37 inscriptions from the salle à gradins in the temple of
Azzanathkona.248 From the temple of Azzanathkona, we can reconstruct family
affiliations of three major families. Again, family members were seated in close
proximity to each other.
The family of Apollonios, son of Danymos
Four seats belonged to the family of Apollonios, son of Danymos (nos. 520, 523,
524 and 525): they are the descendants of the same Danymos mentioned on the
steps in the temple of Artemis (nos. 61-62).249 The last inscription of this family
was made in 107-108 CE when an Apollonios dedicated a seat for his future
children (no. 533). The family is connected to the family of Seleukos, son of
Lysias, whom we know from the temple of Atargatis. An inscription from the
temple of Artemis tells us that the family of Danymos is connected with another
prominent family in the temple of Azzanathkona: the family of Athenodoros,
son of Ammonios (to be discussed below). The family tree is based on the
inscriptions in the temple of Azzanathkona and the temples of Artemis and
Atargatis.
The family of Athenodoros
Ten seats from the temple of Azzanathkona belonged to members of the family
of Athenodoros, which indicates that they had a dominant presence in the salle
à gradins.250 As mentioned above, the family was linked to the family of Danymos
through the marriage of Sosipatra, the daughter of Athenodoros with
Apollonios, son of Danymos. The family was also linked with the family of
Seleukos, son of Lysias, as a daughter of Seleukos (Asia) married a descendant
from the Athenodoros family (Adaios). Again, the family tree of Anthenodoros
clearly shows that the elite families of Dura-Europos were connected to each
other by marriage.

248 Nos. 511, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 519, 520-526, 529-539, 541-549, 552, 553 and 555.
Inscriptions nos. 511, 533 and 553 do not mention the name of women and are erected by fathers
for their daughters (nos. 511 and 553) and one man erected a seat for his future children (no.
533).
249 Nos. 523, 524, 525, 533.
250 Nos. 515, 519, 520, 521, 529, 530, 534, 535, 543 and 545.
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Family tree of the family of Apollonios, son of Danymos, based on inscriptions from temples of Artemis,
Atargatis, and Azzanathkona.

Apollonios, son of Athenodoros married twice. His first wife was an
Athenodora, who is mentioned in an inscription from 12-13 CE, the earliest
inscription from the seats. Her patrilineal descent is omitted from the
inscription. Inscription no. 515 mentions that Apollonios is married to
Timonassa, daughter of Ammonios, son of Lysanias, son of Athenodoros.251 The
date of the inscription is unknown, but this Timonassa is mentioned in another
inscription from 66 CE (no. 530). Here, she is only mentioned with her
patrilineal descent, not with a husband. This may suggest that, by 66 CE,
Timonassa had become a widow.

251 From the year 107-108 we have an inscription Ammonios, son of Xenokrates, son
Ammonios, son of Lysanias for his wife Asia. This Ammonios, son of Xenokrates is probably
the descendant of the Ammonios mentioned in inscriptions nos. 515 and 530.
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Family tree of the family of Athenodoros, based on inscriptions from temples of Artemis, Atargatis, and Azzanathkona.

An Apollonios, son of Adaios had also been married to two women from
the salle à gradins. These two inscriptions are dated one year apart (nos. 521 and
529). This would indicate that he either remarried quickly after his first wife died,
or that he practised polygamy . The first interpretation seems more likely since
no other signs of polygamy have been noted in the salles à gradins so far. His first
wife was his cousin, the daughter of his uncle Apollonios, and he (re)married a
Timonassa, of whom we have no information regarding her patrilineal descent.
Endogamy was thus also practised in this family. We see two other examples:
Theodora marries her uncle and the union between Ammonios and Patrophila
is also a marriage between cousins. Additionally, an Athenodora married her
brother Antiochos. The family tree can be reconstructed as follows (see above).
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The family of Theomnestos, son of Antiochos
This family has two seats in the salle à gradins in the temple of Azzanathkona, but
the family is also known from the salle à gradins in the temple of Artemis. In the
temple of Artemis, a Megisto, daughter of Theomnestos had her own seat (no.
65). She was married to her brother Antiochos and his daughter Adeia (probably
also hers) also has a seat, which she shared with her aunt Despoina (no. 64).
Both inscriptions are dated in the year 32-33 CE. In the temple of Azzanathkona,
Megisto and Adeia shared a seat (35-36 CE), making it indeed likely that Megisto
was the mother of Adeia. This again demonstrates that the same group of
worshippers could be active in more than one temple. It is interesting to note
that both women are described as Europaios, a term reserved for the citizens of
the city (no. 544). The names of their husbands are omitted but, from the temple
of Artemis, we know that Megisto married her brother and Adeia her uncle.
In the temple of Azzanathkona, we find another inscription from this
family, but from one or more generations later. A Patrophila, daughter of Lysias,
son of Seleukos, son of Ammonios is married to Olympos, the son of
Theomnestos, son of Antiochos (no. 538). There is a 70-year gap between the
inscriptions nos. 64, 65, and 544 and inscription no. 538. Clark Hopkins and
Pascal Arnaud have both contended that Olympos is the grandson of the
Antiochos and the son of Theomnestos.252 This would indicate that Olympos
was already an older man when he was married to Patrophila. The family tree
can then be constructed along the following lines:

252 TEAD V: 193. Arnaud 1997: 143.
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Family tree of the family of Theomnestos, based on inscriptions from temples of Artemis and Azzanathkona.

Other families in the temple of Azzanathkona
Several seats were engraved by individual families. One of these families is also
known from the temple of Artemis (inscription no. 66), but now we can add a
new addition to the family: Artemidora and Menophilos had another daughter
named Apollonia. In the temple of Azzanathkona, Artemidora shared a seat with
both daughters (no. 514). An Athenodoros dedicated two seats in the salle à
gradins in the year 107-108 CE: one seat to his two daughters; Euthynike and
Athenodora (no. 536) and one to his wife, Timonassa, who was also his sister
(no. 537). The seats were positioned next to each other on step six on the right
flight of steps. Arnaud has interpreted inscriptions nos. 548 and 549 as a branch
of the Athenodoros family, centred around A[mm]onios, the brother of the
above-mentioned Athenodoros.253 Athenophila was the granddaughter of this
253 Arnaud 1997: 142. The name A[mm]onios in the inscriptions in the three salles à gradins has
been interpreted by Cumont, Hopkins in TEAD V and Arnaud as Ammonios, but Apponios is
also possible. For this reason I have placed the letters MM between brackets: see Cumont 1926,
TEAD V and Arnaud 1997.
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A[mm]onios and the daughter of Seleukos (no. 548). In this inscription her
husband is omitted, but Arnaud argues that this Athenophila is the same as the
Athenophila of inscription no. 69 from the temple of Artemis dated at 39-40
CE. Here, she is mentioned as the wife of Apollophanes son of Lysanias.
Inscription no. 549 is incomplete but we can nevertheless reconstruct three
names: Euboula and A[mm]onios son of A[mm]onios. According to Arnaud,
this Euboula may be the same as she who was mentioned in inscription no.
101.254 One must proceed with caution regarding this interpretation, however,
since this inscription is also incomplete and clear family affiliations are lost.
Brother-sister marriage in Dura-Europos
There are various degrees of endogamy, the more extreme version being
marriage within the nuclear family. In my corpus of 84 inscriptions, six
inscriptions mention the marriage of brothers and sisters who had – at the very
least – the same father. At Dura, genealogy mostly focuses upon patrilineal
descent and this fact may explain the omission of references to the mother. This
makes it difficult to determine whether we are dealing with half siblings or full
brother-sister marriages.255 Two of these inscriptions are found in the temple of
Artemis, two in the temple of Atargatis, and two in the temple of Azzanathkona.
The earliest of such inscriptions dates from the 30s of the first century CE, while
the latest mention of a brother-sister marriage dates to 107-108 CE. Apart from
Roman Egypt, this Durene practice of brother-sister marriage is relatively unique
in the Graeco-Roman world. How can we explain this peculiar phenomenon in
Dura-Europos?
The two inscriptions from the temple of Artemis use the formula
ὁμοπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ γυναικός (of the same father, sister and wife). A Megisto
is mentioned as the sister and wife of Antiochos who is of the same father:
ὁ[μ]οπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ γυναικός.
ἔτους δμτ´. <Μ>εγιστὼ Θεο<μ>νήστου, τῆς Ἀντιόχου τοῦ Θεο<μ>νήστου τοῦ Ἀντιόχου
ὁ<μ>οπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ γυναικός.

254 Arnaud 1997: 142.
255 Jean-Baptiste Yon (2016) reads inscription no. 65 differently, as ὁμοματρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ
γυναικός (sister born of the same mother and wife), see Yon 2016: 108, note 49. There is no
indication to doubt Cumont’s original reading.
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In the year 32-33 CE. Of [M]egisto (daughter) of Theo[m]nestos, of the same father
sister and wife of Antiochos (son) of Theo[m]nestos son of Antiochos. 256

The second inscription from the temple of Artemis mentions a Salamboua who
is married to her brother Antaias, both children of Zobion. Again, this is made
clear by the phrase ‘of the same father, sister and wife’ (ὁμοπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ
γυναικός).
ἔτους ημτ´. Σαλαμβούας Ζωβίωνος, τῆς Ἀνταίου τοῦ Ζωβίωνος ὁμοπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ
γυναικό[ς].

In the year 36-37 CE. Of Salamboua (daughter) of Zobion, of the same father sister
and wife of Antaias (son) of Zobion.257

Interesting here is that both Salamboua and Zobion are Semitic names, whereas
Antaias is a Greek name. The father may have given his son a Greek name since
Graeco-Macedonian male names bore prestige in Dura-Europos until at least
Roman times (see below, section 1.5). Although names do not necessarily prove
someone’s ethnic origin, it is noteworthy that a family with a presented Semitic
origin also practised brother-sister marriage.
In two inscriptions from the temple of Atargatis, the formula ‘of the
same father, sister and wife’ is omitted, but the genealogy leaves room to suggest
that the women married their brothers. A Ko[man]a is the daughter of Seleukos,
son of Lysias and is married to Apollophanes, son of Seleukos:
Κο[μαν]α Σελεύκου τοῦ Λυσίου, Ἀπολλοφάνου δὲ τοῦ Σελεύκου γυναικός.

Ko[man]a (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of Lysias, the wife of Apollophanes (son) of
Seleukos.258

Though Seleukos is a common name, Franz Cumont and Jotham Johnson have
both claimed that the inscription indicates that Komana married her brother.259
Another inscription (no. 118) from the temple of Atargatis reveals information
on a sister of Komana; Euboula, daughter of Seleukos (who is here mentioned
as the strategos and epistates of Dura-Europos), son of Lysias is married to a Lysias

256 No. 65.
257 No. 68.
258 No. 89.
259 Cumont 1926: 429; Johnson 1932: 18.
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who is the son of the same [father].260 Here the formula is different from the
formula found in the temple of Artemis, but it still indicates that Lysias was a
‘son of the same father’.
γοτ´. Εὐβούλα Σελεύκου το[ῦ] Λ[υ]σίου, σγ (?) καὶ ἐπιστάτης, Λυσίου δὲ τοῦ υἱοῦ αὐτοῦ
γυναικός.

61-62 CE. Euboula (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of Lysias, strategos (?) and epistates, the
wife of Lysias son of the same (father). 261

Finally, two inscriptions of a brother-sister marriage are found in the temple of
Azzanathkona. Athenodoros son of Seleukos, son of Apollonios raised (the
step) for his wife Timonas[sa], daughter of Seleukos. This inscription is
accompanied by a combination of the above-mentioned formulas, only here it is
written in the dative and the stonecutter misspelled ‘wife’: τῇ ὁ[μ]οπατρίᾳ αὐτοῦ
ἀδελφῇ καὶ πναικί.262
θιυ´, Ἀρτε[μ]ισίου. ἀνήγειρεν Ἀθηνόδωρος Σελεύκου τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου Τι[μ]ωνάσ[σᾳ]
Σελεύκου τῇ ὁ[μ]οπατρίᾳ αὐτοῦ ἀδελφῇ καὶ πναικί.

107-108 CE, in the month Artemisios. Athenodoros (son) of Seleukos (son) of
Apollonios raised [this step] (for) Timonas[sa] (daughter) of Seleukos, of the same
father his sister and his wife.263

In the last inscription (no. 543), the phrase referring to endogamy practices is
omitted; an Athenodora, daughter of Adaios is married to Antiochos who is the
son of an Adaios, son of Athenodoros. Although the grandfather of Athenodora
is not mentioned in the inscription, we may interpret this as a brother-sister
marriage since her daughter is mentioned as a daughter of Antiochos.
ἔτους δοτ´, Ξανδίκου. Ἀθηνοδώρας Ἀδαίου τῆς Ἀντιόχου τοῦ Ἀδαίου τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου
γυναικὸς καὶ Ἀρτε[μ]ιδώρα Ἀντιόχου τῆς θυγ<ατρός>.

In the year 63 CE of (the month) Xandicos. Of Athenodora (daughter) of Adaios, the
wife of Antiochos (son) of Adaios (son) of Athenodoros and [of] Artemidora
(daughter) of Antiochos [her daughter].264

260 Cumont 1926: 441; Johnson 1932: 18.
261 No. 118.
262 TEAD V: 192.
263 No. 537.
264 No. 543.
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Marriages within nuclear non-royal families are an exceptional feature in the
ancient world (and beyond), and the question arises as to how we are to explain
this peculiar phenomenon. The fact that five out of six inscriptions mention
people with Graeco-Macedonian names may point to a Greek tradition; yet, the
fact that we are also dealing with one family with local names and – moreover –
with families that had probably lived in the Near East for centuries, should urge
us to be cautious. In the remaining part of this subsection, I attempt to make
some meaning out of this Durene practice by examining its possible origins, the
cultural implications for Dura in the first centuries CE, and the motives behind
these unions.
Parallels of brother-sister marriages are found in Roman Egypt during
the first centuries of the Common Era.265 There has been much discussion about
the origins and the stimuli of these brother-sister marriages. Royal incest
between the pharaoh and his sister(s) occurred in the third and second millennia
BCE and, after the conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great, this practice was
revived by the Ptolemies but, again, only by the kings. This changed under
Roman rule, when in the first and second century CE, brother-sister marriages
occurred more often, both in ‘Greek’ and ‘native’ families (on the basis of census
returns, Walter Scheidel estimates that around 20 per cent of the marriages were
between full or half siblings).266 Interestingly, the phrase ‘brother/sister of the
same father and of the same mother’ leaves no doubt that these spouses were
indeed related.267 Why would the people of Egypt adopt this custom? It has been
suggested that the protection of property was the main reason behind these nextof-kin marriages.268 Other scholars have argued that the descendants of the
Graeco-Macedonians colonizers in Egypt practised brother-sister marriages in
order to keep their high social status as ‘Greeks’ and to prevent the mixture of
their lineage with the indigenous people.269 Sabine Huebner has rightly argued
265 To name only a few studies on the brother-sister marriages in Roman Egypt: Hopkins 1980:
303-354; Shaw 1992: 267-299; Scheidel 1996: 319-340; Huebner 2007: 21-49.
266 Remijsen and Clarysse have compiled a small corpus of six authors and texts, both Greek
and Latin, who present brother-sister marriages as a Egyptian practice and not just as a royal
custom. They are Diodorus (60-30 BCE), Alexandrian writer Philo (20-50 CE), Apocolocyntosis
by Claudius Seneca (after 54 CE), Pausanias (circa 165-180 CE), physician and philosopher
Sextus Empiricus (circa 200 CE) and Christian author Minucius Felix (third century CE): see
Remijsen and Clarysse 2008: 53-56.
267 Scheidel 1996: 323.
268 See most recently, Rowlandson and Takahaski 2009: 104-139.
269 Shaw 1992: 269-299.
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against this racial theory since brother-sister marriages occurred among the
Egyptian population as well; although, one might say that the Egyptian
population practised it to present themselves as ‘Greek’ too.270 Instead, Huebner
has put forward the notion that the brother-sister marriages in Egypt occurred
between an adopted son marrying a biological daughter and the abovementioned formula ‘of the same father and mother’ must be seen as a juridical
narrative.271 Sofie Remijsen and Willy Clarysse have responded to Huebner’s
theory by stating that, although it was indeed a widespread family strategy in the
eastern Mediterranean to marry an adopted son to a natural daughter, they
believed that these brother-sister unions were, in fact, marriages between
biological brothers and sisters.272 Based on papyrological evidence, they conclude
that it was a rare phenomenon for adoptees to have the same name as their
adopter’s father, but the papyri reveal that 30 per cent of the alleged adoptees
have the same name as their perceived grandfathers, which was a normal number
for biologically related families in antiquity.273 Huebner’s theory was also rejected
by Jane Rowlandson and Ryosuke Takahasi. They regarded the full brother-sister
marriages as real unions aimed to stop property fragmentation and to provide
daughters with an opportunity to stay at the parental house, which would have
both personal and financial benefits for their household.274
The idea that the tradition of Durene brother-sister marriages originated
from Greece or Rome seems unlikely since both Greek and Roman law
prohibited full brother-sister marriages. Moreover, although marriages between
half siblings on the paternal side were permitted in Athenian law and the
opposite in Spartan law, they were mostly regarded as improper. 275 Instead of a
western origin of the brother-sister marriage, many scholars have argued that
societies in the Near East were more inclined to next-of-kin marriages than the

270 Huebner 2007: 22-25.
271 Huebner 2007: 21-49.
272 Remijnsen and Clarysse 2008: 53-61.
273 Remijnsen and Clarysse 2008: 56-61.
274 Rowlandson and Takahaski 2009: 104-139.
275 Greeks were more inclined than the Romans to practice endogamy such as cousin-marriage
and epiklerate (the marriage of a widow with her husband’s brother or other male relatives). The
Greeks were hesitant towards the concept of half-brother and half-sister marriages (but allowed
it) and hostile against full brother-sisters marriages: see Shaw 1992: 269-272. Huebner also states
that marriage of half siblings on the paternal side was permitted in Greece: Huebner 2007: 4355. According to Remijsen and Clarysse, the Athenians allowed for a marriage between siblings
of the same father and Spartan law allowed the opposite, see Remijnsen and Clarysse 2008: 54.
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Greek and Roman world.276 Cumont has contended that the roots of the
brother-sister marriage in Dura-Europos are indeed to be found in the Near East
and (in particular) in Iran, since the practice of next-of-kin marriage is recorded
amongst Semites, Arabs, Persians, and Parthians; consequently, I follow his
suggestion as the most plausible.277 Some scholars have argued that all Iranians
practised next-of-kin marriages, whereas others state that only the aristocrats and
the Magi, the priestly class of Zoroastrianism, formed these unions.278 That being
said, it is generally assumed that marriages between siblings were accepted by the
Iranians in antiquity and were practised in a certain context, in particular among
elite families.279
Evidence of ‘next-of-kin’ marriage is indeed found in Iran; we have
information on these unions from writings dating from the fifth century BCE
into the Middle Ages, both from insiders (religious texts, wills, and laws) and
outsiders, such as writings by classical, Jewish, and Christian authors.280 Albert
de Jong has stressed that the texts of outsiders partly reflect their prejudices
regarding ‘oriental’ family relations and unions. It may, therefore, be difficult to
discern the reality behind the descriptions in these texts. Based on Pahlavi
literature, De Jong has collected some characteristics of these so-called xwēdōdah
unions: they were regarded as ‘normal’, they were bound by the same legal
prescriptions as other marriages, they had a sacred value and high virtue, and
they were a strong instrument against evil powers. There was even a hierarchy
of these marriages: a mother-son union was the most virtuous, followed by a
276 See, for example, Goody 1983; Goody 1990; Shaw 1992; Huebner 2007.
277 Cumont 1926: 344-346. Two examples are found in Tyre and Sidon: see Cumont for the
references.
278 We also have documents of western authors writing about marriages within the nuclear
family among the Achaemenid kings: Herodotus writes about Cambyses II who married two of
his full sisters (Hdt. 3.31.1) and Plutarch writes about Artaxerxes II who married his daughters
Atossa and Amestris (Plut. Art. 23.5). Furthermore, Darius, son of Xerxes, married his cousin,
Darius II was married to his half-sister and Artaxerxes III was also married to his cousin.
Whether these testify to actual unions remains hypothetical, as Maria Brosius states ‘the women
of the Achaemenid court were used by fifth- and fourth-century writers to fill the gaps in the
narratives and to add a bit of sensationalism’: see Brosius 1996: 69. According to De Jong (1997),
Herodotus’ description of Cambyses was used to illustrate his madness, since in other passages
he appears to be unaware of the close-kin marriages by the Persians: De Jong 1997: 425-427.
279 Brosius 1996: 45-46. De Jong (1997) rightly stresses that incest was an occurrence
throughout the ancient world as it is today and that it did not spread from Iran or any other
single culture over the world: De Jong 1997: 425.
280 For an overview on some of the pagan, Jewish, and Christian writings, see De Jong 1997:
424-432 and Remijsen and Clarysse 2008: 54-55.
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father-daughter marriage, and finally the brother-sister marriage.281 Often it was
practised in the context of polygamy and the offspring of such unions were
considered to be superior.282 The motives behind these unions may have been a
sacred one, but information from civil laws and wills tell us that it was more than
a theoretical phenomenon and that it was practised by wealthy aristocratic
families and the Magi.283 The Book on the Laws of Countries mentions these Magi
and their customs in this regard. The book is attributed to the circle of Bardaisan
of Edessa († 222 CE) and contains the dialogue between Bardaisan and the
astrologer Awida, in which Bardaisan examines the laws of the different
countries.284 On the Persian Law he states:
Then the Persians have made themselves laws to take their sisters, daughters and
granddaughters to wife; some go even further and take their own mother to wife. Some
of these Persians have left their country and live in Media, in Atrapatene, in Parthia, in
Egypt and Phrygia. They are called Magians. And in all places and climates where they
live, they live according to this law enjoined upon their fathers. 285

The Parthians, the Arsacid dynasty whose rule stretched from the Euphrates to
Mesopotamia and India, also appear to have practised next-of-kin marriages.
According to Leonardo Gregoratti, these marriages were aimed at preserving the
political power of the ruling class.286 Some passages in Flavius Josephus’ Jewish
Antiquities deal with women belonging to the Parthian royal family.287 Of course,
281 De Jong 1997: 424-432. For a helpful overview on the next-of-kin marriages in Persia and
on the debates regarding these unions, see Prods Oktor Skjærvø, ‘Marriage II. Next of kin
marriage in Zoroastrianism’, Encyclopædia Iranica, online edition, 2013, available at
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/marriage-next-of-kin (accessed on 31 December 2017).
282 Scheidel 1996, 319-340; De Jong 1997: 424-432; Spooner 1966, 51-59. Spooner suggests
(without clear argumentation) that the concept may have come from Mesopotamia. The
sacramental value is attested in the so-called Pahlavi Rivayat text: ‘if one is married in kwhetudas
four years and performs sacrifice, then the soul goes manifestly to Garotman; if not, it goes to
heaven’ (Pahlavi Rivayat 8 l.3) and ‘the sacrifice and praise of one who has performed kwhetudas
are 1000 times as valid as those of other men’ (Pahlavi Rivayat 8 c), references from Spooner
1966.
283 Scheidel 1996: 327; Spooner 1966: 56; De Jong 1997: 428.
284 Drijvers 1984: 4. Drijvers states that the Book on the Laws of Countries originated in Bardaisan’s
circle.
285 The book of the laws of countries. Dialogue on fate of Bardaisan of Edessa, transl. Drijvers, 2007,
43-44.
286 Gregoratti 2012: 187.
287 Gregoratti 2012: 183-192. I am thankful to Leonardo Gregoratti for helping me with
references of nuclear marriages within the Parthian kingdom.
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Josephus was rooted in classical culture and his writings had an agenda and a
cultural bias (he portrays the Parthian women as strong forces of political power
because of their weak sons and husbands); nevertheless, he is still valuable in
retrieving information on marriage strategies. We have two references to nextof-kin marriages: the slave queen, Musa, married her son after his coronation
and promoted herself to queen consort and queen mother. The other reference
speaks of how Queen Helena of the vassal Kingdom of Adiabene married her
brother Monobazo I.288 This outside text is not the only reference to close-kin
marriages among the Parthians. The Avroman papyrus, found in present-day
Kurdistan, details the purchase of a vineyard by a man named Gathakes from
the brothers Barakes and Sobenes. The Greek text opens with a salutation of the
king and a reference to his three wives, two of whom are identified as his sisters
through the phrase ὁμοπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καί γυναικός.289 This phrase matches our
own from Dura-Europos, but differs from the phrase from Egypt where both
parents are mentioned. Cumont has thus argued that the presence of the same
phrase indicates a direct influence from the Parthians.290 However, it may also
imply that, in the Near East, only patrilineal descent was important or that the
people involved are half siblings.
βασιλεύοντος βασιλέων Ἀρσάκου εὐεργέτου δικαίου ἐπιφανοῦς καὶ φιλέλληνος, καὶ
βασιλισσῶν Σιάκης τε τῆς ὁμοπατρίας αὐτοῦ àδελφῆς καὶ γυναικὸς καὶ Ἀρυαζάτης τῆς
ἐπικαλουμένη[ς] Ἀυτομὰ τῆς ἐγ βασιλέως μεγάλου Τιγράνου καὶ γυναικὸς αὐτ[οῦ]
καὶ Ἀζάτης τῆς ὁμοπατρίας αὐτοῦ àδελφῆς καὶ γυναικός, ἔτους εκΣʹ

During the reign of the king of kings Arsaces, the Benefactor, the Just, the Manifest, and the Lover of Greeks, and of the queens Siake, his agnate
sister and wife, and Aryazate who is surnamed Automa, daughter of the great king
Tigranes and his [i.e. Arsaces’] wife, and of Azate, his agnate sister and wife, in the
year 225 (=88 BCE).291

Even though I accept the origins of Durene’s brother-sister marriage as eastern,
and probably Iranian, the fact that even the family of the strategos and epistates
practised marriage within the nuclear family suggests that the Durene elites – for
whom Greek culture was a status symbol – thought it was an acceptable choice
288 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, 18.2-4 and 20. 17-91. Also see Gregoratti 2012: 183-192.
289 The phrase ‘the lover of Greeks’ appears to have been a common salutation since it is also
found in Dura (e.g. PDura 19).
290 Cumont 1926: 346.
291 Text and translation by Jake Nabel (2014), ‘Avroman Parchment I’, Parthian Sources Online,
http://parthiansources.com/texts/av1/ (accessed on 31 December 2017).
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for marriage. Furthermore, the pride of the unions as expressed by the phrase
ὁμοπατρίας– even though it is expressed in Greek – is most certainly not Greek.
So how would we explain this paradox? Some models of cultural exchange argue
that it was not uncommon to make mistakes in adopting elements from other
cultures or have misunderstandings and that new meanings derive from these
mistakes. Concerning this middle ground theory, Richard White has claimed in
his book, The middle ground: Indians, empires, and republics in the Great Lakes region,
1650–1815, that groups could justify their actions in terms of what they
(wrongly) perceived to be the cultural principles of their partners (in our case,
the Graeco-Macedonian settlers of Dura).292 This misunderstanding would lead
to new meanings and were generally accepted over time, making a brother-sister
marriage at Dura an indicator of Greek culture and thus of high status.
The question arises as to why some elite Durene families incorporated
this Iranian practice into their Greek heritage.293 Since the worshippers in the
salles à gradins were no members of Zoroastrianism, the sacred value of such a
union probably had no meaning to them. Cumont has suggested that these
Graeco-Macedonians families embraced this custom in order to keep their
bloodline Greek.294 This racial motive was a popular explanation in the early 20th
century, but seems unlikely since the custom of brother-sister marriage was also
practiced by one family with Semitic names. Furthermore, the inscriptions in the
salles à gradins do show ‘mixed’ families also indicating that a racial motive was an
improbable explanation. What then could have been the reason for adopting this
custom? Marriage within the family seemed important for some Durenes,
probably as a means to protect their property. As mentioned above, Rowlandson
and Takahasi have demonstrated that brother-sister marriages were popular in
Roman Egypt for the protection of property. Since it was common for daughters
in Egypt to have the same inheritance rights as sons, a family’s property would
be fragmented with each offspring and marriage. It thus makes sense that,
especially in families with at least two sons and one daughter, the practice of a
292 I do not suggest that at Dura-Europos there was a so-called middle ground, since aspects of
the middle ground theory are absent. These are notably the confrontation between state and
non-state, the mutual need for what the other possesses, and a balance of power. I merely wish
to stress that ‘mistakes’ can be made in cultural exchange, which appears to have been the case
at Dura. See White (2011) for the middle ground theory and White 2011: xi-xxiv for a short
introduction on his model and the usage of it.
293 The practice of brother-sister marriage at Dura may also have been practised by non-elites,
but to my knowledge we have no recording of this.
294 Cumont 1926: 344-346.
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brother-sister marriage would be popular because it limited this fragmentation.295
From the papyri, we know that women could manage their own property
without a guardian at Dura-Europos. Additionally, in PDura 12, which is an
extract of the registry law of succession, female children are not excluded from
inheritance and other female relatives (such as mothers and sisters who are
daughters of the same father) are allowed to inherit, although, only after the
men.296 Since being of the same father also had a legal meaning, it may explain
why these unions were ‘broadcasted’ in the salles à gradins. Although this material
is not sufficient to argue that they had the same inheritance rights as Egyptian
women, it appears that women at Dura-Europos may have been (to some extent)
financially independent. Interestingly, at Dura too, most brother-sister marriages
occurred within families that had at least two sons and one daughter. This holds
true for the families of Adaios (who had three sons and one daughter),
Theomnestos (who had two sons and one daughter), and Seleukos, who had two
sons and three daughters, two of whom married a brother (see family trees
above). The fact that close-kin unions kept the so-called House of Lysias in D1
from being subdivided is highly illustrative for this interpretation.297 The brothersister marriage at Dura-Europos was thus in all likelihood practised out of
practical reasons.
Conclusions
From the inscriptions, we can reconstruct 75 marriages: eight of these show the
practice of endogamy, which are all dated to the first century CE. Most of these
women married an uncle (nos. 64, 66, 77, 117, 519), one woman married her
cousin (no. 534), and one woman married a distant cousin (nos. 523-525).
Together with the six unions between brothers and sisters, this amounts to a
total of 19 per cent of the marriages occurring among relatives.298 As Table 8
(see below) demonstrates, the elite inhabitants of Dura-Europos were also
intertwined with each other; many elite families were connected via marriage.
Within the 75 recorded unions, most were categorized within their ‘cultural
295 Rowlandson and Takahaski 2009: 118-119.
296 TEAD PP: PDura 12; Also mentioned by Baird 2014: 53.
297 Baird 2014: 247. From PDura 19 we know that property such as houses was indeed divided
amongst the heirs, see Baird 2014: 50-62.
298 I hereby mean 19 per cent of the recorded marriages from the inscriptions, I do not want to
imply that 19 per cent of the marriages in Dura were between relatives, since the number of
inscriptions is too low.
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group’: 43 marriages occur between ‘Greek families’ (regardless of the Greek or
Semitic names of the women), and seven marriages occur between ‘Semitic
families’. Three marriages show unions between ‘mixed’ families: two women
from a Semitic family marry into a Greek family (nos. 79 and 552) and one man
from a Semitic family marries a woman from a Greek family (nos. 516). These
limited occurrences suggest that this was rather uncommon. Seven marriages are
ambiguous, since either the nature of the personal names are unknown to me,
or the family genealogy does not provide enough information to ascertain a
Greek or Semitic label (nos. 61, 63, 67, 81, 90, 121, 541). In any case, it appears
that marriage was a great opportunity to form new alliances, or to strengthen
existing ties, to protect property, and to enhance or maintain one’s social status.
1.5 GENDERED USE OF NAMES AND PRESENTED CULTURAL IDENTITIES
In the salles à gradins, we have both female and male names of the same families.
This gives us the unique opportunity to study female and male names within the
same families and establish what these names say about the presented cultural
identity of these families. Most male and female names in the salles à gradins are
Graeco-Macedonian (see Tables 3 and 4).299 The inscriptions mention women
with Graeco-Macedonian names such as Timonassa, Sosipatra, Athenophila and
so on. The women are named in relation to their patrilineal ancestries: a woman’s
father and often her grandfather, her husband, as well as the father and
grandfather of her husband are recorded. Most of these men carry GraecoMacedonian names as well, such as Seleukos, Lysanias, Lysias, and
Apollophanes. Whether these women and men were indeed descendants of the
Macedonian settlers is unknown and of little consequence for our objective.
What is significant is that most elite families gave their children – daughters
included – Graeco-Macedonian names and thus presented themselves as such.300

299 My aim is to represent the unique individuals in these tables. The actual number of names
is larger, since some individuals are mentioned in more than one inscription.
300 It is not known whether the original Macedonian colonizers brought their wives from their
homeland or married local women. The earliest accounts found in Dura-Europos, such as a
registry of contracts of 190 BCE, only show Graeco-Macedonian male names and we have no
information on women in this period: see Welles 1951: 262-263. C. Bradford Welles suggests
that the Macedonian soldiers who immigrated to Dura-Europos may have brought their own
wives with them and he sees the Graeco-Macedonian names as markers of race: see Welles 1951:
263-264. Pollard successfully refutes the existence of Welles’ Graeco-Macedonian elite group as
the actual biological descendants of the Macedonian colonizers: see Pollard 2007: 89. At all
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What meaning did Graeco-Macedonian names have in Dura-Europos
under Seleucid and Parthian rule? Citizens in Dura-Europos traced their
‘Greekness’ through patrilineal descent. During the period of Seleucid and
Parthian rule, only those who presented themselves as descendants from the
original Macedonian founders were strategos and epistates.301 The ‘Greek’
inhabitants of Dura-Europos were called Europaioi, a term often found in
inscriptions and papyri from the city302 The status as an Europaios was determined
by patrilineal descent. We cannot prove, however, whether these Europaioi were
actual descendants of the Macedonian settlers. The genealogy may not reflect a
real ancestry but a social reconstruction instead; nonetheless, what is clear is that
they presented themselves as descendants.303 The Europaioi constructed themselves
as (actual or fictive) offspring of the Macedonians by maintaining GraecoMacedonian names and holding the only civic offices as strategos and epistates.304
The fact that three generations of men had Graeco-Macedonian names in our
inscriptions suggests that this was not a sign of fashion, but of tradition. People
consciously wanted to show their Graeco-Macedonian origins (fake or real)
through patrilineal descent. Although we cannot determine whether the female
worshippers in the salles à gradins were actual descendent from the Macedonians,
it is clear that most families wanted to present not only their sons, but also their
daughters as such.
In addition to the families with Graeco-Macedonian names, we have
some families with exclusively Semitic names. They may have been indigenous;
although, again the establishment of origins remains uncertain here. Women
from these families were called Imaboua, Baribonnaia, Roumea, Bazeïs (this last
name may have been Iranian) and so on. Since they intermingle with Dura’s elite
events, the majority of women and men in the three salles à gradins had Graeco-Macedonian
names.
301 Andrade 2013: 212-214.
302 Andrade 2013: 218; Pollard 2007: 83; TEAD PP: 7.
303 Pollard rightfully argues against Welles (1951) who claims that names can be used as an
indicator of someone’s race: see Pollard 2007: 81-102.
304 It is interesting that these Europaioi have Graeco-Macedonian names during Parthian rule,
but often assumed Aramaic names after the Roman conquest, Andrade 2013: 216. Nigel Pollard
argues, based on the habit of ‘double naming’ found in some inscriptions and papyri in DuraEuropos, that the inhabitants of the city may have had Graeco-Macedonian and local names and
that they would use either one of them when they saw fit: see Pollard 2007: 81-102 The concept
of ‘double naming’ is, however, not that widespread in Dura-Europos: see Dirven 1999: 9. In
our inscriptions, only one man is named with two names and (noteworthy) both names are Greek
– a Seleukos who is also known as Diodotos: Cumont 1926: nos. 76-78.
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in the salles à gradins, it follows that a Graeco-Macedonian name was not a
prerequisite to gain prestige. Apparently, these Semitic families gained esteem
through other means. Some families show more diversity: these have members
with Graeco-Macedonian names and members with Semitic names. In our quest
for presented cultural interaction and identity, these inscriptions are perhaps the
most interesting. We may ask ourselves whether women with Semitic names
married men with Graeco-Macedonian names and whether women with
Graeco-Macedonian names married men with Semitic names. If so, it would
point towards the intermingling between the ‘Graeco-Macedonian’ and ‘Semitic’
families though marriage.
The temple of Artemis
Twenty-one out of the 34 women mentioned in the inscriptions had GraecoMacedonian names while 13 women had Semitic names, some of which had a
theophoric character (such as Mekatnanaia, Mekannaia and Baribonnaia). And,
of the 65 men mentioned in the inscriptions, 56 had Graeco-Macedonian names
and nine men had Semitic names (see Table 5).305 Seventeen out of the 26
inscriptions in the temple of Artemis mention families with only GraecoMacedonian names.306 Seven inscriptions show families with both GraecoMacedonian names and Semitic names.307 Of these, all but two inscriptions (nos.
68 and 79) show women with Semitic names within families with GraecoMacedonian names. In 7-6 BCE, a seat was inscribed (no. 58) that was shared
by two women: Goriaia, daughter of Xenokrates and Eugenia, daughter of
Apollonios and wife of Antiochos. Goriaia is a Semitic name, whereas the name
of her father is Greek. This indicates that naming one’s daughters with Semitic
names was a possibility for ‘Graeco-Macedonian families’ and that in these cases
‘Greekness’ was communicated through patrilineal descent.
Inscription no. 79 from 129-130 CE mentions Bazeïs, daughter of
Baphaladados and Baribonnaia and wife of Lysanias son of Nikanor. That the
mother of Bazeïs was a prominent member of the elite in Dura-Europos is
testified by the mural painting in the temple of Zeus Theos where, in all
probability, the same Baribonnaia is painted among her family members (see
305 Inscriptions nos. 67, 81-84 are undated, but all show families with Graeco-Macedonian
names.
306 Cumont 1926: nos. 59b, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 70-71, 73, 76, 77, 81, 82, 83, 84.
307 Cumont 1926: nos. 58, 68, 69, 74, 75, 78, 79.
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below for the painting).308 Both parents of Bazeïs have Semitic names and
Bazeïs’s name shows Iranian roots.309 She also married into a ‘GraecoMacedonian family’. Whether the family of Bazeïs was actually of Semitic origins
is not known but also not important in this discussion. What is remarkable here
is that all members of her family have Semitic names and thus presented
themselves as a ‘Semitic family’. That they were part of the social elite is indicated
by the seat in this temple and the painting in the temple of Zeus Theos. They
clearly did not receive their prestige through Graeco-Macedonian names, but
received it through other means (perhaps their wealth).
From the first decade of the second century, three families (who were
united by marriage) were presented by several inscriptions in the salle à gradins;
eight inscriptions from 102-103 CE to 140-141 CE mention ten women from
this family.310 Some of these women had Greek names: Timonassa, Antiochis,
Euthynike and Athenophila. However, six women had Semitic names. Olympos,
son of Lysanias named all three of his daughters with Semitic names (Mekannaia,
Taroudaia and Eudiaia). Mekannaia is a Semitic name with a theophoric
character and Nanaia was the Semitic name of the goddess Artemis, the same
goddess to whom our temple was possibibly dedicated. The fact that two more
women from this family were named Mekannaia suggests that it was not
uncommon in ‘Graeco-Macedonian families’ to name their daughters with
Semitic names with a theophoric character. The names Eudiaia and Taroudaia
do not necessarily point towards the mixture of the ‘Graeco-Macedonian family’
with an ‘indigenous family’ (again, I refer to the presented origins, not the actual
origins since it is impossible to infer this from the inscriptions).

308 It is possible that not the same Baribonnaia was pictured in the temple of Zeus Theos. The
dating of the inscription and the dating of the painting to the second century do make this
interpretation highly plausible. Other graffiti and dipinti found on the side wall in the ‘naos’ of
Zeus Theos reveal the names of a certain Bargates son of Zabinos, a Olympos son of Lysias son
of Olympus, a Barlaas, a Sosipatras son of Bargatos, a Mekannaia, a Bargatos. According to
Frank Brown, two families were depicted here: the family of Lysias son of Olympos which may
be the same as the Lysias family mentioned in the salle à gradins from the temple of Artemis (nos.
70-71, 73-75). If this is the case than it must be noted that only a Mekannaia is mentioned in
these inscriptions and none of the other names may be connected to this family. The other family
was connected to a certain Bargates son of Zabinos. Baribonnaia was probably linked to this
family and not to the family of Lysias since she is not mentioned in the inscriptions from the
salle à gradins. For the graffiti and dipinti, see TEAD VII-VIII: nos. 890-899.
309 Cumont 1926: 425.
310 Cumont 1926: nos. 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78.
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Table 3. Female names (n = 91).

MALE NAMES SALLES AUX GRADINS
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Table 4. Male names (n = 203).
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Table 5. Names of women and men, temple of Artemis (n = 99).

It does, nevertheless, underline the idea that ‘Graeco-Macedonian families’ did
not hesitate to name their daughters with Semitic names, whereas the family tree
clearly shows the men were all named with Graeco-Macedonian names. This
again proves that ‘Greekness’ was passed through the patrilineal line. The last
Semitic name is Mamaia, who is mentioned as the mother of Seleukos and as the
grandmother of Lysanias. The fact that she is mentioned instead of her husband
probably suggests that her husband was already dead and that she had a
prominent position within the family.311
Only two inscriptions mention families with exclusively Semitic names.
In 7-6 BCE, Imaboua, daughter of Salamnos and the wife of Beloobassaros,
shared a seat with Mekatnanaia, daughter of Papias and the wife of Zebidadados
(no. 57). All family members have Semitic names (although the name Papias is
ambiguous and may have had Greek origins). Lethachoua, daughter of
Admalichos and wife of Belaoas, son of Sommakos inscribed a seat in 104 CE
311 Johnson 1932: 24, note 17.
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(no. 72). The presence of Semitic names in the salle à gradins can be explained by
the fact that, over the course of time, Semitic people of various origins settled in
the city and co-habited with the original population.312 As shown in the salle à
gradins in the temple of Artemis, some of the families in the temple presented
themselves as Semitic elite families, but whether they actually were inhabitants
of the city who had their roots in the local surroundings remains hypothetical.
Nonetheless, their presence in the salle à gradins clearly shows that, at least from
the beginning of the Common Era onwards, ‘Semitic families’ were part of the
Durene elite society alongside the so-called Macedonian elite.
The temple of Atargatis
From the 20 inscriptions from the salle à gradins in the temple of Atargatis, 11
women have Graeco-Macedonian names, six have Semitic names, and two
names are incomplete. Again, the men outnumber the women, as women are
mentioned in relation to their patrilineal descent. Thirty-nine men are mentioned
in the inscriptions, 29 of whom have Graeco-Macedonian names and eight have
Semitic names. Four male names are so badly damaged, that no name could be
reconstructed (Table 6).
The above-discussed families of Seleukos, son of Lysias and of Seleukos,
son of Lysanias all have Graeco-Macedonian names whereas, in the family of
Konon, one woman has a Semitic name (Baribonnaia). Other inscriptions show
more diversity in names. The first inscription on the left staircase (no. 86)
mentions a Euthynike, daughter of Abid[…], the wife of A[mm]onios.
Euthynike is a Graeco-Macedonian name, her father’s name may have been
indigenous. Number 90 mentions a Zeneiis, the daughter of a Bagesos, son of
Danymos and wife of Herakleitos. The name Bagesos is Semitic and the name
Zeneiis could either be from the Near East or have Macedonian roots
(Ζηνωὶς).313 It is worth mentioning here that Danymos gave his son a Semitic
name which tells us that Greek names were not the only signifier of social status.
Inscriptions no. 93 mentions families with mixed names; Dadaia is mentioned
as the wife of Sa[m]isilabos. One of the remaining inscriptions shows a family
with Graeco-Macedonian names; seat no. 101 on the right staircase mentions a
Euboula, daughter of Ol[…], the name Seleukos is also cited, but the damage of

312 Dirven 1999: 5. Millar 1993: 446.
313 Cumont 1926: 429.
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Family tree of the families of Olympos son of Lysanias, of Apollophanes, and of Seleukos, son of Mamaia based inscriptions
from the temple of Artemis.

the inscription does not provide us with the information as to whether he is her
grandfather or husband. This step also belonged to her (nameless) daughters.
Step no. 104 was erected by Diokles, son of A[…], [son of] Krateas, for
Babile[i]on (fem.?) who was most likely his wife. Although the name is not
complete, the first letters make a Semitic name more plausible than a GraecoMacedonian name.
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Table 6. Women and men names, temple of Atargatis (n = 60).
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The temple of Azzanathkona
From the inscriptions in the salle à gradins we have 38 female names, of which 31
are Greek (84 per cent) and seven are Semitic. We have an additional 97 male
names of which 74 are Greek (76 per cent) and 23 are Semitic (Table 7). The
seats are owned by both ‘Graeco-Macedonian and Semitic families’. The abovementioned family of Apollonios, son of Danymos were the descendants of the
Danymos mentioned in the temple of Artemis (nos. 61-62).314 The names
Danymos and Apollonios are present from 19 CE onwards, which again
indicates that Greek names were not a sign of fashion, but of tradition and thus
endowed prestige in Dura-Europos under Parthian rule. Only three out of the
37 inscriptions show families with exclusively Semitic names (nos. 517, 522, and
546), and only a handful inscriptions mention so-called mixed families, where
the family members have either Graeco-Macedonian or Semitic names. In these
‘mixed’ unions, we know that women often have Semitic names while men have
Greek names, due to the fact that ‘Greekness’ is transferred through the male
line. We also find four examples of this in the temple of Azzanathkona (nos.
526, 531, 532, and 552). More interesting are the three inscriptions where the
men carry Semitic names and the women have Greek names. In the year 107108 CE, an Aiosa[m]sos, son of Otainetos raised a step for his wife Patrophila,
daughter of Philip (no. 516) and in 39-40 CE a Zabeinas, son of Nikanor(os)
dedicated a step to Ammia, daughter of Isodoros, who was his wife (no. 513).
And finally, a Theodora, daughter of Nikanor(os) was married to a Retagthos,
who is the son of Antaios (no. 541). These are the first instances of women with
Greek names marrying men with Semitic names. This again suggests that
‘Greekness’ is not the only signifier of status, but that people could gain prestige
through other means.
Conclusion
Due to the large corpus of Greek inscriptions and the abundance of GraecoMacedonian names, it has often been suggested that Graeco-Macedonian culture
was still dominant in Dura-Europos under Parthian rule. It follows from the
above that this view is too simplistic. True, in the three temples under discussion,
the inscriptions are written in Greek (the epigraphic habit) and the majority of
names are Greek; however, closer inspection tells us that the elite families may
314 Nos. 523, 524, 525, 533.
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not have been as ‘Greek’ as argued. ‘Semitic’ families with exclusively Semitic
names also engraved seats in these temples. In addition, it is clear that the
Graeco-Macedonian families intermingled with the Semitic families; we saw
instances of women with Greek names from Greek families marrying men with
Semitic names, and women with Semitic names (from both ‘Semitic and Greek
families’) marrying men with Greek names. The families who wanted to present
themselves as Greek did so by naming their sons with Greek names, which
clearly demonstrated that ‘Greekness’ was transferred through the patrilineal
descent and women were less ‘important’ for a family as signifiers of a ‘Greek’
heritage.
1.6 DRESS BEHAVIOUR IN PORTRAITS
In this section, dress behaviour as presented in the pictorial representations of
women and their families from the temples is discussed.315 The pictorial material
consists of The Sacrifice of Konon from the temples of Bel (nos. 1.1-1.2) and portrait
fragments from the temple of Zeus Theos (nos. 1.3-1.4). Through careful
analysis of these images, I shall examine whether cultural identities and status
were also communicated through portraits of the elite families and whether we
can identify elements of gendered dress behaviour. In studying these images, the
emphasis will therefore be on dress. As argued in my introduction, dress is
particularly suited to the study of identity and the interaction between different
cultures, gender, and social groups. Dress – which includes jewellery and other
adornments – is not only an expression of wealth, but is full of symbolic
meanings and associations.316 Various aspects of a woman’s social position can
be retrieved from these representations. In what follows, I explore the images
with several questions in mind: is there a difference in appearance between men
and women? Was ‘Greekness’ also communicated in these portraits? What
cultural identities were communicated and can we distinguish them in terms of

315 Parts of this section have been published in 2016: see Klaver 2016: 375-391. The fragmentary
wall paintings from the newly discovered Citadel temple of Zeus and from the sanctuary in block
M5 are not included in this study due to their fragmentary survival, but they show figures in a
Parthian dress and two possible female faces. For the paintings in block M5, see Leriche 1997a:
889-913 and Allag 2004: 99-112. For the sanctuary itself, see Leriche 1997b: 81-94. For the
paintings of the Citadel temple of Zeus see Leriche 2016: 173-176; Since the banquet scene in
house M7W represents a Palmyrene family, it is omitted from my discussion on Durene families.
316 Johns 1996: 5-8.
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status? First, in order to correctly understand these portraits, we need to
comprehend the functions of the wall paintings at this time.
Functions of the wall paintings
The paintings in the temples were first and foremost votary offerings; they were
gifts to the gods in order to receive blessings from these gods. An inscription
from 120-121 CE in the temple of Zeus Theos informs us that ‘the naos, the
doors, and all the paintings of the images were dedicated to Zeus Theos’.317 The
religious significance of the paintings is apparent from the placement in the ‘naos’
and the religious iconography in the scene, The Sacrifice of Konon (Fig. 1.9). The
two priests are depicted in their ceremonial garments and caps. The priests are
shown performing their tasks: they hold incense and a branch above two altars.
The gestures and attributes of Konon’s family members also have religious
connotations. Their right hands are raised with their palms turned outwards: this
is an old Near-Eastern gesture and can be identified as a sign of worship and
prayer. The palm twigs they hold in their hands are also objects laden with
religious association.318 Images of worshippers carrying branches are also found
at contemporary Hatra and Assur and, according to Lucinda Dirven, this
practice comes from a long tradition in the ancient Near East.319 Fragments of
offerings, the head of a priest, and altars suggest that a similar scene was
originally depicted also in the ‘naos’ of Zeus Theos.
In addition to religious connotations, the images also had social
implications. As my research on the inscriptions has demonstrated, the elite
inhabitants used the temples as places for public display. The predominance of
personal names and family affiliates found in the inscriptions supports the idea
that the elite families used the temples to present their members and express and
promote their place in society.320 During Parthian rule, the inhabitants of DuraEuropos turned the agora in the city centre into an area with housing and
commercial units, appropriating the public space for private use.321 Since agoras
317 TEAD VIII-VIII: no. 888. NB: this inscription is the dedication of chapel 24-30 and not
the naos in which the wall paintings under discussion were found.
318 Dirven 2008: 237 - 240.
319 Dirven: 2008: 238-239.
320 From the inscriptions in the three salles à gradins, we can conclude that elite families were not
necessarily confined to one temple but presented themselves in many temples.
321 For the agora in Dura-Europos, see TEAD IX; Coqueugniot 2011: 295- 309; Coqueugniot
2014: 27-35; Coqueugniot 2015: 71-81.
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Fig. 1.9. The
Sacrifice of Konon,
south wall naos,
temple of Bel,
National Museum
of Damascus, after
recent restoration.
Photo: Mission
Franco-Syrienne
de DouraEuropos
(MFSED)

traditionally functioned as places of public display, this means that Dura’s
inhabitants were in need of another location to present themselves to their peers
and public, and for this they turned to the city’s cult buildings. The fact that the
boule later held its meetings in the temple of Artemis is telling in this respect.322
For the paintings to have functioned as public statements, an audience
was required. The inscriptions on the walls, which identify the worshippers,
suggest an audience of at least the gods and the priests, of whom the latter were
also part of the social life of the city. That the audience was probably bigger than
this is, of course, exemplified by the inscriptions in the salles à gradins, which
implies that worshippers had some access to the ‘pronaos’ and perhaps even the
‘naos’ of temples.323 The many cult rooms with benches and the existence of
religious associations indicate that the sanctuaries were accessible to a wide range
322 Downey1988: 89-92.
323 Contra Dirven (2004) who argues that the paintings in the ‘naoi’ in the temples of Bel and
Zeus Theos were not public statements, but primarily votive: Dirven 2004: 12. In 2008 Dirven
argues that such image could indeed by both honorary and votive in function: Dirven 2008: 209246.
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of individuals. Now that we have established the social function of these images,
we can turn our attention to the paintings themselves. Here we will focus on the
dress behaviour presented in the paintings and daily dress practices; although it
goes without saying, that the former did not always faithfully follow from the
latter.
Dress practices in Dura-Europos
Before we turn our attention to the images, let us first address dress practices
based on archaeological and textual evidence, as compared to figurative
representations. According to Jennifer Baird, archaeological and textual evidence
allows for the opportunity to discuss the appearance of Durenes ‘without simply
inferring it from idealized representations in sculpture and painting’.324 In her
book, The inner lives of ancient houses. An archaeology of Dura-Europos, Baird has
examined dress practices through textile fragments, jewellery and attributes, and
textual references.325 This section largely follows her work.
Hundreds of fragments of textiles have been unearthed at DuraEuropos, mostly in the embankment.326 These textiles were commonly made of
wool; in addition to these, one cotton fragment, 27 linen, and two silk fragments
have been found. Apart from the silk fragments, it is generally believed that the
textiles were locally produced. The fragments show a wide variety of colour.
From brown (undyed wool), to different shades of red (madder, fucus, Polish
cochineal), an expensive red (kermes), blue (indigo), purple made from a mixture
of dyes, and three fragments of ‘true purple’ (πορφύρα) made from sea snails.327
Most of the textiles are plain cloths, but some fragments have colourful
decorations or clavi. The type of garments that have been unearthed range from
tunics and mantles to two (possible) scarfs and two wool felt caps.328 Although
trousers are known from inscriptions and pictorial evidence they have not yet
been discovered at Dura-Europos.329
Evidence of dress practices is not only known via material remains:
clothing is also mentioned in graffiti. For example, in the so-called House of
324 Baird 2016: 31.
325 Baird 2014: 215-229.
326 TEAD Textiles.
327 TEAD Textiles: 4-6. This true purple is also mentioned in several inscriptions. See, for
example, TEAD III-IV: no. 227.
328 TEAD Textiles: 4.2.
329 Baird 2014: 216. TEAD Textiles: 10-12.
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Nebuchelus, a record listing a transaction of its owner refers to mantles
(àναβόλαιον), trousers (àνίκλιον), different types of tunics (παιδικόν, στιχάριον),
different types of robes (δελματική, πάλλιον, κολόβιον), veils (μαφάριον), and a
girl’s tunic (μαρθνική).330 Furthermore, two dipinti from sanctuaries also provide
us with some information on dress practices. The dipinti from the temple of
Aphlad show women in dress that is without parallel in Dura-Europos with its
turban-like headdresses and skirts (nos. 1.11 – 1.12). However, their dress may
represent their profession of musicians or their origins from the city of Anath,
whose deity was the god Aphlad. In addition, a dipinto from the temple of Bel
shows a completely veiled woman.331
So how does this evidence relate to our images? We know of tunics and
mantles being worn by the Durenes, some of which had colourful decorations;
however, the archaeological evidence has not unearthed completely coloured
garments. Here, there appears to be a gap between the pictorial evidence and the
actual finds. The veiling of women is attested by inscriptions, from a dipinto,
and perhaps even from textile fragments, although the identification of the two
textile fragments as veils is uncertain (Fig. 1.10). The fact that most of our
Durene women are portrayed with veils suggests that, at certain occasions, some
330 TEAD III-IV: no. 227. TEAD Textiles: 12-13.
331 Goldman 1999: 40.
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Fig. 1.10. Textile,
scarf fragment (?),
undyed wool with
purple bands,
Yale University
Art Gallery,
Dura-Europos
collection, inv. no.
1938.5462
Photo: YUAG

Fig. 1.11. Silver
bracelet, Yale
University Art
Gallery, DuraEuropos
collection,
inv. no.
1929.405a-b.
Photo: YUAG

Durene women were indeed
veiled.332 Apart from two wool
felt caps, no headdresses have
been excavated at DuraEuropos. Simon James has
argued that these felt caps were
protective liners for wearing
under a helmet.333 It may be
pushing the evidence too far,
but the existence of these caps
may
suggest
that
the
headdresses for women also
made of wool felt, similar to
those felt dowry caps worn in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Palestine, also
existed in Dura-Europos (see below).334
Another important feature in women’s dress is jewellery. Jewellery and
fragments of jewellery have been unearthed at Dura-Europos, mostly from the
necropolis.335 Fifty-four bracelets made of silver or copper alloy were excavated;
some are decorated with animal heads and others show a ‘twisting’ pattern,
which is also depicted in The Sacrifice of Konon. These bracelets were found in
houses and in the burials of women and children (Fig. 1.11).336 Earrings were
also found in the necropolis, again, exclusively in the burials of women and
children. Plain earrings are the most common, but also more elaborate earrings
were unearthed (Fig. 1.12). Over 200 beads were found in all colours of the
rainbow and from a variety of material (for example amber, glass, and coloured
stones), which match our pictorial evidence (Fig. 1.13). To add to this, pendants,
over 200 brooches, and gold leaves have been excavated. Perhaps the most
interesting of these, with respect to a comparison with figurative representations,
are the fragments of silver jewellery that may have been part of a necklace or a
head chain (Figs. 1.14 - 1.15).
With some caution, we may conclude that there are some similarities
between the archaeological and textual evidence on the one hand and the
332 Also noted by Baird 2014: 216-217.
333 TEAD VII: 109.
334 Stillman 1979: 37-39.
335 See Baird 2016: 38-52 for an overview of jewellery found at Dura-Europos.
336 Baird 2014: 220-221.
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pictorial representations on the other hand, without taking the portraits at face
value for representing clothing practices in daily life. Even if the portraits do not
faithfully represent the clothing practices in daily life, they are useful in studying
presented identities; they show that dress behaviour was a means of social
differentiation, ranging from social status, marital status, to gender relations. 337
In addition, dress expresses someone’s cultural identity. This is particularly
interesting, since women from the same social group that are mentioned with
their husbands and families in the salles à gradins, are represented with their
husbands and family on the walls of the temples. This enables us to return to the
conclusions made in the previous paragraphs and see whether epigraphic
evidence and figurative remains correspond with each another. It is to these
aspects of dress that we now turn.

Fig. 1.14. Piece of silver jewellery, Yale University Art
Gallery, Dura-Europos collection, inv. no.
1938.5999.4778.
Photo: YUAG

Fig. 1.15. Piece of silver jewellery, Yale University Art
Gallery, Dura-Europos collection, inv. no.
1938.5999.4798.
Photo: YUAG

337 Baird 2016: 33.
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Fig. 1.12. Golden earrings, Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos collection, inv. no. 1933.605a-b. Photo: YUAG

Fig. 1.13. Collection of beads, Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos collection. Photo: by author
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What to wear: gendered dress behaviour and portrayed
cultural identities
Although the portraits of women from DuraEuropos are described in detail in the appendix, in
the present context, it is useful to provide a short
summary of their dress here. The women wear
(coloured) tunics and mantles and their heads are
covered by a separate veil. Worthy of mention are
the flat-topped cylindrical headdresses with head
chains and pearls, and headbands with embroidery;
the women also wear abundant jewellery such as
necklaces, bracelets, and earrings.
In regards to the dress of men, we can say
the following: five adult men and two boys are
portrayed in The Sacrifice of Konon (Fig. 1.9). Konon,
the head of the family, is dressed in a long-sleeved
white tunic, which falls to his calves. On the tunic,
traces of two purple bands are visible, running
from the shoulders to the bottom of his garment.
Two purple appliques adorn both sleeves. His white mantle is draped over his
left shoulders and hangs over his left arm. His overgarment is decorated with a
H-shaped applique which in shape resembles appliques found on the garments
of Hatrene priests and decorations found on garments worn by men in the
synagogue paintings. An example of this decoration is also found in Durene
textiles (Fig. 1.16).338 On his head, he wears a purple coloured cap, the tip of
which falls over to the left. His legs are bare and he wears white shoes.339
His adult sons and grandson in the upper register all have voluminous
dark hair and wear similar garments; they are dressed in long-sleeved white tunics
that are decorated with two purple vertical bands and traces of purple are found
around their right wrists and on their upper-left arms. Their legs are also bare
and they wear similar shoes to Konon.340 The two boys in the lower zone wear
338 TEAD Textiles: fig. 1. 19, 10-11.
339 Cumont 1926: 44-46.
340 Cumont 1926: 51. Breasted mentions a purple tunic and white overgarments which are edged
at the front with purple bands: see Breasted 1924: 83. Due to the state of the painting, it is
difficult to distinguish the different garments. For the present state of the painting, see Leriche
2012: 143-155.
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Fig. 1.16. Piece
of textile,
Yale University
Art Gallery,
Dura-Europos
collection.
Photo: by author

belted white tunics with red bands down the front.341 Finally, apart from finger
rings, the men wear no jewellery although (from an image of a priest and of
Bargates, son of Zabinus both found in the temple of Zeus Theos) we know
that men could also wear earrings and silver braided necklaces.342 The fragments
in the temple of Zeus Theos show men dressed in similar fashion: young men
wear white garments that are girdled at the waist, other men wear white garments
with clavi, and (apparently) Bargates, son of Zabinus wears a similar headdress as
Konon, although this and his jewellery are hardly visible in the present state of
conservation.343
It is especially in regards to the colour of the garments, jewellery, and
headdress that the appearance of men is dissimilar to that of women.344 Even
though the women in the temple of Bel and Zeus Theos wear tunics and mantles
that resemble the Greek chiton and himation and may ultimately derive from
Greek dress, they are not portrayed as Greek women: their flat-topped
cylindrical headdresses, head chains, and lavish display of jewellery are not in line
with Greek sculptural traditions.345 Likewise, the dress of the men in these
frescoes seems to be a combination of regional and western features. The
coloured bands on the garments have been identified by Cumont as clavi, the
vertical bands found on Roman tunics, whereas the coloured H-shape appliques
on the mantles and/or tunics resembles appliques found on Hatrene dress.
Moreover, their ceremonial headdresses and modest jewellery are not in line with
Greek pictorial traditions either.346 Even though the men look more ‘Greek’ than
the women, again, the overall impression is not in line with Greek portraiture:
their garments, Konon’s headdress, their big dark coiffure, gestures, and

341 Cumont 1926: 52-53; Breasted 1924: 84.
342 See TEAD VII-VIII: 202-203 for the mention of the earrings and necklace on Bargates,
which are no longer visible.
343 For a description of the paintings from Zeus Theos, see TEAD VII-VIII: 196-208.
344 The Sacrifice of Konon also shows great differences between men and women regarding their
positioning within the picture frame (the painting clearly gives a sense of hierarchy within this
families). Bithnanaia is positioned next to the priests, which at first glance is a prominent
position. However, on reflection, we can see that she is smaller in size and positioned to the back
of the painting: she literally stands behind the priests and her male family members.
345 As already noted in my article ‘Dress and identity in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region: The
case of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357-391; See Dillon 2010 for more
information on Greek female portrait statues.
346 Cumont 1926: 44-46, 51-3. For a more detailed overview on the concept of clavi on Roman
tunics, see Bender Jørgensen 2011: 75-81.
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attributes do not follow Greek standards. Where being ‘Greek’ was important in
name, looking ‘Greek’ was apparently not an issue.347
Women, girls, and social status
From the inscriptions in the salles à gradins, we concluded that the women
represented in the religious realm clearly belonged to the elite since some of
these women were related to the strategos and epistates of the city.348 Their high
social status is also deduced from their portraits via the rich display of colourful
garments, headdresses, and jewellery.349 These elements of women’s dress are
particularly apt as signifiers of social status; thus, transforming these women into
so-called ‘display cases’, a term introduced by Thorstein Veblen in the late
nineteenth century to describe women as mirrors for their father’s or husband’s
wealth and values.350
The idea that these Durene women function as showcases for their
families in a more public context is substantiated by the fact that, in Dura,
representations of more ordinary women in private surroundings depict women
347 The communication of cultural identity by dress will be addressed in more detail in my
general conclusion. Of course, it is also possible that these Durenes in fact thought they did look
Greek.
348 See the family of Seleukos son of Lysias in the temple of Atargatis for a discussion on the
inscriptions with the female family members of the strategos and epistates; An earlier version of
this paragraph is published in ‘Dress and identity in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region: The case
of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357-391.
349 The statue from the temple of Atargatis (no. 1.8) is more classicizing in form than any of
the female portraits found at Dura-Europos, although it is generally believed in was made at
Dura-Europos. The pose of the woman conforms with the so-called Pudicitia format; she stands
in a frontal position with her right arm across her chest, her left arm hangs alongside her body
and both arms are tightly wrapped in her mantle. Similarly, the statue of the other woman was
locally made, and here too there are no signs of a headdress and abundant jewellery. The
difference with the other images from Dura-Europos may be due to the medium (sculpture).
Statues of women found in the public domain throughout the Graeco-Roman world usually
follow a standard formula and this may also apply to the statues in Dura. This hypothesis is
supported by the situation in Palmyra where statues in the public realm follow a Graeco-Roman
format, whereas statues in the funerary sphere are more local in appearance: see below chapter
2. No life-size statues of men are found in the city. However, a statue base found in the odeon in
the temple of Artemis indicates that honorary statues of men did exist at Dura-Europos: see
Leriche and El'ajji 1999: 1309-1346.
350 American economist and social scientist Thorstein Veblen introduced the idea that women
of the European aristocratic families may have functioned as signifiers for their husband’s
wealth. In order to raise or maintain the social position of families, women displayed their
material possessions and leisure time. His work The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899) is still reprinted
to this day: see Martha Banta’s edition of 2007 for a helpful introduction to Veblen’s work.
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in simpler dresses wearing plain jewels. For example, the woman
in the banquet scene from house M7W wears a plain cylindrical
headdress and no jewellery (see Fig. 1.6 and no.1.6). Her more
modest appearance may be explained by the location of the wall
painting: a house belonging to a Palmyrene family living in DuraEuropos.351 The consideration(s) that may have influenced the
decision to depict this woman in a more modest dress can no
longer be traced. Yet, being an immigrant from Palmyra, she may
have been of lower status than the four women depicted in the
temple paintings who belonged to prominent families from DuraEuropos.352 Of course, it is also possible that the location of the
painting in the domestic sphere influenced her appearance. Her
simple dress may have had moral connotations, such as domestic
virtuousness, for example.
Interestingly, when we compare our material with visual
evidence from other cities within the same cultural realm we arrive
at a similar conclusion. During the first centuries of the Common
Era, Hatra and Edessa were also located on the border of the
Parthian Empire. Hatra was, similar to Dura-Europos, part of the
Parthian Empire; it was a small kingdom ruled by local kings who
were subordinate to the Parthian ‘king of kings’. It is located in
present-day northern Iraq, around 200 kilometres to the east of
Dura-Europos. Information on female representations originate
predominately from the religious sphere.353 One hundred and
twenty statues of kings and important inhabitants, dated from the
second half of the second century and the first half of the third
century CE, were found in the city’s cult buildings. Thirteen of
351 For the Palmyrene community in Dura-Europos, see Dirven 1999. Also noteworthy is the
difference between the Palmyrene woman from the banquet scene and Palmyrene women from
the funerary sphere at Palmyra, where women are lavishly decorated with jewellery. This is
addressed in more detail in chapter two.
352 The family of Konon from the temple of Bel shows a long presence in Dura-Europos and
Baribonnea from the temple of Zeus Theos is also mentioned in an inscription found in the
temple of Artemis (no. 79).
353 In general we can see that Hatrene women wore long-sleeved and ankle-length garments
and, on top, a garment resembling a sleeveless chiton or peplos, which was pinned at one shoulder
and fell to their calves. On their heads the women wore high turban-like headdresses, which
consisted of several horizontal bands. A long veil draped over the top of the headdress and fell
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these statues portray women (some of whom come from the same family). 354
From these statues we can conclude that dress was used as a signifier of status.
For example, in the pronaos of the so-called fifth temple in Hatra, we find
two statues of women from the royal family: a mother and a daughter that can
be dated to the beginning of the third century CE. The older woman portrayed
is Dushfary, the daughter of the king and the mother of the crown prince.355 Her
high turban-like headdress with several horizontal bands is lavishly decorated
with jewellery and she also wears a ring, two bracelets, and four necklaces (see
Fig. VII).356 The statue of the other woman pictures her adult daughter Samya
(Fig. 1.17). 357 She resembles her mother but a few things differ: her statue is
much smaller, her turban-like headdress is not decorated with jewellery and she
has fewer necklaces. According to Dirven, these differences may point to
Samya’s lower status as a daughter of Dushfary.358 These female statues suggest
that size and (the amount of) jewellery functioned as signifiers of status. This is

over the shoulders down to the knees or calves. The long-sleeved undergarment was often
decorated with embroidery. Most adult women were adorned with jewels such as necklaces,
bracelets, earrings, and head chains: see Dirven 2008: 229-231.
354 See Dirven (forthcoming) on the statues of Hatra. Some of the statues of the women are
accompanied by an inscription. According to Dirven, the statues have been identified by scholars
like Ingholt (1954) and Homès-Fredericq (1963) as votary statues due to their place in the
sanctuaries; they are, for example, found on brackets on either side of the cult niche and the
entrance of the naos. All women raise their right hand, palm turned outwards, as a sign of worship
and the location of the statues in the temples indicates that the statues were votary statues.
Others like Dijkstra (1995) and Yon (2002) have suggested that the statues in Hatra were
honorary statues and they based their conclusions on the accompanying inscriptions. From these
inscriptions, we can reconstruct that some statues were set up by family members: husbands of
their wives, sons of their fathers and mothers et cetera. It may be pushing the evidence too far
to state that all statues were honorary statues; some were commemorative statues since we know
of two statues of which the represented women were already deceased. See Dirven 2008: 232237 for a more detailed overview of this discussion. Dirven herself concludes on the placement
and the iconography of the statues that they are primarily votive statues and, to some extent,
statues with social implications: Dirven 2008: 209-246.
355 Translation of the base inscription according to Dirven forthcoming H36: ‘In the month Tishri
of the year 549 (= 238 CE). This is the statue of Dushfary, daughter of King Sanatruq, son of
King Abdsamya and Batsimia, mother of the crown-prince, […] and Ogailu, son of STNBL who
is dear to her/him.’
356 See Dirven forthcoming no. 5 for a detailed description of the statue.
357 Translation of the base inscription according to Dirven (forthcoming) H37: ‘This is the statue
of Samya, daughter of Dushfary, daughter of King Sanatruq […]’.
358 Already mentioned by Dirven 2008: 209-246. See Dirven (forthcoming) no. 6 for a detailed
description of the statue.
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Fig. 1.17 Statue of
Samya, daughter
of Dushfary,
temple V, Hatra,
230s CE
H. 1.43m incl.
base, on display in
National Museum
in Baghdad, April
2004.
Photo: Dirven
forthcoming

substantiated by the fact that statues of ordinary women depict women in simple
dresses and plain jewels.359
Dress – and headdress in particular – may have also been an indicator of
status at Edessa. Like Dura-Europos, the ancient city of Edessa was founded by
the Seleucids. This kingdom is situated to the north of Dura-Europos and it
aimed to maintain its independence from both Rome and Parthia.360 Depictions
of female attire in Edessa almost all originate from the funerary sphere. Of
special interest are the mosaics showing family portraits that decorated the floors
of the cave-tombs made between the end of the second century and the middle
of the third century CE. These mosaics show members of the family gathered
around the head of the family. In some mosaics, all family members are depicted
standing; in others, the head of the family is shown reclining (symposium scenes)
and in yet other mosaics, members of the family are portrayed as busts.361 From
these mosaics we can study the difference in appearance and see whether dress
was used as a sign of social status in this city too.362
On the basis of dress, it has been suggested that the families in the socalled Funerary Couch Mosaic and the so-called Tripod Mosaic were less wealthy and
thus of lower status than the family in the so-called Family Portrait Mosaic (see
below and Figs. 1.20, 1.22, 1.23, and 1.24 for more details on these mosaics). 363
The three mosaics are all dated in the early third century CE and, therefore, we
may assume that the differences in dress were not related to changing dress
styles. The tapered high turban-like headdress and the embroidery on the tunics
worn by the women in the Family Portrait Mosaic were probably expressions of
their wealth and high status.364 This hypothesis is supported by the dress of the
359 Dirven 2008: 230.
360 Drijvers 1980: 9-18.
361 Salman, 2008: 104.
362 In addition to the mosaics, a handful of funerary sculptures from Edessa depict women and
their families. These sculptures have survived in a very damaged state and it is therefore difficult
to study them in detail and for this reason they are omitted from the present study. For the
sculptures, see Segal 1970: plates 12a, 12b, 18 and 19 and Drijvers and Healey 1999: plates 6,
12a, 14a, 16/17a. A few general remarks on these sculptures can be made: the women on these
sculptures wear the same garments and large headdresses as the women on the Edessian mosaics
(the dress of Edessian women will be discussed in more detail below). The main difference
between the Edessian women depicted on the mosaics and on the sculptures is the adornment
with jewellery. On the sculptures we can clearly distinguish necklaces and bracelets, whereas
these items are not clearly identifiable on the mosaics (the different coloured bands around the
necks and wrists of the women may be plain jewels, but could also represented embroidery).
363 Segal 1970: 39.
364 Salman 2008: 109.
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men in these mosaics. The men of the Family Portrait Mosaic wear coats and
epaulettes on their shoulders and the head of the family wears an elaborate
turban. The men in the other mosaics are dressed more modestly, which
supports the idea that these families were of lesser wealth and of lower status.365
Of course, all families depicted in the mosaics belonged to the elite or the
wealthy ‘middle classes’, but the small differences in dress show that within this
community, social status was communicated via dress.
At Dura-Europos, dress may also have been a signifier of marital status. Of the
13 females depicted in Dura-Europos, two were girls and the remainder
represented adult women. The statue of a girl, who can be identified as a girl by
the bird in her right hand, was made of Palmyrene limestone and was, in all
likelihood, imported from Palmyra and represents a Palmyrene girl (no. 1.10).366
Since this statue was probably imported from another city, it will not be used in
my discussion on the representation of Durene women. The other
representation of a girl is found in a painting in the temple of Bel where she is
portrayed in the lower zone of The Sacrifice of Konon (no. 1.2). This nameless girl
is accompanied by her family, including the adult Bithnanaia (no. 1.1). Due to
her young age, the girl is smaller in size than Bithnanaia, and her placement in
the lower zone also suggests that she was of lower esteem than the older woman.
Differences in status are not only expressed by placement and size, but
can also be gauged from the dress of both figures. If we compare the dress of
Bithnanaia and the girl, it is clear that the girl’s dress is a simpler version of the
dress of her older companion. Both females are dressed in colourful tunics and
veils.367 Over her tunic, Bithnanaia wears a white mantle, whereas the mantle of
the girl shows traces of pink.368 They wear similar jewels: three necklaces
(although the necklaces of Bithnanaia are more elaborate), two bracelets, and
earrings. The main difference between the two is found in the headdress. The
365 Segal 1970: 39-40.
366 The bird was a common feature of girls in Palmyrene funerary art; see more information on
the funerary art of Palmyra in chapter two. The statue was probably made as a funerary statue in
Palmyra, but in Dura-Europos the statue was found in three pieces. Her legs were found in the
court of house, the upper part her chest in a shop (both G1), and the middle part of her torso
in the open court in the so-called agora (G6).
367 Veils and even girls’ tunics are attested in graffiti found at Dura-Europos: see P.R. 4 no.219.
F.R. 4.2: 12-13.
368 Breasted and Cumont both describe the colour of the girl’s mantle as pink: see Breasted
1924: 84 and Cumont 1926: 52. Baird describes the woman’s robe as white: see Baird 2014: 219.
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Fig. 1.18. Dowry hat
(shatweh), late
nineteenth century,
Museum of New
Mexico Collection.
Photo: Stillman 1979

girl wears a plain headdress, whereas Bithnanaia wears
a headdress, which is decorated with embroidery and
head chains.369
Bithnanaia’s more elaborate headdress may
very well indicate her marital status. In many societies,
the status of a married woman is defined by specific
types of personal adornments, often related to their
dowry.370 For instance, women in nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Palestine wore so-called shatweh
dowry hats (Fig. 1.18). These hats were decorated with
embroidery and rows of coins from their dowry. The
more coins, the greater the wealth and status of its
wearer and her family.371 In a similar way, we may argue
that the bands of embroidery and jewellery on the
headdress of Bithnanaia are signifiers of her marital
status and thus are a sign of esteem. That married women in Dura-Europos were
differentiated from girls by their dress is confirmed by a marriage contract of
232 CE found at Dura-Europos, which lists a robe, a veil, and gold jewellery
among the dowry. Although this contract is of a somewhat later date than our
images and comes from a village nearby Dura, it shows that – in the region –
dress was part of the dowry and may have functioned as a signifier of marital
status.372 From Dura-Europos, we also have a ring that has a connection to
marriage: the gold ring holds the phrase ΟΜΟΝΟΙΑ (ὁμόνοια), meaning
‘harmony’ and probably refers to an engagement (Fig. 1.19). From an inscription
in the temple of Artemis (no. 79), we know that Baribonnaia, whose portrait was
preserved in the temple of Zeus Theos, was married.373 Unfortunately, we have
no information as to whether Bithnanaia (no. 1.1) and the unknown woman
from the temple of Zeus Theos (no. 1.4) were also married but, since it is unlikely

369 At Dura-Europos several bone dolls were excavated. These dolls had high headdresses,
whose shape resemble the examples in our paintings. These dolls were likely used by young girls
and may have been used to prepare girls for their lives as adult women: see Baird 2014: 232-236.
370 Johns 1996: 5. Mehrotra 2004: 27-39.
371 Stillman 1979: 37-39.
372 PDura 30, this is already mentioned by Baird 2014: 216.
373 See above on the salle à gradins in the temple of Artemis.
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for adult Durene women from the elite to remain
unmarried, we may assume they were.374
This difference in appearance between
women and girls is also found in Edessa, where
the headdress was likewise, in all likelihood, a
marker of adulthood, marital status and esteem.
Two women and a girl are depicted in the socalled Family Portrait Mosaic (now lost) (Fig. 1.20).
As we can read in the inscription, on the right
Gaʿu the wife of Muqimu is depicted, on the far
left Amatnahay daughter of Muqimu and the
young girl is Salmat daughter of Maʿnu, the granddaughter of Gaʿu and
Muqimu.375 The two adult women wear similar garments: tunics with embroidery
on the sleeves and, in the case of the mother (the woman on the right), also at
the front. Over the tunic they wear an ankle-length mantle of a different colour
which was draped over the left shoulder.376 The women wear a somewhat
tapered high turban-like headdress, which is made of alternated coloured bands.
Over this, the mantle is draped like a veil. The young girl in the mosaic is more
modestly dressed: she wears only a plain tunic, which is belted under the breast
and her coiffure consists of three buns, a peculiar hair fashion or headdress, of
which parallels are found on a mosaic only known from a nineteen-century
sketch made by J. Euting (the so-called Barhadad Mosaic) and an early medieval
mosaic from Edessa dated to the fifth–sixth century (Fig. 1.21).377
The same distinction between women and girls is found in two other
mosaics from Edessa. In the so-called Funerary Couch Mosaic (also lost), the
mother of the family, Awi, wife of Zaydallat, is depicted with a high headdress
and a veil, while the daughter Qimi is veiled and a headdress is omitted (Fig.

374 Based on inscriptions Johnson argued that in Dura-Europos women of the elite would marry
around the age of 15: Johnson 1932: 32-33. Also mentioned by Baird 2014: 237. Based on the
literary sources, elite women in Roman Italy married young, around the age of 12-15 and, based
on the epigraphic material, we can generally note that non-elite women married in their late
teens: see Scheidel 2005: 1-14.
375 For the inscriptions on the mosaic, see Drijvers and Healey 1999: 170-171.
376 Segal 1970: 39.
377 Against Segal who argues that the girl has three combs in her hair: Segal 1970: 40.
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Fig. 1.19 Gold
engagement ring,
third century CE
Yale University
Art Gallery,
Dura-Europos
collection
inv. no. 1933.606.
Photo: YUAG

Fig. 1.21 Bust of a
girl, from Edessa,
5th-6th century,
Royal Ontario
Museum,
in. no.: 994.220.21
Photo: Royal
Ontario Museum

1.22).378 In the so-called Tripod Mosaic from Edessa,
whose two fragments are kept in the church Aya
Irini (Hagia Irene) in Istanbul, the mother and an
unidentified woman on the left are dressed in tunics
and mantles; the mother wears a headdress over
which the mantle is draped as a veil, whereas the
young girl, ʿAdita daughter of Adona’, wears a plain
ankle-length tunic, which is belted under the breast,
and a Phrygian cap (Figs. 1.23 - 1.24).379 This
headdress is normally worn by boys and men, but
the inscription, her tunic, and the spindle in her
hand all show that she is a girl.380 Apparently, young
girls were dressed to some extent in a similar
fashion to boys, which was not uncommon in the
ancient world. Due to her young age, the girl is also
much smaller in size.
From the portraits from Dura and Edessa,
together with the archaeological finds at DuraEuropos and modern practices in the region, we can argue that dress was a
marker of marital status. Adult married women in the region are thus
differentiated from girls by their headdress, hairstyle, and jewellery and to a lesser
extent by their garments, which – in the case of adult women – sometimes show
embroidery.
Conclusions
A study of the painted portraits has clearly demonstrated that ‘being Greek’ was
not an important message for these paintings to convey; as a matter of fact, it
did not matter at all. Rather, the portraits were used to express the family’s
religious devotion, their high social status, and also other social differentiations
ranging from marital status to gender relations. Along these lines, the images of
Dura-Europos follow patterns found elsewhere in the Syrian-Mesopotamian
region.
378 For the inscriptions on the mosaic, see Drijvers and Healey 1999: 180-183.
379 For the inscriptions on the mosaic, see Drijvers and Healey 1999: 172-175.
380 The spindles are often held by women on funerary portraits from Palmyra and are (in all
likelihood) a reference to domestic virtues: see chapter three on Palmyra for more information.
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Fig. 1.20 Family Portrait Mosaic,
from Edessa, undated, probably
early third century CE, lost.
Photo: Segal 1970

Fig. 1.22 Funerary Couch Mosaic,
from Edessa, 218/228 CE, lost.
Photo: Segal 1970
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Fig. 1.23 Fragment of Tripod Mosaic,
Aya Irini at Istanbul.
Photo: Salman 2008
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Fig. 1.24 Fragment of Tripod Mosaic,
Aya Irini at Istanbul.
Photo: Salman 2008

1.7 CONCLUSION: CULTURAL IDENTITY IN DURA-EUROPOS
My research on women in Dura-Europos has shown that the common ideas that
Dura remained an essential Greek city or that ‘Greekness’ was the main signifier
of social status are either wrong or too narrow. To some extent, my study on the
inscriptions has underlined the existing notion that ‘Greekness’ was used to
communicate status. This appears to have been especially true regarding
patrilineal descent and male names. However, for women who were also
important signifiers of status (as is attested by their overwhelming presence in
the civic temples and beyond), this ‘being Greek’ was a little less important. For
instance, we see that women held Semitic names more often than men. In
addition, non-Greek customs were revealed in the inscriptions, of which the
brother-sister marriage is the most obvious and illuminating. Based on the results
from the salles à gradins, one would expect that the desire to be Greek would also
be reflected in the elite visual representations from the same context.
Interestingly, this was not the case. Neither men nor women followed Greek
pictorial traditions; even though it was particularly the women who looked local,
men were not Greeks either. It was especially the dress of women that has
spoken ‘louder than words’ to us. In this regard, Baribonnaia and Bithnanaia
have given us much information about their families’ wealth and social status, as
well as their own marital status. An important general lesson to learn from my
research is that looking over the border of your own discipline is crucial in trying
to understand ancient societies. If art historians were to only study the elite
portraits, they may think of the Durenes as ‘locals’ and epigraphers studying the
inscriptions may think the Durenes as mainly ‘being Greek’. This
interdisciplinary approach used here has shown us that the actual picture is far
more nuanced than that.
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Table 8. Reconstruction of family affiliations and marriages

CHAPTER 2: PALMYRENE WOMEN IN WORD AND IMAGE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Palmyra stood at the crossroad of several civilizations: the city was influenced
by Graeco-Roman, Aramaic, and nomadic groups, and each had its own cultural
and religious traditions (Fig. 2.1).381 However, it was especially during the Roman
period that the city blossomed. The variety of the material, from small
archaeological finds to buildings, sculptures, inscriptions, and portraits, allows
us to study this multicultural society in depth. Women are very much present in
this material and, interestingly, they are found in all three spheres of life (public,
religious, and funerary); this enables us to study them in their separate roles. In
what follows, I opt for an interdisciplinary approach, combining inscriptions and
pictorial sources (honorary and funerary sculptures), to study women in the three
spheres. Only along these lines may we hope to arrive at a carefully constructed
picture of women in Palmyra’s social life. In studying the lives of Palmyrene
women, I also examine the possible influence of Graeco-Roman culture by
comparing my evidence from Palmyra with patterns known from the Greek East
and Latin West.
When using phrases such as ‘social life’ or ‘public life’, one should be
aware that these terms had varying meanings over time. Here, the public life of
Palmyra follows the definition of Emily Hemelrijk and thus can be understood
as ‘activities or areas that are associated with the city as a whole or with civic
bodies and institutions within the community’. Included among these are the
institutions of the boule and demos, the public areas of Palmyra (for example, the
Grand and Transversal Colonnades, the agora, the Efqa spring, the exterior of
the tombs found outside the city), and the temple of Bel (which was the centre
of the religious life of Palmyra and therefore held a communal function). Houses
and the interiors of the tombs, however, are excluded due to their more private
nature.382 Regarding the public life, I also include space and material connected
to tribes, since civic and tribal elements were not mutually exclusive in
Palmyra.383 According to Michael Sommer, in tribal societies political loyalties

381 Smith argues that the West had the most prominent influence on the social life of Palmyra,
whereas Dirven offers a more nuanced picture: see Dirven 1999: 20; Smith 2013: 83.
382 Hemelrijk 2015: 12. For the communal function of the temple of Bel, see Kaizer 2002: 67.
383 Sommer 2005: 287-296.
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Fig. 2.1 Overview
of Palmyra,
showing the
temple of Bel, the
colonnaded street,
and tetrapylon.
Photo: James
Gordon,
Wikipedia

and identities are formed by kinship, either real or fictional and, therefore, I
regard the tribes as part of the public life of Palmyra.384
Honorary inscriptions are a prominent feature of the public life of
Palmyra. Honorary inscriptions set up by tribes or found in the sanctuaries
strongly associated with tribes are also included in this present study. Additional
evidence is found in the agora and along the major colonnades where columns
were decorated with inscriptions and statues of prominent members of society.
Honorary inscriptions set up by (or for) women and benefactions by women are,
of course, also found elsewhere in the Graeco-Roman world, which allows us to
make fruitful comparisons between Palmyra and other areas in the ancient
world. In terms of analysis, I study the inscriptions with several questions in
mind. Did Palmyrene women participate in public life and under what
conditions? Under what circumstances did Palmyrene women act as
benefactresses? Who was awarded with a statue and for what reasons? How does
this differ from the Greek East and Latin West?
The religious life of Palmyra has been intensively studied by ancient
historian Ted Kaizer in his book, The Religious Life of Palmyra.385 Amongst other
contributions, he provided an overview of sanctuaries known via archaeological
remains, such as the temples of Bel, Baalshamin, and Nebu, and by assembling
sanctuaries or sacred sites mentioned in inscriptions for which there is little
material evidence, such as the temple of Atargatis and the so-called Sacred
Garden of Aglibol and Malakbel.386 Even though some tribes were connected to
specific temples – for example the Bene Mattabol with Arsu, the Bene Komare
with the Sacred Garden, and the Bene Maziyan with the temples of Allat and
Baalshamin – Kaizer has rightly stressed that it was possible to worship more
than one god at different temples. He further pointed out that, although certain
groups visited certain temples more frequently, this did not imply exclusivity. 387
Both pictorial evidence and inscriptions found throughout the city indicate that
Palmyrene women actively participated in the religious life of the city.
Dedicatory inscriptions on small altars erected by or on behalf of women are
found scattered all over the city and near the Efqa spring. These small altars,
384 Sommer 2005: 288. The tribes of Palmyra have been a subject of discussion regarding their
nature and role in Palmyrene society. This thesis is not the place to take up this discussion: for
more information on this subject, see Gawlikowski 2003.
385 Kaizer 2002.
386 Kaizer 2002: chapter two.
387 Kaizer 2002: 213-214.
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together with a handful of images of women engaging in religious ceremonies,
provide us with insight into the roles that Palmyrene women played in the
religious life of the city. Along these lines we may hope to embrace the
boundaries of their participation and to uncover if – and if so, how – this
participation changed over time.
A rich source of information for such an analysis can be located in the
funerary realm since, here, both inscriptions and portraits are found in
abundance. The oldest tombs in Palmyra are situated in the city itself: graves
dated to the second century BCE were found beneath the temple of
Baalshamin.388 In the early first century CE, the graves were opened, purified,
and closed again when setting up the temple.389 Most Palmyrene tombs,
however, are located outside the city: in ancient times, the view of the tombs
must have been spectacular (Fig. 2.2). Especially the tower tombs in the so-called
Valley of the Tombs and in the so-called Southwest Necropolis must have
impressed travellers coming to Palmyra from Damascus or Emesa. In the
388 Fellmann 1970; For a more recent article on the burial traditions of early Palmyra see: De
Jong 2018:11-28.
389 Gawlikowski 1970: 107-109; Gawlikowski 2005: 45-46; Kaizer 2010: 24.
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Fig. 2.2 Tower
tombs in the Valley
of the Tombs
at Palmyra.
Photo:
Bernard Gagnon,
Commons
wikimedia

northern part of the town, a third necropolis was found, although its remains
were largely run down. Southeast of the oasis, a fourth necropolis was partly
excavated and a poorer cemetery is located under the modern village, of which
only a few tombstones have been exhumed. 390 These necropoleis were used
simultaneously, but the three types of graves (tower tombs, hypogea and the socalled funerary temples) do reveal a chronological development.391 Most
deceased were placed in loculi, which were closed off by a simple plaster wall and,
from the middle of the first century CE onwards, by more decorative funerary
reliefs. This development became a marker of status: the very wealthy could
afford sarcophagi decorated with banquet reliefs depicting the deceased and
family members.392
In its database, the Palmyra Portrait Project has collected roughly 3000
portraits on the 2000 or so of these objects that were used to seal off the loculi:
the loculi reliefs, the sarcophagi reliefs, the banquet reliefs, and stelae. Statues in
the round, sarcophagi, and funerary wall paintings are also recorded in the
database.393 The sheer numbers alone attest to the fact that these funerary
portraits were an important medium of communication. Indeed, these images
390 Gawlikowski offers a clear summary on the development of the necropoleis at Palmyra,
Gawlikowski 2005: 44-73. Since the 1930s, the funerary buildings have received an abundance
of scholarly attention. I provide here a short – and incomplete – overview of the publications.
Most monuments were numbered in the 1930s by Theodor Wiegand’s expedition: see Wiegand
1932. Throughout the twentieth century, Ernest Will published several articles on the funerary
realm: see Will 1948, Will 1949, and Will 1951a. Michał Gawlikowski wrote two monographs on
the funerary monuments and its inscriptions: see Gawlikowski 1970 and 1974. Andreas SchmidtColinet published several studies on the funerary sphere, from the architecture of the funerary
buildings to a detailed study and reconstruction of funerary temple no. 36. He also wrote on the
Palmyrene textiles found in the tombs: see Schmidt-Colinet 1989, Schmidt-Colinet 1992 and
Schmidt-Colinet et al. 2000. Agnes Henning wrote her dissertation on the tower tombs and
argued that the towers were a local construction, designed to display their cultural identity: see
Henning 2001. Finally, the Japanese team excavated at the Southeast Necropolis under the
supervision of Kiyohide Saito: see, for example, Saito 2005: 150-165.
391 Kaizer 2010: 24-25. The distinction between the four necropoleis is a modern construct. It
is also possible that the Northern Necropolis was an extension of the Valley of the Tombs, since
they are difficult to divide. I am thankful to Signe Krag for pointing this out to me.
392 Gawlikowski 2005: 50. Kaizer 2010: 24. This means that more than one body occupied a
loculus and that not everybody buried in the tombs was honoured with a portrait; Several of the
sarcophagi are, in fact, reliefs, and not monolithic, depicting full sarcophagi so that they could
stand up against the wall and cover multiple loculi. I am thankful to Signe Krag for pointing this
out to me.
393 Krag and Raja 2016: 134-178. For example, so far 1162 loculus reliefs, 205 sarcophagi, 68
banquet reliefs, 126 stelae, and 11 sculptures in the round have been recorded in the database of
the Palmyra Portrait Project.
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reflect the manner in which the deceased Palmyrenes wanted to be
remembered.394 These portraits further inform us about ideas of power relations,
family strategies, portrayed identities and so on. However, this information is
not always straightforward: portraits can be idealized or even misrepresent the
life and death of the deceased. Even so, reliefs in the funerary realm provided
individuals and groups with an opportunity to make statements about their
identities and they reveal how the deceased wanted to be remembered.395 Below,
I argue that it is especially the double portraits and family portraits that can
further our knowledge about family affiliations, family values and wealth, and
the role of women within their families.
Apart from funerary portraits, three types of inscriptions are found in
the funerary sphere: first, the funerary epitaphs on reliefs, sarcophagi, or on
tablets placed on the walls, citing the names and lineages of the deceased.396
Despite the fact that these inscriptions are found in large numbers, they offer
limited information on the role of Palmyrene women in society since they only
record their names, their ancestries, and their roles within their families as
daughters, wives or mothers – although this might be telling in itself.397 The
second group of inscriptions are the foundation inscriptions, which (in addition
to the names of the founders of the tombs and their patronyms) record the
names of the individuals for whom the tombs were built, thus offering a glimpse
into Palmyrene burial and inheritance rights.398 Finally, the last group of
inscriptions comprises the cession texts, which document the transfer of the
funerary property.399 Seventeen out of 63 cession texts record women in the role
of buyers and sellers of funerary property.400 In this chapter, I focus on these
cession texts in order to gain more insight into the circumstances under which
Palmyrene women owned, bought, and sold funerary property.

394 The idea that funerary practices, such as portraits, provide us with information on individuals
and communities has been recognized by anthropologists and archaeologist since the 1970s. See
Dijkstra for a general overview on mortuary theory and the development in this field: Dijkstra
2015: 154-174.
395 Dijkstra 2015: 160.
396 Cussini 2005: 27.
397 Cussini 2005: 27.
398 Gawlikowski 1970.
399 Cussini 1995: 235.
400 Gawlikowski 1970; Cussini 1995 and 2005.
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The present chapter consist of six sections. Based on the honorary statues and
inscriptions and inscriptions addressing female benefactions, I start by
describing the role of women in Palmyra’s public life from the late first century
BCE to third century CE (section 2.3). This is followed by an exposé on female
participation in the religious sphere (section 2.4). The fifth section deals with the
cession texts and foundation inscriptions (section 2.5). The last section of this
chapter addresses the pictorial material from Palmyra: the funerary sculptures
from the tombs (section 2.6). But first: before turning to my own research, let
me first address the status quaestionis on women in Palmyra.401
2.2 STATUS QUAESTIONIS ON WOMEN IN PALMYRA
At first glance, the epigraphic and iconographic material suggest that Palmyra
was predominately a patriarchal society: Palmyrenes mention their patrilineal
descent, men held civic titles and, according to Jean-Baptiste Yon, children
belonged to the tribes of their fathers.402 According to Lucinda Dirven,
Palmyrene society was also patrilocal; for example, in general, Palmyrene women
were buried in the family graves of their husbands.403 Furthermore, in most
banquet scenes, the family gathers around the male head of the family and
women were often portrayed with attributes connected to domestic virtues; for
example, the spindle and distaff.404 From these attributes, Maura Heyn has
concluded that the status of most Palmyrene women was connected to the status
of her family. This notion follows an observation already made by Yon, who
401 In recent years, Signe Krag from the Palmyra Portrait Project has studied women in Palmyra.
Unfortunately, her dissertation was not published when the writing of this chapter commenced.
Most of her research is therefore not integrated in my research. This also holds true for the work
done by Andrea Raat at LMU Munich, who studies jewellery from the Palmyrene funerary
sphere. Since she has not yet published any of her findings, her research is not included in my
dissertation; In October 2018, Nathanael Andrade will publish Zenobia. Shooting Star of Palmyra,
in which he addresses Zenobia and other elite women from Palmyra in their
social, economic, cultural, and material context. This book was not studied as its publication also
came after the writing of this chapter.
402 Yon 2002: 179. He mentions the case of Hairan, son of Bonne who erected a tomb for
himself, his father, mother and children. Hairan was part of the Bene Mita, whereas his mother
Baaltega was a member of the Bene Gaddibol: see Yon 2002: 179-180. See also Yon 2002
appendix I for an overview of civic titles in Palmyra.
403 Dirven 1999: 25; Colledge 1976: 62; Yon 2002: 183. Two relief busts of the same woman
were found, perhaps indicating that some women were commemorated in the tombs of their
birth family and the family of their husband: see Heyn 2010: 114.
404 Colledge 1976: 70; Ploug 1995: 41; Cussini 2005: 37-38; Heyn 2010: 631-661; Heyn 2012:
439-441.
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argued that Palmyrene women gained prestige through traditional roles as
mothers, wives, and daughters of important men and that women portrayed
family values.405 According to Yon, the public life of Palmyra was predominantly
male orientated: women are under-represented in the epigraphic material from
the public sphere. When women were honoured with inscriptions and statues,
they were always mentioned in relation to their family. Yon thus puts forward
the argument that female participation in public life was rare and it was only due
to the death of male family members that some Palmyrene women took initiative
in public and religious contexts.406
In spite of this historiographical tradition, some scholars have argued
that Palmyrene women had prominent roles in Palmyrene society, an argument
which is partly based on the Palmyrene queen, Zenobia, who in the second half
of the third century CE revolted against the Romans and seized parts of Syria,
Anatolia, and Egypt.407 Furthermore, on the basis of the changing iconography
in the funerary portraits, Anna Sadurska has contended that the position of
Palmyrene women became ‘emancipated’ in the second and third centuries
CE.408 From 150 CE onwards, the focus shifts from the spindle and distaff to
jewellery, which she views as a sign of the growing (financial) independence of
Palmyrene women.
Eleonora Cussini, a specialist in Near-Eastern studies, has stated that
Palmyrene women were entitled to own, buy, and sell property from at least the
second century CE onwards.409 Her findings were based on inscriptions
containing abstracts of legal documents – the so-called cession texts – found in
the tombs: as mentioned above, 17 out of 63 cession texts mention women as
buyers or sellers.410 In a more recent study on epigraphic material, Cussini
summarized that women dedicated inscriptions, altars, and architectural
elements to gods and family members, acted as buyers and sellers of funerary
property, and were recipients of dedicatory and honorific inscriptions. 411
Significantly, she concluded that the modesty of women portrayed in these
funerary portraits was misleading, since Palmyrene women managed their own
405 Yon 2002: 166-186; Heyn 2010: 631-661 and 2012: 439-441.
406 Yon 2002: 170. Yon 2012: 238.
407 Sadurska 1994: 18.
408 Sadurska 1994: 17 and 1996: 285-288.
409 Cussini 1995: 233-250.
410 Cussini 2005: table 1.
411 Cussini 2005: 26-43.
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property and were active in the civic and religious life of Palmyra.412 Heyn also
came to a similar conclusion and argued that the honorary dedications regarding
women and their ability to buy and sell funerary property point to a greater
independence for some Palmyrene women than suggested in the funerary
sphere, which in turn may be explained by the normative function of the
funerary portraits.413 Of course, a more modest appearance in funerary
portraiture is not necessarily incompatible with the managing of funerary
property. It should also be brought to mind that the cession texts only deal with
the funerary realm and most of these women were the heirs of the family’s
property or acted with others (to be discussed in more detail below).
Nevertheless, one might question whether the more private - or family orientated character of the funerary realm explains this female involvement.414
Someone who opts for an even more prominent position for women in
Palmyrene society is archaeologist Cynthia Finlayson. In her dissertation, Veil,
Turban and Headpiece: Funerary Portraits and Female Status at Palmyra, Finlayson
concluded that certain women were held in high private and public esteem. 415
She based her arguments on the statues found in the public realm, on the
presentation of women as wives, sisters, and mothers in the tombs, and on the
cession texts. From these primary sources, she has deduced that the individual
rights of Palmyrene women transcended the rights of women in the Latin
West.416 Furthermore, Finlayson claimed that specific styles and motives on the
female headdresses are indicators of religious, tribal, and family associations. For
example, she links the palm-tree motif with the Sacred Garden; thus, women
adorned with this motif are considered part of the tribes of Bene Komare or
Bene Khonites.417 Although her premise that motifs and styles in dress can be
signifiers of identity is certainly correct and therefore worth examining, the
nature of the evidence in Palmyra makes it difficult to prove. As mentioned
above, the sanctuaries of Palmyra were not necessarily exclusively used by certain
groups. Even if we except the palm-tree motif as a signifier for the Sacred
412 Cussini 2005: 38.
413 Heyn 2010: 635-636.
414 In a more recent article, Cussini (2012) reflects again on the active role of Palmyrene women
as buyers and sellers of funerary property, although she once more omits to explain why women
were active regarding the sale or purchase of burial spaces: see 2012: 161-171
415 Finlayson 1998: 743-764.
416 Finlayson 1998: 745.
417 Finlayson 1998: 710-743.
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Garden, it does not automatically indicate membership of the tribe(s) generally
associated with this sacred site. However, her study does include a large corpus
of female portraits and is therefore valuable to any research on Palmyrene
funerary portraits.
Finlayson takes her argument even further and claims that Palmyra was
a city with strong matriarchal traditions, in which some women – including
Zenobia – practiced so-called matriarchal marriages. These mut’a marriages were
short and only aimed to produce offspring for a woman’s clan or tribe. This
hypothesis is based on Roman accounts of Zenobia and on nineteenth-century
scholar William Robertson Smith and his renowned, but also criticized, study on
Arab tribes.418 Finlayson also uses 16 funerary portraits and inscriptions of
children with a reference to their mothers where fathers are omitted from these
inscriptions to support her theory.419 Instead of arguing in favour of mut’a
marriages, we may explain the absence of a father on an inscription by his early
death, or perhaps we can identify these children as bastards since, in Palmyra,
bastards generally have matronymic names and fathers are omitted in the
genealogies.420 The idea that mut’a marriages were practised at Palmyra can
therefore be dismissed.
In a recent study on Roman Palmyra, Andrew Smith seems to follow the
observations made by Yon and asserts that Palmyrene women mainly received
status as mothers, wives, and daughters.421 However, Smith also stressed that
women were part of the political and economic life of Palmyra because ‘they
exerted power and influence comparable to their male counterparts’. 422 He
argues that the handful of Palmyrene women who received honorary statues
were important public figures, comparative with Palmyrene men. This is an
interesting argument; however, a closer inspection of the material (below)
demonstrates that Smith pushes the evidence too far, since, besides Zenobia, no
Palmyrene woman had power or influence comparable with Palmyrene men.
As we can see, the ideas on the social life of Palmyrene women differ
from study to study. Most scholars focus on one particular realm or source
(epigraphic or visual) in which women acted and from this, draw their conclusion
on the life of Palmyrene women in general. My own research, with its
418 Finlayson 2008: 99-138. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, 1903.
419 Finlayson 2002: 754-760. Finlayson 2008: 99-138.
420 Yon 2002: 176.
421 Smith 2013: 95-104, especially 95, note 65.
422 Smith 2013: 95.
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interdisciplinary approach, can contribute to our understanding of Palmyrene
women in the sense that its analysis combines all realms of study and two
sources, thus enabling a more comprehensive overview.
2.3 PUBLIC HONOUR: HONORARY STATUES AND INSCRIPTIONS AND PALMYRENE
BENEFACTRESSES

The phenomenon of benefaction, also called euergetism, is found all over the
Graeco-Roman world. It involves wealthy citizens who acted as benefactors
within their communities, by means of which they marked their position in
society.423 Scholars are divided as to how such benefaction worked: Paul Veyne
argues that elites did not expect a return; however, Arjan Zuiderhoek correctly
states that benefaction was a form of ‘gift exchange between a rich citizen and
his (occasionally her) city/community of fellow citizens’.424 This idea of
euergetism has now become the communis opinio; both cities and its inhabitants
would profit from the benefactions, which could range from financing buildings
to religious festivals and food. The benefactor and their families would receive
public honour, social prestige and political power in return.425 Therefore,
Zuiderhoek sees civic benefaction as a political and social act, instead of an act
driven by purely altruistic motives.426 Through benefaction, urban elites
established themselves in their society and positioned themselves in relation to
their fellow citizens. In return, they received public honour and legitimation of
their political power.
In a recent publication, Anna Heller and Onno van Nijf offered a useful
overview on civic honour and its development from the pre-Archaic Greek
world onwards.427 This overview revealed that the concept of public honour was
not static, but a continuous negotiation between the different parties involved
(often the community, the political bodies, and the honouree). From the writings
of Homer, they concluded that, in pre-Archaic times, aristocratic honour was
received through ancestry and wealth, but also via other means such as
hospitality. It was not until classical times that public honour became a matter
of the polis. Individuals were still able to claim public honour for themselves,
423 For the concept of euergetism in the ancient world, see (for example) Veyne 1976; van
Bremen 1996; Zuiderhoek 2009.
424 Veyne 1976: 113-114; Zuiderhoek 2009: 6.
425 Zuiderhoek 2009: 113-153.
426 Zuiderhoek 2009: 10-11, and especially 71-112.
427 Heller and Van Nijf 2017: 1-27.
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but it became a matter of exchange: the community had to be the most important
recipient of the benefactions and civic honours were rewarded as a ‘matter of
public concern’.428 In the Greek cities, civic honour was commonly awarded by
the boule and the demos and passed on in the form of a honorary degree recording
the details and circumstances of the awarded honour. The type of honour could
range from the invitation to a meal in the prytaneion (the seat of government),
proedria (the right to sit on the front seats during festivals and games), to a public
statue (from the fourth century BCE onwards).429 Over the centuries, the official
honorary degrees were replaced with honorary inscriptions; from the second
century BCE onwards, it was especially honorary statues with inscriptions on the
base that were the main honour awarded to elite citizens. Civic honour was
aimed to encourage future benefactions, either from the honouree or from other
wealthy citizens.430 According to Van Nijf, the honours set up in the public realm
functioned as so-called civic mirrors, reflecting both the expectations of cities
and their communities and the ambitions of individuals and their families.431
In the early Roman republic, honour was a more private family affair in
which one would celebrate one’s own achievements. Under the influences of the
provinces in the east, elements of Greek public honour were integrated in the
social, cultural, and political spheres of Rome, with a growing role of the state in
the imperial period. Honorary statues remained popular in imperial times and
the inscriptions on statue bases provided concise information such as the name
of the honouree, their main actions and qualities, and the name of the
dedicator(s). Even if the dedicator was not a political body, the honours set up
in the public realm still functioned as so-called civic mirrors. Consequently, civic
honour was, first and foremost, a matter of exchange between the community
and the benefactors.432
In Palmyra, honorary statues with inscriptions were set up in the agora, in the
sanctuaries, along the Great Colonnade, and along the Transversal Colonnade.
Often the sculptures are missing, but the epigraphy has survived in abundance.
These inscriptions were inscribed on columns, on column consoles, and on
statue bases. The inscriptions are often bilingual, that is, in Greek and Palmyrene
428 Heller and Van Nijf 2017: 5.
429 Heller and Van Nijf 2017: 5-6.
430 Van Nijf 2000: 21-36.
431 Van Nijf 2015: 233-246. Heller and Van Nijf 2017: 8-10.
432 Heller and Van Nijf 2017: 10-15.
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Aramaic. In general, honorary inscriptions are set up by political bodies, groups,
or individuals to commemorate benefactions and exemplary deeds.433 The
honorific inscriptions of Palmyra consist of several elements; for example, the
name of the dedicator, the name of the recipient, the lygrh formula (in honour
of), and a date.434 The reason for honouring the honouree is often included in
the inscriptions when erected by groups or civic institutions such as the boule and
the demos, but omitted from inscriptions set up by family members.435 This means
that the honorary inscriptions erected for women rarely mention the reason for
honouring these women, since they were mainly honoured by their family
members. Apparently, the mentioning of lineage was enough information for
the Palmyrenes in these examples.436
The predominance of Palmyrene men in our epigraphic material is
striking: only 13 honorary inscriptions out of around 200 honorary inscriptions
are dedicated by, or for, women.437 Even though Palmyrene women are underrepresented in the epigraphic material, their limited presence can still shed some
light on their roles as benefactresses and honourees, especially when compared
with material from elsewhere in the Graeco-Roman world. However, we must
keep in mind that the women from my corpus were a select group of the
Palmyrene female population: women of the elite families who were familiar
with the Graeco-Roman epigraphic habit and who had the means to purchase
an inscription and statue or act as a benefactress.438
Female benefactors are also known in the Graeco-Roman world:
women financed festivals, erected public buildings, and provided banquets or

433 McLean 2002: 184.
434 For a more detailed analysis of the character of the honorary inscriptions, see Gianto 2005:
74-88.
435 Inscriptions and statues erected to bestow honour on both men and women were erected
by family members: often fathers for their sons or daughters, sons for their fathers, and husbands
for their wives. For men, posthumous statues were also erected: see Yon 2002: 183.
436 Yon 2002: 185.
437 See appendix for the corpus of the inscriptions. Two inscriptions (Inv. X, 64, 67) are
dedicated to imperial women and were found in the agora, these are omitted from this present
study since the focus is on Palmyrene women. In PAT, around 180 honorary inscriptions were
collected, these are only the Palmyrene and bilingual inscriptions. Contra Yon, who argues that
some inscriptions belong to the religious life of Palmyra, such as the statue of Atteemm: see Yon
2002: 170.
438 Hemelrijk 2015: 341. By elite families, I mean the families ruling Palmyra and the financial
elite families who were benefactors of the city and who erected funerary buildings.
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distributed food or money.439 Women also held several public offices often
involving the financing of public festivals and games, such as gymnasiarchia, they
were archiereiai and agonothetai, and acted as benefactresses of their cities.440
Honorary inscriptions, including posthumous inscriptions, from Greek Asia
Minor praise women for their generosity, their sophrosyne (prudence), their piety,
and mention several civic titles for women. Many of the public offices that
women held, however, were ‘financially burdensome’.441 Yet, the motivation for
benefactresses seems to have been different from that of their male counterpart:
Riet van Bremen, for example, has argued that women in the Greek East opted
to maintain the prestige and status of their families rather than to establish
themselves within the civic and political sphere of the city.442
In the Latin West, the situation appears to have been slightly different.
Hemelrijk has stated that, through honorary monuments, women and their
families could achieve public recognition.443 In her recent study on civic
participation of women in the Latin West, Hemelrijk examined the various civic
roles women held – priestesses, benefactresses, and patronesses – and the public
recognition that these women received.444 The changing marital and inheritance
laws that allowed more women to control their own finances, combined with
the Romanization in the provinces, increased female participation in civic life,
albeit with some local and regional differences. Women in the Latin West also
set up honorary statues for others as a means of public self-representation.445
Hemelrijk correctly concluded that, although the lives of women in the Roman
West were not confined to the domestic realm, it would be assuming too much
to infer from this that the position of women in the public realm equalled that
of men.446
In contrast to the Graeco-Roman world, none of the Palmyrene
honorary inscriptions, or dedicatory and funerary inscriptions for that matter,
439 For benefactresses in the Latin West, see Hemelrijk 2012, 2013a, 2013b, 2015; see Van
Bremen 1996 for female benefactors in Greek Asia Minor.
440 See Van Bremen for an overview of female offices and benefactions in Hellenistic Asia
Minor and Roman Asia Minor: Van Bremen 1996: 11-40, 41-113 and appendices 1-3; Cormack
2004: 134-143.
441 Cormack 2004: 134.
442 Van Bremen 1996: 96-100, 237-238, 248-249.
443 See Hemelrijk 2013b: 136-137.
444 Hemelrijk 2015.
445 Hemelrijk 2015: 272.
446 Hemelrijk 2015: 339-344.
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mention civic titles or priesthoods for women, which may suggest that
Palmyrene women did not pursue an official role for themselves in the civic
sphere.447 This is supported by the fact that only male benefactors in Palmyra
received honorary statues and inscriptions from civic institutions such as the
boule and demos.448 To my knowledge, not even Queen Zenobia was honoured
with an inscription from the civic body.449 When Zenobia’s husband Odaenathus
died, their son Wahballath inherited his titles and position; however, it was
Zenobia who became the ruler of Palmyra. She is honoured with an inscription
along the Great Colonnade, amongst other inscriptions dedicated to her
husband and son; here, a statue of Zenobia was set up in 271 CE by two
prominent generals named Zabdas (who was related to Zenobia) and
Zabbaios.450 In the inscription, she is described as the illustrious and pious queen
(no. 2.9):
Σεπτιμίαν Ζηνοβίαν τὴν λαμπροτάτην εὐσεβῆ Βασίλισσαν
Σεπτίμιοι Ζαβδας ὁ μέγας στρα τηλάτης καὶ Ζαββαιος ὁ ἐνθάδε
στρατηλάτης, οἱ κράτιστοι τὴν δέσποιναν, ἔτους βπφ´ μηνεὶ Λῴῳ
ṣlmt spṭmyʾ btzby nhyrtʾ wzdqtʾ mlktʾ spṭmywʾ zbdʾ rb ḥylʾ
rbʾ wzby rb ḥylʾ dy tmdwr qrṭsṭwʾ ʾqym lmrthwn byrḥ ʾb dy šnt 582

Translation Greek: For Septimia Zenobia, the illustrious and pious queen, the Septimii,
Zabdas, the great commander and Zabbaios, the commander of this place, the highest,
for their mistress, in the year 582, the month Loos.
Translation Palmyrene: Statue of Septimia Bath-zabbai, the illustrious and the pious,
the queen. The Septimii, Zabda, general in chief, and Zabbai, general of Tadmor, the
most excellent, have set (it) up to their mistress. In the month Ab of the year 582.451

447 For an overview on civic titles by men see Yon 2002: appendix 1.
448 Dijkstra 1995: 156-157. Only Julia Maesa was honoured by the city, ἡ πολις, Inv. X, 67, but
her role as an imperial woman cannot be compared to that of Palmyrene women. Of course,
one might argue that, at Palmyra, the tribes were part of the civic life of Palmyra and some
women were awarded with a statue by them.
449 Of course, coins with Zenobia’s name and titles were minted at Antioch: CΕΠΤΙΜΑ
ΖΗΝΟΒΙΑ CЄΒ or CΕΠΤΙΜΑ ΖΗΝΟΒΙΑ (Septima Zenobia Sebaste), and S ZENOBIA
AVG (Septima Zenobia Augusta). For more information on this, see Krag 2018: chapter six.
450 See Yon 2012: nos. 54-62 for the family inscriptions along the Great Colonnade. For the
family reference between Septimius Zabdas and Zenobia, see Yon 2002: 157-158. For more
information on the generals, see Yon 2012: 69.
451 After Yon 2012: no. 57 and translation of the Palmyrene by Cooke 1903: 292.
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The second inscription is found on a pillar outside Palmyra and may be a
boundary stone.452 Here she is honoured with her son Wahballath, king of kings
(no. 2.10):
[...]
[...κ]α[ὶ ὑπὲρ σω-]τηρίας Σεπτιμίας Ζηνοβίας τῆς λαμπροτάτης βασιλίσσης μητρὸς τοῦ
βασιλέως [...]υ[...]
ʿl ḥ[ywh] wz[kwth dy] spṭymyws whblt ʾtndr[ws nhy]rʾ mlk mlkʾ wʾpnrtṭʾ dy mdnḥʾ klh br
spṭ[ymy]ws [ʾdynt mlk] mlkʾ wʿ1 ḥyh dy spṭymyʾ btzby nhyrtʾ mlktʾ ʾmh dy mlk mlkʾ
bt ʾnṭywkws m<yl> 10+4

Translation Greek: [...] and for the well-being of Septimia Zenobia, the illustrious
queen, mother of the king [...].
Translation Palmyrene: For the life and the victory of the illustrious Septimius
Wahballat Athenodorus, king of kings and corrector totius orientis, son of Septimius
Odainath, king of kings and for the life of Septimia Batzabai, the illustrious queen,
mother of the king of kings, daughter of Antiochos. 453

Zenobia gained her prominent position through her husband and then through
her son, the king of kings. As we shall see below, this kind of appropriation of
prominence appears to hold true for all Palmyrene women participating in public
life.
Euergetism by both men and women in Palmyra mainly focused on the erection
of religious buildings or financing parts of religious buildings.454 The examples
in our corpus follow this format. One of the most interesting inscriptions
mentions Thomallachis, daughter of Haddudan, for whom the tribe of Bene
Khonites erected a statue (no. 2.7):
Θομαλλαχις Αδδουδανου τοῦ Ιαριβωλεου[ς] τοῦ Αδδουδανου τοῦ Φίρμωνος οἱ
ἀπὸ φυλῆς Χωνειτων τειμῆς ἕνεκεν φειλοτειμησαμένην δηνάρια δισχέιλια πεντακόσια εἰς οἰκοδομὴν βαλανείου Αγιλβωλου καὶ Μαλαχιβηλου θεῶν ἔτους γ(φ)υ´ Λῴου

Translation: Thomallachis (daughter of) dʾAddoudanos, (son of) Iariboles, (son of)
Addoudanos, (son of) Firmon, the members of the tribe of the Choneitoi in testimony

452 Southern 2008: 4-5.
453 After PAT 0317 and translated by Dijkstra 1995: 168.
454 Yon 2002: 150-164; Yon 2017: 496-526. The most important benefactions were made in the
temple of Bel, for which the benefactors in turn received inscriptions and statues erected by the
boule and the demos: see Yon 2002: 151. He mentions (for example) CIS 3914 (=PAT 0260) in
which two cousins are rewarded with an inscription by the boule and the demos for their donation
of a set of bronze doors.
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of honour since she has generously presented 2500 denarii towards the building of the
bath of the gods Aglibolos and Malachibelos, the year 493, in the month Loos.455

Thomallachis contributed 2500 denarii towards the building of the baths of the
gods Aglibol and Malakbel and she received her statue in honour of her
generosity.456 The Firmon family was part of the Bene Komare, a tribe associated
with the gods Aglibol and Malakbel, making her donations signs of both
euergetism and piety.457 According to Yon, Thomallachis was, in all likelihood,
the heir to her family’s wealth.458 In another inscription, she is mentioned as batfirmon, ‘daughter of Firmon’, a Palmyrene phrase apparently used when a family
only had a female heir.459 Significantly, the name ‘Firmon’ is not her father’s, but
reflects the name of the most important ancestor. Thomallachis thus had the
responsibility to preserve the public representation of her family. In a similar
fashion, Iulia Aurelia Hagga, who is discussed in detail below, may have been
the only family heir left to bestow posthumous statues upon her deceased father
and brother, thus establishing the family’s name in the public realm (see no. 2.1).
Thomallachis was not the only woman who used her funds to finance
parts of religious buildings. Two dedicatory inscriptions from 23 CE and 52 CE
mention four benefactresses: Attai and Shebhai, daughters of Shahra; and Atta,
daughter of Perdesh, offered two columns in the temple of Baalshamin ‘for the
life of’ themselves and their sons and brothers (no. 2.14):
byrḥ knwn šnt 3.100+20+10+5 qrbw ʾty wšbḥy bnt šḥrʾ wʿtʾ brt prdš ʿmwdyʾ ʾln
tryhwn lbʿlšmyn ʾlhʾ ṭbʾ ʿl ḥyyhn wḥyy bnyhn wʾḥyhn

Translation: In the month of Kanun, the year 335, Attai and Shebhai, daughters of
Shahra, and Atta, daughter of Perdesh have offered these two columns to Baalshamin,
the Good god, for the life of themselves and for the life of their sons and their
brothers.460

455 After Yon 2012: no. 312 Translation following Ingholt 1936: no. 11 and Yon 2012: no. 312;
the spelling of the names in the translation follows that of Yon 2012: no. 312.
456 One denarius had a value of sixteen asses, see Ingholt 1936: 110-111. A gift of 2500 denarii
was modest and would only have been a contribution to the construction. So far, the bath
complex has not been found in Palmyra; in the Near East a bath linked to a sanctuary is rare. It
may have been used for rituals or for hygienic purposes, but since no archaeological evidence
has been found, this remains unknown: see Yon 2012: 265.
457 Yon 2002: 152.
458 Yon 2002: 168.
459 Yon 2002: 168, especially note 23; Milik 1972: 35, 258-259; Dijkstra 1995: 128.
460 After PAT 0167.
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Amtallat, daughter of Baraa and wife of Taima, also offered a column to
Baalshamin for the life of herself and for the life of her sons and her brother(s)
(see no. 2.15). Additionally, a fragmentary inscription on a door lintel informs us
that a woman named Shagal offered parts of a building in memory of her
husband.461 One final example is a base relief, which was offered by Babatâ for
her husband, whose name is now lost (see no. 2.16).
As mentioned above, it is not always clear whether these dedications
from the religious sphere were civic benefactions or votive gifts, but despite this
ambiguity they were still a means for public self-representation and formed part
of a family’s strategy to present themselves in public life. These inscriptions
suggest that only a handful of Palmyrene women acted as benefactresses, and
that they – especially compared with benefactions by women from elsewhere in
the Graeco-Roman world – only offered relatively small dedications.462
Several other Palmyrene women were honoured with a statue. In
addition to Thomallachis, two other statues were erected by tribes. First, a statue
of Atteemm was found near the Efqa spring. It was erected by the gods Aglibol
and Malakbel and the tribe Bene Komare in the year 17 BCE (no. 2.2):
ṣlmtʾ dh dy ʿtʾm b[rt...] ʾwšy ʾtt bwlḥʾ [br...] dy ʾqym lh ʿglbwl w?[mlkbl] wbny kmrʾ byrḥ
ʾdr š[nt 2.100] 80+10+4

Translation: This statue is that of ʿAtteemm d[aughter of ..., son of] Ausai, wife of
Bolha, [son of ...] which was erected for her by Aglibol and [Malakbel] and Bene
Komare, in the month Adar, year [2] 94.463

It is the earliest honorary statue of a woman and the only known example of a
female statue erected by the gods. The interference of deities in erecting statues
of prominent members of society was also found elsewhere in the SyrianMesopotamian region; for example, at Hatra.464 The inscription shows that, at

461 Cussini 2005: 29. PAT 1644: qbrt šgl [...] b[ʿ]lh ʾ qm[...], ‘offered by Segel […] her husband
[…]. Translation by Gawlikowski 1984: no. 23.
462 Contra Smith (2013) who argues that Palmyrene women offered major dedications: see
Smith 2013: 98. See Hemelrijk 2015, table 3.1 for female benefactions in the Latin West, where
some women donated sums of 100,000 sestertii or even more sestertii to religious buildings.
463 After PAT 0315. The statue base with the inscription was found at the Efqa spring, it us
unknown whether the statue was originally placed there.
464 Yon 2002: 170. Cussini argues that the statue was set up by two men, perhaps her sons,
named Aglibol and Malakbel: see Cussini 2005: 28. This seems unlikely, the tribe Bene
Komarewas in charge of the sanctuary of Aglibol and Malakbel. For the interference of deities
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Palmyra, the boundaries between the different types of inscriptions are rather
fluid. The first honorary statues of Palmyra were erected in the courts of the
sanctuaries, making many honorary inscriptions ambiguous in character, of
which the inscriptions of Thomallachis and Atteem are clear examples.465
A second woman named Beththeis, daughter of Moukianos and wife of
Soados, was honoured with a statue along the Great Colonnade by the tribe of
Matthabol (no. 2.8):
Βεθθειν Μουκιανοῦ Μαλιχου τοῦ Ανανίδου γυναῖκα Σοαδου Ελαβηλου Βαρθη Μαθθαββωλιων φυλὴ τειμῆς χάριν μηνὶ Πανήμῳ ἔτους θιφ´

Translation: For Beththeis (daughter of) Moukianos (son of) Malichos (son of)
Ananidos, wife of Soados (son of) Elabelos Barthes. The tribe of the Maththabolios
(Matthabol), in her honour, in the month of Panemos, year 519.466

Although the motives as to why these women were honoured by the tribes are
not specified in the inscriptions, we may deduce from the inscription of
Thomallachis that they donated funds to sanctuaries connected with the tribes.
This hypothesis is supported by other inscriptions set up by gods and tribes to
honour benefactors of sanctuaries.467 A building inscription dated to the first
century CE records the erection of a ḥmn’ (chapel) by a Maliko, son of Bel’aqab,
grandson of Mika and by the Bene Zamra for the gods Shadrafa and Du’anat.468
Five members of the tribe were also honoured with statues, one of whom was a
woman named Ate who was the wife of Maliko, son of Belʿaqab, grandson of
Abbanit (no. 2.13). The inscription is not clear on whether she contributed to
the chapel or whether she is honoured only as a member of the family:
ṣlm mlkw br bl[ʿ]qb br ʾbynt

in the erecting public statues, see Yon 2017: 496-526. For a list of dedications by Palmyrene
deities, see Milik 1972: 479-481. For Hatra, see Dirven 2008: 218.
465 Yon 2002: 170; Yon 2017: 496-510. Yon (2017) argues that the honorary inscriptions were
first set up in the sanctuaries and only from the second century onwards were they erected in
the agora and along the colonnades: Yon 2017: 496-526.
466 After Yon 2012: no. 84.
467 Yon 2002: 170.
468 Starcky (1949) translates ḥmn’ as altar or incense stand, which has long been the common
translation: see Starcky 1949: no. 1. However, Drijvers (1988) argues that ḥmn’ may have had its
roots from ḥmh (to protect), which was used to address a wall around a building or part of a city.
He concludes that ḥmn’ refers to ‘the notion of divine presence surrounded and protected by a
stone wall. The most appropriate translation is consequently “chapel”, or “sanctuary”’: see
Drijvers 1988: 165-180, especially 174.
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ṣlm ʿth [. brt] nšʾ br mtʾ ʾtth
ṣlm blʿqb br ḥyrn blʿqb
ṣlm blʿqb br mlkw br blʿqb
ṣlm mqym[w] br mlkw

(below)
[byrḥ ... šnt 3.100+x+]40+2 ḥmnʾ dnh ʿbdw wqrbw mlkw br blʿqb br m[ykʾ ...]
[...] mn pḥd bny zmrʾ lšdrpʾ wldʿnt ʾlhyʾ ṭb[yʾ ...]

Translation: Statue of Maliko, son of Belʿaqab, son of ʾAbbanit.
Statue of ʿAte [daughter of] Nese, son of Matta, his wife.
Statue of Belʿaqab, son of Hairan Belʿaqab.
Statue of Belʿaqab, son of Maliko, son of Belʿaqab.
Statue of Moqim[o], son of Maliko.
(below)
Translation:[in the month ...the year 3]42, this chapel was made and offered (by) Maliko,
son of Belʿaqab son of M[ika ...] the tribe of Bene-Zamra for Sadrafa and for Duʾanat,
good gods [...].469

Several Palmyrene women received public recognition through honorary statues
and inscriptions set up by their family members. Two statues were erected by a
brother; on a column in the temple of Bel, a man named Manai set up statues of
his two sisters: of […] daughter of Maqqai, son of Omabai and of Hagar,
daughter of Maqqai, son of Omabai (no. 2.11):
[ṣlmt…]ʾ brt mqy [ʾmby dy] ʿbd lh mʿny
ṣlmt hgr brt mqy ʾmby dy ʿbd lh mʿny
ʾḥwh

Translation: [Statue of...], daughter of Maqqai, [son of Omabai which] Manai made for
her. Statue of Hagar, daughter of Maqqai, son of Omabai, which Manai, made for her
her brother.470

This inscription indicates that the relationship between siblings was important
in Palmyra. This is also attested by some dedicatory inscriptions on small altars
erected by women on behalf of their brothers and vice versa.471
Another group of public inscriptions comprise the posthumously erected statues
and inscriptions, which hold a position somewhere between commemorations
469 After PAT 1429. I am thankful to Nathanael Andrade who corrected the translation.
470 After: PAT 1346.
471 For example nos. 2.17 and 2.34 women erected altars/columns on behalf of their brothers
and in no. 2.42, a brother erected an altar on behalf of his sister. See below for more information
on these dedicatory inscriptions.
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and honorary inscriptions (see nos. 2.3-2.6). They were erected by family
members; their public nature is thus suggested by their erection in the public
realm. In my opinion, these fluid inscriptions were also erected to bestow
honour on the represented person and her family and establish their presence in
the public realm and are therefore included in my corpus on honorary
inscriptions.472 The fact that elite families often ‘claimed’ a certain area in the city
to erect their statues further supports this claim.473
In the temple of Nabu, Marqos Ulpios Elahbel erected a statue to
honour his daughter Hadirat after her death and, since no husband and children
are mentioned, we may assume that she was unmarried (no. 2.3):
Μᾶρκος Οὔλπιος Ουαβαλλαθου τοῦ Μανναιου υἱὸς Σεργία Ελαβηλος Αδειραθην τὴν
θυγατέρα μνήμης χάριν
mrqs wlpys ʾlhbl br whblt br mʿny ʾqym ṣlmtʾ dh lhdyrt brth ldkrnh dy ʿlmʾ

Translation Greek: Markos Oulpios Elabelos, son of Ouaballathos, son of Mannaios,
of the tribe Sergia (honours) Adeirathe, his daughter, for remembrance.
Translation Palmyrene: Marqos Ulpos Elahbel, son of Wahabalt, son of Mannai erected
the statue for Hadirat (his) daughter, remember in eternity.474

Another inscription was found in the temple of Bel; it was erected in 168-169
CE by the parents of a woman named Tamme, in her honour (no. 2.4):
[...]ης τειμῆς καì μνήμης χάριν
ṣlmt tmʾ brt nbwzbd br zbdbwl šmʿwn dy ʾqymw lh ʾbwh wʾmby ʾmh brt bgrn
br mlkw lyqrh ḥbl [...]n ywm 18 šnt 480 […?]

Translation Greek: [...] for honour and remembrance.
Translation Palmyrene: Statue of Tamme, daughter of Nebuzabad, son of Zabdibol
(son of) Shimon, which was erected for her by her father and by Ambai, her mother,
daughter of Bagran, son of Malikho, for her honour, alas! [in the month ...]n, the 18th
day, the year 480.475
472 Yon 2002: 183-184.
473 Yon 2002: 167. Yon 2017: 504.
474 After Yon 2012: no. 181. Hadirath is also known from a funerary inscription found in tower
12, the tomb of Elahbel, in which the names of a husband or children are also absent: see PAT
0506. The Elahbel family used the Nabu sanctuary as a place to celebrate and honour family
members by setting up statues in this temple: see Yon 2002: 166.
475 After Yon 2012: no. 30. I am thankful to Nathanael Andrade who corrected the translation.
Dijkstra argues that the inscription belonged to a honorary statue base and that the phrase lyqr –
in honour of – was the formula used in honorific inscriptions: see Dijkstra 1995: 155, 163-164
note 97. Yon argues that the inscription is a posthumous honorary inscription: see Yon 2002:
167. PAT however list this inscription as a funerary inscription: see PAT 2748. Since other
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This seems to have been the only case where a mother, together with her
husband and the father, set up a honorary statue for her child.476 It is likely that
Tamme and Hadirat died relatively young and these inscriptions and statues were
the only opportunity for them to bestow honour on their families.
When a woman was married, it was normally the husband who bestowed
her with the honour of a posthumous statue. Sherwira, son of Yarhai, erected a
statue along the Great Colonnade in the honour of his wife Shallum (see no. 2.5)
and Shoraiko, son of Hairan had set up a statue at the Transversal Colonnade
for his wife, Marthei (see no. 2.6).
Two Palmyrene women set up statues in honour of their deceased family
members. One is the aforementioned inscription of Marthei, who erected a
statue for her deceased daughter (no. 2.4). The other inscription addresses the
erection of the statues of Thaima and Halaphatha, which were erected for their
honour and memory by their daughter and sister, Julia Aurelia Hagga (no. 2.1):
Θαιμ[ην] Αλ[αφ]αθα Βαραθο[υς] Αλλαταιου καὶ Αλαφαθαν υἱὸν α[ὐτοῦ] ᾽Ιουλία Αὐρηλία
Αγγη τὸν πατέρα καὶ τὸν ἀδελφόν, τιμῆς καὶ μνήμης χάριν ἔτους ζκφ´, Λῴου, μετὰ τὴν
τε[λε]υτήν
ṣlmyʾ ʾln trwyhwn dy tymʾ wdy ḥlptʾ brh br ḥlptʾ brʿth ʾlṭy dy ʾqymt lhyn btr mwthn ḥgʾ brth
dy tymʾ wʾḥth (dy) ḥlptʾ lyqrhyn byrḥ ṭbt šny 525

Translation Greek: For Thaimes, (son of) Halaphatha, (son of) Barathes, (son of)
Allataios, and for Halaphathas, his son, Iulia Aurelia Hagga, to her father and to her
brother, in their honour and remembrance, in the year 527, month Loos, after their
death.
Translation Palmyrene: The two statues are of Taima, son of Halaphatha Barathe
Allatai, and of Halaphatha his son, erected after their death by Hagge daughter of Taima
and sister of Halaphatha, for their honour, in the month Tebet, year 525.477

The inscription dates to the first quarter of the third century CE and was found
in situ in the agora. The fact that the statues were erected by a female relative may

examples of honorary statues of deceased honorands were found in Palmyra and the inscriptions
resemble a statue base and not grave monument, I am inclined to follow Dijkstra’s and Yon’s
interpretation of the inscription.
476 Yon 2002: 167.
477 After Yon 2012: no. 257. Strangely, the two dates correspond to August 216 and January
214 CE: see Yon 2012: 238.
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suggest that she was the only family member left to bestow them with this
honour.478
The corpus shows that less than a dozen Palmyrene women were
recipients of honorary inscriptions and statues and, in even fewer cases, had
acted as benefactresses. According to Smith, these women were important
public figures.479 However, a closer inspection of the families reveals that most
of our women gained prestige, not because they were important figures in
themselves but rather as members of prominent Palmyrene families, as was
rightly pointed out by Yon. As we saw, Thomallachis was a member of the
prominent Firmon family. So too was Beththeis of important lineage: she was a
member of the Barte family and the tribe Bene Matthabol honoured more
members of this family (no. 2.8).480 Beththeis’s great-grandfather was a certain
Ananis, who was once one of the treasurers of Palmyra.481 Through her family,
Atteemm was connected to Bene Komare, one of the most prominent tribes of
Palmyra. The Elahbel family (also mentioned above) is known from more than
45 inscriptions; Hadirat was one of five children of Marqos Ulpios Elahbel but,
as far as I know, she is the only one who was honoured with a statue, or, at least
only her statue has survived.482 However, it was not uncommon for young
women to receive posthumous statues, since this was the only way for the girls
to bestow honour on their families.483 Finally, Marthei was also a member of a
prominent family: Shoraiko, her husband, who erected a statue on her behalf,
was honoured by the council for several benefactions and he belonged to the
prominent family Alaine and Shoraiko.484 The manifold meaning of bestowing
honour on these prominent families and offering comfort to the grieving
families may have been the reason why these statues were set up in the public
realm. Whether the council had to give permission for such statues, as was the
case in the Latin West, remains unknown.

478 Also argued by Yon 2002: 167.
479 Smith 2013: 97. See Yon 2002 on the most prominent families in Palmyra.
480 Yon 2002: 76-77.
481 Al-As’ad and Gawlikowski 1986-1987: 166. Also mentioned by Krag 2018: chapter 6.
482 See Yon 2002: 279 for an extended family tree and a reference to the inscriptions of this
family. The funerary inscriptions of this family are PAT 0486-0510.
483 See Van Bremen (1996) for the theory that young deceased women received statues to
bestow honour on their families: Van Bremen 1996: 99-100, 237-272.
484 See Yon 2002: 277 for a family tree.
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In Palmyra, around 200 honorary inscriptions were found; unfortunately, only a
small fraction of the accompanying honorary statues have survived.485 Thirtyseven fragments have been found, mainly in a secondary context.486 Originally,
the honorary statues were standing on bases or on the ground, put on column
brackets, or carved in high-relief attached to the columns.487 At first, honorary
statues were placed in temples; later, they were situated in the agora, along the
Great Colonnade, and the Transversal Colonnade. Honorary sculptures of
women at Palmyra are rare: only nine fragments of female statues are identified
as public statues.488 Women are dressed in tunics, mantles, and sandals and,
interestingly, the Palmyrene honorary statues follow the Graeco-Roman
format.489 From their gestures we can distinguish the so-called Pudicitia format
and the Small and Large Herculaneum formats (Figs. 2.3-2.4).490 The marble
statues found in the Palmyrene agora may represent women from the imperial
family and may have been imported, but most honorary statues and inscriptions
were set up for local inhabitants.491
As we will see below, Palmyrene women were depicted
differently in the funerary sphere, where they are adorned with elaborate
headdresses and a great deal of jewellery. This is not surprising as, first of all, it
was not uncommon in the Roman West to present women in different manners,
depending on their context: either honorific or funerary. Based on honorary and
funerary inscriptions from Italy, Elizabeth Forbis has shown that women were
honoured for their public benefactions in honorary inscriptions, whereas
485 For the honorific statues, see Wielgosz-Rondolino 2010: 75-106; Wielgosz-Rondolino
2016a: 166-179. Based on a bronze foot, Colledge (1976) argues that some of the honorary
statues were in bronze, whereas others were of marble or limestone. Apart from the bronze foot,
we have no examples of bronze statues, which suggests that the bronzes were melted down: see
Colledge 1976: 88-93.
486 Wielgosz 2010 and Wielgosz 2016a; Krag 2018; Davies 2013: 173. From the funerary sphere,
we have a handful of statues following the Graeco-Roman types, such as the Pudicitia format,
which may have been commemorating statues erected by family members.
487 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016a: 176-178.
488 Krag 2018: chapter 6.
489 Dirven 2018:113-114.
490 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2010: 79. Likewise, men are often dressed in a chiton and himation or
toga, although some early examples combine these garments with trousers, the typical Palmyrene
dress of the first century CE: see Wielgosz-Rondolino 2010: 75-106. For an example of a man
in a toga, see the statue in Damascus Museum, inv. C4024.
491 Delplace and Dentzer-Feydy 2005; Elsewhere in the Roman world, statues for the imperial
family and local elites follow the same format, although the statues of the imperial family are
generally larger and we may assume the same for Palmyra.
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Fig. 2.3 Honorary
statue, Pudicitia
format,
3rd century. Agora.
Damascus Museum,
inv. C4022.
Photo: Wielgosz 2010
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Fig. 2.4 Honorary
statue, Large
Herculaneum format,
3rd century. Agora.
Damascus Museum,
inv. C4021.
Photo: Wielgosz 2010
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domestic virtues such as pudicitia and castitas were addressed in the funerary
inscriptions.492 The difference in appearance can thus be explained by its
context.493
Secondly, in some provincials towns local communities transformed
parts of their culture by adapting (Graeco-)Roman culture, which can be
explained in terms of local pride, rather than a mere adoption of Roman or
Graeco-Roman identity.494 For example, in the erection of honorary statues, the
Palmyrene elites found a language for expressing certain aspects of social status
and a means to distinguish oneself from the masses: something that is also in
line with Graeco-Roman traditions, but not necessarily a means to portray a
Roman identity.495 According to Wallace-Hadrill and others, it is possible for
cultures or elements of cultures to exist next to each other. Communities could
choose elements from one or more cultures, depending on the context. This
process of ‘code-switching’ is similar to the notion of ‘discrepant identities’
introduced by Mattingly.496 Code-switching is especially clear in bilingualism or
multilingualism, where people simultaneously use different languages in full
awareness of their difference and switch between them when needed, for
instance, in public or private. But code-switching is also visible in other elements
of material culture as, for example, in Palmyra in their portraits.
As it turns out, despite the cultural differences in the Graeco-Roman
world, the repetition of honorary portrait statues is found in Syria, North Africa,
Italy, Asia Minor, and Spain from the second century CE, although the exact
meaning could vary over time and place. According to Jennifer Trimble, these
statues represent – at the very least – high status, social prestige, and exemplary
femininity.497 The incorporation of Graeco-Roman statues in the public realm
492 Forbis 1990: 493-513. Also mentioned by Alexandridis 2010: 273 and Davies 2013: 171.
Contrary to the Latin West, honorary inscriptions in the Greek East praised women for both
their public generosity and female virtues: Van Bremen 1996:156-170. In Palmyra, only
Thomallachis no. 2.7 was explicitly honoured for her public merits, and even if the women from
nos. 2.2 and 2.8 were also honoured for their religious benefactions, this is not explicitly stated
in the inscriptions. Others received their statues as a type of ‘indirect honour’, mainly to bestow
honour on her family in the public sphere.
493 For the coexistence of styles in Palmyrene sculptures and the contextual usage of styles: see
Dirven 2018: 110-119.
494 Wallace-Hadrill 2008:441-454.
495 Wallace-Hadrill 2008:441-454.
496 Wallace-Hadrill 2008: 13; Mattingly 2006.
497 Trimble 2000: 41; Trimble 2011. In her article on Herculaneum women statues, Jennifer
Trimble argues that prestige was attached to these statues. At first, the honorary female statues
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may be explained by the growing influence or revival of Graeco-Roman culture,
but also by the increasing habit of honouring women in the public realm.498
Although the exact reasons for erecting Palmyrene honorary statues following a
Graeco-Roman format cannot be traced, it appears that the elite inhabitants of
the city used Graeco-Roman culture as a sign of prestige and the sculptural
format may have been perceived as part of an elite culture.499
Conclusions
We might argue that our Palmyrene women acted as benefactresses to enhance
the social and political status of their families, which was not uncommon in the
Greek East.500 To maintain a certain status in a city, the elite families needed to
continuously affirm their presence in the public sphere. Female heirs, therefore,
took over the responsibility of munificence from their fathers or male relatives,
and their benefactions aimed to maintain their family’s presence in society. 501
This implies that some Palmyrene women had the financial means for these
benefactions. In return, these Palmyrene women were mainly commemorated as
part of the city’s elite, and not only for their own achievements. According to
Van Bremen, this type of ‘indirect honour’ was part of a family’s strategy in how
they presented themselves in public.502 The epigraphic material from the public
realm supports the notion that, in constructing power and prestige in Palmyra,
kinship and family were important for both men and women. Palmyrene women
were honoured as daughters, wives or sisters of important men. As already noted
by Yon, the commemoration of kinship was sufficient as both the reason and
the validation for erecting their honorary statues.503 This also explains why most
statues of Palmyrene women were erected by their families: the public honours
for women were thus part of the self-representation of their families.504 Although
women in the Graeco-Roman world also promoted their families, women in
Greek Asia Minor and the Latin West also acted as benefactresses for their cities
in their own right, and in return they were honoured for their generosity by the
in Republican Rome legitimized the political power of men but, in Augustan times, they were
mainly representations of public femininity: see Trimble 2000:48-54; Alexandridis 2010:252-279.
498 Alexandridis 2010: 253-254; Van Bremen 1996: 41-81.
499 Alexandridis 2010: 259.
500 Van Nijf 2011:215-242, especially 229-232.
501 Van Bremen 1996: 237-238; Yon 2002: 167-168.
502 Van Bremen 1996: 99-100, 189-190, 237-272.
503 Yon 2002: 185. Also noted by Van Nijf in his research on Termessos: Van Nijf 2011: 231.
504 Van Nijf 2011: 230.
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council and the people with inscriptions and statues. From the small number of
honorary inscriptions in the Palmyrene public realm and from the differences
with (especially) the Latin West, we can conclude that Palmyrene women mainly
participated in the public life to enhance or affirm the prestige of their families.
2.4 PALMYRENE WOMEN IN THE RELIGIOUS SPHERE: SCULPTURES AND ALTARS
Pictorial evidence
Information on the role of Palmyrene women in the religious sphere can be
retrieved from a handful of pictorial images and over 30 dedicatory inscriptions
on small altars.505 There is no evidence in the epigraphic or pictorial material to
suggest that Palmyrene women acted as priestesses.506 However, five reliefs do
show women as participants in religious processions and engaging in sacrificial
settings; from these, we can conclude that Palmyrene women could be active
participants in religious rites.507
A well-known relief on the crossbeam of the peristyle from the temple
of Bel shows a religious procession, which centres around a donkey, a camel
driver, and a camel carrying a tent (Fig. 2.5).508 This tent – a so-called qubba –
was a shrine and it was used by Arabs to transport sacred objects. 509 Dirven
identifies the scene as the arrival of the goddess Allat in Palmyra.510 Above the
donkey stand four men with their right arms raised. On the top left side and the
lower right side of the relief, completely veiled women are represented. At least
four women are depicted on the right side of the relief; they wear ankle-length
tunics and their slightly bent heads and faces are wrapped in their mantles that
were originally brightly coloured.511 The women on the upper left side of the
relief show great similarity with those on the right, apart from their smaller size.

505 A revised version of this section will be published as ‘The Participation of Palmyrene
Women in the Religious Life of the City’ in the forthcoming volume of Palmyrenske Studier.
506 Contra Sadurska and Bounni 1994: 27-28, 185 (cat. no. 22, Fig. 151), who identify a woman
as a priestess on a funerary relief because she holds a bowl and appears to be stirring.
507 Smith 2013: 95-104.
508 Dirven 1999: 81-84.
509 Dirven 1999: 84, 96.
510 Dirven 1999: 81-84. Wielgosz-Rondolino mentions that there is discussion on the meaning
of the relief: it may be the arrival of Allat, the foundation of the city, or something else: WielgoszRondolino 2016b: 67. Since a very similar relief is found in the temple of Allat, I am inclined to
follow Dirven’s assessment.
511 Dirven 1999: 94.
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A virtually identical scene is pictured on a relief from the temple of Allat that
depicts a group of completely veiled women who, according to Dirven, also
follow a camel, which suggests that these women are likewise participating in a
religious procession (Fig. 2.6).512 This relief from the temple of Allat was made
of soft limestone and belongs to the group of so-called ‘archaic’ sculptures found
in Palmyra, dated before 50 CE.513 The relief in the temple of Bel may be a later
copy, although small differences are noticeable.514

512 Dirven 1999: 95.
513 A suggestion made to me by Dirven. For the so-called ‘archaic’ sculptures, see Seyrig 1940:
277-328 and 1941: 31-48; Morehart 1956-1957: 53-83. For a general overview of the Palmyrene
sculptures, see Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b: 66-82.
514 Suggested to me by Dirven. According to Wielgosz-Rondolino, the reliefs found in the
temple of Bel have a different composition compared to the ‘archaic’ sculptures and the reliefs
from the temple of Bel are ‘les oeuvres majeures de l’art religieux de Palmyre’: WielgoszRondolino 2016b: 67.
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Fig. 2.5 Relief from
the temple of Bel.
Religious procession
(the arrival of Allat in
Palmyra) with women
in the upper left and
lower right corner.
Early first century
CE(?).
Now destroyed.
Photo:
Drijvers 1976

Fig. 2.6
Architectural
feature, temple
of Allat
showing veiled
women and a
camel(?).
Photo:
Tanabe 1987
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To my knowledge, these reliefs are the only images
of completely veiled women from the GraecoRoman world and, although the evidence is too
sparse to draw conclusions on their choice of dress,
we may argue that they either wear a type of
ceremonial dress or that they protect themselves
against the harsh conditions of the desert.515 If the
scenes indeed represent the arrival of the goddess
Allat in Palmyra, we can assume that this procession
started outside of Palmyra; one can further imagine
that the participants protected themselves against
the desert winds. The men in the relief also wear
typical garments worn by men and gods from the
desert: a tunic with half-length sleeves, a cloak, and
trousers.516
In addition to these reliefs, images of
women in sacrificial scenes attest to Palmyrene
women as participants in the religious life of the city.
A small relief from the temple of Bel dated from the late first century BCE to
early first century CE, depicts a sacrifice by a man and a woman (Fig. 2.7). On
the left side of the relief, there is a man dressed in a long-sleeved tunic and a
mantle who stands before a now poorly visible altar. According to Joseph Sabeh,
the man offers incense with his right hand and holds a box with incense and a
libation jug in his left hand, although these objects are now also barely visible.517
It is not clear whether the man was a priest, since he does not wear the priestly
headgear known to us from the funerary sphere; that is, a cylindrical and flat-

515 Will (1992) argues that these women may have been members of the public who participated
in the procession and stresses that the image is unique in the ancient world. He adduces from
the dress of the men that the women may be nomads. He raises interesting questions on whether
all Palmyrene women were completely veiled or only women from a certain ethnic group, or
perhaps women only covered their faces in the temples: Will 1992: 109-111. Sadurska argues that
the faces of the women are covered because they have entered a sanctuary: Sadurska 1994: 18.
Unfortunately, the material does not provide us with the answers.
516 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b: 67: ‘Tunique demi-longue à manches, manteau jeté en arrière et
étoffe roulée autour des hanches en boudin et couvrant les jambes, dont deux bords frangés
forment entre les jambes un pli vertical, très caractéristique’.
517 Sabeh 1953: 17-18.
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Fig. 2.7 Relief from
the temple of Bel.
Man and woman in
a sacrificial scene.
First century BCE –
first century CE (?).
39 x 15 cm.
Damascus Museum.
Photo: Sabeh 1953

Fig. 2.8 Relief from
the temple of Bel.
Two men and a
woman (right) in a
sacrificial scene.
Early first century
CE (?). 33 x 39 cm.
Damascus
Museum.
Photo: Seyrig 1941

topped headdress often decorated with two vertical
cuts and sometimes a laurel wreath. We do know,
however, priests who are depicted without such
headgear.518 Following him stands a woman in
profile wearing similar garments: an ankle-length
and long-sleeved tunic and a mantle, which is
draped over the top of her head and over her left
arm. The pictorial evidence from Palmyra suggests
that only women covered their heads with their
mantles during religious rites. The woman holds a
pointed container that probably contains sacrificial
objects.
A second ‘archaic’ relief from the temple of
Bel shows great similarity to the first just described;
a woman dressed in a tunic and a mantle raises her
right hand in an act of worship and she carries an unidentified object in her left
hand (Fig. 2.8).519 On the left side of the relief, two men stand around a pyre.
The image of the first man on the left is poorly preserved, but the second man
is in a better state of conservation and has been identified as a priest due to the
libation jug in his left hand.520 A third relief was found in the agora and it depicts
a sacrificial scene with two sacrificing priests on the left side of the relief and
two female worshippers (Fig. 2.9). The priest on the left side holds an incense
box and a libation jug, followed by a second priest dressed in a long-sleeved
tunic and a mantle, holding a crown or a wreath.521 He wears a cap, but the shape
is different from the headdress depicted in funerary portraits. The priests are
followed by two partly veiled women, who both carry objects in their upraised
right hands: the first an incense burner and the second, a cup with two handles.522
A relief from the temple of Allat survived, but in fragmentary form, and shows
a possible female worshipper with a headdress originally holding an object.523

518 Seyrig 1941: 32; Colledge 1976: 140; Raja 2017b: 319-348.
519 Seyrig 1941: 32-33; Smith 2013: 98-102. For similar gestures of worship see The Sacrifice of
Konon in the temple of Bel, Dura-Europos: see chapter one.
520 Seyrig 1941: 32.
521 Seyrig 1941: 31-32; Smith 2013: 98-102.
522 Seyrig 1941: 32; Smith 2013: 98-102.
523 Gawlikowski 2018: 201, no. X.1.
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Fig. 2.9 Relief from the agora. Priest and male and female worshippers in a sacrificial scene. Early first century CE (?).
41,5 x 51 cm. Photo: Seyrig 1941

A third group of imagery from the religious realm comprised the dedicatory
altars and votive plaques (see the section below for more information on these
altars). Only in a few cases do we see individuals portrayed, and some display a
female dedicator.524 An altar dedicated to a deity invoked as ‘He whose name is
blessed forever’ depicts a woman and a boy, probably her son, frontally
positioned with their hands raised and their palms turned outwards in an act of

524 See, for example, the altars in Ploug’s 1995 study.
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Fig. 2.10 Altar, mother
and son worshipping,
undated, 46x20 cm.
For the inscription see
PAT 0420.
Photo:
Hvidberg-Hansen1998

worship (Fig. 2.10).525 The inscription on the altar reads (in translation): ‘To He
whose name is blessed forever, made (by) [Ra]mallaha and Hurmuz for the life
of her son’ (see nos. 2.28). Apart from individuals holding their hands in this
gesture, altars depicting only the actual hands with palms turned outwards were
also found.526 One example of this is found in my corpus (see no. 2.34). Another
525 This gesture has already been discussed in the Dura-Europos chapter.
526 For a corpus of these examples, see Krag 2018: chapter 6.
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altar dedicated to ‘He whose name is blessed
forever’ shows a female dedicator dressed in
Palmyrene dress with a tunic, mantle, and a
plain headdress: she also wears jewellery (Fig.
2.11). The woman, Belta, erected the altar
together with her husband Worod (see 2.37).
A third altar depicts the family of the
dedicator and shows two women dressed in
a tunic and mantle, which is drapped over
their heads, and they appear to wear
necklaces (Fig. 2.12).527 Finally, a votive relief
shows the lower legs of women, the
inscription reads (in translation): Malku son
of ‘Aziz and Amin […] (offered in)
thanksgiving and their children […]’.528
From the sculptural material, we can
conclude
that
Palmyrene
women
participated in the religious life of the city
through their attendance and active roles in
religious processions and sacrificial settings.
This is confirmed by a sacrificial scene found
in the funerary realm on a sarcophagus,
where women accompany men in their act of
sacrifice.529 Two men are making libations over an altar, and they are flanked by
two women in Palmyrene dress and two servants holding fruit and a box (Fig.
2.13). On one of the short sides, two women are standing: one holding a
jewellery box and the other holding a large mirror and an unidentified object
(Fig. 2.14).530 Given the fact that they are unveiled, it is likely they are servants.
The active role of Palmyrene women in religious life in the second and third
centuries CE is also attested by the small altars dedicated to ‘He whose name is
blessed forever’ and it is to these altars that we now turn our attention.

527 Gawlikowski 1970, 313-126, no. 1; PAT 1929.
528 Translation by al-As’ad and Texidor 1985: no. 19; PAT 1014.
529 Kaizer 2002: 177-194, especially 179-180 and plates iv-v.
530 Schmidt-Colinet and al-As’ad 2007: 271-278; Schmidt-Colinet 2009: 223-234.
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Fig. 2.11 Fragment of
an altar, female
worshipping, undated
30 x 16 cm.
For the inscription
see PAT 2635.
Photo:
Birquel-Chatonnet 1991

Fig. 2.12 Fragment of an altar, female worshippers, 115 CE, 20 x 63 cm. Photo: Gawlikowski 1970

Fig. 2.13 Detail of sarcophagus showing a servant, a female worshipper, and a priest.
Photo: Schmidt-Colinet 2009
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Dedicatory altars to ‘He whose name is blessed forever’
The corpus of limestone dedicatory altars consists of well over 200 altars, the
majority of which are dedicated to a god invoked by the phrase bryk šmh lʿlmʾ,
which translates as ‘He whose name is blessed forever’.531 These altars for
libations and burning incense are found scattered throughout the city.
Unfortunately, only a few were found in situ; for example, one near the entrance
of a house and one in the temple of Baalshamin.532 The altars are dedicated by
Palmyrenes who, according to Aleksandra Kubiak, belonged to the middle class

531 Kubiak, who has studied the deity invoked by bryk šmh lʿlmʾ in detail, refers to the deity as
‘He whose name is blessed forever’ and not as the Anonymous God: see Kubiak 2016: 327-33.
This name is followed in this section. Kubiak has recently completed her dissertation on this
topic, but during the writing of this chapter it was still unpublished. Over a dozen altars are
dedicated to both ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ and Baalshamin and the remaining number
to a variety of gods. One altar is offered to the god Baalshamin, one is offered to both the
Anonymous God and Baalshamin, one dedication is unclear, and the remaining inscriptions are
altars offered to the Anonymous God: see the appendix for the inscriptions. See Dijkstra 1995
appendix F for a list of the 236 altars.
532 In a house: Seyrig 1939: no. 20; in the temple of Baalshamin: PAT 0180.
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Fig. 2.14 Detail of
sarcophagus showing
female servants.
Photo:
Schmidt-Colinet 2009

of Palmyrene society.533 Thirty-four altars are dedicated by, or for ‘ʿl ḥyy’ (‘for
the life of’), women (nos. 2.17-2.50).534 Most of these altars are dedicated to ‘He
whose name is blessed forever’. What can we deduce from these inscriptions as
regards to female participation in religious life? And who was this deity and why
did Palmyrene women dedicate altars to him?
Nineteen small dedicatory incense altars (see nos. 2.17-2.34, 2.36-2.37)
and one stone plaque (see no. 2.35) have female dedicators. The inscriptions are
dated between 89 CE and 262 CE, although most are undated.535 Women acted
as co-dedicators on several occasions. A fragmented inscription dated to 226 CE
records the erection of an altar to ‘the Good’, an epithet often used for ‘He
whose name is blessed forever’. The altar was raised by a man, his son and his
wife (see no. 2.36). A second altar was dedicated to ‘He whose name is blessed
forever’ by a husband and a wife (no. 2.37):
bryk šmh lʿl[mʾ] ṭbʾ wrḥmnʾ ʿbd wmwdʾ ntn br wrwd wbltʾ ʾtth dy q[rw] lh wpṣ?[…]

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, made in
order to express thanksgiving (by) Netan, son of Worod and Belta, his wife, because
they called upon Him and […].536

In other inscriptions, a father and a daughter offer an altar for themselves (see
no. 2.23). Another reveals a woman named H[anna]ta, daughter of [Au]id, who
offered an altar to ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ for herself and for
Taimarsu and Borrepha, but the inscription lacks further specifications on who
they are (see no. 2.19). Yet another altar is dedicated by three individuals two of
whom are women and, then, by all members of the household (no. 2.25):
mwdʾ yrḥy br nbwdʿ br mqy [w]qwšy brt slwqʾ wšbty brt whblt wbny <by>tʾ kwlhwn
dy qryny wʿnn šnt 5.100+60+10+5

533 Kubiak 2016: 330.
534 The phrase ‘l ḥyy’ ‘for the life of’ is not always included in the inscriptions and sometimes
only the name of the dedicator and the god are mentioned (see nos. 2.16, 2.18, and 2.21).
535 The provenance of most inscriptions is unknown: one is found in Diocletian’s camp (no.
2.17), one in the temple of Bel (no. 2.27) and two near the Efqa (nos. 2.23 and 2.26). The earliest
attested mention of the phrase bryk šmh lʿlmʾ is PAT 0339 dated to 111 CE: see Kubiak 2016:
note 9.
536 After PAT 2635.
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Translation: Offered in thanksgiving (by), Yarhai, son of Neboudaʿ, son of Maqqai,
and Qouchi, daughter of Seleucus, and Shabbeti, daughter of Wahaballat, and all the
people in their household, we called upon him, and he answered us, the year 575. 537

On a number of occasions, women erected an altar by themselves. In these
instances, a woman offered the altar for the life of herself and her family
members: ʿAt[…] daughter of Maliku and wife of a man also named Maliku
offered an altar for the life of herself, her children and her brothers (no. 2.17):
[ʿl]tʾ dh lbʿlšmn rbʾ wrḥmnʾ ʿbdt ʿt[..brt] [m]lkw br whblt br ʿrgn ʾtt mlkw br ʿgʾ ʾʿ[by]
[ʿ]l ḥyyh wḥyy bnyh wʾḥyh byrḥ šbṭ šnt 4.100+[...]

Translation: This altar was made to Baalshamin, the Great and Merciful, by ʿAt[...,
daughter of Ma]liku, son of Wahballat, son of ʿArgan, wife of Maliku, son of ʿOgga
[son of bai?] for the life of herself, the life of her sons, and her brother, in the month
Sebat, the year 4[...].538

What is of interest here is that her husband is mentioned in the inscription as a
signifier of her family affiliations, but she does not erect the altar for his wellbeing, probably because he was already deceased. The inscription suggests that
even after marriage, the bond between siblings remains strong in Palmyrene
society. Further testimony to this kind of bond is also found in other
inscriptions: a Mazbe, daughter of Mazabbena offers an altar for her father and
brother (see no. 2.34). Since no husband and children are mentioned, we may
argue that Mazbe was unmarried or a (childless) widow at the time of the
dedication. Other women offer altars for the life of themselves and their
husbands (see no. 2.22), for the life of their sons (see nos. 2.26-2.28, 2.31-2.33),
and for the life of their daugther (see no. 2.20). One inscription was placed on a
stone plaque, in which Akamate expressed her thanksgiving to the deity who she
had invoked in her times of need (see no. 2.35).
We have 13 altars, dated between 161 CE–251 CE, which were erected
for the life of women (see nos. 2.38-2.50).539 Dedicatory altars could also be
dedicated to entire households, which would have included women (see no.

537 After PAT 0394. I am thankful to Nathanael Andrade who corrected my translation.
538 After PAT 0334. I am thankful to Nathanael Andrade who corrected my translation.
539 I have excluded PAT 1494 since it is very fragmented, but the dedicatory altar (?) was erected
for someone’s wife. I have also excluded PAT 1741 since it only records the name of a woman.
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2.46).540 Twelve altars are offered to ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ and one
in Greek to the Answering Zeus (see no. 2.45). Most altars are erected for the
life of the dedicator and his family members. For instance, Yarhai, son of
Halaphatha dedicated the altar in 175 CE for the life of himself, his wife Sulla,
his children and his brother (no. 2.39):
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ wrḥm[n]ʾ ʿbd ʿlwtʾ ʾln [y]rḥy br ḥlptʾ br yrḥy br ḥlptʾ ʿl ḥywhy wḥyʾ
šlʾ brt ḥṭry ʾtt!h wḥy bnwhy wʾḥwhy byrḥ nysn šnt 4.100+80+5+1

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, this altar
was made (by) Yarhai son of Halaphatha son of Yarhai son of Halaphatha, for the life
of himself and the life of Sulla daughter of Hatrai, his wife, and for the life of his sons
and his brother, in the month Nisan, year 486. 541

Dedicatory altars could be dedicated to children (bnwhy), which would have
included daughters.542 But several inscriptions are more explicit and mention
wives, daughters, mothers, and sisters (no. 2.40):
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ wrḥmnʾ ʿbd wmwdʾ šmʿwn br [ʾw]šy ʿl ḥywhy wḥyʾ [ʾ]byhy wʾmh wʾḥwh
y byrḥ nysn šnt 5.100+20+4

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, (This) has
been made in order to express thanksgiving (by) Shimeʿon son of [ʾAw]sai, for the life
of himself and the life of his father and mother and brother, in the month Nisan, the
year 524.543

From our inscriptions, we can conclude that it was not uncommon in Palmyra
for brothers to have different fathers. For example, inscription no. 2.47 tells us
that a Iaddai, son of H[…] and his brother Lisams, son of S[…] offered an altar
for their mother. This may suggest that Palmyrene women could remarry when
a husband died or when divorced. One altar differs from the rest: here we can
read that Muqimu offers an altar to ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ for his
daughter Segal, who has been sick (see no. 2.48). Although all the altars were

540 Not all inscriptions dedicated to the household are recorded in my appendix. The household
could be referred to as bny byth klh, ‘all the people of this house’, bny byth ‘the people of his house’,
or byth klh ‘his entire house’: see Dijkstra 1995: 325. See PAT 0343, 0355, 0372, 0379, 1437,
1445-1446, 1448, 1900, 1920 for some examples.
541 After PAT 1619, translation by author with minor corrections by Nathanael Andrade.
542 See, for example, PAT 0398.
543 Text after PAT 1002, translation by author with minor corrections by Nathanael Andrade.
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erected for the salvation (‘for the life of’) of the dedicators and their families,
this is the only example to explicitly mention an illness in my corpus.
The identity and nature of the deity traditionally called the Anonymous
God (but named in this dissertation as ‘He whose name is blessed forever’,
following recent scholarship by Aleksandra Kubiak) has been the subject of
much scholarly discussion.544 To begin, Javier Teixidor has argued that the deity
can be identified as Yarhibol, an identification based on the fact that many altars
were found around the Efqa spring of which Yarhibol was the ancestral deity.545
This identification is problematic since only a few altars were found in situ and
we have no knowledge on how the other altars were scattered throughout the
city. Han J.W. Drijvers has suggested that the Anonymous God ‘is a certain
aspect of Baʿalshamēn, a development in a more spiritual direction.’546 He
arrived at this conclusion on the basis of corresponding iconographic features
between the two gods, but stresses that the altars dedicated to the Anonymous
God by individuals for help indicate a more intimate relationship between the
worshippers and the deity.547 Michał Gawlikowski has also viewed the
Anonymous God as ‘une forme évoluée de celui de Baʿalšamîn’ and argued that
the Anonymous God belongs to the private realm of the religious sphere.548
According to Gawlikowski, the deity listens to ‘the voice’ of his worshippers.549
The intimate bond between the worshippers and the god is underlined by
phrases that imply a direct and personal relationship; for example, ‘because she
called upon Him and He has answered her’, or in Palmyrene by the verbs qry ‘to
call for help’, dʿnh or wʿnh ‘answered her’, and wšm ʿbqlh ‘heard her voice’.550 The
phrases also imply that the Palmyrenes erected the altars ex-voto: to

544 We have no archaeological evidence that the god had his own temple and it appears that the
god was worshipped at different locations throughout the city: Dijkstra 1995: 154. Dijkstra also
mentions that the altars are found in clusters at the Efqa Spring, at the so-called Diocletian Camp
and the temple of Bel, but most altars were found throughout the city. Aleksandra Kubiak
recently completed her dissertation about ‘He whose name is blessed forever’: Celui dont le nom
est béni pour l’éternité. Une étude comparative des dédicaces votives sans théonymes de Palmyre under the
supervision of Professor Michał Gawlikowski, but it has not been published yet.
545 Teixidor 1977: 122-130. He comes to this conclusion, although he correctly mentions the
fact that many altars were found elsewhere in the city: Yon 2017: 507.
546 Drijvers 1976: 15.
547 Drijvers 1976: 15.
548 Gawlikowski 1990: 2632-2634.
549 Gawlikowski 1990: 2634.
550 Also suggested by Dijkstra 1995: 153; Cussini 2012: 165.
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commemorate vows made to the deities.551 According to Klaas Dijkstra, the fact
that the dedicators only name themselves and family members as beneficiaries
confirms that there was a personal relationship between the god and his
worshippers.552 As mentioned above, this is substantiated by the inscriptions
from our corpus, especially no. 45.553
Some scholars have argued that the cult showed a tendency towards
monotheism.554 The god was the Palmyrene response to the worship of the god
Theos Hypsistos/Zeus Hypsistos, the so-called Highest God.555 The idea that
‘He whose name is blessed forever’ is identified with Zeus Hypsistos is
supported by a few inscriptions from Palmyra where the deity is addressed as
Answering Zeus, an epithet attributed to Zeus Hypsistos (see no. 2.45) and
perhaps the best example is a bilingual text which renders bryk šmh lʿlmʾ (‘He
whose name is blessed forever’) with Διὶ ὑψίστῳ καὶ ἐπηκόῳ (Highest and
Answering Zeus) (PAT 0344).556 Zeus Hypsistos thus appears to be the Greek
equivalent of the Palmyrene god addressed as ‘He whose name is blessed
forever’ or vice versa.557 According to Stephen Mitchell, who has studied the cult
of Theos Hypsistos in detail, the phrase Διι ὑψίστῳ (Highest God) illustrates that
551 Cussini 2012: 165.
552 Dijkstra 1995: 152-154.
553 However, Ted Kaizer rightfully nuances the notion of a cult celebrated in the private sphere
of the religious life. He cites six inscriptions that point towards a more public role: one altar to
‘He whose name is blessed forever’ was erected by the polis (PAT 0340), and one altar was
erected by two gods paid for by a benefactor (PAT 1556). Kaizer also stresses that the so-called
Anonymous God was sometimes mentioned in combination with Baalshamin, Aglibol, and
Malakbel (PAT 0327, 0347, 0348 and 0406). Because of the varying formulae and different
combinations of epithets, Kaizer is also hesitant to view all dedications to the Anonymous God
as altars to one and the same god. Although Kaizer raises a valid issue, in this present study all
altars dedicated to ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ are viewed as altars to one and the same
god (who may have been interpreted differently by the worshippers), while being aware that the
actual situation may not have been that clear cut. Furthermore, the majority of the altars
dedicated to ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ indeed belonged to the familial sphere of the
religious life, since most altars were erected for the life of the benefactors and their family
members: Kaizer 2002: 35, 109-110, 140-144.
554 Gawlikowski 1990: 2632.
555 Kaizer 2002: 16, 160. See Mitchell 1999 and 2010 for the cult of Theos Hypsistos. According
to Mitchell, the association between Zeus Hypsistos and Theos Hypsistos is really close, but may
not have been originally formally identical: Mitchell 1999: 94. From reading his article, it seems
that, in practice, the two actually render rather closely. He collected six inscriptions of Διὶ ὑψίστῳ
καὶ ἐπηκόῳ from Palmyra: see Mitchell 1999: 145.
556 Kaizer 2002: 160 and see 208-209 for the full text and translation of the inscription on the
altar.
557 Kaizer 2002: 160.
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the worshippers preferred to worship one single god. In this cult, the other
deities are reduced to divine messengers.558 However, it does not seem likely that
the Palmyrene cult of ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ can be regarded as a
shift to monotheism, since the deity was also worshipped in combination with
other gods, such as Baalshamin. Even in our corpus, a stone plaque is erected to
both Baalshamin and ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ (see no. 2.35).559
The lack of religious texts makes a proper identification of ‘He whose
name is blessed forever’ impossible.560 From the small size of the altars (5-75 cm
high; 25-40 wide; 25-40 cm deep) and the fact that they were mainly erected by
individuals or families for the salvation of themselves and their relatives, it is
likely that ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ indeed belonged to the private
realm of the religious life in Palmyra.561 Dedications with the phrase ʿl ḥyy (for
the life of) may have been the equivalent of Greek dedications for soteria
(salvation).562 According to Jason Moralee, these Greek soteria dedications were
often set up for the salvation of family and expressed thanksgiving for salvation
either obtained or anticipated, which assured the personal relationship between
the dedicator and the god. He distinguishes two types of dedications: those for
the life of the imperial family and those for personal salvation.563 And although
we find honorary inscriptions dedicated to Zenobia and the imperial family, all
dedicatory altars in my corpus are for personal salvation. The concept of
personal salvation also explains why Palmyrene women related to the cult.
Women dedicated altars for the life of themselves, but also for the life of their
children, fathers, siblings, and husbands.
Conclusions
Evidence for participation of women in communal religious events is slight. Yet,
at least until the middle of the first century CE, women participated in religious
processions and sacrifices, which is attested by the reliefs. It is likely that women
also participated in these rites in the second and third centuries CE, but so far
little pictorial evidence of this has been found. It must be stressed that the degree
of participation of women was not the same as that of men. There is no evidence
558 Mitchell 1999: 81-92.
559 Drijvers 1976: 15. Kaizer 2002: 140-144.
560 Kubiak 2016: 327-338.
561 For the measurements, see Dijkstra 1995: 322.
562 Morelee 2004: 3.
563 Morelee 2004: 3-4.
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that Palmyrene women acted as priestesses, and the visual material indeed
suggests a secondary role in religious ceremonies: women participated in or
witnessed the processions and carried sacrificial objects, but the actual sacrifice
was performed by men.
Despite these findings, the religious benefactions addressed in the
previous section and the small dedicatory altars do illustrate that Palmyrene
women engaged in religious life as benefactors and dedicators in the second and
third centuries of the Common Era. Comparable to our conclusion from the
honorary inscriptions, we find that Palmyrene women mainly represented their
families in the religious life of the city when their husbands or fathers were
deceased. Palmyrene women participated in the religious life as members of their
family unit. Palmyrene women were responsible for the salvation of their
families, including their birth family. Ultimately, family was still the most
important social unit for women in Palmyra.
2.5 FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS: FOUNDATION INSCRIPTIONS AND CESSION TEXTS
Foundation inscriptions
As mentioned above, apart from funerary epitaphs, two type of inscriptions were
found in the funerary realm: the so-called cession texts and foundation
inscriptions. The roles of women deduced from these inscriptions are discussed
in this section. The foundations inscriptions record the names of the founders
of the tombs, their kinship, and for whom the tombs were built, thus offering a
glimpse of the city’s burial and inheritance rights.564 According to Sarah
Cormack, the construction of a tomb in Graeco-Roman Asia Minor was an
acceptable means for women to participate in public life; in these cases, the
inscriptions focused on family relations.565 Since the foundation inscriptions
were placed on the exterior of the building or on door lintels, their function is
situated somewhere between funerary inscriptions and public inscriptions.
Approximately, only one inscription out of over 100 foundation
inscriptions indicates the involvement of women in the foundation of burial
space, making the explicit participation of women in this type of public display
rather slim.566 A fragmentary inscription from 252 CE mentions one or possibly
two women as co-founders of a tomb, although the actual clause stating that the
564 Gawlikowski 1970.
565 Cormack 2004: 134-143.
566 Cussini 2005: 30-31. PAT 0568.
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tombs were built by the individuals mentioned in the inscription can no longer
be read and the inscription may be interpreted as a cession text instead (see. no.
2.78).567 Another foundation inscription records that a woman named Pristina
together with her son entered in a partnership with a man named Zabd'ateh to
complete the erection of the tomb after the death of her husband (who was the
original founder).568 The Palmyrene inscription reads (no. 2.62):
bt ʿlmʾ dnh ʿbd šlmlt br mlkw br dynys lh wlbnwhy wlbny bnwhy
wmn btr dy myt šlmlt br mlkw dnh šwtpw ḥnbl br šlmlt br mlkw
brh wprštnʾ brt tymrṣw br ʿtzbd ʾtth lzbdbʿth br ḥnbl br dynys
plgwt mʿrtʾ dh lh wlbnwhy wlbny bnwhy lyqrhwn dy ʿlmʾ byrḥ nysn šnt 458

Translation: This house of eternity was made by Salamallat, son of Maliku, son of
Dionysios, for him and for his children and the children of his children. And after the
death of this same Salamallat, son of Maliku, Hennibel, son of Salamallat, son of Maliku
his son, and Pristina, daughter of Taimarsu, son of Atezabad, his wife, made a
partnership with Zabd'ateh, son of Hennibel, son Dionysius for half of this hypogeum
for him and for his children and the children of his children, in their honour for the
eternity, in the month of Nisan, the year 458.569

Another foundation inscription refers to a woman named Amatha, who may
have erected a hypogeum with her husband. It leaves room for doubt as to whether
she was actively involved in the erection (no. 2.56):
ṣlmy’ ’ln dy ‘gylw br ‘g’ br mqymw br ḥdwdn wdy ’mtḥ’ brt bwn’ ’tth tdmry[’] wdy ‘g’ brh
dy bn’ [b]ḥywhy lyqrh wly[qr b]nwhy dy bt ‘lm’ byrḥ nysn šnt [3].100+80+4

Translation: These images are those of ‘Ogeilo, son of ‘Ogga, son of Moqimo, son of
Haddudan and of Amatha, daughter of Bonna, his wife, Palmyrenes, and of ‘Ogga, his

567 PAT 1896. Cussini 2005: 31. For example, Yon (2012) lists PAT 0568 as cession text, see
Yon 2012: no. 479.
568 See Hillers and Cussini (1996) for an overview of the foundation inscriptions collected in
PAT. Sadurska and Bounni (1994) view the inscription mentioning Prištinâ as a cession text:
Sadurska and Bounni 1994: 149.
569 After and translated by Yon 2012 no. 424: ‘Cette maison d’éternité a été faite par Šalamallat,
fils de Malikû, fils de Dionysios, pour lui et pour ses fils en pour les fils de ses fils. Et après la
mort de ce même Šalamallat, fils de Malikû, Ḥennibel, fils de Šalamallat, fils de Malikû son fils et
Prištinâ, fille de Taîmarṣû, fils de ‘Atezabad, sa femme, ont associé Zabd‘ateh, fils de Ḥennibel,
fils de Dionysios pour une moitié de cette grotte pour lui et pour ses fils et pour les fils de ses
fils en son honneur, pour l’éternité, au mois de Nîsan, l’année 458’. Translated from French into
English by the author. The English translation has been checked by Nathanael Andrade, who
offered minor corrections. I am thankful to Andrade for his suggestions.
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son, which he built during his lifetime for his honour and for the honour of his children,
as a house of eternity, in the month Nisan, the year [3]84.570

A fourth example records how the freedman Julius Aurelius Hermes built and
decorated a hypogeum at his own expense for himself and for a freedwoman
named Julia Aurelia Prima (see no. 2.63). The inscription explicitly mentions that
Hermes payed for the burial space, but leaves the matter open as to whether
Prima also financed the funerary property or whether it was just erected on her
behalf. In any case, 15 years later in 247 CE, Prima ceded a portion of the tomb
to a man named to Julius Aurelius Zabdibol, son of Kohailu son of Zabdibol,
which indicates that she could dispose of the property, perhaps after Hermes’
death (see no. 2.75).
Apart from these exceptions, in most foundation inscriptions, women
are mentioned in their roles as mothers, daughters, and sisters of the founders.571
I have compiled a corpus of 12 foundation texts in which women are recorded
as heirs (see nos. 2.54-2.65). The clause lhwn wlbnyhwn wlbny bnyhwn (‘for them
and for their children and the children of their children’), is found in most
foundation inscriptions, and it can be regarded as evidence that Palmyrene
women inherited funerary property. It must be mentioned that the formula does
not explicitly state whether it concerns burial rights or property rights. Two
inscriptions, however, explicitly mention daughters as heirs lh wlbnth ‘and for the
daughters’ (nos. 2.59 and 2.61).572

570 After PAT 0549 and translation after MF 13: ‘Ces effigies sont celles de ‘Ogeilo, fils de
‘Ogga, fils de Moqimō, fils de Ḥaddudan et de Amatḥā, fille de Bōnnā, sa femme, Palmyréniens
et de ‘Oggā, son fils, qui a bâti de son vivent, en son honneur et en honneur de des enfants, la
maison éternité. Au mois de Nīsan, de l’an 384’. Translated from French into English by the
author. The English translation has been checked by Nathanael Andrade, who offered minor
corrections. I am thankful to Andrade for his suggestions.
571 The founders of the tombs often erected the buildings for themselves, other member of his
family, and future generations: MF no. 7 was erected by the founder for his father, mother and
children, MF no. 12 was erected for a father, mother, and the founders brother on his mother
side, MF no. 24 was erected for his mother, MF no. 30 was erected for his daughters, MF no. 41
was erected for his sister and wife, MF no. 47 for the founders daughter, MF no. 63 was erected
for his wife, and MF no. 78 for his daughter. PAT 2816 mentions a tomb that was also erected
on behalf of the founder’s mother.
572 PAT 0002 and 2776. However, in some cases, women were excluded from inheritance: six
inscriptions collected by Michał Gawlikowski (1970) explicitly exclude women as heirs by the
clause bnwhy dkryʾ (his male children), reserving the tombs to the male heirs only: Gawlikowski
1970: 184-185 and nos. 33, 48, 57, 62, 67 and 69.
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lygrh ‘bd ḥyrn br ydy br ḥyrn ḥnt’ lh wlbnth šnt 10+5+3
Translation: In his honour made (by) Hairan, son of Iaddai, son of Hairan Hanta, for
him and his daughters, the year 418.573
mqbrtʾ dh ʿbd mlʾ br ṣʿdy br mlʾ lh wlʾ dth wlbnwhy wlbnt wlbny bnwhy lʿlmʾ šn!t
4.100+40+10+4
Translation: This burial is made by Male son of Sa'dai, son of Male, for himself, for
his son (…) and for his sons and daughters and for the children of their children,
forever, the year 545.574

Other examples also record mothers, daughters, sisters, and wives as
beneficiaries. For example, a Maliku, son of Yarhibola erected a hypogeum on
behalf of himself, his brother, cousins, and his parents Yarhibola and Tomallak
(no. 2.57):
mʿrtʾ dh ʿb[d] mlkw br yrḥbwlʾ br mlkw br nwrʿth dy mtqrh br mqy ʿl yrḥbwlʾ ʾbwhy
wʿl tmlk ʾmh lyqrhn wlh wlbnwhy wlʾḥwhy wlbny ddh lyqrhn dy bt ʿlmʾ byrḥ
nysn šnt 3.100+80+10+5+2
Translation: This hypogeum was made by Maliku son of Yarhibola, son of Maliku, son
of Nur‘ateh also named Bar Maqqai, for Yarhibola his father and for Tomallak his
mother, in their honour and for him and for his children and for his brother, and for
the children of his paternal uncle, in their honour, as a house of eternity, in the month
Nisan, the year 397.575

A trilingual inscription records how a certain Hairan, son of Bonne, of the tribe
Bene Mita erected a tomb on his behalf and on behalf of his parents (no. 2.54).
Interestingly, both the tribes of his father and his mother are mentioned in the
Palmyrene inscription, attesting to intertribal marriage at Palmyra, which was a
rare practice according to Yon.576
Haeranes Bonne Rabbeli f(ilius) Palmirenus phyles Mithenon sibi et suis fecit.

573 After PAT 0002.
574 After PAT 2776.
575 After PAT 2816 and translated by al-As ‘ad and Teixidor 1985 no.1: ‘Cet hypogée a été fait
par Malikû fils de Yarḥibôlâ son père et pour Tomallak sa mère, en leur honneur, et pour lui et
pour ses enfants et pour son frère et pour les enfants de son oncle paternal, en leur honneur afin
qu’ (il soit) la maison d’ éternité. Au mois de Nisan de l’an 397.’ Translated from French into
English by the author. The English translation has been checked by Nathanael Andrade, who
offered minor corrections. I am thankful to Andrade for his suggestions.
576 Yon 2002: 180 and 2012: 401-402.
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Ἔτους γξτ΄μηνὸς Ξανδικοῦ Αιρανς Βωνναιου τοῦ Ραββηλου Παλμυρηνὸς φυλῆς
Μειθηνων ἑαυτῷ καὶ Βωννῃ πατρὶ αὐτοῦ καὶ Βααλθηγᾳ μητρὶ αὐτοῦ εὐνοίας ἕνεκεν
καὶ τοῖς ἰδίοις αὐτοῦ byrḥ nysn šnt 363 qbrʾ dnh dy ḥyrn br bwnʾ br rbʾl br bwnʾ br
ʿtntn br tymy tdmryʾ dy mn pḥd bny mytʾ dy bnʾ ʿl bwnʾ ʾbwhy wʿl bʿltg brt blšwry
dy mn pḥd bny gdybwl ʾmh wlh wlbnwhy lyqrhwn
Translation Latin: Haeranes, son of Bonnes, son of Rabbelus, Palmyrenean, of the tribe
Mithenoi, made (this) for himself and for his family.
Translation Greek: The year 363, in the month Xandikos, Airanes, son of Bonnaios,
son of Rabbelos, Palmyrenean, of the tribe Meithenoi, (made this) for himself and for
Bonnes his father and for Baalthega, his mother, on account of their kindness, and for
his family.
Translation Palmyrene: In the month Nisan, year 363, the tomb of Hairan, son of
Bonne, son of Rabb’el, son of Bonne, son of Arenatan, son of Taimai, Palmyrenean,
of the tribe Bene Mita, which he built for Bonne his father and Ba‘alteg, daughter of
Belsuri, of the tribe Bene Gabbibol, his mother, and for him and his children in their
honour. 577

Other inscriptions also mention mothers (see nos. 2.55 and 2.58), or sisters (see
no. 2.60), wife (see no. 2.60) or daughter (see no. 2.50).578 The participation of
women in the foundation of tombs seems to have been rare, but their presence
is recorded more frequently in the cession texts, the analysis of which now
follows.
Cession texts: women as buyers and sellers of funerary property
The cession texts document the transfer of funerary property.579 Seventeen out
of 63 cession texts record women in the role of buyers and sellers of funerary
property (see nos. 2.66-2.82).580 The Palmyrene cession texts are records from
577 After Yon 2012: no. 535. Yon made minor adjustments to PAT 2801. The spelling of the
names is after Yon 2012: no. 535. Translation of Palmyrene after Yon 2012: no. 535: ‘Au mois
de Nîsan, l’année 363, ce tombeau de Ḥaîran, fils de Bônnè, fils de Rabb’el, fils de Bônnè, fils de
‘Arenatan, fils de Taîmaî Palmyrénien, de la tribu des Bene Mîtâ, qu’il a construit pour Bônnè
son père et Ba‘alteg, fille de Belšûrî, de la tribu des Bene Gabbîbôl, sa mère et pour lui et pour
ses fils, en leur honneur’. The Palmyrene was translated from French into English by the author.
The English translation has been checked by Nathanael Andrade, who offered minor
corrections. I am thankful to Andrade for his suggestions.
578 MF 6 records two inscriptions: a foundation inscription and an inscription on the niche with
reliefs. From this second inscription, we may argue that the tomb was erected on behalf of the
wife of the founder, but since she is not mentioned in the foundation inscription, it is omitted
from the present discussion.
579 Cussini 1995: 235.
580 Gawlikowski 1970; Cussini 1995 and 2005. This includes PAT 0568, below it is listed as a
possible cession text or possible foundation inscription.
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deeds of sale, in which only key elements of the original texts are included (thus
making a standardized impression). They are dated between the first and third
centuries CE: the texts regarding women are dated between 147 CE and 274
CE.581 These inscriptions indicate that Palmyrene women exercised, at least to
some extent, financial independence and even if the source of their wealth is
unknown, we may argue that it was in all likelihood inherited.582
It was not uncommon in the ancient world for women to own or inherit
property. In classical Greece, there was the principle of free deposition of
property if a will was drawn up.583 A man could leave possessions to his wife and
daughters, although the sons remained the principal heirs. Nonetheless, even if
a woman had inherited property, it was her kyrios (guardian) who was responsible
for managing it. Moreover, only he could dispose of it freely, whereas the female
heiress could not without his permission.584 In classical Greek society, the burden
of legal authority of women fell upon the father and, after marriage, upon her
husband; if he died, the responsibility fell to her son. Although women were able
to inherit, Lin Foxhall concludes that, in classical Athens, the passing on of
property as land and houses to women was avoided when possible.585 According
to Riet van Bremen, this remained the common practice in most of the Greek
East during Hellenistic times. Although she argues that the role of guardians may
have gradually been reduced to merely a ‘legal formality’, she rightly stresses that
this apparent freedom does not imply that women were entirely free from male
or familial control over their choices.586 In general, a woman’s dowry was part of
her inheritance; after the death of her parents, a woman inherited her share,
which included the value of her dowry.587
Until the reforms of Augustus, most Roman freeborn women fell under
the authority of their father, their husband, or guardian.588 The paterfamilias was
the head of his familia which included his children, the children of his sons, and
his slaves. If a woman married cum manu, she fell under the authority of her
husband and his paterfamilias (which became uncommon from the first century
581 For a detailed analysis of the cession texts, see Cussini 1995: 233-250 and Cussini 2005: 3041.
582 Cormack 2004: 133-134.
583 Schaps 1979: 17-22. According to Schaps, women were excluded from intestate inheritance.
584 Schaps 1979: 24.
585 Foxhall 2013: 92.
586 Van Bremen 1996: 206-236, especially 212 and 217-220.
587 Foxhall 2013: 91-92
588 For Roman women and the law, see Gardner 1986; Evans Grubbs 2002.
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BCE onwards); if they were married sine manu the wife remained under the
authority of the paterfamilias of her parental family.589 Individuals in potestate could
not own property and everything belonged to the paterfamilias.590 After the
father’s death, both sons and daughters had equal rights to inherit, although
women needed a guardian for most legal transactions.591 After the legislation of
Augustus was instituted, freeborn women who were sui iuris (because of the
death of their paterfamilias) and bore three children (or freedwomen who had four
children) were released from the requirement of having a guardian (ius trium
liberorum).592 The (male) guardian of an adult woman needed to give his consent
for several legal actions; for example, the transfer of several types of property
(e.g. slaves, horses, urban and rural land in Italy, including the houses), the dowry
agreements, and the making of a will. Roman women could buy and sell other
items without the involvement of her guardian, such as sheep, jewellery,
clothing, and houses or land outside of Italy.593 Roman women could also buy
and sell funerary property. Women did not need a guardian’s consent to buy
funerary property, but Roman women without the ius liberorum would need a
guardian's consent to sell funerary property if the land in question was in Italy or
had the ius Italicum.594
Evidence from elsewhere in the Near East indicates that it was
customary for women to own and dispose of funerary property. The foundation
inscriptions from Edessa and the Osrhoene region indicate that most tombs
were made for the male founder, his children and their heirs, which in all
likelihood included female heirs. Yet, some women also erected funerary tombs
themselves in this region.595 Similar to Edessa and Palmyra, women in the
neighbouring Nabataean Kingdom inherited and erected funerary buildings.596
In ancient Hegra, located in present-day Saudi Arabia and several hundred

589 Gardner 1986: 5-22. For a full definition of familia, see Saller 1994: 74-80.
590 Gardner 1986: 5-22.
591 For the different types of guardianship of women, see Evans Grubbs 2002: 23-45.
592 Gardner 1986: 20; Van Bremen 1996: 226.
593 Gardner 1986: 18.
594 I am thankful to Kit Morrell who provided me with some insight on this matter.
595 See Drijvers and Healey:1999: As7, As9, As16, As20, As55, As59, Am1, Am2, Am3, Am6,
Am7, Am8, Am9, and Bs2. One woman named Gayyu, daughter of Barsuma, made a tomb for
herself, which suggests that she had the funds at her disposal: see As20.
596 At the height of Nabataean rule, their kingdom included cities such as Bosra and Damascus
and, due to the trade routes between Syria and the Nabataean Kingdom, it is likely that an
exchange of people and customs between the regions existed.
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kilometres south of Petra, 36 tomb inscriptions from the first century CE
provide us with information on the inheritance rights of funerary property. 597
The foundation inscriptions here are more extensive than the foundation
inscriptions in Palmyra. They include information on the founders of the tomb
and for whom the tomb was built: often their children, wives and sisters. They
explicitly mention inheritance rights for their legal heirs, although they also
include clauses dealing with the prohibition of selling or leasing the tomb in
order to bury anyone apart from those mentioned in the foundation
inscription.598 Women also erected tombs: for themselves, for their sons,
daughters, and their heirs.599 We may conclude that it was common for women
in the Levant and Arabian Plate to erect or inherit funerary property.600
Interestingly, Palmyrene women were buyers and sellers of funerary
property before 212 CE and they acted without the mention of a guardian,
although the presence of a guardian may have been recorded in the original legal
texts.601 Four inscriptions from our corpus of cession texts are dated before 212
CE, which indicates that Palmyrene women owned and disposed of property
before they all became subjects to Roman law (nos. 2.66-2.69).602 As Van Bremen
already noted in her study on women in the Graeco-Roman East, a problem in
studying female financial independence is often the lack of information.603 To
study if, and if so how, Palmyrene women were affected by Roman law is very
difficult, since we often lack information on their possible Roman citizenship –
or Palmyrene citizenship for that matter – and the juridical circumstances behind
financial decisions.604 In general, we may assume that once Palmyra gets the ius
Italicum, which was the case in Ulpian’s day, a guardian's consent or the ius
liberorum would be required to sell funerary property, but not to buy it.605
However, we have no insight into the legal position of women before this period.
597 Healey 1993.
598 See for example Healey 1993: H1, H3, H4, H5, H8, H9, H10.
599 Healey 1993: H11, H12, H14, H16.
600 Women also erected tombs in Asia Minor: see Cormack 2014: 134-143.
601 Women also acted without guardians in Dura-Europos: see above, chapter one.
602 Of course it is possible that the women buying and selling before 212 CE were also Roman
subjects. Before Palmyra became a colonia with ius Italicum, we may regard the land as provincial
land, and then women did not need a guardian when selling funerary property. To my knowledge,
there is no information on the legal positions of women as citizens of Palmyra.
603 Van Bremen 1996: 207-208 and 225-226.
604 For Palmyrene citizenship: see Andrade 2013: 187-210.
605 Digest 50.15.1. I am thankful to Kit Morrell who provided the reference and insight on this
matter.
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We can thus only try to understand the general family context in which
Palmyrene women acted. With this being said, let us take a closer look at the
cession texts themselves and what they can tell us about the participation of
women in Palmyrene society as buyers and sellers of funerary property.
The cession texts were engraved on door lintels, door jambs, and on the
walls of the tombs.606 According to Eleonora Cussini, the formulation of the
cession texts featuring women are similar to texts featuring men as sellers or
buyers.607 They contain (1) the names of the buyer(s) and seller(s) and their
descent, (2) a clause describing the piece of property, (3) its location within the
burial space, (4) a verb characterizing the action e.g. rḥq, which literally means
‘to withdraw, to remove oneself’, (5) the lʿlmʾ ‘forever’ formula, and (6) the
dating clause.608 The inscriptions are significant in that they allow us to study the
transfer of funerary property by Palmyrene women. Ten cession texts record
women as sellers of funerary property (see nos. 2.66-2.69, 2.72, 2.74-2.76, 2.812.82). Seven inscriptions mention women as buyers (see nos. 2.70-2.73, 2.782.79, 2.80).609 In several inscriptions, women acted together with others: with
their husband (see no. 2.66 and perhaps no. 2.69), with other family members
(no. 2.73), and one inscription records two sales by two women who appear not
to be related (no. 2.72).610 In the remaining inscriptions, the women acted alone,
although in one inscription a woman acted on behalf of her husband (see no.
2.66). For instance, the phrase, bmqmwt, suggests that Salme, daughter of Bolha,
granddaughter of Borrefa acted ‘in place of’ her husband ʿOgeilo, son of
Borrefa, who may have been also her uncle.611 The inscription comes from
Bazuriyyeh, located near Palmyra, and it is also the only inscription in my corpus
of cession texts that contains information of the sale price. In the inscription,
Salme acknowledged that she had received 120 denarii from the buyer Malikho,
son of Moqimo. Furthermore, the sale was witnessed by a man named Iaddai,
606 According to Cussini it is not clear whether the cession texts record actual sale of the
property or the sale of burial rights: see Cussini 1995: 236.
607 Cussini 2005: 36.
608 Cussini 1995: 233-250.
609 Cussini 2005: 30-41.
610 According to Cussini, in PAT 1945 (no. 2.73), a woman acted together with her brother.
Cussini identifies lywlyʾʾwrlyʾ tymʾ as a woman, pending that one translates bny ʾwṭkʾ as ‘children
of Awṭikā’ and not ‘sons of Awṭikā’: see Cussini 2005:33 and table 1. The reading of the first line
is also uncertain, lywlyʾʾwrly may be followed by brt ‘daughter of’ or by bny ‘sons of’. It is also
possible that no woman was recorded in this inscription.
611 Cussini 2005: 36 note 38.
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son of Kilai. Cussini has argued that the extensiveness of the inscription,
compared to the short inscriptions from Palmyra, may be explained by the fact
that the original document was kept at Palmyra, and thus the inscription from
Bazuriyyeh holds more information compared to inscriptions from Palmyra.612
By selling funerary property, Palmyrene families could liquidate their
property. This becomes clear from one inscription, in which two women sell 17
niches in one month. Julia Aurelia Salmat, daughter of ʿAbdʿastor and Amdabo,
freedwoman of Lukios Aurelios Barsamaia, sold eight niches to Julius Aurelios
Malikho and nine niches to Maʿina, daughter of Bonna in April of 239 CE (see
no. 2.72). Another inscription from our corpus also attests that the selling of
burial spaces was used to liquidate immovable property. A woman named
Ammo, daughter of Basse Saʿrona bought four niches in the tomb of Maliku in
February of 267 CE (see no. 2.80).613 Her father had bought six niches in the
same tomb years before, but apparently these were not enough for the needs of
Ammo’s family in 267.614 However, one month later in March 267 CE, Ammō
resold two niches from the same tomb (see no. 2.81).615
In all likelihood, most female sellers came into possession of the funerary
property through inheritance. A woman named Pristina together with her
husband Hanbel and their sons, sold half of a hypogeum: Hanbel’s father
Salamallat was the founder of the tomb (see no. 2.62). They sold the property to
Zabdʿate, son of Hanbel, grandson of Dionis.616 Two other inscriptions support
the premise that Palmyrene women inherited funerary property. In 239 CE, Julia
Aurelia Salmat, daughter of a ʿAbdʿastor, together with another woman, sold
large parts of a tomb that was originally founded by her ancestor named
ʿAbdʿastor, which can be attested by the foundation inscription from 98 CE (see
no. 2.72).617 Additionally, the so-called tomb of Yarhibola was founded by four
men in 123 CE: one of them was Refabol, son of ʿAteʿaqab. One hundred and

612 Cussini 2005: 36 note 37.
613 Cussini 2005: 34 dates PAT 0053 at 257 CE, whereas Gawlikowski dates the inscription at
267 CE: see Gawlikowski 1970: concession 22. This date is followed in Palmyrene Aramaic
Texts: see PAT 0053.
614 PAT 0048.
615 This hypothesis is already mentioned by Cussini 2005: 34.
616 The names Hanbel and Dionis are known from the family of Hanbel, son of Salamallat
which suggests that the sellers and buyer were related to each other, although this remains a
hypothesis.
617 See PAT 0094 and MF 26 for the foundation inscription dated to 98 CE.
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twenty years later, Julia Aurelia ʾAqame, daughter of Refabol and Bat-ʿAteʿaqab,
two women from the Refabol-ʿAteʿaqab clan, sold four niches of this tomb (see
no. 2.76).618
Two other distinctive inscriptions from the funerary realm indicate that
Palmyrene women indeed owned funerary property.619 The first is an inscription
from the late first century CE, which tells us that two women, Bat-Mitrai and
Bat-Elyad, owned a hypogeum which was divided between the two of them (no.
2.51):
mʿrtʾ dnh dy gwʾ plgʾ wplgʾ dy bt mtry wdy bt ʾylyd mʿlyk bbʾ ʿl ymynʾ šqqtʾ
qmytʾ dy bt ʾylyd wdy ʿl smlʾ šqqtʾ qmytʾ dy bt mtry mʿlyk lgw šqqtʾ dy ʿl
ymynʾ dy bt mtry wšqqtʾ dy ʿl smlʾ dy bt ʾylyd ʾksdrʾ mqblʾ dy trn sṭryʾ mqdš
lgwhwn lʿlmʾ byrḥ ṭbt šnt 4.100+5+1
Translation: This hypogeum, that is the interior, belongs half-and-half to Bat-Mitrai and
to Bat-Elyad. When you enter the door to the right the first lane belongs to Bat-Elyad,
and to the left the first lane belongs to Bat-Mitrai. When you enter further, the lane to
the right belongs to Bat-Mitrai and the lane to the left to Bat-Elyad. The exedra facing
the entrance with the two walls is consecrated, back of them. Forever, in the months
of February of the year 407 (i.e. 95 A.D.).620

Unfortunately, their lineages are omitted and they are unknown to us from other
inscriptions, which keeps us in the dark regarding their type of relationship and
the circumstances of the acquisition of the funerary property.621 The names of
the women have patronyms of a chief male ancestor.622 As mentioned above, the
term ‘bt + male name’ refers to the name of the clan to which the women
originally belonged and it may indicate that these women were the only heirs of
their families.623
A second inscription found in the so-called Tomb of the Three Brothers,
provides us with a little more information (no. 2.52):
618 Ingholt 1974: 50, 52-53. The two women are referred to as bnt wrdn br rpbwl, ‘daughters of
Wardan, son of Refabol’. According to Ingholt, Wardan was the freedman of Antiokos Refabol,
son of ʿAteʿaqab and his daughter Bat-ʿAteʿaqab was adopted by Refabol, the father of Julia
Aurelia ʾAqame, after the death of Wardan. However, this does not explain why both women
are addressed as daughters of Wardan, son of Refabol.
619 Ingholt 1974: 37-54; Cussini 1995: 246.
620 After PAT 2727 and translation after Ingholt 1974: no 1.
621 Cussini 2005: 33.
622 Ingholt 1974: 39-43.
623 This identification of the term ‘bat + male name’ was first introduced by Milik 1972: 258259 and followed by Ingholt 1974: 45 and Yon 2002: 168.
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btmlkw bt zbdbwl br zbdbwl br ṣʿdy wrštʾ dy bytʾ wmʿrtʾ
Translation: Batmalku, daughter of Zabdibol, son of Zabdibol, son of Saʿiday, heiress
of home and tomb.624

This inscription tells us that a woman named Batmalku was the ‘heiress of the
home and tomb’, which implies that she inherited the funerary property. It is
unclear whether ‘home’ refers to actual housing property or perhaps the more
metaphorical ‘the house of eternity’ as the funerary buildings were often called.625
As far as I know, she is the only Palmyrene woman referred to as the heiress of
the home. According to Cussini, the term heiress (wršh), or a male equivalent of
this term, is unknown in the Palmyrene corpus. Cussini is, therefore, hesitant to
conclude that Batmalku was the only surviving heir of this Palmyrene family, but
she does not dismiss the possibility.626 However, from a cession text from 241
CE, we can deduce that she inherited funerary property. The woman in question,
Julia Aurelia Batmalku, sold four niches, and the genealogy informs us that she
was the granddaughter of Saʿiday; in 160 CE, a man named Saʿiday built the
tomb with two others, making her (in all likelihood) the heir of the family tomb
(see no. 2.74).627
We can thus determine that it was possible for Palmyrene women from
the second century CE onwards to inherit and sell funerary property. Women
may even have had access to other funds, since they are also mentioned as buyers
of burial spaces. One woman purchased several burial spaces in the tomb of
Nasrallat (see nos. 2.78-2.79). Julia Aurelia Amate, daughter of Bolhazai
Moqimo, bought two exedras in 263 CE; two years later, these exedras were not
sufficient for the needs of her family and she acquired four additional niches.
Although the source of their funds is unknown, we may argue, based on
analogolous information from elsewhere in the ancient world, that Palmyrene
women also inherited money.628
624 After PAT 0528 and translation after Cussini 2005: 31; Copies of this inscription were found
inside the tomb: see PAT 0529 and PAT 0540.
625 Krag 2015: 113.
626 Cussini 2005: 32.
627 Cussini 2005: 31-32. The name Batmalku is preceded by Julia Aurelia, after the ‘Constitutio
Antoniniana’ of Caracalla, in which the free population of the Roman Empire was given Roman
citizenship: the people of Palmyra indicated their new status by preceding their names with Julius
Aurelius/Julia Aurelia: Ingholt 1974: 52.
628 Schaps 1979: 13-16.
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Conclusions
On the basis of the cession texts, Cussini concluded that Palmyrene women were
‘managers of their own family properties’.629 However, we only have information
on women managing family property from the funerary realm. The question thus
arises as to what the status of funerary property actually was. From the
foundation inscriptions and cession texts, we can ascertain that funerary
property often remained within the family for generations and this family
character that was imbued in the assets as a result may have played an important
role in the activity of Palmyrene women.
2.6 BURIAL PRACTICES AND FUNERARY PORTRAITS
Pictorial material has also been found in great abundance in the funerary sphere.
In a recent article on funerary buildings and portraits, Signe Krag has argued
that, while the external funerary buildings were means of public display and
signifiers of status, the inside was more private in character.630 The tombs’
presence along the main roads or in the city, and the architectural and sculptural
designs, and inscriptions found on the exterior of the tombs indeed indicate that
the buildings were a sign of social prestige. Access to the tombs was (in both
physical and emotional terms) restricted: the inside of the funerary buildings was
separated from the public realm by doors. The actual graves and the portraits
were only accessible by those who had keys: the owners of the tombs and their
family members.631 Commemoration and mourning was thus primarily a task of
the deceased’s family. Krag has correctly argued that this concept of private and
public was, however, not always clear cut and that it varied in time and place.632
The cession texts show us that from the first century CE onwards, parts of burial
rights were sold to fellow Palmyrenes, thus extending the public who had access
to the interior of the buildings. Although these burials were often ceded to
distant family members, the cession texts imply that the interiors of the tombs
were no longer exclusively used by the founders and their direct descendants. 633
That being said, it would be too much to infer from this that the interiors of the
tombs had consequently become public space; nevertheless, one may argue in
629 Cussini 2005: 30-41.
630 Krag 2015: 105-118.
631 Krag 2015: 111-113.
632 Krag 2015: 107-109.
633 Sadurska and Bounni 1994: 149-152.
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favour of viewing the interiors of the tombs as semi-private space. In this
section, I study the funerary buildings, the Palmyrene burial practices, and
particularly the portraits to determine the role Palmyrene women played in the
funerary sphere and how this differs from their image in the public realm.
Funerary buildings in Palmyra
About 180 tower tombs are found in the necropoleis, of which only a few can
be dated by foundation inscriptions.634 The towers were erected from the first
century BCE until the middle of the second century CE, although parts of the
towers were still ceded in the third century CE.635 The oldest dated tower tomb
from the necropoleis was found in the Valley of the Tombs: the tower tomb of
‘Atenatan was erected in 9 BCE and held forty loculi.636 Unfortunately, this
funerary building was completely destroyed in late August or early September
2015 by the so-called Islamic State.637 At first, the graves were placed in chambers
in the base of the towers, which were accessible by two entrances, but the shafts
contained only a winding staircase. Michał Gawlikowski has therefore
contended that these empty shafts were ‘lofty stelae above the graves’.638 Similar
to the tower of ‘Atenatan were two other towers in the Valley of the Tombs: the
tower of Hairan and the tower of Kitot, dated to 33 CE and 40 CE
respectively.639 These towers also had two entrances, a winding staircase, and
634 For example, Gawlikowski mentions 13 towers dated from 9 BCE to128 CE in his
monograph: tower no 7 dated at 9 BCE, no. 21 dated at before 8/9 CE, no. 67 dated at 33 CE,
no. 44 dated at 40 CE, no. 194 dated at 73 CE, no. 63 dated at 79 CE, no. 155 dated at 79/80
CE, no. 68 dated at 83 CE, no. 51 dated at 83 CE, no. 169 dated at 89 CE, no. 13 dated at 103,
no. 164 dated at 118 CE and no. 34 dated at 128 CE: see Gawlikowski 1970: 45-46. In 2005,
Gawlikowski lists: no 7, no. 67, no. 44, no. 194, no. 63, no. 155, no. 68, no. 51, no. 169, no. 13,
no. 164, no. 83a dated at 120 CE, and no. 34: see Gawlikowski 2005: appendix. Tower no. 21 is
not dated based on a foundation inscription, but from graffiti on the wall that mentions two
brothers: a Moqimo Ḥagego who died at 8/9 CE and his brother Belsuri Ḥagego, who died in
24/5 CE. Although these brothers do not have to be the founders of the tomb, the graffiti
provide us with a terminus ante quem: see Gawlikowski 1970: 45, note 14.
635 Henning 2013: 159-176; Gawlikowski 2005: appendix; De Jong 2018:11-28.
636 Gawlikowski 1970: 52-54; Gawlikowski 2005: 48. For the foundation inscription, see
Gawlikowski 1970: 184, no. 1; According to Ted Kaizer, the Japanese team found an older tomb
in the Southeast Necropolis: see Kaizer 2010: p. 24.
637 For reports on the destruction of cultural heritage see Asor cultural heritage initiative from The
American schools of oriental research, available at: http://www.asor-syrianheritage.org (accessed 14
november 2018).
638 Gawlikowski 2005: 46-47; Henning 2013: 160. For a detailed study on the development of
the tower tombs, see Gawlikowski 1970: 52-106; Henning 2001 and 2013:159-176.
639 For the foundation inscriptions, see Gawlikowski 1970: 185, no. 5 and no. 6.
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Fig. 2.15 Relief
niche of the tower
tomb of Kitot with
banquet relief,
paintings and
inscription.
Drawing:
Henning 2013

loculi in the base. What is of interest is that
the tower of Kitot was decorated on the
exterior with a relief showing the founder
of the tomb reclining on a kline with his
wife and sons (Fig. 2.15).640 The relief was
placed on the side facing the town, and
was not located above one of the
entrances, which suggests that the family
of Kitot used the tower and the relief to
gain prestige among their fellow
Palmyrenes. Sadly, the tower of Kitot
shared a similar fate to the tower of
‘Atenatan
and
was
completely
641
destroyed.
Important modifications to the
design of the tower tombs were made at
the end of the first century BCE, when
chambers with loculi were also placed in
the shafts: one floor above the other
connected by the staircase.642 Additionally,
from the middle of the first century CE,
architectural features, such as columns of Corinthian design, decorated the
ground floor chambers.643 One of the most visited tower tombs of modern times
was the tower of Elahbel and his three brothers Manai, Sokhaii, and Malikho,
erected in 103 CE.644 On the ground floor, a chamber was richly decorated with
columns and the wall on the far side was adorned with pilasters and half-figure
portraits of family members who were alive at the time of the construction.

640 Gawlikowski 2005: 48; Henning 2013: 162.
641 For reports on the destruction of cultural heritage see Asor cultural heritage initiative from The
American schools of oriental research, available at: http://www.asor-syrianheritage.org (accessed 14
november 2018).
642 Henning 2013: 160.
643 Gawlikowski 2005: 49; Henning 2013: 163.
644 For the foundation inscription, see Gawlikowski 1970: 191, no. 28. The tower was made by
regular and smoothed blocks, a clear alteration in design compared to the more archaic towers:
Henning 2013: 163.
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Above, a banquet scene was depicted, but only the kline remains (partially) visible
(Fig. 2.16).645 The ceiling of the room was decorated with rosettes and painted
busts (Fig. 2.17). Based on the inscriptions found in the tower of Elahbel,
Gawlikowski concludes that the original family consisted of around 24 persons:
the founders, their mother and uncle, their wives, and children. Meanwhile, the
ground floor had 84 loculi and the entire tower had room for 300 burials.646 It is
likely that the towers were built to provide space for the entire household and
for future generations.

645 Gawlikowski 1970: 90; Gawlikowski 2005: 49. At underground level, a chamber with loculi
was found, but there is no trace that the loculi were once closed with slabs and Gawlikowski,
therefore, suggests that the crypt was never used: Gawlikowski 1970: 90. Also included in the
ground floor plan was a room for sarcophagi; fragments of banquet reliefs were found in this
room including a reclining male in the so-called Parthian dress: embroidered tunic and trousers:
Henning 2013: 164.
646 Gawlikowski 1970: 91; PAT collected 25 inscriptions from the temple of Elahbel: see PAT
0486-0510, which consists of the foundation inscription, 23 inscriptions mentioning an
individual family member and PAT 0510, which mentions both Manai, one of the founders, and
his wife Beltihan.
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Fig. 2.16 Interior
of ground
chamber of the
tomb of Elahbel.
Photo:
Joe Carnegie/©
Libyan Soup
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A large tower was, in all likelihood, prestigious, and families like the Elahbel
family wanted to portray their social status, wealth, and power to travellers and
their fellow residents.647 Keeping in line with this notion of social capital, on the
south façade above the principal entrance, an arched niche originally held a
banquet relief that probably displayed the founders, but only the kline remains
and the family portrait has disappeared.648
Over time, two new types of funerary monuments were built, probably
as a result of growing prosperity.649 Independent hypogea were built from the end
of the first century CE onwards, reaching a peak in the second century. 650 The
tombs were dug out of the limestone subsoil and architectural elements (such as
vaults) were made of plaster. A stone wall and doors closed off the interior from
the exterior and the hypogeum was accessible by a staircase. The foundation
inscriptions and cession texts were often carved on the door lintels or on plates
in the façade. The first type of hypogeum consisted of single-gallery burial
chambers. The gallery itself contained several bays with loculi closed off with
relief portraits of the deceased. An exedra at the far end was often adorned with
architectural features, mural paintings, and (from 140 CE onwards) with a
banquet relief depicting the founder(s) of the tomb and his family members.651
Some hypogea had additional galleries near the entrance, thus increasing the
amount of burials.652 One of the most famous tombs of this type is the so-called
Tomb of the Three Brothers, located in the Southwest Necropolis. Spectacular
are the wall paintings in the far end exedra, showing mythological scenes and
funerary portraits, including portraits of women. A third type of hypogeum
consisted of a central rectangular room giving access to three burial rooms with
several niches on the sides of the rooms.653 These hypogea could hold up to 400

647 Piacentini correctly argues that the tombs were used by the elites to demonstrate their wealth
and power: Piacentini 2005: 247.
648 Gawlikowski 1970: 87-88, 91; Gawlikowski 2005: 49.
649 Gawlikowski 2005: 51.
650 First, hypogea as part of the tower tombs were hollowed out in the first century CE: see
Gawlikowski 1970: 109-110.
651 Gawlikowski 1970: 107-128; Gawlikowski 2005: 51-53. The oldest funerary bust is dated to
65/66 CE, and it is likely that the phenomenon was introduced around the middle of the first
century CE: see Gawlikowski 2005: 50, 52.
652 Gawlikowski 2005: 52; Gawlikowski 1970: 118.
653 Gawlikowski 1970:121-123.
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Fig. 2.17 Ceiling of
ground chamber of
the tomb of
Elahbel.
Photo:
Joe Carnegie / ©
Libyan Soup

Fig. 2.18 Funerary
temple of Marona,
236 CE.
Photo:
Gawlikowski 2005

graves.654 Similar to the tower tombs,
parts of the hypogea were ceded to fellow
Palmyrenes, again broadening the users
and audience from the original founders
and their relatives to outsiders.655 The
underground hypogea gave the growing
middle class of Palmyra the opportunity
to use the funerary sphere for selfpromotion: more people were able to
afford a loculus with a funerary portrait.
From the beginning of the
second century CE, so-called funerary
temples were erected, replacing the funerary tower tombs as above-ground
monuments.656 Interestingly, a few funerary temples were built inside the city,
near the crossing of the Grand Colonnade and the Transversal Colonnade (Fig.
2.18). These monuments were built by the elite, who thus in a sense
commemorated their families in public life.657 In general, the funerary temples
were square buildings decorated with four Corinthian columns: some funerary
temples also had a porch of columns and a fronton. Inside the tomb, loculi,
niches, sarcophagi, and underground chambers were used to house the dead.
Low benches, upon which sarcophagi were placed, run along the walls in several
tombs.658 One of the best published funerary temples is no. 36, which was
reconstructed on paper by Andreas Schmidt-Colinet. This temple had an
elaborated entrance with several columns and pediments.659
In Syria, the funerary temples were predominantly found in Palmyra;
according to Lidewijde de Jong only two or three were found outside Palmyra.
The commission of the funerary monuments and their location along the main
roads conform to Roman practices.660 Indeed, De Jong has contended that the
development of funerary buildings in ancient Syria was partly the result of the
654 De Jong 2007: 75.
655 Gawlikowski 2005: 53.
656 Gawlikowski 1970: 129-146; Gawlikowski 2005: 54.
657 Sadurska 1994: 13.
658 Colledge 1976: 60; Gawlikowski 2005: 55-57.
659 Schmidt-Colinet 1992.
660 De Jong 2007: 142: One or possibly two in the Hauran and one in Zeugma. For Zeugma,
see Wagner 1976: 148. De Jong even calls the Palmyrene cemetery a Roman cemetery, see de
Jong 2007: 106-108.
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growing influence of Rome in the region.661 In the Syrian region, the hypogea were
already in use during the Hellenistic era, but they grew in size in the Roman
period, and the above-ground monuments were introduced when the region
came under Roman control.662 Even when Roman practices were adopted by the
communities in Syria, De Jong’s study on funerary practices in Roman Syria
clearly demonstrates that cities such as Palmyra were no ‘slavish imitators’. 663
Although the origins of the funerary towers is much debated, most Palmyrene
funerary monuments seem to have originated from the region itself: the tower
tombs are found along the Euphrates; for example, at Dura-Europos and
Edessa, and in the Parthian region.664 Moreover, the underground hypogea bear a
resemblance to graves from the coastal region.665 Consequently, the funerary
customs De Jong observed must be understood in regional terms rather than
simply as a Greek or Roman imposition of funerary practices.666 For example,
although the funerary temples of Palmyra may have looked like Roman temple
tombs or even Roman public buildings, their location in the city itself surely was
not Roman.667 And vice versa can be said for the tower tombs: while their
appearance was not Roman, their location along the main roads outside the city
certainly was.
Burial customs in Palmyra
The funerary realm provides us with some information on the commemoration
and burial practices of the Palmyrenes. Two cession texts and two foundation
inscriptions mention the consecration of the funerary space by the verb qdš (to
consecrate), perhaps referring to a ritual to prepare the graves for depositions;
however, the nature of this action remains unknown.668 The tombs, and the
661 De Jong 2007: 138-139.
662 De Jong 2007: 125.
663 Colledge 1976: 61.
664 Colledge 1976: 61; De Jong 2007: 132, 139-141. De Jong cautiously suggests that the tower
tombs may have been introduced to the region by the Palmyrenes: De Jong 2007: 140. See
Piacentini 2005: 248, note 20 for an overview on the debate on the origins of the tower tombs.
Piacentini states that the tower tombs were used in the Euphrates region and Hauran region,
whereas the temple tombs were used in western Syria around Edessa: see Piacentini 2005: 247.
665 Colledge 1976: 61.
666 De Jong 2007: 125-129; Hales 2010: 233.
667 Borg 2011: 60; De Jong strongly argues that the fixed placements of graves outside the city
and along the main roads was a Roman influence: De Jong 2007: 111-112. For the idea that the
funerary temples looked like public buildings, see De Jong 2007: 170.
668 Piacentini 2005:250-253. PAT 0095, PAT 0514, PAT 0570, PAT 2727.
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treatment of the corpses by wrapping them in linen, wool, cotton or even silk,
or even mummification, strongly suggest that the Palmyrenes believed in an
afterlife.669 Japanese archaeologists have concluded from their excavations in the
Southeast Necropolis that, in general, the deceased Palmyrenes were not
accompanied by many grave goods.670 Some small grave goods such as lamps,
glass vessels, and jewellery were found in various tombs, but it appears that there
was no specific tradition of preparing the deceased for the afterlife with an
abundance of gifts.671 Likewise, there is little evidence for extensive burial or
commemoration rituals.672 However, there are indications that sacrifices in which
water was used were made inside the tombs. Water wells were installed in some
hypogea just behind the entrance, with a diameter of 36 centimetres and a depth
of ten metres. In addition, small water basins were found in the underground
hypogea and in the tower tombs, either fixed in the ground, or loosely set up
before a loculus or a sarcophagus.673 Pottery lamps were also found to light the
chambers, and small incense burners were placed in front of sarcophagi or
loculi.674 Plaster water pots found inside the tombs are another indicator of burial
rituals.675
Aside from the representation of banquet scenes, there is little evidence
to suggest that banquet meals actually took place near the tombs. Based on
archaeological remains of pots, traces of ash with carbon, and the small banquet
reliefs placed near the entrance of the tombs, Anna Sadurska has suggested that
669 Colledge 1976: 62; De Jong 2007: 196. Piacentini 2005: 249. De Jong 2017:148-150.
670 Saito 2013: 288; In the Baalshamin Tomb the individuals were generally accompanied with
a small number of grave goods, ranging from 1 up to 6, see De Jong 2018: 14.
671 Gawlikowski 1970: 177-81; Colledge 1976: 63; Kaizer 2010: 26; Saito 2013: 288-289.
However, Lidewijde de Jong reports that in 14 tombs 851-632 grave goods were found, an
average of 61-45.1 goods per tomb: see De Jong 2007: 76. The amount of goods is not a great
deal, considering that tombs could contain up to 200-400 graves. See De Jong 2007: 211-253
and 2017: 77-101 for grave goods in the region which could range from jewellery, glass bottles,
coins, oil lamps to golden masks. From Roman Syria, De Jong has compiled a corpus of nearly
9000 artefacts.
672 Three funerary busts of women with bare chests holding a cup have sparked the idea of a
cult ritual performed in the tombs by wailing women performing the funeral lamentation: Seyrig
1951: 32-40, Fig. 2. Ploug 1995: 106-107. In another funerary portrait of a mourning mother and
her son, the mother also holds a cup: Heyn 2010: 638. A similar cup is held by the mourning
mother of Aqma: see Seyrig 1951: Fig. 1.
673 Saito 2016, presentation, ‘Offering of water to the deceased in Palmyra’, held at conference
Life in Palmyra, Life for Palmyra, Warsaw 21-22 April 2016.
674 Colledge 1976: 63; Kaizer 2010: 26.
675 De Jong 2017: 152-154.
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the tombs were visited regularly and that banquets were celebrated there.676
Danila Piacentini came to a similar conclusion and argued that the traces of fire
found at the entrances of the tombs may indicate that food was cooked outside
or directly inside the tombs.677 However, Ted Kaizer states that the evidence is
ambiguous and it therefore remains a hypothesis whether the ritual meals were
actually consumed at the tomb.678 The material does not provide a clear answer
on whether the tombs accommodated visitors regularly at feasts to
commemorate the dead or whether the Palmyrenes only gathered in the
chambers for burials of family members. The decorated interior of the tombs
and the archaeological evidence indicate that people, indeed, visited the tombs;
yet, how often and whether this extended beyond family and direct social
relations remains unknown. The archaeological evidence implies that some kind
of funerary ceremony was performed during burials: the family members may
have prepared small items of food, brought oil and water for the dead, and
performed libations.679 Even with this in mind, the inside of the funerary
buildings still seems to have been a relatively private and family-orientated
sphere when compared to the public sphere.
Funerary portraits
The word ṣlm’ or ṣlmt (image, statue, representation [of]) found in most epitaphs
makes it possible to view the images as portraits of the deceased. 680 Generally
speaking, in Rome, portraits in the public sphere were signifiers of identities and
values and, for elite families, traditional ways of promoting power, prestige, and
underlining important family relations. However, in Rome, portraits on (or in)
tombs especially appealed to certain social groups, such as freed slaves; thus,
Roman funerary portraiture likely held manifold meanings. To begin with,
676 Sadurska 1994: 14-15; see, for example, Fig. 5.
677 Piacentini 2005: 256.
678 Kaizer 2010: 26; This is followed by De Jong 2017: 154.
679 Piacentini 2005: 253; For a more detailed overview on burial rituals at Palmyra and its
difficulties in identifying them, see De Jong 2017: 146-174.
680 Contra scholars such as Colledge and Gawlikowski who, based on ideas about the afterlife
in Semitic Syria, view the images as ‘nefeš’ (npš), which was the stone monument above the burial
or even the relief, into which the soul of the deceased receded. According to them, apart from
functioning as a memorial, the tombs and/or images functioned as the residence of the soul, see
Colledge 1976: 58-62; Gawlikowski 2005: 44-73. On the concept of ‘nefeš’ in Palmyra, see also
Drijvers 1982; Kaizer 2010. The idea that the tombs may have functioned as a place where the
souls receded is supported by the name ‘house of eternity’ bt ʿlmʾ often given to the tombs. See
Henning 2001: 147; Piacentini 2005: 249, note 26.
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funerary portraits depicted the deceased in the prime of his/her life and healthy.
The individual may be engaging in activities (work, leisure or other), and is either
depicted alone or amongst family members, which expressed family ties and
affection. The images tell stories about their values and on the social standing
they aspired to.681 In her study of funerary portraiture, Valerie Hope has argued
that portraiture could be a way of coping with grief by memorializing the dead.
Portraits of the deceased, especially those kept in the semi-private areas of the
house or the interior of a tomb, could offer comfort and consolation.682
For elite families in Palmyra, the funerary portraits may have functioned
in a similar fashion. From the archaeological evidence, we can conclude that the
idea of funerary commemoration via portraits appealed to members of
Palmyrene society from the middle class upwards. While funerary portraits in
Rome were often aimed at a public audience (due to their location on the
exterior), the main audience for Palmyrenes were family members and – in the
event that part of the tombs were ceded – also other Palmyrenes. The difference
suggests that the funerary life of Palmyra is rather an expression of local cultural
practices rather than a reflection of Roman culture.683
In Rome, funerary monuments communicated views and identities of
the deceased and their family, but they also functioned as memory objects, used
to offer comfort to the mourners.684 The same may hold true at Palmyra. Where
the exterior of the funerary buildings clearly functioned as means of selfpresentation for Palmyrene families and was intended to attract admiration from
travellers and citizens passing by, the inside of the tombs appears to focus on
the more private and personal world of the family.685 Family affiliations are
dominant in the epitaphs, and family relations are also portrayed in the double
or group portraits. The founding families and other elite families occupied the
highly decorated important ground floor and the main chambers.686 The lavish
ornamentation was chosen by the elites to portray their wealth and status. 687
According to Agnes Henning, the portraits on the walls and the reliefs closing
the loculi were means to reflect the wealth of the family to visitors on days of
681 Hope 2011: 176-191.
682 Hope 2011: 183-184.
683 Audley-Millar 2016: 568.
684 Hope 2011: 185.
685 Borg 2011: 51-53.
686 Richmond 1963: 54.
687 Borg 2011: 54-56.
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additional burials or on festive days (which are unknown to us).688 From
impressing passers-by, the emphasis now lay on maintaining prestige in one’s
own social group.689
Most portraits are single reliefs depicting only the deceased, but double
portraits showing husbands and wives or, for example, parent and child are also
found.690 Family portraits were often portrayed as banquet scenes and the
imagery was either placed on the façade of the tomb, on the lid of the sarcophagi,
or on so-called banquet reliefs; these reliefs were then used to seal loculi.691 These
family portraits on the façade or on sarcophagi lids often depicted the founder
and his family and were more expensive than single or double portraits. From
this, we may argue that these family portraits were commissioned by the more
wealthy Palmyrenes. Research from the Palmyra Portrait Project has shown that
approximately 60 per cent of the portraits depict men, women make up 40 per
cent, and children around 7 per cent.692 Some of the funerary portraits are found
in situ, but they have also been re-employed in other buildings, or distributed
worldwide in art collections and museums.693 In this subsection, I study how
Palmyrene women were depicted in the funerary portraits and what this tells us
about the role women played in the funerary realm.

688 Henning 2013: 163-164.
689 Borg 2011: 68. With the erection of the funerary temples, the elite families, again, portrayed
their wealth and social position – clearly visible for all Palmyrenes to see: Sadurska 1994: 13. This
shows similarities with the situation in the region around Rome, where temple tombs were
erected at prominent places (near roads or in villas) and were used by the elites to reflect their
families’ status: see Borg 2011: 68-69.
690 About 150 loculi reliefs depict more than one individual and, of the 64 banquet reliefs
registered in the Palmyra Portrait Project, the vast majority display more than one individual: see
Krag and Raja 2017: 196-227 on these numbers. Harold Ingholt and Malcom Colledge divided
the remaining sculptures into chronological groups based on the dated specimens and stylistic
features, such as hair styles, jewellery, hand gestures, and dress: see Ingholt 1928; Colledge 1976.
Colledge provided three groups: group I from 50-150 CE, group II from 150-200 CE, and group
III from 200-270 CE. Their division of the reliefs into different groups still has some validation,
although dating a sculpture solely on their stylistic features must be treated with caution since
‘older’ styles may have been in fashion at later dates. Or to follow Rubina Raja, style is a choice,
and not necessarily a chronological development, argued by Rubina Raja during her talk ‘Funerary
portraits in Palmyra between local identities and imperial trends’ at the workshop, Local Traditions in Portrait
Sculpture in the Roman Near East, Aarhus 13 March 2014. The reliefs portray the deceased with
frontal and stiff generic features; however, this thesis is not the place to examine stylistic
differences, its focus will be on the social meanings instead.
691 Cussini 2000: 279.
692 Krag and Raja 2018: 196-227.
693 Cussini 2000: 279.
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According to Dagmara Wielgosz-Rondolino, most funerary portraits
represent Palmyrenes belonging to the middle class of Palmyra, who are
portrayed with attributes connecting them to their social status and social class.694
The Palmyrenes paid ample attention to hairstyles, attributes and dress, and less
to physical resemblance to the deceased. It appears that dress and attributes were
context and status-dependent and, thus, reflected social status.695 Let us begin
with the examination of the male costume. Firstly, on the single or double
portraits, Palmyrene men often wear relatively simple garments: a Roman style
tunic and mantle or a more local style of dress with a long-sleeved tunic, and a
chlamys attached at the right shoulder. Second, men in single portraits are often
portrayed with attributes that provide us with information about their profession
and social status. For example, we can distinguish almost 300 priests,
recognizable by their rectangular headdress, often called a modius; likewise,
scribes by their stylus, and caravan traders by their camels and weapons.696
Barbara Borg has argued that symbols of profession on funerary portraits were
used to showcase the funds for the funerary space.697 However, in Palmyra, these
symbols most likely signified social status. From material found elsewhere in the
city, we can ascertain that priests and caravan traders were important members
of Palmyrene society, for whom several honorary statues were erected.698 Finally,
richly adorned Eastern dress is worn at banquet scenes, which consists of a longsleeved tunic belted at the waist and trousers with ankle-boots: these garments
are often decorated with embroidery.699 Lucy Audley-Miller argues that the
adapted Parthian dress emphasized one’s citizens identity and values, which is in
line with the choices made in inscriptions from the public sphere where a strong
focus on Palmyrene citizenship is also found.700
In general, women were depicted wearing elbow-length tunics, mantles
pinned at their left shoulder with a brooch, and a separate veil over their head.
694 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b: 69. Men are portrayed with a modius, schedula or as ‘men of the
desert’ with weapons, horses or camels. Women are portrayed with keys or the spindle and distaff
in their role as modest housewives. For this argument, see also Sadurska 1994: 11-23; Zouhdi
1983: 315-316.
695 Sokołowski 2015: 1237-1240.
696 For Palmyrene priests, see Raja 2017a: 115-130; For portrayal of scribes, see Sokołowski
2014: 376-403.
697 Borg 2011: 55.
698 For the statues, see Tanabe and for the inscriptions, see Yon 2002.
699 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b: 69.
700 Audley-Millar 2016: 579.
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Under their veil, they usually wore a plain or an
ornamented diadem (headband) and a low
turban.701 Until 150 CE, women wore relatively
plain jewellery: earrings, plain bracelets and one or
more beaded necklaces. After 150 CE, they started
to decorate their diadems with head chains, often
attached centrally on the diadem. This was
sometimes combined with another head chain – the
so-called frontal ornament – attached to the upper
edge of the turban. The necklaces also became
more elaborate with the addition of medallions and
pendants: women could wear up to five necklaces.
Although the garments were partly inspired by
Greek garments – a chiton and a himation – their veil,
headdress, and jewellery distinguish their
appearance from women in the Graeco-Roman
world. Women wear this local dress in single and
double portraits, in banquet scenes, and on most
sarcophagi; although, on some sarcophagi, women follow the gestures of the
Pudicitia or Ceres format from the Graeco-Roman world, albeit with Palmyrene
features such as headdress and jewellery.702
In what follows, I shall argue that female portraits inform us in matters
regarding family affiliation, family values and wealth on the basis of their
epitaphs, attributes, and dress. None of these epitaphs mention female
professions; instead, women are referred to as daughters, mothers, wives, or
sisters. As mentioned above in my chapter on Dura-Europos, dress provides us
with insight into wealth, social status, and identity. Furthermore, dress may tell
us about moral values and social and political hierarchies. In this regard,
women’s dress often served as a signifier for their husband’s or family’s wealth
and power or – in other words – ‘men’s status might also be upheld by the rich
dress of their female kin’.703 In Palmyra, up until 150 CE, women’s domestic
701 See Colledge 1976, Ploug 1995, and Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b for a general description of
Palmyrene female dress.
702 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b: Fig. 17a.
703 Foxhall 2013: 107-112. She argues that, in the ancient Greek world, certain laws restricted
female’s dress in public occasions such as religious processions. Of course, these laws indicate
that the elites apparently felt the desire to dress up and showcase their wealth. In Rome, it was
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Fig. 2.19
Funerary relief
bust of Marta,
daughter of
Malku, son of
Yarhibole,
50-150 CE.
British Museum.
Photo:
British Museum

Right page
Fig. 2.20
Funerary relief
bust of Herta,
daughter of
Ogilu, son of
Salmoi, wife of
Rabel, son of
Yarhai Yat,
200-273 CE.
British Museum.
Photo:
British Museum

virtues were portrayed through the spindle and the distaff held in their left hand
(Fig. 2.19).704 This must have been a purely symbolic reference, since most
textiles found in Palmyra were manufactured elsewhere in the nearby regions
and even as far east as India and China.705 Some other women held jewellery
boxes or keys as a reference to their roles in the private sphere.706
From 150 CE onwards, the focus changed to jewellery: women wore
earrings, bracelets, a brooch, multiple necklaces, and frontal ornaments and head
chains attached to their headdress (Fig. 2.20).707 In all likelihood, this was not a
development due to the supposed growing independence of Palmyrene women,
but rather a reflection of growing prosperity.708 From 106 CE onwards,
Palmyra’s trade increased due to the declining role of Petra in the trade routes.709
This increased the wealth of the Palmyrenes in the second and third centuries
CE and also the standard of living for the middle class. It appears that, at first,
women were mainly messengers of their families’ domestic virtues. This role
changed when Palmyra and its inhabitants became wealthier: the new well-to-do
middle class wanted to position themselves among the elites, not by showcasing
their domestic virtues, but by displaying the new wealth of their household.710
The amount of jewellery was thus linked to the social position of one’s entire
family.711
In the Near East in premodern and modern times, jewellery was not only
used to enhance beauty or to signify ethnicity, but also to display wealth. Often,

also important to wear appropriate formal or ceremonial dress for the right occasions. Again,
restrictions were drawn up to prohibit lavish clothing, which were also unsuccessful. See Foxhall
2013 for more references on this subject.
704 Colledge 1976: 71, 155.
705 Colledge 1976: 108; For example, Marta Żuchowska argues that silk textiles came from
China, ‘Silks from Palmyra’ at the conference Life in Palmyra, Life for Palmyra, Warsaw 21-22 April
2016.
706 On some keys, the Palmyrene phrase bt `lm´ (eternal house) was inscribed, on others, ΔΙΟC
ΝΕΙΧΗ (victory of Zeus), or invented words. Drijvers argues that these keys gave access to the
gates of heaven: Drijvers 1982: 720. Already mentioned by Kaizer 2010: 27.
707 For more information on jewellery in Palmyra see Krag 2017: 36-51.
708 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b: 73. Contra Sadurska 1994.
709 Sadurska 1994: 14.
710 Sadurska and Bounni 1994: 188; Sadurska 1994: 16-17.
711 Audley-Millar 2016: 557-583.
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extra earnings would be invested in jewellery. In antiquity, luxury items were also
part of a system of status recognition.712 The increase of jewellery depicted in the
funerary portraits can thus be explained along these lines.713 From grave goods,
we know that Palmyrene women indeed wore jewels. Although the most lavish
items such as the frontal ornaments for the headdress were not found, Japanese
excavators unearthed bronze earrings, bracelets, gold pendants, and finger-rings.
Interestingly, mainly young females were given accessories; in a grave of a
teenage girl in tomb F, the excavation team found two necklaces, one bracelet,
five finger-rings, and an amulet.714 From the graves finds, we can determine that
the pictures on the reliefs do not or only partly correspond with the actual grave
goods in regards to the amount and nature of the jewellery. This may be
explained by the fact that personal items such as jewellery had emotive and
monetary value and were therefore often handed down the generations (which
may also explain why especially young girls were buried with jewels, since they
had not born children themselves).715
From the epitaphs, foundation inscriptions, and funerary portraits, we can
deduce that at least parents, sons, daughters-in-law, (un)married daughters, and
children were buried in the same tombs. However, in some cases, more distant
relatives like uncles and cousins were also granted burial rights in a family
tomb.716 To study the position of Palmyrene women in the funerary sphere
further, it will be interesting to examine their roles in the different type of
funerary portraits: women as mothers, women as wives, and women in large
family portraits.

712 Wallace-Hadrill 2008: 316-355, 450.
713 Seiwert 2009.
714 Saito 2005:154-155. Saito 2013: 289.
715 Hope 2011: 186-191.
716 Based on these inscriptions and portraits, Sadurska indicates that there were certain rules on
the placement of bodies in the same exedra: parents, sons, daughters-in-law, unmarried
daughters, and children were buried in the same chamber: see Sadurska 1994: 15. The Japanese
team concluded that small children were often buried in the floors in front of the loculi: Saito
2005: 155. Krag and Raja (2016) argued that women could not only be buried in the tomb of
their fathers or brothers, but also in the tombs of their husband’s family. Women buried in the
tombs related to their birth-family, were not all unmarried since, on three occasions, a husband
is mentioned in the funerary inscriptions, two of whom even dedicated the relief: Krag and Raja
2016: 134-178.
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Representations of women and children have been studied by Signe
Krag and Rubina Raja.717 They concluded that the display of motherhood was
an identity marker for Palmyrene women; however, it was not the most
important one. Only 14 per cent of the known reliefs depicting women show
them with their children. On 72 reliefs, women are depicted together with one
or more children, ranging from small children still being breastfed to adults.
Children could be portrayed as a tiny figure in the background, on the left arm
of a woman as a small child, together with the husband and father, or as an adult
son or daughter. When a woman was portrayed with her young child, she often
wore a tunic, mantle, veil, and headdress; furthermore, she was adorned with
jewellery. This was often not the case when a woman was portrayed with her
adult offspring (who was usually the one who was deceased), perhaps because
elaborate adornment was not suited for mourning. Sometimes, a woman showed
her bare chest with scratches as a signifier for mourning. One wall painting in
the so-called Tomb of the Three Brothers depicts a woman with a small child
on her left arm. The woman is dressed in a green tunic and white veil, her lightpink cylindrical shaped headdress is adorned with a frontal ornament; she also
wears multiple pieces of jewellery: we can still distinguish several necklaces and
a finger-ring. The child wears a blue tunic and a red turban, which – to my
knowledge – was not that common for small children (Fig. 2.21).718
As to motherhood, the display of marriage was an identity marker for
Palmyrene women but, again, not the most important one since only 20 reliefs
depict a married couple. These women’s roles as wives were mainly highlighted
by the accompanying inscriptions, their jewellery, and sometimes also by the
spindle and the distaff in their hands. So far, only 16 double reliefs depict a
husband and wife, who are shown standing shoulder to shoulder.719 For example,
a man named Yarhay erected a funerary relief for his deceased parents
‘Athenatan and Salmat (Fig. 2.22).720 Salmat is depicted on the left and dressed
in a tunic, mantle, and separate veil. In her right hand, she holds the spindle and
the distaff and her left arm is raised and her hands touches her collar. On her
head she wears a headband and a turban-style headdress which is covered by her
veil; her hair is visible above the ears and small locks fall to her shoulders.
717 Krag and Raja 2016: 134-178; Krag and Raja 2018: 196-227.
718 For the paintings in the Tomb of the Three Brothers, see Kraeling 1961-62: 13-18; Buisson
et. al. 2015: 1015-1044.
719 See Krag and Raja 2016: note 18 for a list of these 16 reliefs.
720 Ploug 1995: no. 29.
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She wears few jewels: we can only
distinguish earrings, a bracelet, and a
brooch. The man wears a toga and a
tunic and has short locks of hair that
fall on his forehead. The couple is
depicted shoulder to shoulder with
Salmat positioned a little to the back,
but they are of the same size.
Another group of reliefs
comprises the 64 banquet reliefs; these
reliefs were primarily used by men to
display themselves and their family
relations and focus on only certain
family connections instead of complex
family constellations as is seen on the
sarcophagi lids.721 Women are portrayed on nine reliefs and four banquet reliefs
depict a married couple, where men are shown reclining and women seated at
their feet.722 For example, a relief dated to 146-147 CE depicts a priest named
Maliku, son of Lisams, son of Hannibel and his wife, a daughter of Sim‘on, son
of Hayran, (son of?) Firdusi (Fig. 2.23).723 The man wears Parthian-style dress
with a short long-sleeved tunic and round neckline decorated with embroidery.
On top he wears a chlamys, which is also decorated with embroidery and pinned
at the right shoulder with a brooch. Under these garments, he sports anklelength Parthian trousers. Maliku can be identified as a priest by his cylindrical
headgear, which is adorned with a laurel. The woman wears a tunic, a mantle
pinned on the left shoulder with a brooch, and a separate veil that she holds with

721 Krag and Raja 2018: 196-227; This section is not the place for a discussion on the nature of
the banquet motif, but a few suggestions have been made so far: 1) funerary banquets; 2) cult
banquets; 3) eternal banquets; 4) a combination of these banquets. In a recent article, AudleyMillar (2016) provides a useful overview on these possible suggestions. The banquet motif was
first placed on the outer walls of a funerary monument and later moved to the inside of the
monument, where the motif functioned as loculi slabs on reliefs and from the third century CE
onwards on sarcophagi lids. The changes in the placements of the motif may have been
influenced by social changes in Palmyra. See Audley-Millar 2016: 553-590.
722 Numbers come from the database of the Palmyra Portrait Project. I am thankful to Rubina
Raja for providing me with this information and allowing me to use it.
723 Ploug 1995: no. 8; The name of the wife was originally placed before the name of Šim‘ôn,
but is no longer preserved: see Hvidberg-Hansen 1998: no. 8.
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Fig. 2.22 Funerary
portrait of
‘Atenatan and
Salmat, undated,
50 x 63 cm.
Photo: Ploug 1995

Left page
Fig. 2.21 Funerary
portrait of a woman
with child, Tomb of
the Three Brothers.
Photo:
Buisson et al. 2015

Fig. 2.23 Funerary
portrait of Malku
and ’A‘abi,
146-147 CE,
75 x 81 cm and
80 x 50 cm.
Photo: Ploug 1995

her right hand. We can
furthermore distinguish a
plain headband, a turbanstyle headdress, grapeshaped earrings, and a
bracelet. While Maliku is
frontally portrayed, his
wife is slightly turned and
she gazes upon her
husband. Her position in
the composition and her
smaller size indicate that
Maliku is the principal
character of this relief;
however, the concept of
isokephalism (portraying all heads on the same level), may also have influenced
her size and position. Furthermore, women are only rarely shown reclining at
Palmyra and from a domestic context in Dura-Europos, we know of Palmyrene
women joining a banquet while seated on a chair (see. no 1.6).724
In many societies, being a mother and a wife are important signifiers of
identity.725 It would be interesting to study whether these identity markers were
communicated in similar fashions or whether we can distinguish a difference.
Luckily, we have a Palmyrene woman named Haidra who was portrayed on two
funerary reliefs: once with her son and once with her husband. In both reliefs,
the woman is seated while her husband and son are reclining. The first relief
depicts Haidra together with her husband Maliku, son of Hagegu, son of Maliku
(Fig. 2.24).726 She is dressed in a tunic, a mantle pinned at the left shoulder with
a brooch, and a veil that covers her headdress, which consists of a headband and
724 Only three banquet reliefs show reclining women: see Krag and Raja 2018: 202, table 1. One
banquet relief depicting a reclining woman is that of man named Male and his sister Bolia. On
the right, Male wears a Parthian dress with a decorated headdress and he holds a cup in his left
hand. On his right side, his sister is depicted in Palmyrene dress with an elaborate headdress
consisting of a decorated headband, a turban-style headdress decorated with frontal ornaments
and she wears four necklaces, two bracelets, and earrings. On the left side of the relief, a box
with a keyhole on a pedestal is depicted. Interestingly, both figures are approximately the same
size, indicating that – at least in this relief – brothers and sisters held the same status.
725 See my introduction for some references.
726 Louvre AO 2000. Krag and Raja 2018: 203-204.
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turban. She wears several pieces of jewellery: dumbbell earrings, a beaded
necklace, and a bracelet. Her deceased husband is dressed in Parthian dress, with
a short long-sleeved tunic decorated with embroidery, a chlamys pinned at his
right shoulder, Parthian trousers, and boots. The second relief shows Haidra
together with her son Taime (Fig. 2.25).727 The inscription tells us that both
mother and son are deceased. Interestingly, the appearance of Haidrâ is almost
identical to that of the former relief, only here she wears more necklaces. Her
son, however, is wrapped in a mantle that falls to his calves; but, in similar
fashion to his father, he wears trousers and boots. The status as a mother or wife
is thus most importantly communicated via the inscriptions and not via
appearance, although the amount of jewellery might signify her growing
prosperity over the years or a change in social status after becoming a widow.
This follows the observation on the role of the epitaphs, which was not always
or only to commemorate the deceased, but to show important family
affiliations.728

727 Louvre AO 2093. Krag and Raja 2018: 203-204.
728 Audley-Millar 2016: 580.
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Fig. 2.24 Banquet
relief of
Maliku and Haidra,
undated,
44 x 57 cm.
Photo: Louvre

Fig. 2.25 Banquet
relief of
Taime and Haidra,
undated,
43 x 63 cm.
Photo: Louvre

Palmyrene women are also portrayed as part of larger family constellations.
These are often found in banquet scenes on sarcophagi reliefs or on sarcophagi
lids. According to Audley-Millar, these sculptures portray idealized family
relations and allow a degree of inter-family competition via choices in dress,
jewellery, attributes, placement of the individuals et cetera. The larger family
constellations allowed the wealthier inhabitants of Palmyra to distinguish
themselves from other family groups and outsiders.729 Let us take a closer look
at two examples. First, a triclinium from the hypogeum of Bolha, which depicts a
large family of 16 (Fig. 2.26).730 The founder of the three sarcophagi is positioned
729 Audley-Millar 2016: 553-590.
730 The following description is based on Sadurska and Bounni 1994: 86-88. On page 71, they
included a family tree of this family.
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in the middle of the main sarcophagus, Maliku, son of ʿOgeilu, grandson of
Zabdibol and great-grandson of Bolha, the founder of the tomb. Maliku is
shown reclining on a kline and his headgear informs us that he was a Palmyrene
priest. His deceased father is positioned on the right; both men hold a cup in
their hands. Interestingly, both Maliku’s mother, who was still alive at the
moment of the erection of the monument, and his wife are depicted on the
triclinium. His wife, Atta, daughter of Neboda, has the more prominent position
in the front: she is seated at his feet. Between them we see the two sons of
Maliku: ʿOgeilu and Neboda, both named after their grandfathers. The mother
of Maliku, Baʿadiya daughter of Bolha, is positioned on the right sarcophagus,
in the left corner, thus flanking her husband to whom she is related. Next to her
we see Hermes, the freedman of Maliku and his deceased brother Bolha.
Between Hermes and Baʿadiya, we can identify two sons of Maliku who are also
deceased: ʿOgeilu and Yarha. On the lid of the left sarcophagus, we find the
portraits of two reclining brothers of Maliku: the already mentioned Bolha, and
one Zabdibol Qorbula, who is also deceased. Behind him we see his deceased
son, also named ʿOgeilu. On the kline of the main sarcophagus two sons, one
daughter, and a cousin (?) are portrayed. Of the 16 family members, seven seem
to have been deceased by the time the triclinium was erected, which is indicated
with the phrase ḥbl ‘alas’ at the end of their epitaphs.731
From this family portrait, we may conclude that the wife of the founder
was more important than his mother, based on her more prominent position.
This can also be explained by the fact that Atta mothered his children and heirs:
she gains social status as both his wife and the mother of his heirs. Maliku and
his father ʿOgeilu are the largest people in this family scene, his wife is smaller
in size than both of them. This may be a signifier of status, or again, be related
to the concept of isokephalism. Furthermore, we can argue that sons were more
important than daughters, since most sons were placed on the lids, whereas the
daughter and the female cousin were portrayed as busts on the kline. The
presence of all six children indicates that children were also signifiers of social
status, since both living and deceased children are portrayed, although of course
their presence was also motivated by emotional reasons.
731 The deceased family members are: the patron’s father ʿOgeilu, the female cousin, ʿOgeilu,
the son of the patron Maliku, Yarhai the son of the patron Maliku, Bolha the brother of the
patron, Zabdibol Qorbula the brother of the patron and Zabdibol Qorbula’s son ʿOgeilu: see
Sadurksa and Bounni 1994: 87-88.
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This seems to correspond with the inscriptions in the public sphere, where both
living and deceased Palmyrenes were honoured. The fact that his living daughter
is also portrayed in the banquet scene may indicate two things: 1), she was an
unmarried woman and therefore still part of this family; or 2), that after
daughters were married, they were still portrayed among their birth family even
if they were not buried in the parental tomb. The fact that two funerary portraits
are found of some Palmyrene women is explained by this state of affairs.732
The second banquet relief comes from the hypogeum of Malku, dated to
188 CE (Fig. 2.27). The relief of Be’elai follows the design of other banqueting
scenes from the funerary sphere. On a kline, we see the head of the family with
four family members, and between the two legs of the kline, five adults and one
child are depicted. The head of the family, Be’elai, is reclining on a cushion and
he originally held a cup in his left hand. He is dressed in a Parthian elbow-sleeved
tunic, a chlamys pinned at his right shoulder, trousers, and boots. All his garments
are decorated with embroidery. The headdress on his head indicates that Be’elai
was a priest. On the left side of the relief, a woman whose name is now lost, is
seated on a chair. Unfortunately, she has only partially survived, but we can still
trace elements of her dress. She was probably the wife of Be’elai and she wears
a tunic, a cloak pinned on her left shoulder, and a veil. Her headdress consists
of a diadem and a turban. The only jewellery we can still trace are earrings and a
ring on her left ring-finger. In comparison to other women from banquet reliefs,
she is dressed quite luxuriously.733 Three daughters, Sullai, Habbai, and Nabbai,
stand between their parents. The portrait of one daughter, Sullai, is completely
demolished. The others are dressed in garments similar to their mother and are
decorated with earrings, necklaces, bracelets: one of them, Habbai, also wears a
head chain attached to her diadem. Daughters and wives are thus portrayed in a
similar fashion but, based on their position in the relief, we may argue that wives
were more important than daughters. On the far right stands Salman, probably
a servant of Be’elai, dressed in more simple garments. The presence of a servant
in a family portrait may very well have been a sign of prestige, perhaps
comparable to the elites in seventeenth century Europe, who were likewise
portrayed with servants or slaves. Below, we see three women dressed in similar
fashion to the daughters; a daughter-in-law on the left (Barbarah), and two
granddaughters of Be’elai on the right (Rami and ‘Amate). One son is dressed in
732 Heyn 2010: 114.
733 Compare her, for example, to Sadurska and Bounni 1994: Figs. 248 and 249.
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Left page
Fig. 2.26 Triclinium
of Maliku and his
family.
Photo: Sadurska
and Bounni 1994

Fig. 2.27 Banquet
relief of
Be’elai and his family.
Photo: Tanabe 1987

similar garments to his father and his cap indicates that he is also a priest. The
second priest in the lower register appears to be Be’elai himself. A child holding
a bunch of grapes is standing between the women on the right; he appears to be
dressed in caftan and trousers, but there is no inscription to identify him.734 The
presence of women in family portraits suggests that women were important
members of the family. Their genealogy affirms family affiliations and their
appearance displayed their domestic virtues and the wealth of the family, thus
clearly functioning as so-called ‘display cases’.
Conclusions
While the practice of erecting funerary monuments and portraits was most likely
influenced by Roman culture, the Palmyrenes adapted them to articulate local
734 For a more detailed description, see Ingholt 1970: 184-192.
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ideals and values. The focus on family relations are in line with the Palmyrene
notion of what we may call ‘family first’. Women were portrayed as good wives,
mothers, and daughters and they were not celebrated or commemorated for
personal merits (contrary to men). From the epitaphs and portraits, we can
conclude that women in the funerary sphere acted once again as delegates for
(or representatives of) their families. Their family affiliations are portrayed in the
inscriptions, and the double or group portraits display family relations and values
such as domestic values, and wealth. Even if the appearance of women differs
from the public honorific sphere, it appears that their roles are similar: women
reflect the social prestige of their families. However, the numbers are rather
different from the public sphere, where women are recorded in only a dozen
inscriptions. In contrast, around 40 per cent of the individuals portrayed in the
funerary sphere are women. The presence of women in the funerary sphere was
thus socially accepted; nevertheless, one must also keep in mind that it was also
financially less burdensome to buy one’s own funerary relief than it was to act as
a benefactress for one’s family. Even so, it is still remarkable that most women
were depicted on single funerary portraits, where motherhood, sisterhood, and
marriage were less directly communicated, but their genealogy (via the
inscription) and wealth were.
2.7 CONCLUSION: THE LIMITS OF PARTICIPATION
In this chapter, I have studied the participation of Palmyrene women in the
public, religious, and funerary spheres of Palmyra. First, I have examined the
‘limits of participation’ of Palmyrene women in the public sphere by analysing
the honorary and dedicatory inscriptions erected by – or for – women.735 I have
argued that Palmyrene women had a minimal presence in the public sphere when
compared to the public life of women in the Hellenistic and contemporary
Greek East or Latin West. In public, Palmyrene women mainly acted on behalf
of their family: in all likelihood, they provided donations or erected inscriptions
and statues when they were the sole remaining heir of their family’s wealth, as
we saw with Thomallachis. By doing so, women (re)affirmed their family’s
presence in public. When family members set up statues of their daughters,
sisters, or wives, it was – again – part of a family’s strategy to present itself in the
public realm. Despite their undoubted presence, it would be pushing the
735 The term ‘limits of participation’ is eloquently coined by Riet van Bremen.
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evidence too far to either conclude that women had a prominent role in public
life or, conversely, that they were absent from it. What I have shown is that
Palmyrene women participated in the public sphere as wives, mothers,
daughters, and sisters when they needed to uphold their family’s social
prestige.736 Thus, in a sense, Palmyrene women were indispensable and fully
integrated into their families.
For my research on the religious life of Palmyra and the partaking of
women in this sphere, I studied a handful of reliefs and small incense altars.
From this analysis, I concluded that Palmyrene women showed a greater
involvement in the religious sphere than in the public honorific sphere. At least
until the middle of the first century CE, women participated in religious
processions and sacrifices, which is attested by the extant reliefs. In the second
and third centuries, they erected ex-voto altars for their own salvation and for that
of their family members. Here again, women acted on behalf of their family.
Most women set up altars alone, without their husbands or other male relatives,
which suggests that these women may have had some control over their
finances.737 It may have been their responsibility to provide salvation for their
families, although the erection of altars by a husband and a wife together
suggests that this responsibility is not always clearly defined. Religious
benefactions (such as columns) were also part of the public life of Palmyra and
the erection of these altars centred around the private aspects of the religious
life, mainly due to the nature of the deity evoked by the phrase ‘He whose name
is blessed forever’.
This analysis of religious life was followed by an investigation of the
funerary sphere of Palmyra, which focused on foundation inscriptions, cession
texts, burial practices, and funerary portraits. As it turns out, Palmyrene women
acted as sellers of funerary property, which they inherited or erected, or as buyers
of burial spaces when their families needed additional lots.738 Women acted
together with men when they were not the owners or heirs of the tombs, and
alone or with other women when they were. Although the female buyers needed
money to buy the funerary property, it remains unknown as to whether
736 Largely following the conclusion of Yon 2002.
737 Although it must be mentioned that information on the actual sponsorship of these altars is
omitted from the inscriptions; therefore, it remains a hypothesis that the women actually paid
for the altars themselves.
738 It is not exactly clear whether the transactions refer to actual purchase or selling of the
property or only involve burial rights.
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Palmyrene women inherited other property. What is of interest is the fact that
funerary property could stay within families for generations; thus again,
Palmyrene women were able to participate in a family-orientated context. From
the funerary portraits, we can conclude that women functioned as signifiers for
their family’s domestic virtues and wealth through their attributes and
appearance and they gained prestige as the daughters, sisters, mothers, and wives
of Palmyrene men – all confirmed by their epitaphs and their place in the family
portraits.
In my discussion of the participation of Palmyrene women in Palmyrene
society, another theme has come to light, which touches upon the debate of
cultural exchange. In regards to the public sphere, we see many aspects of
Graeco-Roman culture: the architecture, euergetism, epigraphy, and the concept
of public honour are all testimonies of Graeco-Roman influence on Palmyra. It
is the communis opinio that the Graeco-Roman influence on Palmyra only
scratched the surface of the city.739 To some extent, I agree with this conclusion,
since the Palmyrenes never fully followed Graeco-Roman traditions to the letter.
They incorporated the concept of euergetism, for example, but it was mainly
practised in the religious sphere. Or they bestowed public honour by erecting
statues and inscriptions, but the inscriptions were written in Palmyrene or were
bilingual, and often focused on the commemoration of kinship. In regards to
sculpture, one also sees a combination of traditions. A perfect example of this
mixture can be seen in the beams from the temple of Bel, which show Palmyrene
deities and participants portrayed in a regional manner, standing frontally and
rather motionless; meanwhile, the floral decoration on the beams is very much
Graeco-Roman (see Fig. 2).740 In regards to the more family-orientated sphere
of the funerary realm we see a similar process: the placement of the tombs along
the main roads and the erection of funerary portraits follow a Roman format;
yet, the execution of the tombs and portraits are typical of Palmyra. Hence, it
appears that the Graeco-Roman culture was never fully implemented in the city.
Indeed, the Palmyrenes incorporated features from the West when needed, but
embedded these into their own Palmyrene culture.

739 See, for example, Yon 2002.
740 Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016b. Dirven 2018: 111-113. These architectural motifs are also found
on the exterior and interior of the tower tombs and temple tombs.
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CHAPTER 3: A TRULY HYBRID CITY: SELEUCIA ON THE
EUPHRATES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with the ancient city of Seleucia on the Euphrates, located in
present-day southern Turkey near the village Belkis and in the province
Gaziantep (Fig. 3.1).741 Archaeological remains dating from the Hellenistic to
early Islamic times have been found on the site.742 Little information is known
on the years immediately following the foundation of the city by Seleucus: the
earliest Hellenistic remains, such as traces of houses, date from 100 years later
in the second century BCE, and most excavated material has been dated to the
first century BCE up to the third century CE.743 In this chapter, I study material
finds and the iconography of pictorial material found in the city and its
necropoleis; in doing so, I focus on what these finds can tell us about the cultural
identities of the inhabitants of Seleucia; particularly, women’s identities. I also
examine the dynamics between Graeco-Roman culture and local culture and try
to grasp whether objects, styles, and iconography had a Graeco-Roman nature
and/or whether they were local in character. These explorations allow for a
further possibility to study: whether certain elements of material culture had
acquired new meanings. This is significant because, recently, scholars have come
to realize that a style or an iconographical feature is not always connected to its
origins, but its meaning may have been altered (criterion 1 of the hybrid
model).744 Hence, I study evidence from both the city (domestic and public
contexts) and the funerary sphere, as studying only one medium or sphere may
give a distorted view on the cultural identity of a city (as was also demonstrated
by the earlier chapters on Dura-Europos and Palmyra). We may assume that the
people living in the villas and the village were, to some extent, the same as those
buried in the necropoleis (Fig. 3.2). The material from Palmyra, where we can
link material from the religious and public spheres to the funerary monuments,
makes this a plausible assumption. As this chapter will reveal, Seleucia was a
741 Due to circumstances, the study on Seleucia is largely based on secondary literature and
photos generously provided to me by Michael Blömer, Bülent Taştan, and Hüseyin Yaman.
742 Little evidence from before the Hellenistic period has been found at Seleucia; according to
Aylward (2013), the interest of the Hittite and Persians in the site was limited: see Aylward 2013:
9.
743 Aylward 2013: 10.
744 Andrade 2013: 1-33. Dirven 2018: 110-119.
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Fig. 3.1 Overview of
Seleucia on the
Euphrates, modern day.
Photo: Google Maps

Fig. 3.2
Reconstruction of
the so-called
House of the
Euphrates.
Photo: Wikipedia

hybrid city where a variety of
styles co-existed, sometimes
even within the same
monument.745
The first section of this
chapter sets the backdrop for
the analysis and introduces the
site and its excavations.
Section two addresses life in
the city by examining the
public, religious, and domestic
realms. The focus of this
chapter is on the funerary
monuments of Seleucia and
gendered behaviour that can
be witnessed in these
monuments, which is described in section three. Concluding remarks are
provided in section four.
Historical and geographical context
During its lifespan, Seleucia had been under the control of different rulers. In a
recent publication, William Aylward provides a detailed overview of the history
of Seleucia; my introduction here is largely based upon his work.746 After its
foundation by the Seleucids, Seleucia was incorporated into the Kingdom of
Commagene in the first century BCE, resulting in the erection of a temenos for
the ruler-cult of Antiochus I of Commagene on Belkis Tepe, which – as
Seleucia’s highest hill – became its most important cult area.747 According to
Aylward, this area would have also functioned as the city’s political centre,

745 This notion of co-existence is also stressed by Dirven: see Dirven 2018: 110-119.
746 Aylward 2013: 1-54; Wagner 1976: 285-289 for a timetable on Seleucia’s history.
747 Görkay 2012: 281-2. As a landmark, it was visible from a long distance and the hill and its
temple are (in all likelihood) depicted on Seleucia’s coinage. Excavations from 2008 and 2009
have indicated that the hill was already used as a sacred place in the early Iron Age. Finds include
ceramics, archaeological remains, and Old Aramaic inscriptions. The temple itself was built in
the second and first centuries BCE and remodelled in the first century CE; archaeological
evidence shows that the area was still in use in the ninth or tenth century CE, although its
function is unclear.
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consolidating Antiochus’ power in
Seleucia.748 In 64 BCE, Commagene became
a client kingdom of Rome and Seleucia fell
indirectly under Roman rule. In 17 CE,
Germanicus added the Kingdom of
Commagene to the province Syria, and it
was, henceforth, annexed to Rome. The
Romans ruled the city until the middle of the
third century CE, when the city was sacked
by the Sassanians around 252-253 CE.749
Afterwards, it was never fully inhabited
again, since other cities such as Antioch and
Edessa were considered more suited for the
role as Roman’s eastern frontier.750
Seleucia was an important crossing
point on the Euphrates as a junction
between the east and west bank; upstream,
the hills made crossing more difficult and
further south, the river was wider, thus
making Seleucia and Apamea a perfect location for a bridge (Fig. 3.3). In his
discussion on Seleucia, Hugh Elton has remarked that the good river crossing
was not the city’s only important feature, since it also lay on the road connecting
the main centres of Seleucid power: Antioch and Seleucia-on-the-Tigris.751 Like
Elton, other scholars, too, have stressed that Seleucia was located at the
intersection of important roads linking the Mediterranean coast, Anatolia, and
Mesopotamia.752 The area around Seleucia was thus a strategic location for the
Romans, which resulted in military activity, ranging from troops passing through
to the placement of garrisons.753 Ancient sources further suggest that Seleucia

748 Aylward 2013: 10.
749 Edwell 2008: 186-187.
750 Aylward 2013: 9-13; The Res Gestae Divi Saporis is a rock-cut trilingual inscription in Parthian,
Middle Persian, and Greek listing the achievements and conquests by Shapur I. Seleucia (referred
to as Zeugma) and Apamea are also mentioned as cities that were captured: see Kennedy and
Burgess 1998: no. 69.
751 Elton 2013: 376.
752 Hartmann and Speidel 2013: 381.
753 Elton 2013: 375; Edwell 2008: 16-20.
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Fig. 3.3 Map of
Seleucia and Apamea
with proposed sites
of the bridge.
Photo: Zeugma
Interim Reports 2003

also functioned as a meeting place for diplomatic negotiations between the
Romans and the Parthians.754
Around 66 CE, the legio IIII Scythica was stationed at Seleucia to protect
the river crossing.755 Once stationed here, the legion was called into action on
several occasions under Trajan and Lucius Verus. From the last quarter of the
second century CE, its job was mainly to uphold peace in the region. From this
period, the legion was involved in building more bridges and forts downstream
of the Euphrates: again, to protect the river crossing. The legio IIII Scythica was
also involved in several battles under Severus Alexander against the Sassanians
but, in the end, the legion was unsuccessful in protecting the region. Coins
indicate that the legio IIII Scythica was still stationed at Seleucia until at least 249
CE.
The arrival of the legion enhanced Seleucia’s economy; at full strength,
the legion would have counted about 5000 men and, even when many were
detached elsewhere in the province (such as Dura-Europos), their impact on the
city must have been immense, especially on the local economy.756 The boost on
the local economy is also attested by a rise in local workshops, ranging from
weaponry to the fine arts.757 Furthermore, it resulted in an expansion of the city
and construction of houses. The urban pressure on the site is exemplified by the
fact that the original eastern necropolis located near present-day Belkis was in
use until the first century CE, and was afterwards redeveloped for spacious

754 Edwell 2008: 16-20. See Görkay (2011) for an overview of these sources, Görkay 2011: 431432.
755 Edwell 2008: 18. Little is known of the early years of the legio IIII Scythica; the legion was
probably founded by Marc Anthony and after the Battle of Actium it was incorporated by
Augustus. Their name probably refers to their involvement into battles against the tribes of lower
Danube region. The legio IIII Scythica came – most likely – to Syria in 58 CE to support the Syrian
governor against the Parthians. They were part of an unsuccessful campaign against the
Parthians, and were relieved by the governor of Syria who sent the legion back to Syria, where it
became one of the five legions stationed in Syria. In 66 CE, the legion was again unsuccessful in
a campaign, this time the Jewish revolt proved to be too much. After this, the legion was
stationed at Seleucia. During the legion’s posting in Europe, most soldiers and centurions came
from Italy and material evidence suggests that, during their time in Syria, most soldiers came
from Asia Minor and Syria. However, the centurions came from the west as well as the east. See
Speidel 1998: 163-204; Devijver 1998: 205-232; Wagner 1976: 143-146; Elton 2013: 375-379;
Hartmann and Speidel 2013: 381-392 for more information on legio IIII Scythica.
756 Elton 2013: 377. After the campaigns of Lucius Verus, the Roman border was relocated
further east and more members of the legion were detached further east along the Euphrates.
757 Ergeç ed. 2007: 28.
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housing; it was thus incorporated into the town.758 Although the military
presence can be confirmed by 190 legionary stamped tiles and nine grave
monuments of soldiers, no legionary fortress or military necropolis has yet been
excavated.759 Excavators did find first century CE temporary camps east of
Belkis Tepe (outside of the city and now submerged by water) and a military base
northwest of Belkis Tepe at At Meydani, which was identified as a transit camp,
based on its relatively small size.760 The additional role of Seleucia as a transit
camp is also demonstrated by the many legions recorded in the funerary
inscriptions and stamped tiles.761 Material evidence suggests that, after the legion
left the city to be stationed further south at Oresa (Tayibeh), the city’s economy
collapsed; hence, the city’s prosperity had already declined before it suffered the
attack by the Sasanians.762
History of excavations
Scholarly interest in the site began in the eighteenth century. By then, Seleucia
had already been correctly identified and located near present-day Belkis,
although this credit is often given to the Belgian scholar Franz Cumont, who
had studied the site in the early twentieth century.763 In the 1970s, Jörg Wagner
surveyed the site and provided a detailed study of Roman Seleucia, with a special
interest in the city’s history and grave monuments.764 To date, this study is the
starting point for all research on Seleucia. Plans to build a dam downstream,
which would flood Apamea completely and Seleucia partially, increased scholarly
interest in both cities.765 In the 1990s, a team from the University of Western
Australia, with support of the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, the
758 Abadie-Reynal et al. 2000: 283-292; Abadie-Reynal et al. 2001: 243-305; Early 2003: 43-45,
49.
759 For the stamped tiles, see Hartmann and Speidel 2013: 385-390 and especially table 2. The
grave monuments are mostly found in the western necropolis. Most monuments have
inscriptions in Latin (Wagner 1976: nos. 1-4, Hartmann and Speidel 2003: 115-118; Hartmann
and Speidel 2013: fig. 20): two inscriptions are Greek (see the monument of Flavius Teleganos,
below no. 3.44, Cumont 1917: no. 37).
760 Elton 2013: 377; Hartmann and Speidel 2013: 381-385. It has been suggested by these
authors that the legionary fortress may have been located outside of Seleucia, but in close
proximity to the city.
761 Hartmann and Speidel 2013: table 2.
762 Speidel 1998: 163-204.
763 Aylward 2013: 1. Kennedy 1998: 7.
764 Wagner 1976.
765 Algaze, Breuninger, and Knudstad 1994: 1-96. In 2000-2001, the dam was finished, limiting
archaeological excavations in the region.
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Turkish Department of Antiquities, and the Gaziantep Museum, worked on the
site for rescue operations. Their results were published in 1998 (with David
Kennedy as editor). This study focused on the history of the two cities and on
new finds such as inscriptions on stone, mosaics, tile stamps, ceramics, and
coins.766 The work carried out in the early 1990s caught the attention of
Catherine Abadie-Reynal, who led excavations on both Apamea and Seleucia in
the mid to late nineties and early 2000s, and she published several articles on the
fortifications, houses, mosaics et cetera.767 From 2000 onwards, the Packard
Humanities Institute and the British firm, Oxford Archaeology, organized rescue
excavations that resulted in a three-volume publication, in which they reported
on nearly 3500 new finds from the nineteen trenches they worked on.768 In the
following years, another team – the Seleucia Research Project – was initiated by
Ankara University. Their ongoing excavations, under the supervision of
Kutalmis Görkay, focused on how the site changed under Hellenistic,
Commagenean, and Roman rule, especially on changes in architecture and burial
traditions.769
3.2 LIFE IN THE CITY: PUBLIC, RELIGIOUS, AND DOMESTIC EVIDENCE
It has been suggested by scholars that Seleucia was a point of intersection
between eastern and Graeco-Roman cultures, and a look at the demographics of
the town over time shows this to be true. After its foundation, the city was
inhabited by Greek immigrants, local Semitic populations, merchants, and
(during Roman rule) both Roman military and citizens.770 To add further
strength to this suggestion, Seleucia has been part of the Seleucid Empire, the
Commagene Kingdom, the Roman Empire, and the Parthians were always on
its doorsteps. At first sight, Seleucia shows more signs of Hellenistic and Roman

766 Kennedy 1998.
767 See for example, Abadie-Reynal, Ergeç et al. 1997: 349-470; Abadie-Reynal et al. 1998: 2839; Abadie-Reynal, Ergeç, et al. 1998: 379-406; Abadie-Reynal et al. 1999: 311-366; AbadieReynal et al. 2000: 279-337; Abadie-Reynal et al. 2001: 243-305; Abadie-Reynal et al. 2005: 357364; Abadie-Reynal 2006: 1-6.
768 Aylward 2013: table 3.
769 Görkay, Linant de Bellefonds, Prioux 2006: 1-14; Görkay 2011a: 417-435; Görkay 2011b:
437-442; Görkay 2011c 36-49; Görkay 2012: 275-300. Unfortunately for this study, some articles
are written in Turkish. See the website of Zeugma archaeological project (2009) for a selected
bibliography including Turkish references, available at: http://zeugmaarchproject.com/
(accessed 14 november 2018).
770 Görkay 2012: 275.
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culture than cities such as Palmyra and Dura-Europos; for this reason, Seleucia
is often compared to Antioch.771 In this section I examine the various spheres of
life within the city and demonstrate that these realms were, indeed, largely
Graeco-Roman in character.
Public and religious life in the city
The city of Seleucia was located between the river bank and the north foot of
Belkis Tepe. On the relatively flat surface before the acropolis, several public
buildings were excavated: the presumed agora, a theatre, and Roman baths.772 We
also know that athletic games were held at Seleucia, thanks to honorary
inscriptions found at Aphrodisias and Laodicea.773 To this day, the details of
public life in this town remain largely unknown. Very few public inscriptions
have been unearthed and hardly any references to the boule or demos exist at
Seleucia.774 One of the few references is mentioned by Wagner – a partial
honorary inscription – yet his interpretation of the first line as ὁ δῆμο̣[ς] has
since been corrected as the first line is actually unreadable.775 In this partial
inscription, a man named Antiochos honours (someone) for unknown reasons
in relation to a temple of the ancestral gods (which is also unknown). During the
rescue excavations, only a few other fragmentary public inscriptions were found.
In their publication of 2012, Rıfat Ergeç and Jean-Baptiste Yon refer to an
inscription found by Mehmet Önal in the so-called archival building, which
apparently mentions the boule in the first line; however, no details of the
inscription or a reference to the publication by Önal are given.776 In addition, a
fragmentary inscription found in 1998 mentions the foundation of a temple and
the act of a sacrifice, but the reading is uncertain.777
Finally, one inscription indicates that the legio IIII Scythica participated in
public life by erecting public monuments; the building activities of the legion are
771 Aylward 2013: 1.
772 Kennedy 1998: 36-37. Dunbabin 2013: 149-167.
773 Kennedy 1998: nos. 47 and 55.
774 Crowther 2013: 192.
775 Wagner 1976: 130 (SEG 26, 1498): ὁ δῆμο̣[ς] [․․]Σ τοῦ ναοῦ θεῶν [πα]τρώων v Ἀντίο̣[χος]
Κ̣λεινίου τὸν ἑαυτ[οῦ] φίλον. hedera. The inscription was later corrected in [‑ ‑]Λ̣Ο̣ Δ ΜΝ[‑ ‑] [‑
‑]Ε̣ τοῦ ναοῦ θεῶν [πα]τρῴων vac. Ἀντίο[χος] [Κ]λεινίου τὸν ἑαυτ[οῦ] Vac. hedera φίλον hedera vac:
see Ergeç and Yon 2012. Translated by Ergeç and Yon as: Antiochos (?) fils de Klinias (honore)
[un tel ‑ ‑] du temple des dieux ancestraux, son ami.
776 Ergeç and Yon 2012: 155.
777 Abadie-Reynal et al. 1999: 333.
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also attested by the 170 stamped tiles with the legion’s name, 153 of which were
found at At Meydanı.778 Indeed, it was not uncommon for the Roman army to
build forts or to help constructing public buildings, gates, and walls, and this is
confirmed by the inscriptions placed on these monuments. The legio IIII Scythica
also built a road in Syria together with three other legions.779 Furthermore,
cohorts were known to have acted as benefactors in the religious sphere:
evidence of this is found at Dura-Europos.780 Another public inscription from
Seleucia may be an honorary inscription for a Roman governor (ἡγεμών),
although (again) its interpretation is uncertain due to its fragmentary state.781
When it comes to religious life, only few remarks can be made, since only
a small number of religious sculptures and inscriptions have been found. After
the incorporation of Seleucia into the Commagene Kingdom, a temple for
Antiochus I was erected at Belkis Tepe. Several so-called ruler-cult inscriptions
provide us with some insight into the celebrations, annual festivals, and the cult
established on behalf of Antiochus.782 In addition, three statues of deities have
been found at Belkis Tepe: a seated Tyche, a seated male deity (probably Zeus),
and a statue of Athena.783 It has been suggested that these statues replaced the
ruler-cult at Belkis Tepe shortly after Seleucia was incorporated by Rome: they
may have been erected by elite inhabitants who supported Roman rule of the
city.784 Apart from a temple at Belkis Tepe, possible foundations for other
temples have been found in the city; for example, in the so-called chantier 9
(excavation trench). At chantier 6, a crepidoma of a temple was also found along
with sculptured heads of females, probably statuettes of Aphrodite, close by.
From this evidence, Abadie-Reynal concludes that the temple was probably

778 Aylward 2013: 11; Crowther 2013: IN4; See Hartmann and Speidel 2013: 388 on the stamped
tiles. Thus far, 190 stamped tiles have been excavated: only 20 are not of the provenance of legio
IIII Scythica.
779 Southern 2006: 8-10, 104. In addition, wealthy veterans acted as benefactors for their
hometowns or for the communities they lived in after retirement.
780 For example, the Terentius panel from the temple of Bel proves military presence in the
religious realm of Dura-Europos: see Heyn 2011: 221-233 for this painting with additional
references.
781 Crowther 2013: IN6.
782 Crowther 2013: IN1-2. These inscriptions were found in secondary contexts; perhaps after
Actium or after the annexation of the Commagene Kingdom by Rome, the inscriptions were
removed from the temenos.
783 Wagner 1976: 123-127; Görkay 2011: 417-436.
784 Görkay 2011: 430.
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dedicated to this goddess.785 That Aphrodite was popular in the city can also be
affirmed by other finds: a 125 cm-high statue of the goddess was found at
Seleucia, a statuette of Aphrodite holding a pomegranate was found at the Villa
of Poseidon, and a small bronze figurine of Aphrodite was unearthed in a
destruction deposit in an upper-class house.786 She was not the only deity,
however, that was found in the Villa of Poseidon: a 150 cm-high bronze statue
of Mars was also excavated here.787 Other bronze statuettes of Hermes and Eros
were also found.788 Furthermore, a few inscriptions connected with religious life
have been unearthed at Seleucia and in its nearby surroundings: the abovementioned inscriptions referring to the temple of the ancestral deities, the
erection of a temple and a sacrifice, and a dedication to Zeus, probably Jupiter
Dolichenus, was found five kilometres from Bahça Dere.789 One religious
inscription is of special interest for us since it records a dedication by a woman
named Theodora, daughter of Dionysodoros, to the Mother of the Gods. The
inscription was found on an altar in the courtyard of a house in Apamea and
shows us that women participated in religious life in the form of erecting altars.790
Unfortunately, the limited material gives us only a glimpse into the religious life
of Seleucia and (the limits of) female participation; one can state, however, that,
after the incorporation of the city into the Roman Empire, Graeco-Roman
deities were worshipped, but details of the organization remain unknown for
now.
Domestic architecture: cultural diversity in the city
Besides the public buildings, classical material culture was predominately found
in the plans and visual decorations of the houses of Seleucia. When studying the
domestic architecture of Seleucia, one can indeed conclude that the city appeared
more Graeco-Roman in character than Dura-Europos, and many portraits in the
785 Abadie-Reynal et al. 1999: 317; Abadie-Reynal et al. 2001: 271-272.
786 Blömer 2014: A I, 1 and A I, 3; Early 2003: 20.
787 Nardi and Önal 2003: 69-78. The statue of Mars was found at the Villa of Poseidon in room
B6: due to other military items found at the villa, it has been suggested that the house was
inhabited by an officer.
788 Ergeç 1998: 88-89.
789 Abadie-Reynal et al. 1999: 333.
790 Ergeç and Yon 2012: no. 1 ‘Θευδώρα Διονυσοδώρου Μητρὶ θεῶν κατ᾿ εὐχήν’ is translated
by Ergeç and Yon as ‘Theodôra, fille de Dionysodôros, à la Mère des dieux, (en accomplissement
d’un) vœu’. According to Ergeç and Yon, the phrase Μητρὶ θεῶν is also found in inscriptions
referring to Cybele: see Ergeç and Yon 2012: 154.
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funerary realm are more Roman in appearance than the corresponding funerary
portraiture of Palmyra. However, it would be pushing the evidence too far to
argue that Seleucia was a Roman city, since a variety of cultural influences are
found in its material culture. This mixture of cultures is clearly illustrated in the
domestic architecture of Seleucia; here, we find both Greek and Roman
influences, but they have been partly adapted to local needs. Some scholars have
even argued for Mesopotamian influences in this regard but, to my knowledge,
this is not supported by actual finds.
Entire streets have not been excavated but, in terms of domestic
architecture, a few remarks can, nevertheless, be made. According to David
Kennedy and Julie Kennedy, Seleucia’s houses were originally largely Greek in
character. However, they did distinguish between houses of the rich and houses
of the poor, stressing that houses belonging to the poorer population may have
been more Mesopotamian in style.791 To my knowledge, this distinction is not
supported by archaeological finds. In fact, little domestic architecture from the
Seleucid period has survived: only reused blocks of ashlar walls have been found
in secondary buildings.
We can see from the archaeological remains, however, that new houses
built at the end of the first century CE largely followed Greek plans.792 Most
houses had a central open courtyard with the more important houses having
two. Some of these courtyards enjoyed a complete peristyle, but most had only
a single colonnade.793 The plans show that these courtyards were the centre of
the house and the important rooms were organized around this courtyard.
It was only in the late second and early third century CE that the houses
underwent renovations, making them more Roman in character.794 From the late
second century onwards, the floors of important spaces, such as the courtyard,
were decorated with mosaics and the houses were reorganized along axial
directions, emphasized by mosaics. Under the influence of Roman architecture,
a new room was also introduced: the triclinium (dining room), which was adorned
with T- or U-shaped mosaics on the floors to allow for the benches and

791 Kennedy and Kennedy 1998: 38-39.
792 Aylward 2013: 11; Abadie-Reynal 2006.
793 Later the courtyards also held basins. See Abadie-Reynal 2006: 2-3 and Morvillez 2007: 64.
794 From the excavations between 1992 and 2000, up to 20 Roman houses belonging to the
higher middle class and high society of the city were partially unearthed under the supervision
of Abadie-Reynal. See Abadie-Reynal 2006: 1-6.
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decorated with paintings on the walls.795 All in all, the houses at Seleucia were
largely comparable with other Graeco-Roman cities in the region (such as
Antioch), albeit that the houses in Seleucia were a little smaller, probably due to
urban pressure on the site.796
Most domestic wall paintings from Seleucia are dated to the second and
third century CE and were found in situ.797 The paintings were painted on layers
of mortar and plaster in the fresco technique. Popular colours were white, red,
pink, yellow, brown, black, and green; Egyptian blue and the mineral cinnabar
(used for the colour vermilion) were also found.798 Scholars have divided these
paintings in different groups: designs with geometric shapes, imitations of
marble and granite plates, illusionistic architecture such as facades, columns and
doors, plain (white) panels with coloured bands, garlands, and birds or standing
human figures framed by coloured borders.799 Some of these figures can be
795 Abadie-Reynal 2006: 3-5.
796 Abadie-Reynal 2006: 1-2; Tobin 2013: 73. For a general overview on the developments in
Antioch’s city plan, see Giorgi 2016: 54-65. Although Antioch had Hellenistic roots, buildings
changed their function and layout throughout the city’s history. Building programmes
corresponded with social and political currents; for example, 18 baths were introduced after the
Roman annexation. In regards to the houses of Antioch, it is difficult to come to a very detailed
overview since: 1) the early excavators focused most of their attention on the mosaics and
important rooms; 2) due to extensive pillaging, many walls have been destroyed; and 3) the
houses themselves have undergone many modifications throughout the centuries. However,
what we can say is that the excavated houses in Antioch are dated to the Roman era, although
some domestic features (such as porticos) were certainly Hellenistic. Generally, domestic spaces
were distributed around a small courtyard (serving as a light shaft) often combined with a portico
or a corridor and a nymphaeum. Based on the decorative patterns the most important room of
the house was the triclinium. These elements led to a staple scheme of a dining hall opening to
a portico, which in turn led to a nymphaeum placed inside a court; although, this pattern is not
found in every house (Giorgi 2016: 140). Even though Antioch was rich with water, only few
wells or cisterns have been found inside the houses. The upper-class houses of Antioch were
situated on the terraces on the slopes of Mount Silpios or in the residential suburbs at Daphne.
For the houses in Antioch, see Levi 1947, Stillwell 1961: 45-57, Sartre 2007: 25-36, Morvillez
2007: 51-78, Hales 2003. For a short overview on the area west of Antioch, including Seleucia
Pieria and Daphne, see Giorgi 2016: 133-162.
797 Bardet et al. 2005. Bettina Bergmann (2013) argues that the wall paintings at Seleucia share
a resemblance with other wall paintings from the Roman Empire in regards to motifs, especially
with Ephesos. However, certain colours, subjects, and the execution style with free brushstrokes
are unique to Seleucia. What is also particular to Seleucia is the decoration of large figures on all
walls, in combination with figures on the mosaic floor: this ‘overkill’ of people is unusual for
Roman interiors. Furthermore, the so-called Pompeian Fourth Style, which was popular in the
Roman West is not found at Seleucia: it appears that fantasy imagery was not popular in at
Seleucia. See Bergmann 2013: 168-177.
798 Şener, Eskici and Çetin 2008: 176; Bergmann 2013: 169.
799 Bergmann 2013: 168-169; Şener, Eskici and Çetin 2008: 172-173.
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identified by an inscription and we can distinguish mythological figures, such as
the wives of heroes and male and female servants probably carrying objects in
their arms, although in most cases only the lower legs of these servants have
survived.800 The ‘waiting servant’ was a common theme in Roman wall painting
of the time. We know them from the imagery in wall paintings at Dura-Europos,
where they tended to the diners, and for which the presence of servants was a
status symbol (see no. 1.7).801 At Seleucia, some servants were indeed portrayed
in the triclinium (P11 in House of Poseidon), and some rooms have even been
identified as the triclinium due to the waiting-servant imagery found there.802
Apart from wall paintings, the richer houses in Seleucia were decorated
with mosaics.803 It has been thought that, originally, plain mosaics were placed
on the floors as the cooling of villas was done by wetting the floors. But under
Roman influence, mosaics with geometrical patterns were installed and later – in
the late second and early third centuries CE – scenes with mythological figures
also appeared at Seleucia; for example, the wedding of Dionysus and Ariadne,
the birth of Aphrodite, Eros, and Psyche are all depicted in mosaics. Generally,
the more prestigious rooms for the reception of guests were adorned with these
kinds of figured mosaics and other rooms with geometric patterns. Some
mosaics have inscriptions, which indicate that, at times, the patron or artist
wanted to be remembered.804
Stylistically, the mosaics from Seleucia belong to the realm of the Eastern
Mediterranean with Antioch as close parallel.805 The mosaics in Antioch
generally show a figure panel set into a plain or geometric pattern floor.
Sometimes, the figured panels were framed by architectural features, similar to
the Pompeian wall paintings. Shelley Hales has argued that the mosaics in
Antioch are a manifestation of self-promotion by the elite inhabitants, which is
800 Bergmann 2013: 168-169; Şener, Eskici and Çetin 2008: 172-173.
801 See Dunbabin 2003: 443-467 for the waiting servant in Roman art.
802 Katherine Dunbabin shows that, in the Roman world, this symbolism was also found in
rooms that guests may have passed on their way to the triclinium: see Dunbabin 2003: 448; Barbet
et al 2005: 223; Female figures are also found in the female quarters P23 in the House of
Poseidon: see Barbet et al 2005: Pl. VI.
803 For the mosaics, see (for example) the excavation reports by Abadie-Reynal; Önal 2002;
Ergeç 2007; Görkay, Linant de Bellefonds, Prioux 2006; Dunbabin 2013.
804 See, for example, the inscriptions on the so-called Mosaic of Theonoe and The Women at
Breakfast, and The Birth of Aphrodite, Ergeç ed. 2007: 114, 208, and 186 respectively. See also
Dunbabin 2013: M25. Here, an incomplete inscription records the name ‘Theodotus’ on a
mosaic, which may refer to the patron or the mosaicist.
805 Dunbabin 2013: 149-151.
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especially visible in the iconography.806 According to her, the mythological
motives of Greek culture reflect the elite’s desire to portray themselves as
descendants of the Macedonian founders and thus the mosaics should be viewed
not only as a signifier of ‘Greekness’, but also as symbols of local pride. Hales
further contended that the elite inhabitants were ‘Greeks’ instead of descendants
of the Syrian indigenous population.807 However, to my knowledge, there is no
evidence to suggest that the elites of Antioch were of a solely Greek origin. In
my opinion, the focus on local pride may have been important to all inhabitants
of Antioch regardless of their ancestry.
When studying the iconography in mosaics and paintings of Seleucia,
one can distinguish three major themes apart from geometric shapes: first,
scenes involving Dionysus and his cult; second, scenes associated with the sea
or river; and third, scenes celebrating joy and beauty (often portrayed via
mythological women known for their beauty).808 In the Graeco-Roman world, it
was not uncommon to have Dionysus-themed images in rooms associated with
dining. And, of course, the importance of the Euphrates river for Seleucia may
explain why maritime representations were popular amongst the city elite.
Perhaps in a similar fashion to Antioch, the mosaics in Seleucia’s villa were
meant to portray local pride in addition to status, wealth, and Graeco-Roman
culture.809
The richer inhabitants of Seleucia thus transformed their houses in the
late second century and early third century into Roman style villas by adding a
dining room and decorations. The arrival of the Roman army may have inspired
the wealthy inhabitants of the city to adopt these Roman decorative styles.
According to Aylward, the increase in the quality of life and wealth corresponded
with military activity in the region.810 However, this does not explain the rather
late date for the decorative changes (arrival of the legion in the early first century
CE and the decorative changes in the second century CE). But as mentioned
above, it was not until the late second century CE that the region was in peace.
Overall, the second century CE was one of prosperity and this increase in the

806 Hales 2003: 171-191.
807 Hales 2013: 171-191, especially 179-191.
808 For the mosaics, see Ergeç 2007, Dunbabin 2013: 149-167.
809 Ergeç 2007: 34-35.
810 Aylward 2013: 11-12.
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quality of life is also found elsewhere in Northern Syria.811 This may have sparked
confidence, reflected in the reorganizing and (re)decorating the houses.
It seems clear that Seleucia’s public life and domestic sphere were
influenced by Graeco-Roman culture, reflected in the architecture and
decoration of domestic buildings and the statues of deities found in the temples.
It shall be of interest to investigate whether this influence holds true for the
funerary sphere. Hence, the following section explores the grave monuments at
Seleucia to uncover further aspects regarding women and their identities.
3.3 THE GENDERED USE OF GRAVE MONUMENTS
Most material connected to the inhabitants of the city – their portraits and names
– comes from the necropoleis of Seleucia. The funerary monuments are mainly
dated to the first three centuries of the Common Era: only a handful are dated
by dated inscriptions while others have been dated by scholars, based on stylistic
features and on the style of the letters – always a hazardous method.812 From this
material, we can deduce information about the lives of the inhabitants, their
identities, cultural associations and so on. This make the necropoleis, and
especially the grave monuments, well suited to study the position of women at
Seleucia and situate them within their families and (to lesser extent) their social
networks. Before addressing the individual monuments, I first provide a short
description of the necropoleis and the burial traditions of Seleucia. This is
followed by an analysis on the funerary inscriptions and what they can tell us
811 For example, decorative mosaics were also abundant at Antioch in the second century CE.
For references, see note 56; Interesting to note, the heyday of Seleucia in the second and early
third centuries is also attested by the city’s coinage from 138-249 CE. Aylward 2013: 11-12.
According to Kevin Butcher (1998 and 2013), who has studied the coinage of Seleucia in detail,
Seleucia issued coins between the reigns of Antonius Pius (138-161) and Philip I (244-249). The
design of the coins shows a temple on a hill and an inscription ‘of the citizens of Zeugma’
(ΖΕΥΓΜΑΤΕΩΝ); sometimes a Capricorn (the sign of the legio IIII Scythica ) was depicted under
the temple. Bronzes were minted under Antonius Pius (three issues), another under Marcus
Aurelius and Lucius Verus, two issues under Elagabalus and Philip I, and an issue of silver
tetradrachms under Caracalla. Butcher (2013: 1) suggests that the last issues under Elagabalus
and Philip were possibly produced at Antioch instead of Seleucia. Furthermore, in the final years
before the sack by the Sassanians, the coinage of Edessa played a dominant role over its own
coins: see Butcher 2013: 1-92 and Butcher 1998: 233-236. Apart from coins minted at Seleucia,
coins from other cities in Syria, Mesopotamia, and from elsewhere in the ancient world were also
excavated: see Butcher 2013: 19-20 for an overview of the finds by the Packard Humanities
Institute excavations.
812 The dated portraits in my corpus are nos. 3.8, 3.9, and 3.48. Parlasca dates no. 3.1 to 97-98
CE, but the date is no longer clearly visible.
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Fig. 3.4 Map of
Seleucia with three
necropoleis.
Photo: Kennedy 1998,
red circles added by
author

about portrayed identities and family relations. The focus of this section then
shifts to the imagery related to these monuments and what they symbolized.
Next, I examine dress behaviour and the gendered use of dress and the
associated cultural influences: how are men and women portrayed and which
cultural influences can we distinguish? By looking at the funerary monuments, I
examine both the cultural and gender identities as portrayed by the inhabitants
in the first centuries of the Common Era.
The necropoleis of Seleucia
Most pictorial material comes from the funerary realm. Three necropoleis
surround the city on the east, west and south sides (Fig. 3.4). The tombs in the
east necropolis are carved into limestone rock in the hills and valleys east of
Belkis Tepe.813 A variety of graves were found: arcosolium niches, rooms with loculi
(burial niches) and chamosorion graves (pit graves).814 Excavations show that this
cemetery was in use from the Hellenistic era until the early Byzantine period, but
the east necropolis was used most intensively during the second and third

813 Görkay 2012: 281.
814 Yaman 2013: 178.
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century CE.815 The west necropolis is situated in an area covering Karatepe and
Bahçe Dere, about one kilometre northwest of Belkis Tepe. Similar to the east
necropolis, it was in use from the Hellenistic period onwards and it consisted of
both rock chambers cut into steep rock walls and graves dug in the Karatepe
plateau.816 Finally, the southern necropolis lies to the south and southwest of
Belkis Tepe and a variety of burial traditions are found here: pit graves, loculi
rooms and, quite likely, sarcophagi were placed along the road to nearby Nizip,
since pieces of sarcophagi lids have been found here.817
Franz Cumont was one of the first to write about the cemeteries of
Seleucia. He documented several burial chambers with niches and front rooms,
the walls of which were covered with portrait reliefs and inscriptions.818 Jörg
Wagner provided the first extensive study on the necropoleis, the grave
monuments, and the funerary reliefs. He mapped the find spots around the three
necropoleis (his Karte II) and made a corpus of 169 funerary sculptures including
reliefs, statues and sarcophagi. He also made plans of five large tombs (his Abb.
15-19) consisting of square or rectangular chambers with several burials. Wagner
concluded from his studies that most tombs had one grave chamber decorated
with architectural designs. Based on the portraits and inscriptions on the
funerary reliefs from the western necropolis, Wagner dates most reliefs from this
necropolis to the third century CE. Since most ceramics found in the eastern
necropolis are dated to the second century CE, he argues that the east necropolis
was the oldest of the city. 819
In 1987, a team from the Gaziantep Museum started excavating in
Seleucia. In the eastern necropolis, they uncovered several rock-cut burial
chambers; unfortunately, the results remain unpublished to this day.820 In the
nineties, the work of Kennedy and his team consisted of examining four
additional tombs: the so-called TS 1-4 and mapping tombs TS 5-15.821 They
concluded that the three necropoleis were larger than Wagner thought, although
815 Yaman 2013: 180. Part of the Hellenistic cemetery lies in the eastern part of the city under
the Roman housing enlargements: Görkay 2012: 294-297.
816 Wagner 1976: 147-148.
817 Wagner 1976: 148; Yaman 2013: 181-182; Görkay 2012: 294. None of the authors explicitly
mention when the necropolis was in use.
818 Cumont 1910: 122-129; Cumont 1917: 42-43.
819 Wagner 1976: 147-150.
820 See ‘Early excavations and researchers’ on the website of Zeugma archaeological project (2009),
available at: http://zeugmaarchproject.com/ (accessed 14 november 2018).
821 Kennedy 1998: 41-53.
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the search for the limits of the necropoleis is still a focus of present excavations.
According to Kennedy, most hypogea (underground tombs) were rather small,
with around a dozen or two dozen loculi. The restriction of the number of
individuals suggests that, in general, the tombs of Seleucia were intended for
small groups of families and not open to outsiders.822
The Seleucia Research Project excavated the largest tumulus at the
western necropolis, the so-called TS 13, which consisted of an entrance room
and a burial chamber with loculi set into the walls.823 The entrance room was later
converted in a second burial chamber. According to Görkay, most hypogea in
Seleucia had an entrance room and a burial chamber, an observation already
made by Cumont as noted above. Görkay argues that the front room was used
to celebrate banquets on behalf of the deceased.824 Tomb T-91 from the south
necropolis supports the idea that the front room was used to commemorate the
dead: in the front room of this tomb, Görkay and his team found standing and
seated portrait statues of the deceased.825 This appears to have been the norm at
Seleucia, since the funerary monuments are generally found in the entrance
room, which may have been a Commagenean influence.826 These monuments
could be statues, reliefs of full or half-figures, stelae with eagles and/or wool
baskets, or simply epitaphs. The burial chambers themselves held sarcophagi in
vaulted niches, sarcophagi placed along the walls or on the ground, tombs dug
side by side into the walls, places for ash urns, and spaces for storage of skeletal
remains when burial space was short.827
To my knowledge, no textual records of funerary rites at Seleucia have
survived; nevertheless, based on archaeological finds, we can make a few
statements. According to Wagner, small altars and small niches were used for
sacrifices and lamps.828 He also mentions ceramics found in tombs; however, he
is not explicit on whether these were found as grave-goods or whether these
822 Kennedy 1998: 52.
823 Görkay 2012: 275-278.
824 Görkay 2012: 295.
825 A similar room with stelae decorated with eagles and wool baskets was found during the
rescue excavations of 1992-1994 by Rifat Ergeç in the south side of Belkis village: see Ergeç
1998: 90-91. The tomb excavated by Ergeç and his team was found untouched and still sealed
off at the doorway but, to my knowledge, no details on its grave-goods or rituals are published
to this day.
826 Ergeç 2007: 28.
827 Ergeç 2007: 28-29.
828 Wagner 1976: 149, (his Abb. 15).
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were used in burial or commemorative rituals.829 Similar to Wagner, Kennedy
has identified the small niches in chamber A in TS1 as niches used for either
portraits or for placements of urns and offerings.830 He also refers to a channel
for a waterpipe running into the chamber of TS 3, which may have had a similar
function to the water supply in the Palmyrene tombs, which the Japanese team
identified as a water supply for funerary rituals.831 Kennedy further categorized
the central chamber with the relief stelae, which was positioned between two
burial chambers, as a place for offerings: the small holes next to the busts may
have held lamps to illuminate the chamber during these rites, although none
were found in situ. He also mentioned the possibility of funerary banquets,
although – as far as I know – no benches have been found.832 The rooms with
its depictions of the dead may have functioned as place of gatherings on behalf
of the dead: the portraits, water supply, altars, niches, and possibly the ceramics
all point in this direction. The nature of these rites is still unknown, however,
and since no benches were found, it remains hypothetical as to whether
commemorative meals took place. Unfortunately, the pictorial evidence does not
provide us with more information on the funerary rites: unlike in Palmyra, where
banquet scenes were popular to portray, no banquet imagery was found at
Seleucia.
The grave monuments and their symbolism
As stated in the general introduction, in this chapter, I aim to demonstrate that
hybridity is a useful concept with which to study and understand material culture
from Seleucia. This is especially true for the funerary monuments since they
show elements from different cultures and traditions.833 What is of interest here
is that people often adopted activities related to adornment, worship, feasting
practices (and so on) from other cultures, which implies selectiveness and agency
829 Wagner 1976: 147 and 106, note 44. When it comes to grave-goods, some of them provide
us with insight into the wealth of the inhabitants of Seleucia; Abadie-Reynal (2001) and her team
uncovered several gold-leaf fragments in trench six, presumably from crowns which have been
(interestingly) dated to the first century BCE and not to the wealthy period of the second and
third century CE. Other grave-goods include vases, pitchers, and small glass and terracotta oil
flasks (unguentarium): see Abadie-Reynal et al. 2001: 258. In the tombs from Apamea, oil lamps,
mirrors and jewellery were found: Abadie-Reynal et al. 2000: 247-266.
830 Kennedy 1998: 43.
831 Kenned8 1998: 46. See chapter two for funerary rites at Palmyra.
832 Kennedy 1998: 53.
833 Burke 2009: 13-33.
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and may therefore – when it comes to more expensive materials – reflect elite
discourse.834 Studying dress behaviour on the funerary monuments can thus
inform us on cultural and social identities. Another reason for using hybridity is
that (contrary to Romanization, for example) the focus is on the local; with
regards to Seleucia, we learn more by comparing it with material culture from
the region than comparing it to Rome or Athens.
The monuments inscribed with texts and images can help us to unravel
both gender relations and portrayed cultural identities; to study these identities,
I focus particularly on dress and attributes depicted on these monuments. As
mentioned earlier, dress functions as a code, through which people
communicate their identity. An examination of the dress behaviour on the
funeral monuments of Seleucia is thus a perfect medium to help answer the
following questions: What type of gender relations and cultural identities can we
deduce from the city’s funerary monuments and how does this relate to gender
relations and cultural identities in the region?835
In general, people in the Roman Empire are portrayed in a wide range
of dress on funerary monuments, either dress of the new and/or dominant
culture, or local/regional dress, or hybrid dress showing influences of several
cultures. According to Ursula Rothe, yet another option was possible: a new
native dress that emerged when a region was conquered by a new ruler (in her
case, the Romans), which she has labelled the ‘third way’.836 This new dress type
did not involve the adoption of Roman dress elements; it was a solely native
ensemble, but created under Roman rule. To cite one of her examples, in the
Treveran region in the northern provinces, women tended to wear a ‘new Gallic
ensemble’ on the funerary monuments from the late first century CE onwards.
According to Rothe, this Gallic dress was introduced in times of social,
economic, and demographic changes. For instance, within the first centuries of
the Common Era, the Treveran region was affected by immigration and the
Treveri themselves were also very mobile. This may have called for the need to
establish one’s cultural identity through women’s dress (as guardians of
ethnicity). But why the need for a new cultural dress to express this identity?
Probably the ‘original’ cultural dress was outdated, the changes of the late first
and second century saw a rise in social mobility and it was especially women
834 Card 2013: 6; Antonaccio 2010: 40-43.
835 Carroll 2013: 288.
836 Rothe 2012: 235-252.
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from the nouveau riche of tradesmen who wore the Gallic ensemble as signifiers
of their progress, modernity, socially upward movement, and their cultural
identity.837
The difficulty in establishing similar changes in dress behaviour in
Seleucia lies in the fact that, to my knowledge, no pictorial information on dress
from before the incorporation of Seleucia into the Roman Empire is known.838
It is therefore impossible to study how dress behaviour changed under Roman
rule. Instead, I shall (initially) focus on the iconography of the Seleucia’s funerary
monuments themselves. In addition, I compare our monuments in terms of
Greek and Roman dress practices; I also compare them to other funerary
monuments from the nearby region and, to some extent, to the western
provinces in order to find distinctive characteristics.
The formula of the inscriptions
In general, the funerary inscriptions from Seleucia give the name of the deceased
followed by a standard formula such as ἄλυπε χε͂ρε, ἄλυπε χαῖρε (who caused no
grief, farewell), or ἄωρε χαῖρε (who died untimely, farewell).839 Most funerary
inscriptions are written in Greek and Greek names are dominant.840 However,
837 Rothe 2012: 235-252. This stands in contrast to women from the wealthiest families who
wore Roman dress as expected by their cultural, political, or business links with Rome: Rothe
2012: 241. In regions in the northern provinces less affected by immigration and social mobility,
men also tended to wear the Gallic ensemble on funerary monuments: see Rothe 2009.
838 From the study of Lidewijde de Jong on burial traditions in Roman Syria, we know that,
between the first century BCE and first century CE, personal adornments such as earrings, rings,
necklaces, and bracelets were found in 80 per cent of the graves, and after the first century CE
this number dropped to 30 per cent. In regards to dress, her corpus is less useful since most
finds consist of fragments, making it difficult to establish dress behaviour: De Jong 2017: 77101. Interesting to note, the funerary monuments of Seleucia are not addressed in her study,
since she chose to follow the modern boundaries of Syria and Lebanon as the limits of her
territory: see De Jong 2017: 13.
839 Interestingly, Roman citizenship stressed by tria nomina is rare, which may suggest that, in
most cases, the deceased were not Roman citizens or that citizenship was not worth stressing.
For the exceptions, see Wagner 1976: nos. 9, 14, 34 for men and 51, 57 and 150 for women. In
the corpus of Ergeç and Yon (2012), five possible Roman citizens are recorded: see Ergeç and
Yon 2012: 15, 19, 34-35, and possibly 40.
840 The corpus of funerary inscriptions collected by Wagner (1976) did include some Latin
inscriptions, but Greek appears to have been the dominant language: see Wagner 1976: 165 and
nos. 75, 103, 149 for Latin funerary inscriptions. Rifat Ergeç and Jean-Baptise Yon (2012)
compiled a corpus of 56 funerary inscriptions excavated by Alain Desreumaux (from 1995 until
1997) and by Yon (from 1996 onwards) showing only funerary inscriptions in Greek. Some
inscriptions in their corpus were already published by Wagner (1976) and Kennedy and Graf
(1998); but for these, Ergeç and Yon offer a new reading.
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Latin and Semitic names do occur and women had Semitic names more often
than men.841 The standardized formulae indicate that the heterogeneous
population of Seleucia followed a homogeneous formulation.842 The phrase
ἄλυπε χαῖρε already existed in the second century BCE in Egypt and in the
Aegean region (for example, at Naxos and Delos); however, Yon argues that, in
the Greek world, it was especially popular among people with Northern-Syrian
origins, which explains why the epithet ἄλυπος was not only found in the region
around Seleucia and Hierapolis, but also at Antioch and Emesa.843 The epithet
ἄλυπος may have an active and a passive meaning: (1) causing no grief (or pain),
or (2) suffering no grief (or pain). It is generally believed that the active sense is
the correct one, meaning that the deceased has caused no grief or pain (to
someone) in his or her life.844 Regarding the phrase ἄωρε χαῖρε, two
interpretations are possible. According to some scholars, the expression ἄωρε
(untimely; before his/her time) was used when the deceased was young.845
However, Yon argues that the phrase ἄωρε was not necessarily used for people
who died as a young child.846 It may also refer to an untimely death as a young
mother or wife.

841 For the Semitic names in their corpus, see Ergeç and Yon 2012: nos. 6, 7, 16, 19?, 30, 37,
41, 50?.
842 There are, of course, exceptions to these simple epitaphs. A funerary bust found in a
secondary location (a house in Belkis) depicts a headless individual whose garment is pinned at
the right shoulder. The inscriptions mention a twenty-year-old woman named Euthychia who
died in childbirth (the child survived). After and translated by Ergeç and Yon 2012: no. 4: ‘Πανθ᾿

ὑπ[ὲρ ἡ]λικίης μέτρον θάλεΡΕ[ ̆ ̆ ]̅ ζῶν. Tὴν θαλερὴν γονέων [ ̆ ]̆ εὐτυχίην μηδεὶς vac. εἰς ἀρετὴν [ ̆ ̆ ̅
κ]ύριος (?) ἐς τὰ φέριστα ἡ Νέμεσις πνοιῇ σείεται ὡκυτέρῃ vac. οἴκτιρέν με βρέφος καὶ ἀναίτιον
εἰκοσιετὴς γὰρ πρώτως ἠράσ|θην̣ τέκνον ἔχειν φθίμεν[ ̅ ]’. ‘Toute chose fleurit (?) au‑delà de la

jeunesse. En vivant, [il (le bébé) a enlevé] la florissante Eutychia, qui était le bonheur de ses
parents. Personne n’est maître (?) d’atteindre ce qu’il y a de meilleur, [en marchant] vers la vertu.
La Némésis ébranle de son souffle trop rapide. Mon enfant m’a pleuré, lui qui était innocent. J’ai
été aimé pour la première fois à 20 ans, moi qui suis morte en ayant un enfant’.
843 Yon 2003: 151-160. Although the presence of the phrase at Palmyra suggests that this phrase
was also used outside of Northern Syria.
844 Tod 1951: 187; Yon 2003: 152. Mathieu de Bakker pointed out to me that ἄλυπε, mostly
combined with χρηστέ (good), often occurs in funerary inscriptions in the Greek world. See, for
example, IG V,1 1278: Φιλωνὶ χρηστὴ καὶ ἄλυπε πᾶσι χαῖρε, 'farewell you who was good for Philon
and kind for all'. I am grateful for De Bakker’s comments and for his reference and translation
of this inscription. It appears, however, that in our inscriptions ἄλυπε has a slightly altered
meaning, since being kind is not the same as causing no grief.
845 Kennedy and Graf 1998: 99.
846 Yon 2003: 154. However, in 2012 Ergeç and Yon argue that ἄωρε χαῖρε may indeed refer to
death at a young age: see Ergeç and Yon 2012: 167.
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As stated above, the burial chambers were commonly used by families
and were thus largely private in character as opposed to the more public nature
of the funerary realm at Palmyra. From the inscriptions, we may deduce that
stressing family relations or one’s ancestry was not important to the people of
Seleucia. From the 169 funerary monuments collected by Wagner, around 20 per
cent of the inscriptions mention a father.847 In my corpus, the lineage is attested
by the inscriptions on the grave monuments in only a few cases; for example,
Martha is mentioned in relation to her father Diogenes (see no. 3.17). In some
instances, the identity of the deceased is specified by words such as ‘brother’ or
‘mother’, which are mostly found in the so-called tomb of Zenon from the
western necropolis at Bahçe Dere (tomb W45). Here, 13 members of the same
family were buried in the tomb (see no. 3.42).848 Their funerary reliefs range from
eagles and wool baskets to portraits (see below for this imagery). Five men are
depicted with eagles and two have portraits (Zenon and Damis); two brothers –
Phalados and Zooras – share a relief depicting two eagles and are referred to as
brothers. Three women have portrait reliefs (Phaladonia, Aththaia, Soualaia) and
the reliefs of the other two women show wool baskets (Azuria and Zebinnous).
It is noteworthy to point out here that it was especially the women whose family
affiliations were mentioned: Aththaia as the mother of Damis, Soualaia as the
grandmother, and Zebinnous as their sister. In addition, several stelae, in all
likelihood belonging to the family of a certain Simos, demonstrate that some
families indeed focused on family affiliations; for example, a stele depicting an
eagle and a wool basket belonged to Simos, son of Zeuxis and to Marthone,
daughter of Alexas, who was probably his wife. Another stele mentions Alexas,
son of Simos, and two additional stelae mention Ouadeas, daughter of Simos
and possibly her husband, Eraton, son of Philotas. A final stele tells of a certain
Hippostratos, son of Simos, who shared a relief with his daughter (θυγάτηρ),
Phila.849
This focus on kinship is found only in a minority of inscriptions: another
family tomb tells a more prevalent story. In the so-called tomb TS 3, five statues
were found, most probably belonging to the same family; however, the
847 Around the same amount reliefs for men and women mention a father in the inscriptions:
see, for example, Wagner 1976: nos. 1, 3-8, 11, 13 15, 26, 31-31, 38, 42, 60, 84-85, 101, 129, 146
for funerary reliefs of men mentioned with their father and 38, 44-47, 49, 50, 53, 58, 60-61, 64,
81, 116, 119, 120, 143 for women mentioned with their patrilineal descent.
848 Ergeç and Yon 2012: no. 6a-o.
849 Ergeç and Yon 2012: nos. 28-31.
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inscriptions provide no information on family relations. Instead, the focus lies
on the individuals.850 This is a sharp contrast to Palmyra, where family relations
are important signifiers of social status and genealogy is mentioned for at least
three generations.851 The common omission of genealogy at Seleucia can be
explained by the fact that burial spaces were largely private (so people knew the
family affiliations); ceding burial chambers to outsiders was not a common
practice. To my knowledge, only one inscription from the funerary sphere refers
to the practice of ceding. In tomb W45, most of the burial space was reserved
for the family of Zenon, except the left side of the tomb as is stressed by the
inscription: Τὸ μνῆμα Ζήνωνος χωρὶς τοῦ ἀριστεροῦ μέρ[σ]ου[ς].852 The unusual
focus on family relations in the so-called tomb of Zenon may thus be explained
by the fact that part of this tomb was ceded to outsiders.
Regarding the presented cultural, gendered, and social identities, we can
conclude the following three points: firstly, that the inscriptions show a
predominance of Greek culture; secondly, that women held Semitic names more
often than men; and thirdly, that family affiliations were not the main concern
to commemorate for the inhabitants of Seleucia, probably due to the private
character of the tombs. It will be useful to investigate whether the imagery
provides us with more detailed information on cultural identities and social
relations, and it is to this pictorial material that we now turn.
Symbolism on grave monuments: the eagle and the wool basket
To date, the study by Wagner is the most extensive study on the grave
monuments from Seleucia. His corpus was extended in the 1980s by Klaus
Parlasca and Ilona Skupinska-Løvset.853 In a recent dissertation, Hüseyin Yaman,
who worked under the supervision of Kutalmis Görkay, has done yet more work
in this area, compiling a corpus of 256 grave monuments from Seleucia;
however, this study has not yet been published.854 From all these studies, a few
850 Ergeç and Yon 2012: nos. 22-26. Zopis, Dekmilla and the third woman were accompanied
by a seated man whose name is lost and another statue base mentions a certain Hestiaios, son of
Hestionas.
851 See chapter two.
852 After Ergeç and Yon 2012: no. 6a, which they translate as ‘Ce monument (est celui de)
Zénôn, sauf la partie gauche’. See also Wagner 1976: 254-259, no. 140.
853 Parlasca 1982; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 101-129.
854 I am very thankful to Hüseyin Yaman for sharing his unpublished dissertation. Fortunately,
he is now preparing an English publication based on his dissertation. I am also thankful to
Kutalmiş Görkay for his help in this matter.
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Fig. 3.5 Drawing
of types of eagle
found in funerary
art in Seleucia.
Photo:
Yaman 2013

conclusions have been drawn. The first, is
that most monuments from Seleucia
depict the wool basket or an eagle (Figs.
3.5-3.6); of the 256 reliefs and stelae from
Yaman’s study, 105 depict an eagle
(around 40 per cent) and 81 a wool basket
(around 30 per cent).855 In some cases,
both an eagle and a wool basket are
depicted, but inscriptions here indicate
that these monuments commemorated
both a man and a woman.856 Through its
symbolism, the eagle was especially suited
for men thanks to the bird’s affiliation
with monarchs and power; the wool basket was likewise a suitable symbol for
women as a sign of female domestic virtues. Yet, what other layers of meaning
might have been added to these symbols by the inhabitants of Seleucia? And to
what extent was this addition a local phenomenon?
The funerary eagle
In the ancient world, eagles were connected with the deceased as transporters of
the soul.857 Its precise origin is a matter of debate: scholars have argued that the
origin of this symbolism stemmed from Babylonia, Persia, Greece or even that
it had Hittite roots. Most argue for Egypt, where the souls of the pharaohs were
transformed into falcons or hawks.858 In the pyramid texts, the late pharaohs
were transformed into these birds and ascended into heaven to be absorbed by
Ra or Re, the sun.859 Some scholars suggest that the idea of an eagle carrying a

855 Kennedy 1998: 93-95. Yaman 2013.
856 See, for example, Wagner 1976: nos. 37 and 38.
857 Bridge 2003: 66. Panofsky argues that in antiquity, the soul was often portrayed in art as a
butterfly or bird: see Panofsky 1964: 11, 31.
858 Gardiner 1911: 208-211; Panofsky 1964: 13-14; Bridge 2003: 67-68. Cumont is a little
hesitant to agree on a solely Egyptian origin of the Syrian eagle since, in Egypt, a falcon or hawk
is mentioned and not an eagle, but Cumont does not dismiss its possible influence: Cumont
1910. Even though the precise origin of the eagle as ‘soul bearers’ is unknown, it is sufficient to
note that its origins in all likelihood came from the east and it had a long-standing tradition in
the region. Steven Bridge (2003) provides a general overview on the discussion of its origins,
Bridge 2003: 66-74.
859 Gardiner 1911: 208-211.
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soul away to heaven, as so-called ‘bearers of souls’,
was also found in pre-Hellenistic Syria.860 Therefore,
Cumont has argued that, at Seleucia, the eagle
represents both the bird of the sun god and the
transporter of the soul of the dead.861 However, in preHellenistic Northern Syria, there is no evidence of a
connection between the eagle and the sun god.862
Consequently, some have rejected the meaning of the
eagle as a bird of the sun, but they view the eagle as
the bird of Zeus, Jupiter or the Heavens.863 In the
Hellenistic period, the eagle brought the souls of
deceased royalty to the realm of the gods and an eagle
was released from the funerary pyre to represent this
journey: this imagery was later used by the Romans for deified Caesars. Erwin
Panofsky has therefore contended that the eagle was an ‘age-old symbol of
victory and ascension’ used by the Romans for the apotheosis of the soul.864 In
the Graeco-Roman world, the eagle was thus a sign of apotheosis and
immortality.865
In antiquity, the eagle also had associations of power and protection.866
Hugo Brandenburg has observed that the funerary eagle portrayed on Roman
grave monuments and sarcophagi often represented a Herrschaftssymbol.867 For the
Romans, the eagle was a well-known symbol of the power of Rome, since it was
used on the legionary standard from the second century BCE onwards.868 This
860 Cumont 1910: 145-146; Bridge 2003: 68-69.
861 In 1910 Cumont wrote an article on the origins and symbolism of the funerary eagle found
at Seleucia: Cumont 1910. See also Cumont 1917.
862 Blömer 2014: 103-107.
863 Seyrig 1971: 371-373; Wagner 1976: 158. Steven Bridge argues that the ‘soul-bird’ entered
the Graeco-Roman world from Syria, where the eagle became the sacred animal of both Zeus
and Jupiter: Bridge 2013: 70-74.
864 Panofsky 1964: 35-36.
865 Cumont 1910: 146; The pictured funerary eagle and even epigrams referring to souls in the
form of eagles are found throughout the Roman world. The funerary eagle would have a similar
meaning in late antique Egyptian funerary sculpture, where the eagle would symbolize Christ,
who would take the souls of the Christians to heaven: see Thomas 2000: 78-79.
866 Dusinberre 2003: 103.
867 Brandenburg 1967: 234-236. He regards the incorporation of an eagle on funerary
monuments as a sign of loyalty to Roman culture.
868 Southern 2006: 95, 105. At first, five animals were used on standards, but after Gaius Marius
(† 86 BCE) only the eagle was used as legionary standard.
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Fig. 3.6 Drawing of
three types of wool
baskets found in
funerary art in Seleucia.
Photo: Yaman 2013

Right page
Fig. 3.7 Grave
monument from
Seleucia,
Museum Adana
(inv. No. 1325).
Photo: Wagner 1976

notion of the eagle as a symbol of power was also found in the religious sphere
of Anatolia and Northern Syria, where the imagery of the eagle on a quadruped
symbolized the power of the god of the heavens.869 Elsewhere, Michael Blömer
has affirmed that the funerary eagles found in Northern Syria are indeed
signifiers of ‘Herrschaft und Macht’.870 However, he also raises the notion that
the imagery, such as the eagle on the stelae and reliefs, was meant to reflect the
good life and deeds of the deceased and their aspirations for the afterlife,
although he offers no proof for this hypothesis.871 In accordance with the same
line of thought, Wagner also noted that, at Seleucia, the eagle was a symbol of
heroization of the deceased man.872 Unfortunately, it remains unclear as to what
(of these possible meanings) the eagle precisely reflects on the funerary
monuments of Seleucia. We may argue that more than one meaning ‘meets and
mingles’ in the funerary monuments of Seleucia, which was not uncommon in
the ancient world.873 The funerary eagle at Seleucia may therefore be a sign of
apotheosis, power, and heroization of the dead.
At Seleucia, the eagle is often portrayed as the single motif on the
monument or combined with wool baskets or people (although not in the same
frame). In my opinion, the eagle’s position on the grave monuments suggests
that the imagery generally represented a deceased individual, since the eagle
either fills the entire frame or, when displayed with other elements, the
arrangement and inscription(s) on the stelae suggest that more than one person
was commemorated (Fig. 3.7). It appears that this feature – the eagle as imagery
for an actual individual – was particular to Seleucia. The funerary eagle in
Seleucia was, to my knowledge, exclusively used by men. Unfortunately, a
contemporary explanation for this gender division is missing; yet, deducing from
the use of funerary eagles for royalty and caesars and its association with power,
one may see why it was particularly men who related to this symbol.874

869 Blömer and Crowther 2014: 343-372.
870 Blömer 2014: 105.
871 Blömer 2014: 107.
872 Wagner 1976: 158.
873 Strong 1915: 183.
874 Cumont 1910: 128.
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Fig. 3.8 Basalt
grave
monument
from Geçerli
(Cyrrhestice),
180 CE,
H. 174 cm.
Photo:
Blömer 2014

The imagery of the funerary eagle was also found elsewhere in the
Graeco-Roman East and, as it turns out, was especially popular in the region of
Northern Syria.875 In addition to Seleucia, the funerary eagle is also found in the
neighbouring province of Cyrrhestice and the city Hierapolis from 100 CE
onwards, but it appears to have played no role in the Commagene Kingdom.876
In the Cyrrhestice region, 65 grave stelae from the first centuries of the Common
Era are found and (according to Blömer) 26 monuments depict the eagle and 15
monuments depict an eagle and a wool basket. This means that around 60 per
cent of the known corpus has this imagery. The stelae in Cyrrhestice are made
of basalt or limestone and often have an arched top. Imagery of the eagle is
found in different compositions: as the main motif above a wreath, together with
more eagles, on top of wool baskets, and a fourth composition places the eagle
in the tympanum: a feature that is not found at Seleucia but common in the
Mediterranean world.877 While the eagle was generally portrayed in a separate
frame in Seleucia, this was often not the case at Cyrrhestice.878 An example of
the eagle as portrayed in Cyrrhestice is a basalt stele from 180 CE, found in
present-day Geçerli, in which two women are portrayed in the upper part of the
stele with an eagle with spread wings on the top of their heads (Fig. 3.8). The
Greek inscription indicates that at least four people are commemorated.
However, based on the composition, it seems unlikely to me that the eagle
represents an individual (as it does in Seleucia).879 Perhaps, contrary to Seleucia,
here it is solely a sign of apotheosis, which therefore made it suitable for the
representation of women.

875 Grave monuments from Greek Asia Minor indicate that the imagery was not very popular
in that region: see Pfuhl and Möbius 1977-1979. They created a corpus of around 2300 grave
monument from Greek Asia Minor dating from the fifth century BCE to the fourth century CE.
Of these, only 40 show an eagle.
876 Blömer and Crowther 2014: 346-354. In 1917, Cumont wrote an article on the funerary eagle
in Hierapolis: Cumont 1917: 35-118; Blömer 2014: 103-107.
877 Blömer 2014: 101-102.
878 At Cyrrhestice, the eagle was also portrayed as the single feature on a grave monument, but
the stelae here did not have a square shape.
879 Blömer 2014: Kat. Nr.: B II 2 for the inscription: Ἔτους βϟυ’ Δύστρου ακ’, Καμσουνεα ἄωρε
vac χρηστὴ vac.χαῖρε, Βάργω χαῖρε, Θενεμω χαῖρε. The inscription indicates that at least four
people were commemorated through this monument.
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Elsewhere in Syria, images of eagles are also to be
found in a funerary context.880 For example, a relief from a
tomb in Kara Köpru, north of Edessa, shows a funerary
banquet of a Addaï, son of Azlazou, and his wife, and the
scene is crowned by an eagle, again most likely a symbol of
apotheosis.881 Eagles are also depicted in some tombs in
Palmyra, and one funerary relief shows an eagle above a
man’s head.882 In addition, tesserae depicting Palmyrene
priests with eagles have been found but, as Dirven has
pointed out, its funerary symbolism is debated.883
Turning back to Seleucia, the incorporation of the
eagle into the funerary imagery shows that the inhabitants
mixed different cultural forms (criterion 2 of the hybrid
model): the usage of grave monuments probably had
Roman or even Hellenistic origins, and the funerary eagle
was introduced under either local or Roman influences.
However, it was particular in Roman times that the
funerary eagle became popular in Northern Syria, which
indicates local agency (criterion 4 of the hybrid model). The
so-called square ‘full-screen’ version, where the eagle is the
single motif, appears to have been a feature unique to
Seleucia, indicating that new transcultural forms were
created here (criterion 3 of the hybrid model).
The wool basket
In Seleucia from the first century CE onwards, some
women were portrayed holding a spindle and distaff, but
more popular were the images of wool baskets.884 The
association of women and wool baskets is not surprising;
880 Cumont lists the material outside of Seleucia: Cumont 1910: 129-134 and Cumont 1917: 3856; Dirven 2005: 74. Eagles are also found at Hatra, often in the religious sphere but, according
to Dirven, in some cases the eagles may symbolize the deceased.
881 Cumont 1910: 130-131; Drijvers 1980: 25-25; Dirven 2005: 74-75.
882 Dirven 2005: 75.
883 Dirven 2005: 75; See Raja 2017: 115-130 for more information on Palmyrene priests and
their representations.
884 The earliest imagery of the spindle and the distaff on a dated sculpture is 97/98 CE: see
below nos. 3.1. To my knowledge, no dates are found on sculptures of the wool basket.
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in the Graeco-Roman world, there was a strong connection between wool-work
and women.885 Ancient authors often associated wool-working with domestic
virtues for elite women.886 In the Greek world, wool-working tools were
portrayed on funerary monuments. In the corpus of Pfuhl and Möbius, who
collected 2300 grave monuments from Greek Asia Minor dating from the fifth
century BCE to the fourth century CE, around 250 monuments display wool
baskets, either held by a female servant, positioned under a chair on which the
deceased female sits, in the background, or on a shelf with other domestic items
such as mirrors, combs, and caskets.887 Only two examples in their entire corpus
show a so-called ‘full-screen’ wool basket and, in these baskets, a spindle and
distaff are also depicted. The spindle and the distaff were less popular than the
wool baskets in Asia Minor: only 64 representations out of 2300 grave
monuments depict these objects, which accounts for less than 3 per cent.888
These tools for wool-work or spinning are also portrayed on Roman
grave monuments throughout the Roman Empire, either alongside other
domestic objects (such as mirrors and combs) or as an accessory of the deceased

885 Larsson Lovén argues that dress and wool-work were important elements in the lives of
Roman women. Marriage was the most important rite of passage, the moment Roman women
transformed from girls into women. The wedding itself was surrounded with ceremonies with
references to dress, such as the disposal of the bride’s childhood garments and the carrying of
the spindle and the distaff in the bridal procession. Ideally, Roman women wove their own
wedding dress, consisting of a white woollen dress, a woollen belt tied in the Herculean knot,
and a hair-net. According to Larsson Lovén, the weaving of her bridal dress showed the bride’s
ability to weave for her husband and her new family, thereby contributing to the economy of
her new household: see Larsson Lovén 2007: 229-236; Larsson Lovén 2002.
886 Parlasca 2006: 149-152; Cottica 2007: 220; Larsson Lovén 2007: 230-231. Larsson Lovén
2002: 137; Trinkl 2014: 190. For reference to ancient authors see Cottica’s note 2. For example,
in book one, chapter 57 of Livy’s The history of Rome, Livy writes about Roman men who are at
war with the nearby city of Ardea: at night, the Romans discuss their wives. All boast about the
virtues of their own wives, and in order to resolve the argument they ride back to Rome where
they find most of the women enjoying luxurious banquets. Only one wife, Lucretia, sat in her
atrium, spinning wool with her female servants, and therefore the prize of ‘womanly virtues’ was
awarded to her. As we know, the story did not end well for Lucretia: attracted by her beauty and
chastity, Sextus Tarquinius later returned to the house to rape her, which was followed by her
suicide: Livy, The History of Rome, I, 57.
887 Pfuhl and Möbius 1977-1979.
888 The earliest example dates to the fifth century BCE and was found in Sinope, but two grave
monuments from Phrygia dated to the third century show that the iconography was widespread:
Pfuhl and Möbius 1977-1979.
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(for example, a wool basket at her feet or the spindle and distaff in her hand).889
The work by Lena Larsson Lovén on Rome, central Italy and Gaul shows that
this iconography was also found in the western provinces from the Augustan
period onwards, but it was especially in the eastern provinces of Anatolia and
Northern Syria that these spinning tools and wool baskets were popular.890 In
the corpus of Cyrrhestice collected by Blömer, only two grave monuments
depict women holding the spindle and distaff.891 The wool basket is depicted on
20 per cent of the grave monuments, either below portraits or below eagles, or
together with garlands: there is one occasion where a wool basket is depicted
below a mirror and on two occasions in the tympanum.892 To contrast, at
Palmyra, the imagery of the spindle and the distaff was especially popular in the
first two centuries of the Common Era; here, the imagery is found on 186
occasions but (to my knowledge) the wool basket is only depicted four times.893
The wool basket is depicted on two stelae, where it is placed on the ground and
two reliefs show reclining women with the basket on a podium.894 This imagery
is not in line with the ‘full-screen’ wool basket found at Seleucia. It appears that,
in Asia Minor and Northern Syria, the wool basket was favoured as a symbol of
domestic virtues (although the portrayal differs per region or city), whereas
elsewhere in Syria the spindle and distaff were more popular.
As it turns out, wool-work items were important identity signifiers for
women in the ancient world and they probably refer to their roles in the domestic
sphere as wives, mothers, and perhaps even as guardians of the family. 895
Funerary inscriptions also refer to women as being engaged with wool-work with
phrases such as lanifica (wool-working) and lanam fecit (made her wool).896 The
889 Cottica 2007: 223; Larsson Lovén 2002; In addition, the Etruscan iconography of woolwork or spinning was associated with elite women and refers to their roles in the domestic sphere
as wives, mothers, and guardians of the family: see Cottica 2007: 221.
890 Larsson Lovén 2002; Cottica 2007: 223.
891 Blömer 2014: B II, 1-2.
892 Blömer 2014: B II 5, 10, 26, 44-54, 60-62. According to Blömer (2014: 117) the wool basket
is depicted more often at Hierapolis; however, only one example is incorporated in his corpus:
see B II, 31.
893 This information comes from the Palmyra Portrait Project database and I am very grateful
to Rubina Raja for allowing me use this data.
894 See Ploug 1995, no. 44, Starcky and Delavault 1974, no. 1, Mackay 1949, pl. LIII,1, Colledge
1976, pl. 107. I am thankful to Rubina Raja of the Palmyra Portrait Project for these references.
895 The Etruscan iconography of wool-work or spinning was associated with elite women and
refers to their roles in the domestic sphere: see Cottica 2007: 221. Others have suggested that
the wool basket is the container of the soul; according to Blömer (2014: 117), this is unlikely.
896 Larsson Lovén 2007: 231; Cottica 2007: 220-221.
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importance of wool-work is supported by other material evidence from the
funerary sphere. For example, Elisabeth Trinkl has demonstrated that tools for
textile production were popular grave-goods for women in the Roman west;
some of these were made of precious material and showed no sign of use, which
indicates their value as symbols of domestic virtues.897 From the work of
Lidewijde de Jong, we can also conclude that similar items were given as gravegoods in Graeco-Roman Syria.898 Even though the imagery of wool-work may
reflect actual labour in the textile industry and archaeological finds do suggest
that a textile production was present at Seleucia, the imagery more likely refers
to gender ideology, where references to wool-work and the domestic sphere
stand for femininity, virtue, and what we may call ‘the perfect housewife’.899 This
may indicate that spinning tools were especially suited for married women.900
The inhabitants of Seleucia thus incorporated popular imagery from the
Graeco-Roman world into their own iconographical repertoire. However, what
appears to be a characteristic feature of Seleucia is the fact that the basket was
often the only feature of the relief and was generally not depicted with the
deceased or as an attribute of the deceased: nor was it depicted with other tools
and domestic attributes. What may be the case here, is that women from Seleucia
used imagery with a strong standing tradition in the ancient world, but they
transformed it into something distinctively local (criteria 2, 3, and 4 of the hybrid
model).
Dress behaviour on the grave monuments: portraits of women and men
The inhabitants of Seleucia also depicted themselves on their funerary
monuments. These depictions range from free-standing sculptures to stelae with
single, double, and family portraits in relief. Sometimes, a portrait of a women
was combined with the image of a wool basket (see nos. 3.4) and, likewise, the
portrait of a man with an eagle (although the two inscriptions found with this
portrait indicate that two men were memorialized here).901 It has been suggested
897 Trinkl 2014: 195.
898 De Jong: 2007 and more recently De Jong 2017. Unfortunately, Seleucia is omitted from her
study, but her work provides us with a wealth of information on burial traditions in Roman Syria.
899 Larsson Lovén 2007: 230-234. Trinkl 2014: 202-203; For the spindle whorls found at
Seleucia, see Parton 2013: 327-340.
900 Also noted by Parlasca 2006: 149. However, we know of funerary mosaics from Edessa
where a girl is holding such an object: see chapter one.
901 Wagner 1976: no. 131.
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that the funerary portraits were commissioned by the upper class of Seleucia,
whereas the reliefs depicting the wool basket or an eagle belonged to the middle
class.902 Although this may hold true to some extent (a portrait was, in all
likelihood, more expensive), the family grave of Zenon does not support this
theory, since portraits, eagles, and wool baskets are all found in this tomb for
members of the same family. Apart from communication hierarchy within the
family (two mothers were displayed with portraits busts, while the sister’s relief
displays a wool basket), other reasons for opting for either a wool basket or
portrait may also have been at play here. It is likely that, through the use of the
eagle and the wool basket symbols, the family wanted to convey notions of
virtues and power, whereas portraits signified, apart from individual
remembrance, other aspects of their family identities that they wished to
emphasize, such as wealth and cultural identity. This will be addressed in the
following subsection by analysing the gendered use of dress, in particular: what
types of dress are worn by women and men and what elements of identity are
portrayed through dress?
Tunics, mantles, and headdresses
From the studies of Yaman, Wagner, Parlasca, Skupinska-Løvset, and Blömer, I
have selected over 70 portraits of women.903 My corpus consists of stelae with
single portraits of women, portraits of husbands and wives, and family portraits,
as well as sculptures of seated or standing women (nos. 3.1-3.67). It is
worthwhile mentioning here that the number of portraits for men is roughly the
same: around 70 grave monuments depict one or more men.904 This may indicate
that no gender division was at play in commemorating men and women through
portraits.
In general, the portrayed women in Seleucia wear a tunic and a mantle
or a head veil, which is draped over the back of their heads: this occurs on 36
occasions. According to Skupinska-Løvset, these women wear veils and not
mantles; however, it is often impossible to deduce from the portraits whether
the women wear mantles or separate veils over their heads.905 Quite possibly, a
902 Cumont 1910: 128; Parlasca 1982: 12; Yaman 2013: 310.
903 Wagner 1976; Parlasca 1982; Skupinska-Løvset 1987; Blömer 2014; Yaman 2013.
904 For photos of these monuments, see Yaman 2013: res. 62, 119-21, 126, 129, 136-139, 142143, 156, 163 (?), 170-190, 194, 196, 204-206, 261, 269, 292, 289, 335, 337 and Blömer 2014: A
II, 34, 37-43, 45-50, 52-53, 62.
905 Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 101-129.
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separate veil was commonly worn by women in Syria and Mesopotamia, since
pictorial evidence of this cloth is also found in Palmyra, Dura-Europos, and
Hatra.906 One example of a separate veil is also found on a mosaic from Seleucia:
on the so-called Pasiphae and Daidalos mosaic, we see that Pasiphae, the mother
of the Minotauros, wears a brown tunic, a yellow mantle, and a white veil.907
Most of the remaining 35 women in my corpus show a bare head (see,
for example, no. 3.14). Less than half of the women in my corpus wear a separate
headdress (see, for example, no. 3.4). While the women from Palmyra, DuraEuropos, Edessa and Hatra usually wear a uniform headdress, the corpus in
Seleucia shows a larger variety, ranging from a woman with a diadem, turbanstyle headdress, and a cap (see no. 3.4), to women wearing turban-like
headdresses (see 3.23), or rectangular-shaped caps (see no. 3.10).908 We also find
peculiarly shaped headdresses without parallel (see no. 3.16) and women wearing
a diadem, a cap and a peculiar shaped ornament which may be a triangular
draped bow tie or head chain (see no. 3.30). If the feature is indeed a bow tie, it
would be a peculiar feature that is not found outside Northern Syria, and we may
therefore suggest a local origin.909 This large variety in style and the fact that only
a few sculptures are dated by inscriptions make it impossible to establish a
chronological development in headdress.
The women from Seleucia also show a diversity in hairstyles and in the
usage of jewellery. Most women only display locks of hair on their temples
and/or foreheads (see, for example, no. 3.1), a few women have buns on the top
of their heads (see, for example, nos. 3.14 and 3.18), two women have braided
hair, although perhaps it can also be viewed as an elaborate turban-style
headdress, (see nos. 3.8 and 3.11), one woman shows a Flavian hairstyle (see no.
906 The mythological women on the mosaics wear Graeco-Roman dress garments, such as
colourful peploi, tunics, and mantles. Their heads were either bare or their mantles covered the
back of their heads. Some women wear jewellery, such as bracelets on the wrist or upper-arm,
necklaces, and a diadem. Generally speaking, the women on the mosaics are in line with GraecoRoman traditions. In addition, a possible mosaic portrait of a historical woman was found by
Wagner; here, the female is depicted with a turban-style headdress and jewellery. Stylistically, she
is different from other figures depicted on the mosaics, being more in line with the funerary
mosaics of Edessa (more on the funerary mosaics of Edessa in chapter one): see Wagner 1976:
101 and table 24a.
907 Women from the western part of the Graeco-Roman world generally covered their heads
with their mantles.
908 According to Ilona Skupinska-Løvset, the shape of the headdress changes around 150 CE
into a turban-style headdress, comprising of horizontal folds: see Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 110.
909 Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 106. One example is found at Hierapolis: see Blömer 2014: A II 26.
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3.39), and one woman is portrayed with a peculiar, high-volume coiffure
although the origins of this sculpture are uncertain (see no. 3.66). The remaining
women wear a variety of hairstyles with centrally parted hair, following Roman
fashions of the second and third centuries (see, for example, no. 3.5).910 The
portrayed women wear few jewels, if any at all: necklaces are worn by just ten
women (see nos. 3.1, 3.7, 3.9, 3.11, 3.15, 3.18-3.20, 3.53, 3.65(?)). Earrings were
more popular, around twenty women wear earrings (see, for example, nos. 3.1
and 3.4) and one woman wears a bracelet (see no. 3.1). Even fewer women have
accessories, with only 11 women holding the spindle and distaff (see nos. 3.1,
3.2, 3.4, 3.8, 3.11, 3.29-3.33, 3.35).911
In my corpus, male dress shows less diversity than that of the women:
men wear a tunic and a mantle, which may have been a toga. Their arms are
often wrapped inside their mantle, and only three men hold an object in their
hands, probably all scrolls (nos. 3.32, 3.35, and 3.42). The variety in appearance
is to be found in their hairstyles: we see men with short hair and bare faces and
men with curly hair and beards. According to Wagner, the men followed Roman
hairstyles and, indeed, it was not uncommon for men in the Roman provinces
to adopt a Roman hairstyle and beard.912 Two men have their cloak pinned at
their shoulder with a brooch, probably indicating that they were soldiers (nos.
3.37 and 3.44).
All in all, the basic garments resemble Graeco-Roman clothes for both
women and men. The widespread use of tunics and mantles in the ancient world
does not necessarily point towards a conscious choice for Graeco-Roman dress:
many people both in the eastern and western part of the empire(s) wore these
basic garments. Designating such items as ‘Greek’ or ‘Roman’ for people
wearing them in Syria in the second and third century CE may, therefore, be

910 Ilona Skupinska-Løvset argues that the hairstyles of women changed around 180 CE,
portraying women with ‘rich, wavy hair, centrally parted and combed towards the nape’, in which
she sees the influence of Empress Crispina (178-191 CE): see Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 118. For
more information on the role of empresses and hairstyles, see Fejfer 2008: 351-369.
911 Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 106. The spindle and distaff are also found on funerary portraits
from Palmyra, but only until 150 CE: see chapter two. According to Carroll (2013), the spinning
and weaving attributes were signifiers of Roman matrona and marriage and may reflect ideals and
the feminine qualities of wives. She argues that this symbolism may also have been popular
amongst ‘army wives’ and, since soldiers were not legally allowed to marry, perhaps women
holding these attributes wanted to present themselves as wives in their death: Carroll 2013:559579.
912 Wagner 1976; Rothe 2009: 9.
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inaccurate. Indeed, in order to better contextualize the widespread usage of such
basic garments, Joanne Eicher and Barbara Sumberg have introduced the term
‘world fashion’, which refers to western dress (such as blue jeans) worn by
communities all over the world.913 According to them, the widespread use of
such garments over a long period of time cannot be viewed as a signifier of
western culture. A similar situation may be in play here: the tunic and the mantle
may be a reference to Graeco-Roman culture, but the widespread use of these
garments in the region makes it impossible to prove. So, instead of
reconstructing identity through the tunic and mantle, I focus on other elements
such as hairstyles, headdresses and attributes as signifiers of identity, since in
Palmyra and Dura-Europos it was especially these items that turned out to be
indicators of identity.
Gendered use of dress and gendered identities
Let us now take a closer look at the portrayal of men and women in double and
family portraits (see nos. 3.31-3.35, 3.37-3.45). While single reliefs are primarily
(although not exclusively) commemorations of one distinct individual, in family
constellations some members of a family are portrayed together – perhaps even
depicting an idealized vision of this family – making these portraits more
interesting for the study of gender differences.914 Unfortunately, it is rather
difficult to study family ties at Seleucia since the inscriptions on the funerary
monuments hardly mention genealogy and the family relations of the portrayed
are often uncertain. Despite this, it appears that especially the nuclear family was
important, which stands in sharp contrast to Palmyra, where genealogy was a
more important signifier of identity. Nonetheless, these monuments are still
particularly suitable to study the gendered use of dress as those portrayed made
clear choices regarding attributes and clothing.915
A relief from the second century CE depicts a half-figured couple in a
niche (see no. 3.31). The man is dressed in a tunic and a mantle, which is draped
over his left shoulder. His hair covers the back of his head and temples, leaving
his large forehead bare, and he is also sporting a beard. The woman wears a tunic
and a mantle, pinned at her left shoulder with a brooch: her mantle covers the
back of her head and wraps around both arms. Her rectangular-shaped turban913 Eicher and Sumberg 1999: 295-306.
914 Raja 2017: 327-332.
915 See Raja 2017: 329-330 for the agency of customers of Palmyrene funerary reliefs.
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style headdress consists of horizontal bands, and locks of hair are visible on her
temples. In her left hand, she holds a spindle and distaff. This relief shows
similarities with two other reliefs, albeit with some differences in coiffure and
adornments (see nos. 3.32-3.33). The men in these reliefs are portrayed as
Romans or, at least, no signifiers of Syrian or Parthian dress such as embroidery,
headdresses, jackets or trousers are depicted. The basic garments and hairstyles
follow Roman standards. The women, however, are portrayed in similar fashion
to women in Edessa and Palmyra with their mantles pinned at the shoulder by a
brooch, turban-style headdress, and holding a spindle and distaff. A difference
between these portrayals and those in Palmyra, Hatra, and Dura-Europos is the
lack of jewellery. In this respect, the Seleucian portraits recall representations
from Edessa, where the women in the funerary mosaics wear few jewels; hence,
either restraint with jewellery is a possible Northern Syrian feature, or the women
from this region tended to follow Roman sculptural traditions, which did not
promote the incorporation of jewellery. With regards to hybridity, it appears that
the families depicted in these reliefs wanted to convey messages about their
regional identity through female dress and female virtues through the spindle
and distaff (which may also have been Roman). Roman culture is communicated
by the relief itself and the Roman dress of the men.
Three additional double portraits show women more modestly dressed
and without jewellery: one woman wears a plain headdress, while the others are
unveiled and showing centrally parted hairstyles (see nos. 3.34-3.35, 3.37). How
can we explain the simplicity of these women’s dress styles? Although the quality
of the funerary portraits is difficult to determine from photographs and their
present state of conservation, it is worth mentioning that many ‘high quality’
portraits (by which I mean portraits depicting movement in the body, separation
from the background, personal features and eye for detail), show veiled women
with elaborate headdresses (see for example nos. 3.1 or 3.4). This stands in
contrast to ‘lower quality’ reliefs, where women either tend to wear plain
headdresses or are unveiled with centrally parted hair (see, for example, no. 3.5).
Conceding that there may be a correlation between the quality of the grave
monument, the dress of the portrayed, and the wealth of the portrayed, it may
be too going too far to argue that only wealthy Seleucian women chose to be
portrayed with an elaborate headdress, since some ‘lower quality’ portraits also
depict women with turban-style headdresses. However, in my corpus these tend
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to be the exception rather than the rule (see no. 3.6).916 The simplicity or
complexity in female appearance may thus reveal information on the social status
and wealth of these women and their family.
Seven grave monuments depict three or more people, in all likelihood,
belonging to the same family (see nos. 3.39-3.45). A relief from the first to
second century CE, shows three half-figured persons depicted in a niche (see
no. 3.40). A woman named Marcia is depicted between two men: she is dressed
in a tunic and a mantle that is draped over her head. Her centrally parted hair is
defined as horizontal locks which seem to be pulled back. She wears a plain
necklace and holds an unidentified object in her left hand, which SkupinskaLøvset has identified as a funeral wreath.917 Her right arms rests on the shoulders
of the man to her right, possibly her husband, and the other man may represent
her son or vice versa: both identifications remain hypothetical as their
appearances show no indicators of age. It is also possible that both men
represent her sons. The men are both dressed in a tunic and mantle and their
Trajanic hairstyle consists of vertical locks on their foreheads. No clear signifiers
of local identity are depicted in this relief and it appears that all members of this
family follow Roman fashion. So, how can we explain her Roman appearance
and Roman name? Marcia is the central figure of this relief, and the inscription
tells us that she was deceased. Perhaps her sons (or husband and son) especially
wanted to convey Marcia’s modesty and the family’s familiarity with Roman and
Graeco-Roman culture.918
Another relief depicts a family consisting of a mother, father, and child
(see no. 3.43). The woman is dressed in a tunic and a mantle, which is pinned at
the left shoulder and draped over the back of her head. Her hair is centrally
parted and small locks are visible on her forehead and temples. Her headdress
consists of a plain diadem and cap. Her husband is dressed in a tunic and mantle:
he has a beard and thick locks of hair, which are combed on his forehead. In the
middle, their child is dressed in a tunic; the boy has a peculiar coiffure, consisting
of braided strings of hair placed on his head, which Parlasca has viewed to be a
Syrian version of the ‘Jugendlocken’, also seen in Palmyra.919 Again we see a
mixed image: the woman portrays a local identity through her headdress and
916 See Raja 2017 for the idea that funerary reliefs are an expression of economic wealth of the
deceased.
917 Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 112-113.
918 Rothe 2017: 126.
919 Parlasca 1982, no. 6,1.
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pinned mantle, and the man wears basic garments. Interestingly, the child is
portrayed with Syrian-style hair and is thus more eastern than Roman in
appearance. This may indicate that it was not necessarily important for
inhabitants of Seleucia to convey knowledge on Roman culture through their
children, whereas it was not uncommon in western Roman provinces to
communicate familiarity with Roman culture, Roman citizenship, and education
through children’s dress.920
In addition, two grave stelae showcase three people in two registers,
probably the parents above and one adult child below. In the upper level of no.
3.44, we see a man dressed in a tunic and mantle: he has a beard and his hair is
combed in vertical locks on his forehead, resembling the hairstyle of Trajan. The
woman is dressed in a tunic and her head is covered with a turban-like headdress
consisting of at least seven bands, but she is unveiled. Below, in a separate niche,
we see the bust of a man also with a Trajanic hairstyle who wears a chlamys, which
is pinned at the right shoulder with a fibula. This cloak indicates he was a military
man and this is confirmed by the inscription: Φλά(ουιος) Τηλέγονος λείβραρις
χαῖρε (Fla(vius) Telegonos, a scribe, farewell).921 Flavius Telegonos was a clerk in
the Roman army and probably also a Roman citizen. Interestingly, his father
looks Roman too, whereas the mother conveys a local identity. The woman’s
head cover is almost without parallel at Seleucia – a turban-style headdress but
without a veil – and only one other example in my corpus displays this headdress
(see no. 3.63). Since the inscription does not provide us with insight into her
identity, we can only speculate on her choice of dress: is this headdress a signifier
of a particular social status or origin? The omission of inscriptions for the
parents suggests that the parents erected the grave monument to commemorate
their deceased son.
The other stele also depicts a family (see no. 3.41). On the left, we see a
woman dressed in a tunic and a mantle, which is pinned on her right shoulder
and covers her head. She wears a turban-style headdress and sphere-shaped
earrings. Her hair is parted in the middle and locks of hair are visible on her
forehead and temples. Her husband also wears a tunic and a mantle: he is
bearded and has short hair. Below, we find the half-figure of a woman, probably
920 Rothe 2009: 72-73.
921 According to Speidel (1984), the legionary principales had special clerks for assistance of which
the librarius was one: see Speidel 1984: 189. They attended the financial and administrative duties:
see Southern 2006: 105.
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their daughter, whose dress resembles that of her mother. The inscriptions on
this stele indicate that the parents are deceased, whereas the daughter was still
alive when it was erected. Again, the women are portrayed in local fashion,
whereas no signifier of local identity is found in the man’s dress. This sets
Seleucia apart from Edessa and (to some extent) Palmyra where, in many family
constellations, men are also portrayed in regional dress (see, for example, Figs.
1.20 and 2.27 above).922
One relief shows four people – two men and two women (no. 3.39). The
woman on the right is dressed in a tunic and a mantle that covers the back of
her head. Her coiffure is a Flavian haircut, which arranges her hair in high layers
of curls. The other woman also wears a tunic and mantle, which covers her
headdress. Her headdress is made of a diadem and a cap with a bow tie or head
chain and in her ears hang spherical earrings. It is worthwhile mentioning here
that the mantle of the woman with the Flavian hairdo is not pinned with a fibula
and thus more Roman in appearance, whereas the mantle of the other woman is
pinned at the left shoulder, emphasizing her local appearance even more. Both
men are dressed in a tunic and a mantle and the man on the left has tiny curls
on his forehead, whereas the boy has short hair. This relief clearly illustrates the
diversity in dress behaviour for women. One woman follows Roman fashion,
whereas the other is portrayed as a local woman. This variety may indicate a great
amount of individuality or agency in dress choice.923 Blömer has argued that
jewellery, headdress, and hairstyles may be signifiers for a woman’s age, and
social status.924 If that is the case, the woman with the headdress must then be
displaying her status as a mother. The other (younger?) woman on the right
perhaps wanted to communicated her knowledge of Roman fashion and culture.
The difference in age is supported by the inscription below the woman with the
Flavian hair: Kallitukhe who died untimely. This family portrait thus likely
922 In regards to Palmyra, these family constellations are often banquet scenes, this implicates
that at Palmyra context may also have an influence on dress choices.
923 Rothe 2009: 5. According to Lipovetsky (1994), women had (generally speaking) more
choices in dress than men from the medieval periods onwards, although this gap has become
narrower in more recent decades. He further argues that dress, hairstyles, and makeup are means
of self-expression and thus a way of expressing individuality, although there were limitations to
this freedom (for example) based on social power: see Lipovetsky 1994: 33-36 and 107-117. It
must be stressed that I do not follow his overall assumption that ‘fashion’ was introduced in the
world from the fourteenth century onwards, since change for the sake of change is also visible
in the ancient world.
924 Blömer 2014: 257.
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represented a mother and father with their two children who were both
deceased.
What do these monuments tell us about gendered dress behaviour? In
general, we may conclude that men in the funerary portraiture from Seleucia
conveyed a Roman identity through their haircuts and that, overall, men
followed Graeco-Roman fashion. Thus, these men communicated that they
wanted to present themselves as Graeco-Roman. As noted in the introduction,
in many ancient and modern societies it is not uncommon for men to clothe
themselves in the dress of the ruling or dominant culture. In contrast to men,
we see a larger variety in dress behaviour for women. In Seleucia, we find women
frequently represented as more Roman in appearance through their centrally
parted hair from the Antonine and Severan periods or a Flavian hairdo (see nos.
3.35, 3.37, 3.39). We also find a large number of women who show a variety of
‘local’ or mixed dress styles, making it impossible to deduce one local style. Even
though – to some extent – differences in female dress behaviour are also found
at Edessa, Dura-Europos, and Palmyra, this variety appears to be an especially
typical feature of Seleucia.925
Drapery was also a signifier of social status and of gendered dress
behaviour.926 Generally, in antiquity, the tunics of women were longer and more
voluminous than those worn by men. According to Davies and Llewellyn-Jones,
the handling of her garments by a Roman woman was a sign of her refinement,
high social status, and feminine sensuality.927 Her heavy garments would hamper
her movement and make rapid walking impossible, reminiscent of the function
of the so-called traditional dress of the Herero women, where slow movement
and the ability to handle the heavy garments was a sign of exemplary
womanhood.928 Furthermore, a Roman woman also needed her hands to keep
her garments in place; holding her garment or head veil to adjust it was seen as
a signifier of her femininity. This may explain why, on many funerary
monuments, a woman is shown holding the tip of her mantle or the edge of her
veil (see, for example, nos. 3.11 and 3.16).929 In addition, colour and fabric were
signifiers of gender and social status, since colours and more expensive fabrics
925 Klaver 2016. Similar conclusions were made by examining funerary portraiture from the
Middle Danube region and the Lower Rhine region: see Rothe 2012: 193.
926 Davies and Llewellyn-Jones 2017: 87-104.
927 Davies and Llewellyn-Jones 2017: 88-90.
928 See my introduction for more information on the Herero women.
929 These gestures are also found at Palmyra: see chapter two.
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(such as thin linen and silk) were generally reserved for women of the upper
classes.930 Unfortunately, due to the lack of paint on the grave monuments we
are missing this important layer of communication at Seleucia.931 However, we
can distinguish a local style of drapery at Seleucia. What is particular of the
Syrian-Mesopotamian region (and of the Northern provinces) is the pinning of
the mantle at the shoulder with a brooch (see, for example, no. 3.4).932 This style
of drapery is also found at Palmyra, Hierapolis, and in Cyrrhestice. This means
that if we accept the tunic and mantle as Graeco-Roman garments, they are often
worn in a local style, making these garments mixed ensembles in themselves.933
How can we explain the choices made by those portrayed or by their
families or – in other words – what influenced these decisions? When trying to
understand the choices behind local dress, a few explanations come to mind.
First, in anthropological and sociological studies, when men are garbed in the
dress of conquering or prevailing cultures and women in local dress, women are
often viewed in these situations as so-called ‘guardians of ethnicity’, where a
family’s cultural identity is expressed through dress.934 This phenomenon is
found elsewhere in Roman societies with a multicultural mix.935 This may also
apply to Seleucia, where Graeco-Roman culture became more dominant in the
second and third centuries CE and its society was known for its diversity.
Second, as argued by Rubina Raja, funerary reliefs can be an expression of wealth
of the deceased or their families; therefore, choices in the size of the monument,
portrayed attributes, and garments may reflect actual wealth.936 Women with
elaborate headdresses can thus be seen ‘display cases’ for their own or their
families cultural preferences and prosperity.937 In addition, as I have argued
elsewhere, the female headdress may have been an indicator for a woman’s
marital status in Syria.938 Most women who ‘died untimely’ have no headdress,
which may strengthen the hypothesis that women at Seleucia wore elaborate
headdresses after a certain age or as signifier of their marital state. Only one
930 Olson 2017: 105. Rothe 2017: 130.
931 Rothe 2017: 130.
932 Blömer 2014: 202.
933 Rothe 2017: 119-134.
934 Rothe 2009, Rothe 2013. See my introduction above for a more detailed overview on this
topic.
935 Rothe 2017: 130.
936 Raja 2017: 329-334.
937 Rothe 2012: 247.
938 Klaver 2016: 375-391.
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woman who ‘died untimely’ wears a plain headdress (no. 3.43), but she appears
to be the exception to the rule; her untimely death may refer to her position as
a young mother and not simply as young.939
The question then must be asked: if most women wore some type of
local dress, why did other women opt for Roman dress? First, there is no
indication that these women were not from the region: most women have Greek
names which were popular in Syria, such as Asia, Gaia, and Sosipatra. Perhaps
the women in Roman dress or relatives commissioning the stele wanted to
convey familiarity with Roman fashion, which is clearly demonstrated by the
family portrait where one woman sports an elaborate Flavian coiffure and the
other woman wears some type of local dress (no. 3.39). Or perhaps the women
wanted to identify with Rome and Roman culture because they had social,
political, or business links with Rome.940 In the case of the Treveran region,
women from the wealthiest families were the ones who were portrayed in
Roman dress.941 At Seleucia, this appears not to have been the case: women
dressed in Roman garments are found in both so-called higher- and lower-quality
reliefs (compare, for example, nos. 3.37 and 3.40). Perhaps here, Roman dress
was a signifier of worldliness and social upward mobility. However, it is
impossible to prove whether this is true, and no. 3.44 (depicting a Roman clerk
with his parents: the father is in Roman dress and the mother wears a peculiar
local headdress) may indicate the exact opposite.
In the end, we may conclude that there was a gender division at Seleucia.
Men displayed Roman fashion through their hairstyles, garments, and gestures
(arm resting in slings). Women, on the other hand, displayed Roman dress,
mixed ensembles, and local tendencies. This implies that women (or their
families) had a choice. Women could portray worldliness through Roman
fashion, or local identity and wealth when dressed in a local ensemble: their
marital status, family’s wealth (or their own) could be portrayed via their
headdress. A woman’s position within her family was mainly communicated
indirectly as the epitaphs themselves barely mention family affiliations. In the
funerary monuments, the visual evidence spoke louder than words. The wide
variety in dress behaviour sets Seleucia apart from the other cities in this study.
939 Yon (2003: 154) indeed argues that the phrase ἄωρε was not necessarily used for people who
died very young.
940 Rothe 2017: 126. Rothe 2012: 117.
941 Rothe 2009.
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Unfortunately, the social, cultural, and political actions behind dress behaviour
on the funerary monuments cannot be fully understood. What we can say is the
following: the function of the city in (local) trade, its strategic geographical
position, and the military presence made the city a veritable melting pot, which
is confirmed by the city’s grave monuments. While we have seen that, at DuraEuropos and Palmyra, elite families and the (upper) middle class tended to
portray themselves in more or less homogeneous fashion, the inhabitants of
Seleucia showed great diversity and felt more freedom to display a wider range
of dress styles.
3.4 CONCLUSION: HYBRIDITY IN THE CITY
My study of Seleucia has demonstrated that the inhabitants of this city were
familiar with many aspects of classical or Graeco-Roman culture. The existence
of Greek and Roman public buildings, the Graeco-Roman villas with their
mythological scenes, Greek inscriptions found in the city and in the funerary
sphere, and evidence of Greek and Roman gods all hint at a city rooted in
classical culture. Yet, when it comes to visual representations of the people
themselves, the picture reveals much more diversity, and it is especially the
women who are dressed in a variety of styles. In the Palmyra chapter, I argued
that the Palmyrenes switched their cultural identity from Graeco-Roman in the
public sphere (and to some extent in the domestic sphere) to Palmyrene in the
funerary realm. Seleucia is clearly different, however. The inhabitants of this city
show more diversity – not only within the funerary realm itself – but sometimes
even within the same monument. In Palmyra, context was key: this appears not
the have been the case at Seleucia.
In Syria, tombs were often designed according to regional fashion,
although throughout Syria the focus was on visibility and monumentality, as was
especially evident in Palmyra.942 However, Seleucia does not follow this trend
and, here, the tombs were largely underground: in line with pre-Roman
traditions. The Roman practice of individual display via names and portraits of
the deceased is customized to local wishes. At Seleucia, although public display
may have been as important as in Palmyra, kinship was not the focus of the
epitaphs, and portraits were not the only visual representations for an individual.
As we have seen, Seleucia used other funerary imagery to represent the individual
942 De Jong 2017: 175-2015.
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and the nuclear family seems to have had greater significance than genealogy.
This means that the inhabitants of Seleucia adjusted to Roman funerary
traditions to suit their own local needs and traditions. The men added local
drapery customs to Roman dress, the women chose Roman dress or local
headdresses depending on their wealth, age or message. Architectural evidence
may show a city with strong Graeco-Roman tendencies and yet, the material
finds from the funerary sphere reveal so much more: these finds show us a city
that made choices about their identities that drew from a number of sources.
Indeed, Seleucia was a hybrid city in every sense of the word.
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CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has explored the roles of elite women in Dura-Europos, Palmyra,
and Seleucia on the Euphrates to study the social recognition and status they
received. Apart from those in Palmyra, these women have received little
scholarly attention in studies of Roman Syria so far. Thus, to increase our
understanding of the lives of women in the Roman province of Syria, three case
studies were selected – each with its own social-political conditions and cultures.
Dura-Europos, a city located along the Euphrates and near the present border
with Iraq, was founded by the Seleucids around 300 BCE and subsequently ruled
by the Parthians and Romans. Therefore, it was a town with various cultural
influences: in this regard, we can distinguish elements of Greek, Parthian and
Roman inspiration, as well as influence from local cultures, such as Palmyra. Our
second case study of Palmyra, situated in the Syrian desert, shows a city that
enjoyed an important role as a trade hub in long-distance commerce. The
material culture of Palmyra not only reveals a city with Graeco-Roman
tendencies, but also one with strong local traditions. And finally, Seleucia on the
Euphrates, located in Northern Syria, was a city with a great Roman presence
due to the legio IIII Scythica that was stationed there for nearly 200 years. The
cultural diversity within and between these cities makes them perfect case studies
for providing an answer to my main research question: If, and if so how, local
and/or Graeco-Roman traditions and customs influenced the social lives of
women in Roman Syria (see Fig. III for map of Roman Syria).
In studying the lives of women in these three cities, a detailed account of
how they engaged in various spheres of life has been revealed. The examination
of their participation in the public, religious, and funerary realms and the
circumstances and extent of their involvement has disclosed much about their
family life and their participation in society. Their involvement in these spheres
was communicated via material cultural remains such as wall paintings,
sculptures and funerary reliefs, as well as by inscriptions. To conclude and
integrate these findings more thoroughly, this last chapter is dedicated to a
comparison of the lives of women from Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and Seleucia
on the Euphrates according to the main themes discussed in the individual
chapters: the manifestation of women in public life, female participation in
religious life, and their representations in the funerary sphere. Unfortunately, the
studied material was not the same in each city, making it impossible to compare
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all three cities in all spheres of life; nonetheless, for every realm, at least two cities
can be compared with each other.
As we shall see, the various cultures also influenced how women were
depicted, as can be clearly seen in the pictorial representations of women found
in the temples of Dura-Europos and the funerary monuments of Seleucia and
Palmyra. These differences in female portrayal will also be discussed in this
conclusion. I will end this thesis with some concluding remarks on whether (or
to what extent) locality and Graeco-Roman culture had an impact on the lives
of the women discussed in this thesis.
WOMEN IN PUBLIC LIFE: PALMYRA AND DURA-EUROPOS
Evidence of women participating in the public life of their city has primarily
been found in Palmyra. The elites of Palmyra adopted the Hellenistic and, later,
Roman practice of public honour by erecting honorary statues with inscriptions.
Although men were overrepresented in the public domain, the practice of
euergetism and the display of public honour also allowed a dozen Palmyrene
women to be honoured for their participation in public life. Moreover, we saw
that one Palmyrene woman was able to erect posthumous statues for her father
and brother. Such information is missing for Seleucia and Dura-Europos.
Unfortunately, little material from the public sphere of Seleucia has been
unearthed and, in regards to Dura-Europos, it seems that, due to the multiple
functions of Durene temples, the public life of Dura was integrated into the
religious life of the city. Therefore, in this section, I address the more public
function of the Durene temples and below, in the section on ‘female
participation in religious life’, I focus on the religious aspects of female presence
in the temples of Dura-Europos.
Evidence of 13 Palmyrene women acting in the public life of the city has
been unearthed so far. Their honorary inscriptions and statues were set up in
temples, the agora, and along the colonnades. For men, the honorary statues were
set up by the boule and the demos or the polis, by male and female family members,
by tribes, and by deities. Female statues were also erected by family members,
tribes, and deities, but not by civic bodies. However, they have been found in
equally prominent locations in the city. When walking the streets of Palmyra one
would, for example, not only see a statue of Queen Zenobia, but also of nonroyal women such as Atteemm, whose statue was found near the Efqa Spring
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where it was erected by the gods Aglibol and Malakbel and the tribe Bene
Komare in the year 17 BCE.
The majority of honorary inscriptions and statues of women were
posthumously erected by their relatives and the reason for honouring them is
often omitted in these inscriptions (as was the case with posthumous statues of
men). In the temple of Nabu, a Marqos Ulpios Elahbel erected a statue to
honour his daughter Hadirath after her death. Inscriptions such as these focus
on genealogy and on the roles of women as wives, mothers, daughters, and
sisters of Palmyrene men. This indicates that – at Palmyra – women were often
commemorated as members of important families; a type of ‘indirect honour’
that was part of a family’s strategy when presenting themselves in the public
realm.
To maintain their status in Palmyra, the notables needed to continuously
affirm their presence in the public sphere and the practice of euergetism often
revolved around religious benefactions. Palmyrene women took over the
responsibility of munificence from their fathers or male relatives, as we saw with
Thomallachis who donated 2500 denarii towards the building of the baths of the
gods Aglibol and Malakbel (see chapter 2 section 3), and their religious
benefactions were aimed at maintaining their family’s presence in city life.
Women also used their funds to erect honorary statues for their relatives, as we
saw with Julia Aurelia Hagga who erected statues of her father and brother (see
chapter 2 section 3). So, one way or the other, both as dedicators and honorands,
Palmyrene women were an inextricable part of Palmyra’s public life. As we have
seen in chapter two, the benefactions by Palmyrene women and the records of
them as sellers and buyers of funerary property indicate that some Palmyrene
women enjoyed financial independence. Yet, it is generally believed – and the
present research confirms this – that the few Palmyrene women who were active
participants in public life (and also in funerary life for that matter) either
collaborated with others or acted as the consequence of a lack of men to present
their family’s interest.
To contrast this scene with that of Dura-Europos, at first glance, women
appear not to have played an important role in public life. However, the elite
families of Dura-Europos expressed and promoted their place in society by their
presence in the sanctuaries. During most of Dura’s history, the inhabitants of
the city appropriated the public space around the agora for private use by turning
it into a housing area with commercial units. Consequently, the elites of Dura255

Europos focused on the city’s temples to present themselves to their peers and
fellow inhabitants. This shift resulted in painted group portraits in the various
cult rooms and sanctuary units and (dedicatory) inscriptions with a
predominance of personal names on the walls, altars, and on other
archaeological features. At Dura-Europos, someone’s social and political status
was thus mainly communicated in the religious sphere.
A strong female presence is found in the so-called civic temple of
Artemis and in the temples of Atargatis and Azzanathkona. In the three salles à
gradins, over 80 inscriptions have been inscribed on the steps. These record the
names of women, their genealogy, the names of their spouses and his family
lineage. This focus on family ties indicates that these women, too, were
important signifiers for their families: with their presence in the temples, their
families were also present in the religious and social life of the city. These social
and family aspects are also found in the painted portraits from the temples of
Bel and Zeus Theos. Here, women are represented amongst their family and
they communicated various aspects of their identity through their dress and
personal names.
What strikes one in Dura’s inscriptions is the level of independence of
these women. In chapter one, I have argued that the inscriptions in the salles à
gradins likely commemorate the sponsoring of the steps. The grammar and
wording of most inscriptions suggest that the Durene women had an active role
in the erection of the steps, which is substantiated by documents found in DuraEuropos, which testify that women in the direct surroundings legally owned and
sold property: in all likelihood without the need of a guardian. Furthermore, at
Dura-Europos, elite women had an active presence in the temples alongside their
male relatives. If we recall, evidence from Palmyra also indicated a level of
financial independence for some Palmyrene women; however, the timing of this
independence differs from that of Dura-Europos. In Dura-Europos, women
were present in the temples in an independent fashion and simultaneously with
their male relatives. In Palmyra, most women participated in the public realm
separately from men; that is to say, only after their male relatives were unable to
do so.
So how may we explain this difference? As noted in chapter two,
Palmyra’s religious buildings were prominent spaces of public life. Especially
around the first century CE, euergetism was connected to the religious sphere
and prominent members of society were honoured in the temples. However, as
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the urban character of the city developed into one with strong Graeco-Roman
features, the podium of public honour also shifted to areas generally associated
with public life in the Graeco-Roman world: the agora and the colonnaded
streets. Meanwhile, at Dura-Europos, the temples remained the centre of the
various aspects of city life. Perhaps this regional character also influenced the
modus operandi of women’s participation. Possibly the religious character of public
life at Dura allowed Durene women to be more independent, whereas the more
traditional Graeco-Roman style of public life at Palmyra restricted independence
for women in this city.
FEMALE PARTICIPATION IN RELIGIOUS LIFE: PALMYRA AND DURA-EUROPOS
Evidence of women participating in religious life has been found in DuraEuropos and Palmyra. Since only one altar erected by a Theodora, daughter of
Dionysodoros, to the Mother of Gods was found across the Euphrates in
Apamea, Seleucia is omitted from the present discussion. As far as the evidence
suggests, female participation in Dura-Europos was mainly confined to actual
sanctuaries. The salles à gradins with female names inscribed on the steps indicate
that women had access to the cult rooms and participated in religious
ceremonies. We saw in chapter one that the rooms were probably used for small
rituals, such as the sacrifice of incense, a small ritual meal, and perhaps dancing,
chanting, and making music. But we have no indication that women performed
the actual sacrifice, since both inscriptions and iconographic evidence found in
Dura-Europos indicate that temple personnel was male. The cult relief found in
the salle à gradins in the temple of Azzanathkona depicting a man sacrificing to
the goddess is telling is this respect. Apart from their presence in these manners,
women also contributed financially to the cults of Artemis, Atargatis, and
Azzanathkona since their financing of the steps themselves must have
contributed to the cult and cult building. In this sense, the steps can be seen as
religious benefactions. Durene women are also presented in the sanctuary units
through their visual representations. The family portraits from the temples of
Bel and Zeus Theos signify that women were part of a family’s strategy in
communicating with the gods and fellow inhabitants. Although only men, such
as Konon in the wall painting The Sacrifice of Konon, were permitted to perform in
the actual sacrifice, women communicated various aspects of their families and
their own identities, such as marital status, wealth, and local identity (which will
be addressed below).
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As described in chapter two, Palmyrene women – like Amtallat who
offered a column to the god Baalshamin – also made religious benefactions (see
chapter 2 section 3). Apart from these major benefactions, Palmyrene women
also erected small incense altars for the lives of themselves and their families. In
total, 19 of these small altars have been found, dedicated to a deity evoked as
‘He whose name is blessed forever’. These altars were set up for salvation and
expressed thanksgiving for salvation either obtained or anticipated, which
assured the personal relationship between the dedicator and the deity. Women
erected the altars with others, or alone when their male relatives were unable to
do so. Both the inscriptions from the religious realm and the possible private
nature of the deity ‘He whose name is blessed forever’ indicate that family was
the most important social construction for Palmyrene women participating in
the religious realm.
From Palmyra we also have pictorial evidence of female participation in
religious ceremonies: they witnessed or participated in processions and held
sacrificial objects; however, women are not depicted performing the actual
sacrifices. Interestingly, women are always accompanied by men in these images
and, therefore, we have no information on whether Palmyrene women also
enjoyed religious ceremonies solely in the accompaniment of other women, as
was the case in Dura-Europos (although here male priests were probably
present) or whether women always acted as members of their family unit.
Both Durene and Palmyrene women acted independently in the religious
sphere with their benefactions and dedications and probably had their own
financial means (most likely through inheritance). However, it often appears that
Palmyrene women acted either with others or only stepped in when there were
no male relatives to represent their families in religious life. It was thus especially
the circumstances under which Durene and Palmyrene women participated in
religious life that differ. In Dura-Europos, elite women actively participated in
religious life: they financed cults and watched and partook in religious
ceremonies. Importantly, they did so while their male family members were also
active in the temples. Even though women were important signifiers for their
families, they also contributed on their own behalf. In contrast, women in
Palmyra (generally speaking) erected altars with others, or alone, or when their
fathers and husbands were deceased, and the same also holds true for religious
benefactions, which is clearly demonstrated by the already mentioned donation
by Thomallachis.
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THE FUNERARY SPHERE: INSCRIPTIONS AND PORTRAITS FROM SELEUCIA AND
PALMYRA
Concerning the funerary sphere, material comes from two cities: Seleucia and
Palmyra. From Dura-Europos, inscriptions and portraits have rarely been found
in graves, although the textiles and jewellery that were found here provide some
insight in daily dress practices in this city. In particular, the material from Palmyra
is rich and diverse, ranging from foundation inscriptions, cession texts, and
tombs to funerary portraits with epitaphs. From this material, it may be
concluded that funerary property often stayed within the family for generations
and that this family character probably explained the involvement of Palmyrene
women buying or selling funerary property. In many cases, Palmyrene women
inherited the funerary property that they managed, and when Palmyrene women
bought burial spaces it was often for themselves and their family and for future
generations (as did Palmyrene men). The epitaphs and funerary portraits indicate
that Palmyrene women acted as delegates of their families. Their family
affiliations are recorded in the inscriptions via extensive genealogy, and the
single, double, or group portraits emphasize family values, such as domesticity,
and family wealth. The dress of Palmyrene women, consisting of a tunic, mantle,
separate veil draped over a turban-style headdress and exuberant jewellery, sets
them apart from Roman funerary portraits in the Latin West.
Whether the Palmyrenes solely wanted to portray their local identity in
the funerary realm remains unknown, but their costume does reflect social and
economic changes over the course of time. The growing emphasis on jewellery
parallels the growing wealth of the city and its rising middle class. Likewise, in
the pre-modern and modern Near East, extra earnings would be invested in
jewellery: the growing wealth of the Palmyrenes in the second and third centuries
CE and the increase of jewellery depicted in the funerary portraits can thus be
explained along these lines. Although their Palmyrene dress may have been
created under Roman rule, it too reflects local changes, following the concept of
the so-called ‘third way’ dress. All in all, the portraits communicate local
circumstances and cherished and highlighted family relations where women are
presented as daughters, wives, or sisters. As with public life, in the funerary realm
the emphasis was on men; but again, women are indispensable for families to
present themselves.
The funerary material from Seleucia consists mainly of portraits with
epitaphs, making it impossible to infer whether women from Seleucia were also
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managers of funerary property. Here, it is dress behaviour that provided the
most insight into the roles women played in Seleucia. Where men reflect Roman
fashion through their hairstyles, garments, and gestures, women either portrayed
their knowledge of Roman fashion or emphasized their local identity dressed in
a local ensemble. In the latter case, women thus presented themselves as
‘guardians of ethnicity’. Furthermore, a woman’s family could choose to portray
its wealth by using women as so-called ‘display cases’. As argued in chapter three,
funerary reliefs could be an expression of wealth of the deceased or their
families; therefore, dress choices may reflect actual wealth, which may be
especially clear in the elaborate headdresses. On the other hand, women dressed
in Roman garments may have showcased their worldliness and social mobility.
The large variety in dress – which stands in marked contrast to the situation in
Palmyra – indicates that the women of Seleucia and their families had an array
of choices when representing females: as guardians of ethnicity or display cases
of wealth or status, marital status, and social mobility. Arguably, this variety can
be explained by Seleucia’s position in (local) trade, its strategic geographical
position, its Roman military presence, and the many (neighbouring) cultures
such as the Parthians, the Commagene Kingdom, and Osrhoene. This melting
pot may also explain the diversity of the city’s grave monuments.
A multiplicity of cultural influences cannot, however, wholly explain the
situation at hand. In addition to this we must take the individual choices and
local peculiarities into account. After all, like Seleucia, Palmyra was also located
on the crossroads of trade routes and was also influenced by a variety of cultures.
In Palmyrene funerary portraiture, it was the men who dressed in a range of
styles, whereas women tended to wear a uniform dress. So, how can we explain
this difference? One distinction between these cities is the size and function of
their funerary monuments. In Palmyra, the tower tombs could hold over 300
burials: the hypogea could also house up to hundreds of graves. In Seleucia, the
tombs were restricted to families and thus much smaller in size. Even though
many of the loculi in Palmyra were meant for families, the burials plots were also
ceded to outsiders, making the interiors of the tombs less private in character
than the tombs in Seleucia. Therefore, the medium of the funerary portrait may
have functioned in a slightly different manner. In Palmyra, a family wanted to
communicate their social status and wealth, also to outsiders, and to display
themselves as proud Palmyrenes. In Seleucia, often only direct family members
saw the imagery, making the monuments less important as social markers, but
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more important as commemorative monuments for the deceased individuals.
Perhaps this resulted in a certain freedom of choice when it comes to dress
behaviour, although this mechanism is not entirely clear.
FEMALE PORTRAITS AND DRESS BEHAVIOUR IN ROMAN SYRIA
The evidence from all three cities indicates that women communicated local
identity either via their names or their dress more often than men. 943
Representations of women from Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and Seleucia have
more in common with each other than with women from the remainder of the
Graeco-Roman world. The majority of women portrayed in Dura-Europos and
Palmyra wear tunics and mantles and their heads are covered by a separate veil.
Most noteworthy are their headdresses and their abundant jewellery such as
necklaces, bracelets, and earrings. The women in Seleucia also wear a tunic and
a mantle and some women cover the back of their heads with their mantle or a
head veil. Here, less than half of the women wear a separate headdress. The head
veils, headdresses, and abundant jewellery worn by women from Dura, Palmyra
and, to a lesser extent, from Seleucia, are not matched in pictorial material found
in the Latin West or Greek East. Between these cities, one finds similarities, but
each city also shows some unique features. It will be interesting to take a closer
look at these differences when it comes to female dress and study whether dress
functions as a marker of their local (or social) identity.
If we compare the female representations from Dura-Europos with the
images from Palmyra and Seleucia, a few remarks can be made. We may note a
number of recurring features in female dress in Dura-Europos. Women wear
ankle-length and either elbow-length sleeved or long-sleeved tunics with mantles
that are worn over both shoulders. Most women in Dura-Europos are depicted
with separate veils to cover the back of their heads. In Dura-Europos, most
women are depicted with an abundant amount of jewellery: head chains,
earrings, finger rings, necklaces and bracelets. The flat-topped cylindrical
headdress of the Durene women are without parallel, as are the large head chains
that we saw in the painting of Baribonnea from the temple of Zeus Theos. As
argued in chapter one, women in Dura-Europos used their elaborate headdress
to signify adulthood, marital status, and social esteem. Furthermore, the type of
943 An earlier version of this section is published as ‘Dress and identity in the SyrianMesopotamian region: The case of the women of Dura-Europos’, ARAM 28: 1-2 (2016), 357391.
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this headdress may also express their local identity, since Durene women usually
wear the same type of headdress, which is different from that of Palmyra, Hatra,
and Edessa. The women in Dura-Europos depicted on the temple walls were
proud inhabitants of their city and they are recognizable as such by their dress.
Palmyrene women are also depicted with elaborate headdresses and
jewellery in the funerary portraits. Palmyrene women wore elbow-length sleeved
tunics, mantles which were pinned at their left shoulder with a brooch, and a
separate veil to cover the back of their head. None of the sculptures from
Palmyra depict women with flat-topped cylindrical headdress like those in DuraEuropos, although this type of headdress is found in the wall paintings in the
Tomb of the Three Brothers: yet this appears to be the exception rather than
the rule. Neither do we encounter the high headdress found in cities such as
Hatra and Edessa. Instead, Palmyrene women are usually depicted wearing a
plain or an ornamented diadem (headband) and a low fabric-made turban which
was covered by a separate veil. Through their combination of jewellery, brooch,
diadem, and turban, Palmyrene women were easily recognizable. Hence their
clothing sets them apart from other women in the Syrian-Mesopotamian region.
While women from Palmyra and Dura-Europos usually wear the same
type of dress, the women in Seleucia show a large variety in dress styles. Only
half of the women wear a headdress and these vary greatly, ranging from a
headdress consisting of a diadem, turban, and a cap to turban-like headdresses
and plain caps. The women from Seleucia also show a diversity in hairstyles and
wear little jewellery, if they wear any at all. Apart from the variety in dress styles,
another difference between Seleucia and Dura-Europos and Palmyra is the fact
that many women from Seleucia are portrayed in Roman fashion (for example,
the drapery of their mantles on the back of their heads and their hairstyles).
So how may we explain the costumes of Dura and Palmyra on the one
hand and Seleucia on the other? Inscriptions and onomastics from both Palmyra
and Dura-Europos indicate that it was socially important for the elites to present
themselves as citizens of their city. Generally speaking, at Dura-Europos during
Seleucid and Parthian rule, only those who presented themselves as descendants
from the original Macedonian founders via their Macedonian-Greek names were
called Europaioi. Being Europaioi endowed one with prestige and it appears that
the Durenes also used their appearance to communicate their citizenship. The
same may have been true at Palmyra where, from the first century CE onwards,
the citizens of Palmyra called themselves Palmyrene (tdmry’) or ‘sons of the city’
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(bny mdynt) and the people of Palmyra (demos) participated in public life by
awarding and erecting honorary statues and inscriptions. Similar to DuraEuropos, names held social status, but while Greek names were important
signifiers at Dura, most elites had Aramaic names at Palmyra. The fact that most
public and funerary inscriptions were written in Palmyrene, or were bilingual or
trilingual, supports the idea that the inhabitants of Palmyra valued their own
culture highly. Being Durene or Palmyrene was thus a status marker for the
notables of the city. This was not only communicated via language, names, and
titles, but also through outward appearance. Many sociological and
anthropological studies have shown that the appearance of women was
especially suitable to communicate this. And in these cities, as was the case
elsewhere in pre-modern and modern times, headdresses and jewellery were not
only used to enhance beauty and display wealth, but they were particular
signifiers of ethnicity. Even so, this still does not explain why the elites and
middle class of Seleucia did not feel the need to stress their local identity. Perhaps
under the strong influence of the Roman legion, the inhabitants of this city
focused more on Roman culture. Their houses with wall paintings and mosaics
are in line with Graeco-Roman building traditions. The same may have been true
of other spheres of life. Arguably, the focus on Roman culture limited the focus
on being an inhabitant of Seleucia.
WOMEN, CULTURE, AND SOCIETY
Let us now turn to the main research question as to whether, how, and to what
extent locality or Graeco-Roman cultures influenced the social lives of women
in the three cities under discussion. What this research has demonstrated is that
the social position of women was not the same in all three cities city; yet, the
question remains as to whether the differences within the various spheres of life
– as describes in the sections above – can be attributed to the influence of one
particular culture. As mentioned in the introduction, the history of the Roman
province of Syria is one of cultural diversity, where we may distinguish influences
from regional cultures and from Hellenistic, Roman, Mesopotamian, and
Parthian cultures. Of course, most cultures are influenced by other cultures and
are in a constant flux of change; therefore, studying the origins of a thought, idea
or product are less important than the ways these thoughts, ideas or products
were perceived and experienced (cf. criterion 1 of the hybrid model). In order to
fully understand this difference, we may turn again to the example of the Herero
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women from Botswana and Namibia, whose current ‘traditional’ dress, which is
actually based on nineteenth-century German fashion, is used as a proud signifier
of their Herero identity. Consequently, when possible, I have focused on what
was perceived as local, Greek, Roman or Graeco-Roman et cetera.
In chapter three, I concluded that Seleucia on the Euphrates was a city
with strong Graeco-Roman tendencies. The public buildings, the villas with
mythological scenes, the epigraphic habit, and evidence of Greek and Roman
gods, all suggest that Seleucia was a city rooted in Graeco-Roman culture. Of
course, the Roman military presence for over 200 years must have influenced
the character of the city. Interestingly, the funerary realm – from which most
material comes – does not follow this cultural trend: the tombs were largely
underground, which is in line with pre-Roman traditions. Additionally, the
Roman iconography of the grave monuments is customized to local desires and
the funerary portraits display diversity, where especially women are dressed in a
variety of styles (criteria 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the hybrid model). Whether this freedom
of choice also transcends to other spheres of life remains unknown, since only
fragmented evidence from the public and religious realms have been unearthed
at Seleucia.
Luckily, we have more information from Palmyra and Dura-Europos.
Dura-Europos appears to have been a hybrid culture with elements of Greek,
Roman, regional, and local cultures found in the various spheres of city life.
Greek culture is, for example, found in its language, epigraphic habit, personal
names, and the names – and perhaps nature – of some deities. For the elites,
especially Greek names were important signifiers of high social status.
Throughout the city’s history, the elite inhabitants presented themselves as
Greeks via names such as Seleukos, Lysias, and Timonassa (criteria 1 and 4 of
the hybrid model). The baths and the amphitheatre, however, were elements of
Roman culture. Other aspects of daily life appear to have been influenced by
regional or local culture. This is particularly clear in the domestic architecture,
which follows Mesopotamian traditions. The same holds true for the temples
with one or more sanctuary units and additional cult rooms aligned around the
courtyard that were frequently visited by worshippers.
Women actively participated in the religious life of Dura. Contrary to
what is known about the Greek East or Latin West, we have no information that
Durene women acted as priestesses, but their presence is recorded in the
numerous inscriptions from the salles à gradins and via their painted portraits in
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the temples of Zeus Theos and Bel. Their active participation in religious
ceremonies may have been a local feature: although salles à gradins have been
found elsewhere inside and outside of Syria, these are the only known cases
where female names are inscribed in the steps. In my opinion, regional and local
cultures influenced the lives of Durene women more than Greek or Roman
culture. This holds true for the houses in which they lived, the temples that they
visited, the deities that they worshipped, and the level of economic independence
that they enjoyed. The papyri and parchments from Dura show that Durene
women could manage their own property and legal issues without the assistance
of a guardian, making them more independent than Greek or Roman women
(except for those Roman women who had ius liberorum). This may have been due
to Parthian influences, but this needs further examination.
Palmyra was a hybrid culture too, but here Greek and Roman culture
were more integrated or rooted in various sphere of life, especially in its urban
character with its architecture, theatre, baths, and colonnades (criteria 1, 2 and 4
of the hybrid model). In addition to this, the civic bodies, civic honour, and
honorary statues were styled after Graeco-Roman traditions (criterion 1 of the
hybrid model). Furthermore, in regard to domestic architecture, it was especially
the decorations within peristyle houses, such as columns, stucco, and mosaics,
that reveal the influence of Graeco-Roman culture; since these decorations are
mainly found in the more public areas of the houses, they can be regarded as
prestige markers of the elite (criteria 1, 2 and 4 of the hybrid model).944 However,
the Palmyrenes never fully followed Graeco-Roman traditions to the letter. For
example, although they incorporate the concept of euergetism, it is mainly
confined to religious benefactions (criteria 1 and 2 of the hybrid model). Or,
alternately, they bestow public honour by erecting statues and inscriptions but
the inscriptions are written in Palmyrene or are bilingual, and, for both men and
women, the focus often lies on the commemoration of kinship (criteria 1, 2, 3
and 4 of the hybrid model). As for sculpture, one sees a coexistence of styles or
a combination of traditions.945 A perfect example of this mixture is found in the
now destroyed beams from the temple of Bel, which depicted on the sides of
the beams Palmyrene deities and participants standing frontal and rather
944 Maurice Sartre arrives at a similar conclusion and states that the mosaics, often found in the
reception halls in the houses of the rich, can be regarded as a means to display Graeco-Roman
culture by the wealthy and educated inhabitants of the city: see Sartre 2007: 93.
945 For the coesistence of styles within Palmyrene sculpture: see Dirven 2018: 110-119.
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motionless (often labelled ‘Parthian art’), whereas the floral decoration on the
bottom of the beams is very much Graeco-Roman (criterion 2 of the hybrid
model).946
The lives of Palmyrene women were definitely influenced by GraecoRoman culture. The practise of euergetism and the display of public honour
allowed them to participate in public life of their city. However, the
circumstances of this influence were rather different to the Durene counterparts;
often women could participate in public life only after the important men of the
family had died or were unable to partake themselves. The focus on kinship in
inscriptions honouring them and their recorded importance as mothers, wives,
sisters, and daughters of Palmyrene men is very much part of Palmyrene culture
(although this was also a common practice of the Greek East). This family aspect
is also found in the religious sphere. The erection of small altars was a
widespread phenomenon in Palmyra, which was also common throughout the
Graeco-Roman world. Whether this practice was introduced under GraecoRoman influence remains unknown, but the focus on family is in line with
Palmyrene traditions. Finally, even though funerary portraiture was probably
introduced under Roman influence, representations of Palmyrene women do
not communicate Roman sculptural traditions. Their dress, and especially
headdress and jewellery, do not follow Roman sculptural standards. All in all, we
may conclude that it was especially the Palmyrene traditions that had an impact
on the social lives of Palmyrene women: the ‘vehicle’ may have been partly
Graeco-Roman, but the message was distinctly Palmyrene.
All three cities have shown a manifestation of cultural diversity and
agency by combining material elements from different cultures and using them
for their own advantage. Seleucia on the Euphrates, perhaps the city with the
strongest Graeco-Roman culture, depicts women with a wide range of choices
regarding dress styles, although we have no information on whether this
freedom transcended to other realms of life. Palmyra, also a city with strong
Graeco-Roman tendencies, but combined with a similarly strong local character,
seems to have incorporated many elements of Graeco-Roman culture, but
adopted these to suit its local needs. Women participated in the various spheres
of life and yet the circumstances are different from elsewhere in the Roman
world. Women were clearly indispensable in advertising their family’s interests.
946 Also mentioned by Dagmara Wielgosz-Rondolino 2016: 66-82 and Dirven 2018: 111-113.
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The same may be said about Dura-Europos, but the most revealing in regards
to women’s roles was that, here, women had a greater level of independence that
often transcended the lives of women in the Latin West, Greek East, and other
cities in Roman Syria.
FUTURE STUDY
This thesis has uncovered many interesting details regarding the role of women
in Roman Syria; likewise, it has also revealed many areas of study that still require
further exploration. In order to fully understand the social life of the three cities
under discussion, one needs to study all its materials. For Dura-Europos and
Palmyra this means studying all inscriptions from all realms and reconstruct the
social life of these cities by examining family strategies in regards to marriage
strategies, onomastics, and the participation in various spheres of life. For DuraEuropos, it might be interesting to compare my results with what is known from
Parthian studies. And in regards to Seleucia, one may evaluate the funerary
monuments of other cities in the Near East with a strong Roman military
presence in order to determine whether the variety in style can indeed be
attributed to the Roman legion. The interdisciplinary and comparative
approaches used in this thesis have demonstrated that studying only one realm
or one source provides conclusions that are too narrow. The present approaches
not only allow for new ‘ways of seeing’ but will hopefully bring renewed (and
much needed) interest in research into the roles of women and their families in
Roman Syria. Especially, in a time where many of the archaeological remains are
in threat of destruction (or are already destroyed), it is of real importance to
further research in this region.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX: MATERIAL CULTURE AND INSCRIPTIONS FROM
DURA-EUROPOS, PALMYRA, AND SELEUCIA ON THE EUPHRATES
This appendix includes pictorial representations and inscriptions regarding
women discussed in this thesis. It thus begins with the material from DuraEuropos: in this first part, we will encounter the pictorial material of historical
women discussed in chapter one, followed by additional visual imagery. Part one
ends with the inscriptions from the salles à gradins. The second part consists of
the inscriptions from Palmyra, dedicated either by women or on behalf of
women. These are divided into three areas: the inscriptions from the public
sphere, followed by the inscriptions addressing female participation in religious
life, and finally the inscriptions from the funerary sphere. The third part of this
appendix provides an overview on funerary monuments from Seleucia, which
includes single funerary portraits, double funerary portraits, family funerary
portraits, and freestanding statues.
In regards of the translation of the inscriptions the following
considerations apply. The translations of the Greek inscriptions from DuraEuropos and Seleucia on the Euphrates are my own unless stated otherwise. The
Greek inscriptions of Palmyra were recently translated by Jean-Baptiste Yon
(2012) and in this appendix I have incorporated his translations. When specific
inscriptions were also used in the main text, I provide an English translation. In
regards to the Palmyrene inscriptions, most inscriptions from the public and
religious realms are translated by the author, unless stated otherwise. I omitted
most diacritical marks in writing the personal names. I chose to use the
translations by others when the reading of the inscription or the complexity did
not allow me to translate them. Most of my translations have been checked by
Nathanael Andrade, to whom I am most grateful: any mistakes in these
translations are of course my own. When it comes to the foundation inscriptions
and cession texts, the complexity of these inscriptions did not allow me to
translate them; here, I have used the translations by other scholars. Most of these
are in French and are as such recorded in this appendix. Some of these funerary
inscriptions are also addressed in the main text, here I have translated the
inscriptions from French into English and these English translations were
checked by Nathanael Andrade, to whom I am again very thankful. It goes
without saying that any mistakes in these translations are my own. These steps
are also recorded in the notes in the main text.
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PART 1: DURA-EUROPOS

WALL PAINTINGS FROM THE TEMPLE OF BEL
The so-called temple of Bel, also known as the temple of the Palmyrene gods, is
located at the northwest corner of the city.947 The temple is flanked by the city
wall at its northern and western side. An inscription from 50-51 CE in the
courtyard shows that the temple had already existed by the first century CE,
although the earliest temple may have been older. Large wall paintings were
found in the several cult rooms. The naos originally consisted of a single room
and was located at the western wall with an adjacent room on the northern side.
The naos was later extended with a pronaos and stairs. The painting, The Sacrifice of
Konon, in the naos depicts two women from the Konon family among male family
members and two priests.

947 This description of the temple is based on Breasted 1924, Cumont 1926, Downey 1988 and
Dirven 1999.
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1.1 BITHNANAIA
Date: first century-second century CE948
Location: naos, southern wall
Measurements: unknown
Medium: paint on plaster
Classification: wall painting
Collection: National Museum of Damascus
Inventory number: unknown
Publications: Breasted 1924: 74-88. Cumont 1926: 49-51,
Perkins 1973: 36-41, Leriche 2012: 143-156.
Photos: Breasted 1924 (drawing jellery); Mission FrancoSyrienne de Doura-Europos (entire scene); YUAG (detail of
Bithnanaia.
The wall painting, The Sacrifice of Konon, shows the Konon
family in a procession with two priests sacrificing incense to
the gods.949 On the left-hand side of the panel stands Konon,
followed by two priests in front of an altar. The five children
of Konon stand next to the priests. In the lower register, three
adolescents are depicted. The fourth figure from the left is
Bithnanaia. The inscription on her dress tells us that she is the
daughter of Konon, the patron of the painting (Bithnanaia
(daughter) of Konon).950 Her left arm is completely concealed
from view by her dress. Her right arm is raised with her palm
outwards. She wears a rectangular pink headdress, which is
decorated with embroidery. The headdress is adorned with
two ribbons and a head chain made of beads. The top of her cap is covered with
a scarlet-coloured veil, which hangs to the shoulders. On her chest, we see traces
948 There is a discussion on the date of the painting, The Sacrifice of Konon. The painting itself
does not have a date. Cumont assigns it to the late first century CE on the basis of an inscription
found in the court from 115 CE, which mentions a Lysias son of Konon son of Patrokles. Since
one of the men depicted in the mural is called Konon son of Patrokles, Cumont argues that the
Lysias from the inscription must be his son. Lysias must therefore be a great-grandson of the
Konon from the painting. Based on the headdress of the women and the well-rounded letters
of the inscriptions on the painting, Perkins argues that a dating of the second century CE is more
plausible. The Lysias from the inscription of 115 CE may therefore be an ancestor of the Konon
from the painting: see Perkins 1973: 41.
949 See above the section on the salles à gradins for more information on this family.
950 Cumont 1926: 359-360.
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of the same scarlet colour, indicating her tunica or perhaps a shawl. She wears a
foot-length white mantle and her shoes are also white. She wears various jewels,
which are described by Breasted and Cumont as follows: earrings, a braided
bracelet, a neck collar of four metal rings, a necklace with pendants, and a purple
plaited oval medallion. On her breast hangs a round medallion with stones in
red, purple, green (to imitate enamel) with a rectangular-shaped pendant with
beads in green, white and red, followed by two cylindrical pendants. These
pendants consist of red- and pearl-coloured beads and two small spherical
pendants.951 The wall painting was recently restored: see Leriche (2012) for
details.

951 Breasted 1924: 74-88. Cumont 1926: 49-51.
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1.2 A GIRL
Date: late first century CE
Location: naos, southern wall
Measurements: unknown
Medium: paint on plaster.
Classification: wall painting
Collection: National Museum of
Damascus
Inventory number: unknown
Publications: Breasted 1924: 76-88,
Cumont 1926: 52-53, Leriche 2012:
143-156.
Photo: Mission Franco-Syrienne de
Doura-Europos
In the lower zone of the wall
painting, a young girl who greatly
resembles Bithnanaia is depicted. She
is not identified by an inscription.
The painting has not survived
completely as her feet are missing.
She raises her right hand with her
palm outwards. Breasted mentions
that she may have carried a purse in her left hand but Cumont writes that she
holds her cloak.952 Her arms are wrapped in a pink foot-length cloak. The folds
of the dress emphasize her waist. Beneath the cloak, she wears a dark-coloured
dress and a pink veil falls over her rectangular, dark red headdress, which is
decorated with embroidery. The girl wears earrings and has plaited bracelets on
both wrists. The necklace around her neck is made up of four rings. From the
descriptions of Breasted and Cumont, we know she wears two long necklaces
on her chest: one has an oval-shaped medallion with imitated enamel stones in
red, yellow, and pink. Below it, hangs a round medallion with two pendants. 953
The wall painting was recently restored: see Leriche (2012) for details.

952 Breasted 1924: 76-88 and Cumont 1926: 52-53. Cumontʾs interpretation is the preferred
since it was indeed a conventional pose in the region.
953 Breasted 1924: 76-88 and Cumont 1926: 52-53.
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WALL PAINTINGS FROM THE TEMPLE OF ZEUS THEOS
The temple was built in block B3 in the early second century CE over the
remains of private houses.954 The complex includes a courtyard with a sanctuary
unit consisting of a naos and pronaos and several rooms lining the court. The name
Zeus Theos is mentioned in the dedicatory inscription of one of the cult rooms,
erected in 120-121 CE.955 The naos of the temple was originally covered with wall
paintings. Due to its location in the city centre, the temple was not protected by
the embankment. The walls of the naos have collapsed, so only fragments of the
paintings have survived. Some of the pieces from the side walls were large
enough for one to arrive at general description of the decoration of the room:
the two side walls of the naos were both divided in two or three registers
separated by painted bands. Frontally positioned and life-size worshippers (men
and women) and priests were painted in the registers, similar to the decoration
in the naos of the temple of Bel. At the back wall of the naos, there was a painting
of the deity of the temple.956
1.3 PORTRAIT OF BARIBONNAIA
Date: second century CE
Location: naos, second register, side wall
Measurements: H.47 x W. 29cm
Medium: paint on plaster
Classification: wall painting
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos Collection
Inventory number: 1935 93a
Publications: TEAD VII/VIII: 180-217. Perkins 1973: 47-49.
Photos: TEAD VII/VIII (watercolour copy by Gute) and author.
A fragment of a woman called Baribonnaia has survived: in this fragment, her
head and bust are still visible. Her name is inscribed to the left-side of her head
(Βαριβονν[αια]). Her eyes are large and clearly visible, her lashes are black and
954 Downey 1988: 112-115.
955 TEAD VII-VIII: no. 888.
956 Frank Brown made a reconstruction of the paintings on the rear wall where, above the altar,
a huge figure in a Parthian dress was painted accompanied by horses pulling a golden chariot
and two flying Victory: see TEAD VII-VIII: 196-210. This reconstruction is, however, doubtful
since it was based on fragments not only found in the naos, but from elsewhere: see Moormann
2011: 193.
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her eyebrows are also black. Her violet dress is barely noticeable, which prohibits
an identification of the type of dress (chiton?). She wears a pink cylindrical tiaralike headdress, with a violet-coloured veil that descends to her shoulders. The
headdress is richly decorated with colourful bands, and a silver head chain with
two plaited chains descends on both sides of her face down to her breast. She
wears five necklaces: three with red, black, yellow, grey, and white beads. One
necklace is made of braided silver with a silver pendant and the fifth is also a
silver chain with small silver pendants. The fragment is currently under
restoration at YUAG.
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1.4 PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN
Date: second century CE
Location: naos, second register, side wall
Measurements: H. 35cm x W. 15cm
Medium: paint on plaster
Classification: wall painting
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos Collection
Inventory number: 1935 93b
Publications: TEAD VII/VIII:
180-217. Perkins 1973: 47-49.
Photos: Simon James, Lucinda
Dirven and author.
The woman resembles Baribonnaia:
she also wears a violet dress (chiton?)
and a headdress, although only the
lower two bands are preserved.
Small traces of her veil are
distinguishable on either side of her
face. The woman wears six
necklaces: four with coloured beads
and two with silver braided chains
with pendants. Her hand is in front
of her breast and had originally held
an object that can no longer be
distinguished. On her wrist she
wears a silver bracelet. Her face has
red-brown, pink and red tones, her
eyebrows and lashes are black, and
her eyes are painted grey. The
jewellery consists of thicker paint
fragments, which have the effect of
emphasising them. YUAG is
currently restoring the fragments of
this portrait.
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1.5 FRAGMENT OF FEMALE FIGURE
Date: second century CE
Location: naos, lower register, side wall
Measurements: unknown
Medium: paint on plaster
Classification: wall painting
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos Collection.
Inventory number: 1935 93n
Publications: TEAD VII/VIII: 180-217. Perkins 1973: 47-49.
Photo: by author.
A small fragment of a woman’s left hand adorned with jewellery has survived.
The fragment shows a small piece of her red- and grey-coloured garment. She
holds black stems of yellow fruits in her palm. Her wrist is encircled by a silver
bracelet. She wears a silver ring with a red setting on her little finger.
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WALL PAINTINGS FROM PRIVATE HOUSE M7 W
Private house M7 W was located in the west part of block M7, at the intersection
between the main street and wall street. Part of the house was preserved by the
embankment of the fortification of the Palmyrene gate, which is fortunate since
the walls in room 6 (the andron?) were covered with wall paintings. In this room,
we find two banquet scenes and a hunting scene. Based on the inscriptions, it
has been suggested that this house belonged to a Palmyrene family.
1.6 SEATED WOMAN FROM BANQUET SCENE
Date: second century CE
Location: room W6, southern wall
Measurements: H. 65cm
Medium: paint on plaster
Classification: wall painting
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos Collection
Inventory number: 1938.5999.1147
Publications: TEAD VI: 151-154, Perkins 1973: 65-67, Dirven 1999: 324-325.
Photos: YUAG; detail by author.
On the right-hand side of the panel sits a woman on a cushioned chair. Her head
and torso are frontally positioned, while her legs are turned towards the
banqueters on the left side of the painting. She wears a white tunic and red
mantle. Her head is covered by a
red veil that descends to her
shoulders. She seems to wear a
cylindrical, tiara-like headdress.
On her right-hand side, we see
five reclining men dressed in
white garments with ʿbig hairʾ.
The banquet scene was recently
restored by YUAG.
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1.7 FRAGMENTS FROM BANQUET SCENE: A SEATED WOMAN AND FEMALE
SERVANT (COPY)
Date: twentieth century CE
Location: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos collection (archive)
Measurements: unknown
Medium: watercolour
Classification: watercolour by Knox
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos collection
Inventory number: unknown
Photos: excavation photography by YUAG with red marks by author; Photo
of watercolour by author.
The watercolour probably shows the banquet scene discovered on the west wall
of room W6, which is now partly lost. On the right side, three reclining men and
two servants are depicted (held at YUAG inventory number 1938.5999.1148). A
(now lost) second scene was depicted, which was separated by a border. The
field diary of 1932-1933 held at the Dura-Europos archives at YUAG only
mentions ʿa small scene with one figurine bearing a bowlʾ and the watercolour
indeed shows a woman holding a wine bowl: the veiled female servant is dressed
in a long dark green robe and wears white slippers. The preliminary report on
the painting further mentions a woman seating on a cushioned chair. She wears
a dark red robe. Her name, Themale, is written in both Greek and Palmyrene.
Her dress resembles the dress worn by the seated woman on the south wall (see
above 1.5). This woman is also visible in the watercolour. The preliminary report
(and Lucinda Dirven follows this account) mentions two additional seated
women on a couch and several objects including a table, a jar, and a bowl on the
left side of the painting.957 These
women and the objects are not
recorded in the watercolour.

957 TEAD VI 149-51, Dirven 1999: 325.
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STATUE OF A WOMAN FOUND IN TEMPLE OF ATARGATIS
The statue was found in the salle à gradins in the temple of Atargatis. The statue
was placed against the rear wall of the room, near the entrance to the naos.
1.8 STATUE OF A WOMAN (IN THE SALLE À GRADINS)
Date: second century CE
Location: salle à gradins, the
temple of Atargatis
Measurements: H. life-size
Medium: limestone?958
Classification: sculpture
Collection: Present
whereabouts unknown
Inventory number: unknown
Publications: Cumont 1926:
205, TEAD Stone and Plaster
1977: 112-113.
Photos: Cumont 1926.
The woman stands in a frontal
position with her right arm across her chest and her left arm hangs alongside her
body. Her pose almost conforms with the so-called Pudicitia format. The woman
is dressed in an ankle-length tunic and mantle, which falls to her calves. Her
mantle is tightly wrapped around her body and both arms are wrapped in the
mantle. The mantle also covers her head. Her face is badly damaged, a narrow
band of her hair is visible under the border of her veil. The accompanying
inscription on the pedestal is severely damaged and could only be partially
reconstructed by Cumont:
Δανύμ?]ου [τοῦ δε Αρ[τεμδωρ?] ου γυναῖκα […] αγ ῖου [Θ]υγατέρα

The wife of [Danum?]os son of Ar[temidor?]os; daughter of […]959

958 TEAD Stone and Plaster mentions gypsum as the medium.
959 See SEG 2:812 for a slightly different reading.
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BUST OF A WOMAN FROM THE TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS
1.9 BUST OF A WOMAN
Date: ca. 190-256 CE
Location: temple of Artemis. The head was found
in the temple of Artemis and the bust in the
temple of Atargatis.
Measurements: Broken off, originally part of a
life-size statue, head H. 27cm and bust H. 24cm.
Medium: limestone
Classification: sculpture
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery. DuraEuropos Collection
Inventory number: 1930.320
Publications: TEAD III: 102, 105-107, Perkins
1973: 111-112, TEAD Stone and plaster: 103-104.
Photo: YUAG.
The head and the bust were made separately and fitted together with a dowel.
The woman has a narrow face with a distinctive nose. Her mouth is positioned
close to her nose, creating a large chin. Her lips still show some reddish colour.
Her eyes are large and oval shaped. Her eyebrows are quite heavy and run from
the bridge of her nose to the side of her eyes. Above her eyebrows, she seems
to have two wrinkles. Due to her coiffure, her forehead has a triangular shape:
her hair is parted in the middle and the remaining hair is loosely combed to the
back of her head covering her ears. She is dressed in a tunic and a cloak, which
hangs on her left shoulder. The statue was designed to stand against the wall,
this is indicated by the fact that her back has been left rough and unfinished and
the chisel marks are still visible. According to the final report, the stone used for
the bust was of a far lesser quality than the limestone used for her head.960 The
statue may represent a goddess, or a honorary statue of an empress or elite
inhabitant of the city.

960 TEAD Stone and Plaster: 104-105. The final report identifies her, on the basis of her lifesize height, as a goddess, as we saw above life-size statues were also made for historical women.
Perkins mentions that the statue may have been a votive statue: Perkins 1973: 112.
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STATUETTE OF A GIRL
1.10 STATUE OF A GIRL
Date: 100-150 CE
Location: blocks G1 and G6. Legs found in court of house, upper part of chest
in a shop (both G1), and middle part of torso in G6 open court in the so-called
agora.
Measurements: H. 68cm. Head is missing.
Medium: Palmyrene limestone
Classification: sculpture
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos Collection
Inventory number: 1932.1214
Publications: TEAD V: 56-58, Perkins 1973: 110-111, TEAD Stone and plaster:
111-112.
Photo: YUAG.
The girl stands frontally with her left leg slightly bent. She is dressed in a longsleeved, ankle-length tunic. Over this garment she wears a mantle, which falls
over her left shoulder and is wrapped around her waist. She wears plain shoes.
Both arms are bent at the elbows and positioned across her body: the index
fingers touch each other. She holds a bird in her right hand and a bunch of
grapes in her left. The girl is adorned with jewellery: she wears two necklaces,
one consisting of three bands and a rectangular-shaped medallion; the other
necklace is made up of a string of beads. On her right upper arm, her clothing is
decorated with two strings of beads or embroidery. On her right wrist, she wears
several bracelets: one made by beads, a plain one, a braided one with a loop of
beads, and a plain string. A bracelet that seems to be made of four loops of beads
is placed on her left wrist. On her left index finger of her left hand she wears a
ring. Yale University Art Gallery has identified the statue as a funerary statue of
a Palmyrene girl. Perkins also mentions the influence of Palmyra in subject and
style and, of course, the material also points in this direction.961

961 On the website of Yale University Art Gallery, she is mentioned as such. See Perkins
1973:110-111. TEAD Stone and Plaster has identified the medium as Palmyrene limestone.
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GRAFFITI OT FEMALE MUSICIANS FROM THE TEMPLE OF
APHLAD
The temple of Aphlad, god of the village Anath located on the Euphrates, is
located in the southwest corner of the city.962 The temple was built before 54
CE, the date of the inscription on the cult relief of Aphlad.
This relief was placed in the andron, which was founded by
Semitic men from six families. The room was lined with
benches and on the walls, graffiti of female musicians were
found.
1.11 TWO FEMALE FIGURES (COPY)
Date: twentieth century CE
Location: YUAG
Measurements: unknown
Medium: unknown
Classification: drawing
Collection: Yale University Art Gallery, Dura-Europos
collection (archive)
Inventory number: unknown
Publications: TEAD V: 98-130 esp. 127-128.
Photo: YUAG
The women both wear long skirts: the outer skirt is
decorated with either lace or embroidery. Their under skirt
is shown at their feet and is ruffled. A double line around the
neck is the only indication of a top: these lines could,
however, also be identified as necklaces. In that case, the
women may have been depicted bare-breasted. Their breasts
are clearly depicted as small circles. They wear a high
headdress that resembles a turban, wound round the head.
Ribbons or two locks of hair hang from this headdress just
above their shoulders. The woman on the right plays the
double flute. Hopkins states in the preliminary report that
the other woman holds an object against her chest, which he
962 Downey 1988: 110-112.
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identifies as a tambourine or cymbals, but the graffito lacks detail so that a secure
identification is impossible.963 Above their heads, Greek letters are depicted and
the reading is not very clear – Ζρβιδις (?) – but the preliminary report finds the
restoration of Ζεβινο[ς] the only plausible one, in which the last letter is
interpreted as an omikron.964 This seems to be a highly speculative reading.

1.12 THREE FEMALE FIGURES (COPY)
Date: twentieth century CE
Location: YUAG
Measurements: unknown
Medium: unknown
Classification: drawing
Collection: Yale University Art
Gallery, Dura-Europos collection
(archive)
Inventory number: unknown
Publications: TEAD V: 98-130 esp.
127-128.
Photo: YUAG
Three women are incised on the west
wall. Their clothing is identical to that
of the women described above. Only
the woman on the right has a line
around her neck, indicating a top or
necklace. Again, these women may be
bare-breasted. The woman on the left
and the woman on the right have a
double flute. The woman in the
middle has her arms across her belly
and it is not clear whether she holds an object. Her pose does resemble the pose
of the left woman from no. 1.11, so she may also carry a tambourine or cymbals.

963 TEAD V: 127-128.
964 TEAD V: 126. The inscription may be a personal name.
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INSCRIPTIONS FROM SALLE À GRADINS, THE TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS

Fragments of inscriptions: in the middle, inscription no. 79. Photo: YUAG

no. 57: SEG 7:681
Ἰμαβούας Σαλάμνου τῆς Βηλοοβασσάρου γυναικὸς καὶ
Μηκατναναίας Παπίου τῆς Ζεβιδαδάδου γυναικός.
ἔτους ςτ´

Of Imaboua (daughter) of Salames, the wife of Beloobassaros and of Mekatnanaia
(daughter) of Papias, the wife of Zebidadados. In the year 7-6 BCE.
no. : SEG 7:682
Γοριαία ἡ Ξενοκράτου γυνή.
Εὐγενία Ἀπολλωνίου ἡ Ἀντιόχου γυνή. ἔτους ςτ´

Goriaia, the wife of Xenokrates [and] Eugenia (daughter) of Apollonios, the wife of
Antiochos. In the year 7-6 BCE.
no.  SEG 2:805a
ἔτους θτʹ. Φιλοπάτρας τῆς Διοδότου τοῦ Δανύμου, Μίδωνος δὲ τοῦ
Ἀλεξάνδρου γυναικός.
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In the year 4-3 BCE. Of Philopatra (daughter) of Diodotos (son) of Danymos, the
wife of Midon (son) of Alexandros.
no. : SEG 7:683
ἔτους διτʹ. Εὐγενεία Ἀπολλωνίου τῆς Ἀντιόχου γυναικός

In the year 2-3 CE. Eugeneia (daughter) of Apollonios, the wife of Antiochos.
no. : SEG 7:684
ἔτους αλτ´. Ζωΐλας τῆς Διοκλέους τοῦ Ζωοῦς,
Δανύμου δὲ τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου γυναικός.

In the year 19-20 CE. Zoïlas (daughter) of Diokles (son) of Zoës, the wife of Danymos
(son) of Apollonios.
no. : SEG 7:685
ἔτους αλτ´. Πατροφίλας τῆς Δανύμου τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Δανύμου καὶ Καλλιστοῦς τῆς
Ζευξίπου τοῦ Ἀντιπάτρου, τῶν Σελεύκου καὶ Ἀρχελάου τῶν Ἀντιόχου υἱῶν γυναῖκες.

In the year 19-20 CE. Of Patrophila (daughter) of Danymos (son of Apollonios (son
of Danymos) and of Kallisto (daughter) of Zeuxipos (son) of Antipatros, the wives of
Seleukos and Archelaos (sons) of Antiochos.
no. : SEG 7:686
[— — — Καλλι]νείκης Ζευξίππου, τῆς Χιλινναίου
[τοῦ Ὀρθον]οβάζου γυναικός.

Of [Kalli]neike [daughter] of Zeuxippos, the wife of Chilinnaios (son) of
[Orthon]obazos.
no. : SEG 2:821
ἔτους δ<μ>τ´. Δεσποίνης Θεο<μ>νήστου, τῆς Δη<μ>ητρίου τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου γυναικός, καὶ Ἁδείας Ἀντιόχου τοῦ Θεο<μ>νήστου, γυναικὸς
δὲ Ἀθηνοδώρου τοῦ Θεο<μ>ν[ή]στου.

In the year [32-33] CE. Of Despoina (daughter) of Theo[m]nestos, the wife of
De[m]etrios (son) of Apollonios and of Adeia (daughter) of Antiochos (son) of
Theo[m]nestos, the wife of Anthenodoros (son) of Theo[m]n[e]stos.
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no.  SEG 2:820
ἔτους δμτ´. <Μ>εγιστὼ Θεο<μ>νήστου, τῆς Ἀντιόχου τοῦ
Θεο<μ>νήστου τοῦ Ἀντιόχου ὁ<μ>οπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ
γυναικός.

In the year 32-33 CE. Of [M]egisto (daughter) of Theo[m]nestos, of the same father
sister and wife of Antiochos (son) of Theo[m]nestos son of Antiochos.
no. : SEG 7:688
[ἔτου]ς ζμτ´. Ἀρτεμιδώρα Μνασέου, Μηνοφίλου δὲ τοῦ Ἀθηνο[δώρ]ου γυναικὸς καὶ Δημητρία τῆς θυγατρὸς αὐτοῦ, Διοκλέου δὲ τοῦ
Ἀθηνοδώρου γυναικός.

[In the year] 35-36 CE. Artemidora (daughter) of Mnaseas, the wife of Menophilos
(son) of Athenodoros and De[m]etria his daughter, the wife of Diokles (son) of
Athenodoros.965
no. : SEG 7:689
Δημητρίας τῆς Λυσανίου, Μνασέου δὲ
τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου γυναικός.

Of Demetria (daughter) of Lysanias, the wife of Mnaseas (son) of Athenodoros.966
no. : SEG 2:822
ἔτους ημτ´. Σαλαμβούας Ζωβίωνος, τῆς Ἀνταίου τοῦ
Ζωβίωνος ὁμοπατρίας ἀδελφῆς καὶ γυναικό[ς].

In the year 36-37 CE. Of Salamboua (daughter) of Zobion, of the same father sister
and wife of Antaias (son) of Zobion.
no. : SEG 7:690
αντ´. ἀνήγειρεν Ἀπολλοφάνης Λυσανίου
εἰς Ἀθηνόφιλαν Σελεύκου τὴν γυναῖκα
αὐτοῦ καὶ εἰς Ῥουμέαν Μαρίωνος τὴν τοῦ
τροφέως αὐτοῦ θυγατέρα.

39-40 CE. Apollophanes (son) of Lysanias raised [this step] for Athenophila (daughter)
of Seleukos, his wife and for Roumea (daughter) of Marion, his foster-father.
965 Cumont 1926: 418 interprets Μνασέου as a genitive of Mnaseas.
966 Cumont 1926: 418 interprets Λυσανίου and Μνασέου as genitive forms of Lysanias and Mnaseas.
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no. : SEG 691
διυ´ Περιτίου.
Εὐθυνίκης Σελεύκ[ου],
γυναικὸς δὲ Λυσίου [τοῦ]
Ὀλύμπ[ο]υ.

102-103 CE. In the month Peritios. Of Euthynike (daughter) of Seleukos, the wife of
Lysias (son) of Olympos.
no. 
διυ´ Περιτίου. Εὐθυνίκης Σελεύκου,
γυναικὸς δὲ Λυσίου τοῦ Ὀλύμπου.

102-103 CE. In the month Peritios. Of Euthynike (daughter) of Seleukos, the wife of
Lysias (son) of Olympos.
no. : SEG 7:692
ειυ´, Δύστρου. Ληθαχούας τῆς
Ἀδμαλίχου, γυναικὸς δὲ
Βηλαόα τοῦ Σομμάκου.

104 CE. In the month Dystros. Of Lethachoua (daughter) of Admalichos, the wife of
Belaoas (son) of Sommakos.
no. : SEG 7:693
ζιυ´ Περιτίου. Τιμονάσσης Ἀπολλοφάνους,
γυναικὸς δὲ Δανύμου τοῦ Λυσίου τοῦ Ὀλύμπου.

105-106 CE. In the month Peritios. Of Timonassa (daughter) of Apollophanes, the
wife of Danymos (son) of Lysias (son) of Olympos.
no. : SEG 7:694
Εὐδιαίας Ὀλύμπου Μηκανναίαν ἀδελφήν.
ἔτους ζιυ´, Περιτίου. Ταρουδαία
Ὀλύμπου τοῦ Λυσανίου, ἡ τοῦ
Λυσίου ἀδελφή.

Of Eudiaia (daughter) of Olympos, to her sister Mekannaia. In the month Peritios 105106 CE. Taroudaia (daughter) of Olympos (son) of Lysanias, the sister of Lysias.
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no. : SEG 7:695
θιυ´, Περιτίου. Μηκανναίας Λυσίου τοῦ Ὀλύμπου,
γυναικὸς δὲ Λυσανίου τοῦ Σελεύκου τῆς Μαμαίας.

107-108 CE. In the month Peritios. Of Mekannaia (daughter) of Lysias (son) of
Olympos, the wife of Lysanias (son) of Seleukos (son) of Mamaia.
no. : SEG 7:696
[ἔ]τους ελυ´, Δίου. Ἀντιοχίδος
Λυσανίου τοῦ Σελεύκου,
τῆς Σελεύκου τοῦ ἐπικαλουμένου Διόδοτος
Ἀπολλοφάνους γυναικός.

In the year 123 CE. In the month Dios. Of Antiochis (daughter) of Lysanias (son) of
Seleukos, the wife of Seleukos also known as Diodotos (son) of Apollophanes.
no. : SEG 7:697
Ἀθηνοφίλα[ς] Σελεύκου το[ῦ]
ἐπικαλου[μ]ένου Διόδοτος
τῆς Λυσίου τοῦ Ἀπολλοφάνους
γυναικός.

Of Athenophila (daughter) of Seleukos known as Diodotos, the wife of Lysias (son)
of Apollophanes.
no. : SEG 7:698
ἔτους βνυ´, Περιτίου. Μηκανναία
Σελεύκου τοῦ ἐπικαλουμένου
Διόδοτος, Ἀπολλοφάνους [δὲ]
[τοῦ Λυσίου γυναικός]

In the year 140-141 CE. In the month Peritios. Mekannaia (daughter) of Seleukos
known as Diodotos, [the wife] of Apollophanes [(son) of Lysias].967

967 Cumont 1926: 423-424 views this Apollophanes as a grandson of the Apollophanes from the
inscriptions in nos. 76-77. SEG adds δὲ τοῦ Λυσίου γυναικός to the inscription.
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no. 79: SEG 2:819
αμυ´. Βαζεῖς Βαφαλαδάδου, ἡ Λυσανίου
τοῦ Νικάνορος γυνή, καὶ Βαριβονναία θυγάτηρ.

129-130 CE. Bazeïs (daughter) of Baphaladados, the wife of Lysanias (son) of Nikanor,
and daughter of Baribonnaia.
no. : SEG 7:700
Φιλοπάτρα Λιβανίου
ἡ Διοδότου τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου γυνή.

Philopatra (daughter) of Libanios, the wife of Diodotos (son) of Athenodoros.968
no. : SEG 7:701
Φιλοπάτρας τῆς Σελεύκου τοῦ Εὐ— —

Of Philopatra (daughter) of Seleukos (son of ) Eu[…].
no. : SEG 7:702
[ἔ]τους δ[..´]. Σ̣ωσιπάτρας Ἀθηνοδώρου τοῦ
Ἀμμωνίου, τῆς Ἀπολλω[νίου γυναικός].

In the year […]. Of [S]osipatra (daughter) of Athenodoros (son) of Ammonios, [the
wife of] Apollo[nios].
no. : SEG 7:703
Ἀθηνοφίλας τῆς Ἀμμωνίου γυναικὸς
καὶ Τον[— — τ]οῦ [Σελ]εύκου.
Of Athenophila the wife of Ammonios and of (?)Ton[…] [(son) of] [Se]leukos.

968 SEG reads Λυσανίου (Lysanias) instead of Λιβανίου.
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INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE SALLE À GRADINS, THE TEMPLE OF
ATARGATIS
no. 86: SEG 2:779
Εὐθυνίκης Ἀβιδ[— — — το]
ῦ Ἀ<μμ>ωνίου γυνή.

Of Euthynike (daughter of ) Abid[…], the wife of A[mm]onios.
no. : SEG 2:781
Σωσιπάτρας Ἀπολλωνίου,
Λυσίου [δὲ τοῦ ...]ου γυνή.

Of Sosipatra (daughter) of Apollonios, the wife of Lysias [(son) of…].
no. : SEG 2:782
Κο[μαν]α Σελεύκου τοῦ Λυσίου, Ἀπολλοφάνου δὲ τοῦ Σελεύκου γυναικός.

Ko[man?]a (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of Lysias, the wife of Apollophanes (son) of
Seleukos.
no. : SEG 2:783
ἔτους γοτ´. Ζηνειῒς Βαγήσου τοῦ
Δανύ<μ>ου, ἡ Ἡρακλείτου γυναικός.

In the year 61-62 CE. Zeneiis (daughter) of Bagesos (son) of Dany[m]os, the wife of
Herakleitos.
no. : SEG 2:784
[ἔτ]ο[υ]ς [γ]οτ´. [Σ]ωσιπάτρα Σελε[ύκου] τοῦ Λυσίου τοῦ ...λι
...τατ.τηγ[οῦ] δὲ [τοῦ δεῖνος γ]υναικός.

[In the year 61-62]. [S]osipatra (daughter) of Sele[ukos] (son of Lysias) […] wife […].
no. : SEG 2:786
ἔτους γοτ´. Δαδαία ἡ
Σα<μ>ισιλάβου γυνή.

In the year 61-62 CE. Dadaia the wife of Sa[m]isilabos.
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no. : SEG 2:791
[…] τοῦ Ἀ̣ριβαγιναίου, ἡ Ἀβε<μμ>οῦς τοῦ
— — — βουτίου̣ τοῦ ..φάτωνος γυνή.

[Name omitted] a certain one (daughter) of Aribaginaios (son) of Abe[mm]os (son) of
[…]boutios, the wife of (?)phaton.
no. : SEG 2:793
ἔτο[υ]ς γοτ´. Μο[— — — το]ῦ̣ Σελεύκου,
Σελεύκου δὲ τοῦ [δεῖνος] γυναικός.

In the year 61-62 CE. Μo[…] [daughter of] Seleukos, the wife of Seleukos […].
no. : SEG 2:794
[ἔτο]υς γοτ´ Εὐβούλα [τ]οῦ Ὀλικ[..., γυνὴ δ]ὲ τοῦ Σελεύ[κου — —],
καὶ εἰς θυγατέρας αὐτῆς.

[In the year] 61-62 CE. Euboula (daughter) of Olik[…], […] of Seleu[kos] […] and for
her daughters.
no. : SEG 2:797
ἔτους βοτ´. Διοκλῆς Ἀ[θ]η[νο]δώ[ρο]υ [τοῦ καὶ (?)]
Κρατέου εἰς Βαβίλε[ι]ον Δ....α [τ]οῦ [— — — γυναῖ]κα αὐτο[ῦ].

In the year 60 CE. Diokles (son) of A[th]e[no]do[ros] (son) of Krateas, for Babile[?]on
(fem.?) [….] [his wife].
no. : SEG 2:798
ἔτους γοτ´. Τι<μ>ωνάσσα Σελεύκου τοῦ Λυσανίου, Λυσανίου δὲ τοῦ Ἀπολ[λωνίου (?)
γυνή].

In the year 61-62 CE. Ti[m]onassa (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of Lysanias, [the wife
of] Lysanias (son) of Apol[lonios (?)].
no. : SEG 2:799
γοτ´. Ἡροδώρα Ἀθηνοδώρου, — — —
γυνή.

61-62 CE. Herodora, wife of Athenodoros […].
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no. : SEG 2:800
ἔτους γοτ´. Ἀθηνοφίλα Σελεύκου τοῦ Λυσανίου,
τῆς Ἀ<μμ>ωνίου τοῦ Ἀ<μμ>ονίου γυνή.

In the year 61-62 CE. Athenophila (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of Lysanias, the wife
of A[mm]onios (son) of A[mm]nios.
no. : SEG 2:802
ἔτους γοτ´. Ῥου<μ>αία Πτολε[μα]ίου, ἡ Νικοστράτου τοῦ Κόνωνος γυνή.

In the year 61-61 CE. Roumaia (daughter) of Ptolemaios, the wife of Nikostratos (son)
of Konon.
no. : SEG 2:803
ἔτους γοτ´. Βαθναναία Ἀρτεμιδώρου, Πατροκλέους δὲ τοῦ Κόνωνος γυναικός.

In the year 61-62 CE. Bathnanaia (daughter) of Artemidoros, the wife of Patrokles
(son) of Konon.
no. : SEG 2:809
γοτ´. Εὐθυνίκη Σελεύκου, Σελεύκου δὲ στρατηγοῦ γυναικός.

61-62 CE. Euthynike (daughter) of Seleukos, the wife of Seleukos the strategos.
no. : SEG 2:810
ἔτους γοτ´. Σω[σ]α πάτρα Σελεύκου, Δανύ<μ>ο[υ]
δὲ τοῦ Λυσανίου γυνα[ι]κός.

In the year 61-62 CE. So[s]apatra (daughter) of Seleukos, the wife of Da[n]ymos (son)
of Lysanias.
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no. : SEG 2:811
γοτ´. Εὐβούλα Σελεύκου το[ῦ] Λ[υ]σίου,
σγ (?) καὶ ἐπιστάτης,
Λυσίου δὲ τοῦ υἱοῦ
αὐτοῦ γυναικός.

61-62 CE. Euboula (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of Lysias, strategos (?) and epistates, the
wife of Lysias son of the same (father).969
no. : SEG 2:814
— —ι[ν]ίᾳ Βαρ[— — — τοῦ]
Νίκωνος καὶ Σηζαίου γυναικεί

[…] of Nikon and wife of Sezaios.

no.  SEG 2: 813
Κηκινίτις Ζεβιδα<δ>α<δ>ου ἀνέγιρεν Ἡλυθόσῃ γυναικὸς
αὐτ[οῦ]

Kekinitis (son) of Zebida[d]ados raised [this pedestal] for his wife Helythose.
Γοδαιεκμας Βαρναίου

Godaiek[m]as (son) of Barnaias.

969 SEG reads ὃ̣ς̣ instead of σγ.
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INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE SALLE À GRADINS, THE TEMPLE OF
AZZANATHKONA
no. 
θιυ´ ὀλωνίου
Σαλαμίλαις
θυγατράσιν
[αὐ]τ[οῦ].

107-108 CE, in the month Loios. Salamilais for his daughters.970
no. 
αντ´. Ζαβείνας Νικάνορος ἀνήγειρεν Ἀμμίᾳ Ισιδώρου γυναικὸς αὐτοῦ.

39-40 CE. Zabeinas (son) of Nikanor raised [this step] for Ammia (daughter) of
Isidoros, his wife.
no. 
ἔτους θμτ´. Αρτεμιδώρα [Μ]νασέου καὶ
Δημητρία καὶ Ἀπολλωνία αἱ [Μ]ηνοφίλου
τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου θυγατέρες.

In the year 37-38 CE. Artemidora (daughter) of [M]naseos, and Demetria and
Apollonia daughters of [M]enophilos (son) of Athenodoros.971
no. 
Τιμωνάσσης τῆς
Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου γυναικὸς
δὲ Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου [...]

Of Timonassa (daughter) of A[mm]onios, wife of Apollonios (son) of Athenodoros
[…].

970 ολωνιου is likely a misspelling of the month λωιος.
971 On several occasions, Susan Hopkins has written the letter pi in a name, but translated this as a mu.
In these cases I have incorporated the mu in the Greek transcription within brackets.
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no. 
θιυ´ Ἀρτε[μ]ισίου. ἀνήγειρεν Αἰωσα[μ]σος Ὀταινέτου
Πατροφίλᾳ Φιλίππου τῇ γυναικὶ αὐτοῦ [...]

107-108 CE, in the month Artemisios. Aiosa[m]sos (son) of Otainetos raised [this step]
for Patrophila (daughter) of Philippos, his wife […].
no. 
ἔτους σοτ´, Περιτίου, ποίτῃ.
Ῥεχει[μ]ανναίᾳ Σινναναίου
τῆς Ἀξάβους Ἀβουιλί[μ]ου
[γυν]αικός.

In the year 65 CE, in the month Peritios. For Rechei[m]annaia (daughter) of
Sinnanaios, the wife of Achabou(s) (son) of Abouili[m]os.972
no. 
ἔτους δοτ´, Ξανδίκου. Θεοδώρα Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀδαίου ἡ Διογένη
τοῦ Ἀδαίου γυναικός.

In the year 63 CE, in the month Xandicos. Theodora (daughter) of Apollonios (son)
of Adaios, the wife of Diogenes (son) of Adaios.973
no. 
ἔτους δοτ´ Ξανδίκου. Ἀσίας Σελεύκου τοῦ Λυσίου
Ἀδαίου δὲ τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀδαίου γυναικός.

In the year 63 CE, in the month Xandicos. Of Asia (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of
Lysias, the wife of Adaios (son) of Apollonios (son) of Adaios.
no. 
ἔτους δοτ´. Εὐγένεια Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου
ἡ Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀδαίου
γυναικός [...]

972 Susan Hopkins argues that ΠΟΙΤΗΙ may be a interpreted at ΤΡΙΤΗΙ, which may indicate that it
refers to the day of the month.
973 Instead of Διογένη one would expect Διογένους.
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In the year 63 CE. Eugeneia (daughter) of Apollonios (son) of Athenodoros, the wife
of Apollonios (son) of Adaios.
no. 
ἔτους ζυ´, Δίου. ἀνήγειρεν [Μ]αχχίσαιος Σάλαινος τοῦ [Μ]αχχισα[ίο]υ Σαλα[μ][μ]άρᾳ Ῥαγειβήλο[υ] τῇ γυναικὶ
αὐτοῦ

In the year 95-96 CE, in the the month Dios. [M]achisaios Salaimos (son) of
[M]achisaios raised [this step] (for) Salamara (daughter) of Rageibelos, his wife.
no. 
ἔτους δοτ´, Ξανδίκου. Τιμωνάσσης Σελεύκου τοῦ Λυσίου
τῆς Διοκλέου τοῦ Δανύμου γυναικός.

In the year 63 CE, in the month Xandicos. Of Timonassa (daughter) of Seleukos (son)
of Lysias, the wife of Diokles (son) of Danymos.
no. 
ἔτους δοτ´, Ξανδίκου. Σωσιπάτρα
Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Δανύμου
[...] γυναικός [...]

In the year 63 CE, in the month Xandicos. Sosipatra (daughter) of Apollonios (son) of
Danymos, the wife of […].
no. 
ἔτους δοτ´, Ξανδίκου. Τιμωνάσσης Σελεύκου τοῦ Λυσίου
τῆς Διοκλέους τοῦ Δανύμου γυναικός.

In the year 63 CE, in the month Xandicos. Of Timonassa (daughter) of Seleukos (son)
of Lysias, the wife of Diokles (son) of Danymos.
no. 
Ἀμάθκονα
Ἀπολλων[ί]ου ἡ [γ]υνή.

Amathkona, the wife of Apollonios.
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no. 
ἔτο<υ>ς εοτ´, Περιτίου. Τιμωνάσσης τῆς Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀδαίου τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου γυ<ναι>κός

In the year 63-64 CE, in the the month Peritios. Of Timonassa, the wife of Apollonios
(son) of Adaios (son) of Athenodoros.974
no. 
ἔτους ζοτ´, Ξανδίκου. Τι[μ]ώνασσα
Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου τοῦ Λυσανίου Ἀθηνοδώρ[ου].

In the year 66 CE, in the month Xandicos. Timonassa (daughter) of A[mm]onios (son)
of Lysanias [son of] Athenodoros.
no. 
ἔτους ζοτ´. Βοκάναια τῆς Παυσανίου τοῦ Ἀντι[μ]άχου γυναικός.

In the year 66 CE. Bokanaia the wife of Pausanias (son) of Antimachos.
no. 
ἔτους εοτ´. Ἀμάθκονα Ἀπολλωνίου
τοῦ Διαγό[ρ]ου.

63-64 CE. Amathkona (daughter) of Apollonios (son) of Diagoras.
no. 
θιυ´, Ἀρτε[μ]ισιείου. Ἀπολλωνίους Δανύμου τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου
ἀνήγειρεν τοῖς ἐσσομένοις αὐτῷ τέκνοις.

107-108 CE, in the month Artemisios. Apollonios (son) of Danymos (son) of
Apollonios raised [this step] for his future children.975
no. 
ἔτους θοτ´, Δίου. Πατροφίλας Διογένου τοῦ
Ἀδαίου Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου δὲ τοῦ
Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀδαίου γυναικός.

974 The stonecutter misspelled ‘wifeʾ.
975 Note the misspelling of the name of the month.
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In the year 67 CE, in the month Dios. Of Patrophila (daughter) of Diogenes (son) of
Adaios, the wife of A[mm]onios (son) of Apollonios (son) of Adaios.
no. 
ἔτους θοτ´, Δίου. Ἀθηνοδώρα Θεοδώρου τοῦ
Ἀθηνοδώρου Ἀδαίου δὲ τοῦ Διογένου τοῦ Ἀδαίου
γυναικός.

In the year 67 CE, in the month Dios. Athenodora (daughter) of Theodoros (son) of
Athenodoros, the wife of Adaios (son) of Diogenes (son) of Adaios.
no. 
θιυ´, Ἀρ[τ]ε[μ]ισίου. [...] ἀνήγειρεν [...] Ἀθηνόδωρος Σελεύκου τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου Εὐθυνίκῃ καὶ Ἀθηνοδώρᾳ
ταῖς θυγατράσιν αὐτοῦ.

107-108 CE, in the month Artemisios. Athenodoros (son) of Seleukos (son) of
Apollonios raised [this step] for his daughters, Euthynike and Athenodora.976
no. 
θιυ´, Ἀρτε[μ]ισίου. ἀνήγειρεν Ἀθηνόδωρος Σελεύκου τοῦ Ἀπολλωνίου Τι[μ]ωνάσ[σᾳ] Σελεύκου τῇ ὁ[μ]οπατρίᾳ αὐτοῦ
ἀδελφῇ καὶ πναικί

107-108 CE, in the month Artemisios. Athenodoros (son) of Seleukos (son) of
Apollonios raised [this step] (for) Timonas[sa] (daughter) of Seleukos, of the same
father his sister and his wife.977
no. 
ἔτους θιυ´, Ἀρτεμισίου. Φιλοπάτρας Λυσίου τοῦ Σελεύκου τοῦ
[Ἀ]μ[μω]νίου Ὄλυμπου δὲ τοῦ Θεομνήστου τοῦ Ἀντιόχου
γυναικός.

In the year 107-108 CE, in the month Artemisios. Of Philopatra (daughter) of Lysias
(son) of Seleukos (son) of [A]m[mo]nios, the wife of Olympos (son) of Theomnestos
(son) of Antiochos.

976 Note the misspelling of the name of the month.
977 The stonecutter misspelled ‘wifeʾ.
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no. 
ἔτους θιυ´, Ἀρτεμισίου. Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου Ξενοκράτους τοῦ
Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου τοῦ Λυσανίου Ἀσίᾳ τῇ γυναικὶ αὐτοῦ.

In the year 107-108 CE, in the month Artemisios. A[mm]onios (son) of Xenokrates
(son) of A[mm]onios (son) of Lysanias, for his wife Asia.
no. 
ἔτους θιυ´, Ὀλῴου. Θεοδώρας Νικάνορος
[γ]υναικὸς δὲ Ῥητάγθου τοῦ Ἀνταίου.

In the year 107-108 CE, in the month Loios. Of Theodora (daughter) of Nikanor ,
the wife of Retagthos (son) of Antaios.978
no. 
οιυ´, Ἀρτεμισίου δ´. ἐποίησεν Ραγηάδαδος Θοκαναιούτου [Να]βουβαράκου Σηλανναίᾳ τῇ θυγατρὶ αὐτοῦ καὶ Ἀδιᾳ γυναικὶ Βαρχάλβου τοῦ υἱοῦ
αὐτοῦ.

107-108 CE, the fourth day of the month Artemisios. Rageadados (son) of
Thokanaioutos (son) of Naboubarakos made [this step] for Selannaia his daughter and
for Adia, the wife of Barchalbos, his son.
no. 
ἔτους δοτ´, Ξανδίκου. Ἀθηνοδώρας Ἀδαίου τῆς Ἀντιόχου τοῦ Ἀδαίου
τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου γυναικὸς καὶ Ἀρτε[μ]ιδώρα Ἀντιόχου τῆς θυγ<ατρός>.

In the year 63 CE of (the month) Xandicos. Of Athenodora (daughter) of Adaios, the
wife of Antiochos (son) of Adaios (son) of Athenodoros and [of] Artemidora
(daughter) of Antiochos [her daughter].
no. 
ἔτους ζμτ´, Μεγίστους. Θεομνήστου τοῦ Ἀντιόχου
Εὐρωπαίας καὶ Ἀδείας Ἀντιόχου τοῦ Θεομνήστου
Εὐρωπαίας.

978 Note the spelling of the month.
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In the year 35-36 CE. Of Megisto (daughter) of Theomnestos (son) of Antiochos,
Europaia, and of Adeia (daughter) of Antiochos (son) of Theomnestos, Europaia.
no. 
ἔτους δκγ´ [δ][...]
Ἀθηνοδώρας τῆς
Ἀπολλωνίου τοῦ Ἀθηνοδώρου γυν[αικός].

In the year 12-13 CE. Of Atheneodora the wife of Apollonios (son) of Athenodoros.
no. 
θιυ´, Ἀρτεμισίου δ´. Βοκάναιος Βαρχάλβου τοῦ Ναβουβαράκου γυναικὸς αὐτ[ος]
Ῥαγηαδάδου τοῦ Βοκαναίου τοῦ Ναβ[...]βαράκου.

107-108 CE, the fourth of (the month) Artemisios. Bokanaios (son) of Barchalbos
(son) of Naboubarakos [raised this step for] his wife (daughter) of Rageadados (son)
of Bokanaios (son) of Nab[ou]barakos.
no. 
Λυσίππᾳ γυ[να]κὶ [...]δώρου τοῦ Νικοστράτου.

For Lysippa, the wife of […]oros (son) of Nikostratos.
no. 
Ἀθηνοφίλας Σελεύκου τοῦ Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου.

Of Athenophila (daughter) of Seleukos (son) of A[mm]onios.
no. 
Εὐβούλα [...] Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου τοῦ Ἀ[μμ]ωνίου.

Euboula […] A[mm]onios (son) of A[mm]onios.
no. 
ἔτους ζλτ´. Δη[μ]ήτριος Διοδώρου ἀνέθηκεν εἰς Ῥαι[μ]ις
Βαρναιου ἡ γυνή αὐτοῦ.
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In the year 34-35 CE. Demetrios (son) of Diodoros dedicated [this step] for his wife
Raimis (daughter) of Barnaios.979
no. 
θιυ´, Ξανδίκου. Ἀρχέλαος
Διοδώρου θυγατράσιν αὐτοῦ.

107-108 CE of (the month) Xandicos. Archelaos (son) of Diodoros for his daughters.
no. 
τ [...] Τιμώνασσα
[Σ]ελεύ[κου] [τοῦ] [...]ελευ[...]
[Ἀ]πολλων[ίου] γυνή.

Timonassa (daughter) of [S]eleukos […] [son of] […]eleu[…], the wife of
[A]pollon[ios].

979 The name Raimis is written in nominativus, however, the rest of the inscriptions does indicate that
Demetrios dedicated the step for her.
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PART 2: PALMYRA

HONORARY INSCRIPTIONS, WOMEN AS DEDICATORS
2.1 Yon 2012: no. 257
Date: 214 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, agora, in situ
Type: honorary, double console
After: Yon 2012: no. 257
Θαιμ[ην] Αλ[αφ]αθα Βαραθο[υς] Αλλαταιου καὶ Αλαφαθαν υἱὸν α[ὐτοῦ]
᾽Ιουλία Αὐρηλία Αγγη
τὸν πατέρα καὶ τὸν
ἀδελφόν, τιμῆς καὶ
μνήμης χάριν
ἔτους ζκφ´, Λῴου, μετὰ
τὴν τε[λε]υτήν
ṣlmyʾ ʾln trwyhwn dy
tymʾ wdy ḥlptʾ brh
br ḥlptʾ brʿth ʾlṭy
dy ʾqymt lhyn btr
mwthn ḥgʾ brth dy
tymʾ wʾḥth (dy) ḥlptʾ
lyqrhyn byrḥ ṭbt šny
525

Translation Greek: For Thaimes, (son of) Halaphatha, (son of) Barathes, (son of)
Allataios, and for Halaphathas, his son, Iulia Aurelia Hagga, to her father and to her
brother, in their honour and remembrance, in the year 527, month Loos, after their
death.
Translation Palmyrene: The two statues are of Taima, son of Halaphatha Barathe
Allatai, and of Halaphatha his son, erected after their death by Hagge daughter of
Taima and sister of Halaphatha, for their honour, in the month Tebet, year 525.
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HONORARY INSCRIPTIONS, WOMEN AS RECIPIENTS
2.2 PAT 0315
Date: (17) BCE
Prov.: Palmyra, Efqa Spring
Type: honorary, statue base
After: PAT 0315
ṣlmtʾ dh dy ʿtʾm b[rt...]
ʾwšy ʾtt bwlḥʾ [br...]
dy ʾqym lh ʿglbwl w?[mlkbl]
wbny kmrʾ byrḥ ʾdr š[nt 2.100]
80+10+4

Translation: This statue is that of ʿAtteemm d[aughter of ..., son of] Ausai, wife of
Bolha, [son of ...] which was erected for her by Aglibol and [Malakbel] and Bene
Komare, in the month Adar, year [2] 94.
2.3 Yon 2012: no. 181
Date: early second century CE?
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Nabu
Type: honorary
After: Yon 2012: no. 181
Μᾶρκος Οὔλπιος Ουαβαλλαθου
τοῦ Μανναιου υἱὸς Σεργία Ελαβηλος
Αδειραθην τὴν θυγατέρα μνήμης χάριν
mrqs wlpys ʾlhbl br whblt br
mʿny ʾqym ṣlmtʾ dh lhdyrt
brth ldkrnh dy ʿlmʾ

Translation Greek: Markos Oulpios Elabelos, son of Ouaballathos, son of Mannaios,
of the tribe Sergia (honours) Adeirathe, his daughter, for remembrance.
Translation Palmyrene: Marqos Ulpos Elahbel, son of Wahabalt, son of Mannai
erected the statue for Hadirat (his) daughter, remember in eternity.
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2.4 Yon 2012: no. 30
Date: 168/69 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Bel
Type: honorary
After: Yon 2012: no. 30
[...]ης τειμῆς καì μνήμης χάριν
ṣlmt tmʾ brt nbwzbd br zbdbwl
šmʿwn dy ʾqymw lh ʾbwh
wʾmby ʾmh brt bgrn
br mlkw lyqrh ḥbl
[...]n ywm 18 šnt 480 […?]

Translation Greek: [...] for honour and remembrance.
Translation Palmyrene: Statue of Tamme, daughter of Nebuzabad, son of Zabdibol
(son of) Shimon, which was erected for her by her father and by Ambai, her mother,
daughter of Bagran, son of Malikho, for her honour, alas! [in the month ...]n, the 18th
day, the year 480.
2.5 al-Asʿad and Gawlikowski 1986: no. 9
Date: 169 or 170 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Great Colonnade
Type: honorary, column
After: al-Asʿad and Gawlikowski 1986: no 9
Translation: al-Asʿad and Gawlikowski 1986: no 9
slmt dh dy slwm brt
blhzy br swyr tt swyrʾ
br yrhy ʾdpws dy ʾqym lh
swyrʾ br yrhy bʿlh br [r mwt] h
lygrh byrh sbt snt 480 (ou 481)

Translation: This is the statue of Shallum daughter of Belhazai son of Sewira, wife of
Shewira son of Yarhai Epipus, which was set up for her by Shewira son of Yarhai her
husband, after her death, to her honour, in the month of Shebat, year 480 (or 481).
2.6 Yon 2012: no. 117
Date: 179 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Transversal Colonnade
Type: honorary, column console
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After: Yon 2012: no. 117
Μαρθειν Ἀλεξάνδρου τοῦ
καὶ Ιαδη τοῦ Ουαβαλλάθου
τοῦ Συμώνου Σοραιχος
Αιρανου ἀνὴρ αὐτῆς μνήμης ἕνεκεν, μηνὶ Δύστρῳ
τοῦ φυ′ ἔτους
ṣlmtʾ dnh dy mrty brt yd[ʾ br whblt]
br šmʿwn dy ʾqym lh šryk?[w bʿlh btr]
dy mytt lyqrh byrḥ ʾdr š[nt 4]90

Translation Greek: For Martheis, (daughter of) Alexandros also (named) Iade, (son of)
Oualaballath, (son of) Symonos, Soraikos (son of) Hairanes, her husband, (for) her
remembrance, in the month Dystros, of the year 490.
Translation Palmyrene: This is the statue of Marthei, daughter of Iad[e, son of
Wahballat], son of Shimʿon, which has been erected to her by Shorai[ko, her husband,
after] she died, to her honour, in the month Adar, the y[ear 4]90.
2.7 Yon 2012: no. 312
Date: 182 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Byzantine fortifications
Type: honorary, bracket
After: Yon 2012: no. 312
Translation: Ingholt 1936: no. 11 (and Yon 2012: no. 312 for the spelling of the names).
Θομαλλαχις Αδδουδανου τοῦ Ιαριβωλεου[ς]
τοῦ Αδδουδανου τοῦ Φίρμωνος οἱ
ἀπὸ φυλῆς Χωνειτων τειμῆς ἕνεκεν φειλοτειμησαμένην
δηνάρια δισχέιλια πεντακόσια εἰς οἰκοδομὴν βαλανείου Αγιλβωλου καὶ
Μαλαχιβηλου θεῶν
ἔτους γ(φ)υ´ Λῴου

Translation: Thomallachis (daughter of) dʾAddoudanos, (son of) Iariboles, (son of)
Addoudanos, (son of) Firmon, the members of the tribe of the Choneitoi in testimony
of honour since she has generously presented 2500 denarii towards the building of the
bath of the gods Aglibolos and Malachibelos, the year 493, in the month Loos.
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2.8 Yon 2012: no. 84
Date: 208 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Great Colonnade
Type: honorary, column
After: Yon 2012: no. 84
Βεθθειν Μουκιανοῦ Μαλιχου τοῦ Ανανίδου γυναῖκα Σοαδου Ελαβηλου Βαρθη Μαθθαββωλιων φυλὴ τειμῆς χάριν μηνὶ Πανήμῳ ἔτους
θιφ´

Translation: For Beththeis (daughter of) Moukianos (son of) Malichos (son of)
Ananidos, wife of Soados (son of) Elabelos Barthes. The tribe of the Maththabolios
(Matthabol), in her honour, in the month of Panemos, year 519.
2.9 Yon 2012: no. 57
Date: 271 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Great Colonnade
Type: Honorary, on column
After: Yon 2012: no. 57
Translation: Cooke 1903: 292 (Palmyrene)
Σεπτιμίαν Ζηνοβίαν τὴν λαμπροτάτην εὐσεβῆ Βασίλισσαν
Σεπτίμιοι Ζαβδας ὁ μέγας στρα
τηλάτης καὶ Ζαββαιος ὁ ἐνθάδε
στρατηλάτης, οἱ κράτιστοι τὴν
δέσποιναν, ἔτους βπφ´ μηνεὶ Λῴῳ
ṣlmt spṭmyʾ btzby nhyrtʾ wzdqtʾ
mlktʾ spṭmywʾ zbdʾ rb ḥylʾ
rbʾ wzby rb ḥylʾ dy tmdwr qrṭsṭwʾ
ʾqym lmrthwn byrḥ ʾb dy šnt 582

Translation Greek: For Septimia Zenobia, the illustrious and pious queen, the Septimii,
Zabdas, the great commander and Zabbaios, the commander of this place, the highest,
for their mistress, in the year 582, the month Lôos.
Translation Palmyrene: Statue of Septimia Bath-zabbai, the illustrious and the pious,
the queen. The Septimii, Zabdâ, general in chief, and Zabbai, general of Tadmor, the
most excellent, have set (it) up to their mistress. In the month Ab of the year 582.
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2.10 PAT 0317
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: honorary, on pillar
After: PAT 0317
Translation: Dijkstra 1995: 168
[...]
[...κ]α[ὶ ὑπὲρ σω-]
τηρίας Σεπτιμίας Ζηνοβίας τῆς λαμπροτάτης
βασιλίσσης μητρὸς τοῦ
βασιλέως [...]υ[...]
ʿl ḥ[ywh] wz[kwth dy] spṭymyws
whblt ʾtndr[ws nhy]rʾ mlk mlkʾ
wʾpnrtṭʾ dy mdnḥʾ klh br
spṭ[ymy]ws [ʾdynt mlk] mlkʾ wʿ1
ḥyh dy spṭymyʾ btzby nhyrtʾ
mlktʾ ʾmh dy mlk mlkʾ
bt ʾnṭywkws m<yl> 10+4

Translation Greek: [...] and for the well-being of Septimia Zenobia, the illustrious
queen, mother of the king [...].
Translation Palmyrene: For the life and the victory of the illustrious Septimius
Wahballat Athenodorus, king of kings and corrector totius orientis, son of Septimius
Odainath, king of kings and for the life of Septimia Batzabai, the illustrious queen,
mother of the king of kings, daughter of Antiochos. m 14980
2.11 PAT 1346
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Bel
Type: honorary, column with two females
After: PAT 1346
(A)
[ṣlmt …]ʾ brt mqy
[ʾmby dy] ʿbd lh mʿny
(B)
980 The reading of ‘m 14’ is not understood.
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ṣlmt hgr brt mqy
ʾmby dy ʿbd lh mʿny
(C)
ʾḥwh

A: [Statue of...], daughter of Maqqai, [son of Omabai which] made for her Manai.
B: Statue of Hagar, daughter of Maqqai, son of Omabai, which made for her Manai.
C: her brother.
2.12 Yon 2012: no. 314
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, reemployed in Byzantine fortifications
Type: honorary
After: Yon 2012: no. 314
Reading: Yon 2012: no. 314, the first line possibly records a personal name Batmalechè;
the reading of the second line is uncertain, it may refer to an ethnic name from Hatra,
Atrona or to the Latin word matrona
[…]
Βαθμαλεχην
Ατρωναν
[…]

2.13 PAT 1429
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, ʿtemple aux banquetsʾ, agora
Type: dedicatory
After: PAT 1429
ṣlm mlkw br bl[ʿ]qb
br ʾbynt
ṣlm ʿth [. brt]
nšʾ br mtʾ ʾtth
ṣlm blʿqb br
ḥyrn blʿqb
ṣlm blʿqb br
mlkw br blʿqb
ṣlm mqym[w]
br mlkw

(below)
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[byrḥ ... šnt 3.100+x+]40+2 ḥmnʾ dnh ʿbdw
wqrbw mlkw br blʿqb br m[ykʾ ...]
[...] mn pḥd bny zmrʾ lšdrpʾ wldʿnt ʾlhyʾ
ṭb[yʾ ...]

Translation: Statue of Maliko, son of Belʿaqab, son of ʾAbbanit.
Statue of ʿAte [daughter of] Nese, son of Matta, his wife.
Statue of Belʿaqab, son of Hairan Belʿaqab.
Statue of Belʿaqab, son of Maliko, son of Belʿaqab.
Statue of Moqim[o], son of Maliko.
(below)
Translation:[in the month ...the year 3]42, this chapel was made and offered (by)
Maliko, son of Belʿaqab son of M[ika ...] the tribe of Bene-Zamra for Sadrafa and for
Duʾanat, good gods [...].
DEDICATORY INSCRIPTIONS ON COLUMNS, WOMEN AS DEDICATORS
2.14 PAT 0167
Date: 23 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Baalshamin
Type: dedicatory, column
After: PAT 0167
byrḥ knwn šnt 3.100+20+10+5
qrbw ʾty wšbḥy bnt šḥrʾ
wʿtʾ brt prdš ʿmwdyʾ ʾln
tryhwn lbʿlšmyn ʾlhʾ ṭbʾ
ʿl ḥyyhn wḥyy bnyhn wʾḥyhn

Translation: In the month of Kanun, the year 335, Attai and Shebhai, daughters of
Shahra, and Atta, daughter of Perdesh have offered these two columns to Baalshamin,
the Good god, for the life of themselves and for the life of their sons and their
brothers.
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2.15 PAT 0168
Date: 52 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Baalshamin
Type: dedicatory, column
After: PAT 0168
byrḥ ṭbt šnt 3.100+60+3
ʿmwdʾ dnh qrbt ʾmtlt b[r]t
brʿʾ br ʿtntn dy mn bnt mytʾ
ʾtt tymʾ br blḥzy br zbdbl dy
mn pḥd bny mʿzyn lbʿlšmn ʾlhʾ
ṭbʾ wškrʾ ʿl ḥyyh wḥyy bnyh
wʾḥyh

Translation: In the month Tebet, the year 363, Amtallat, daughter of Baraa, son of
Atenatan, of Bene Mita (lit.: daughters of Mita), wife of Taima, son of Belhazai, son of
Zabdibel, of the tribe Bene Maziyan, offered this column to Baalshamin, the Good
and Bountiful god, for the life of herself and for the life of her sons and her brother.
2.16 PAT 1933
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, Diocletian camp
Type: dedicatory, bas-relief
After: PAT 1933
[m]wdyʾ bbtʾ ʾtth [...]
byrḥ šbṭ šnt 4.100+[...]

Translation: In thanksgiving Babata, wife of [...] in the month Sebat, the year 4[...].
DEDICATORY ALTARS TO ʿHE WHOSE NAME IS BLESSED FOREVERʾ,
WOMEN AS DEDICATORS
2.17 PAT 0334
Date: 89 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Diocletian camp, reemployed in ʿtemple des Enseignesʾ
Type: Dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0334
[ʿl]tʾ dh lbʿlšmn rbʾ wrḥmnʾ ʿbdt ʿt[..
brt]
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[m]lkw br whblt br ʿrgn ʾtt mlkw br ʿgʾ
ʾʿ [by]
[ʿ]l ḥyyh wḥyy bnyh wʾḥyh byrḥ šbṭ šnt
4.100+[...]

Translation: This altar was made to Baalshamin, the Great and Merciful, by ʿAt[...,
daughter of Ma]liku, son of Wahballat, son of ʿArgan, wife of Maliku, son of ʿOgga
[son of bai?] for the life of herself, the life of her sons, and her brother, in the month
Sebat, the year 4[...].
2.18 PAT 1434
Date: 165 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1434
Translation: Inv XI: no 5 (by Teixidor)
lbryk šmh
lʿlmʾ ʿbdt tdʾl brt
ḥry bss br mʿn[w]
br ʾrqṭws byr[ḥ]
šbṭ šnt 4.100
+60+10+5+1

Translation: To He whose name is blessed forever, made (by) Tadaʾal, freedwoman of
Bassos, son of Maʿnu, son of ʾAraqtos, in the month Sebaṭ, the year 476.
2.19 PAT 0352
Date: 178 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0352
lbry [k šmh] l[ʿlm]ʾ
mwdyʾ ḥ?[nt]ʾ? brt
[ʿw]yd lh wltymrṣw
wlbwrpʾ šnt
4.100+80+10

Translation: To He whose name is blessed forever, H[anna]ta, daughter of [Au]id,
offered in thanksgiving for herself and for Taimarsu and for Borrepha, year 490.
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2.20 PAT 0360
Date: 207 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: Dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0360
lb.yk šmh lʿlmʾ
ṭbʾ w.ḥmnʾ ʿltʾ
dnh ʿbdt mky b.t
ʿgʾ ʾtt mlʾ b.
mlkw lḥyh wlḥyʾ
b.th by.ḥ ṭbt
šnt 5.100+10+5+3

Translation: To He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, this
altar was made (by) Makkai, daughter of ʿOgga, wife of Male, son of Malku, for the
life of herself, and for the life of her daughter(s), in the month Tebet, year 518.
2.21 PAT 0366
Date: 220 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0366
(A)
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ
mwdyʾ dwmnynʾ brt
[y]dyʿbl br yrḥy dʿ[n]h
[šny] 5.100+20+10+2
(B)
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ
wrḥmnʾ mwdyʾ
dwmny[nʾ br]t ydyʿbl

Translation: A: He whose name is blessed forever, offered in thanksgiving (by)
Domnina, daughter of Yadiabel, son of Yarhai, who approached (?) him [Year] 532.
B: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, offered in
thanksgiving (by) Domnina, daughter of Yadiabel.
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2.22 PAT 0373
Date: 230 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0373
lb.yk šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ
w.ḥm<n>) ʿbdt btzbydʾ
b.t gd.ṣw ʿl ḥyh wḥyʾ
ʿbydw bʿlh by.ḥ ʾb šny
5.100+40+1

Translation: To He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful,
Batzebida, daughter of Gaddarsa made it, for the life of herself and the life of Abidu,
her husband, in the month Ab 541.
2.23 PAT 1001
Date: 233 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Efqa Spring
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1001
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ
[ṭ]bʾ wrḥmnʾ ʿbd
wmwdʾ yrḥbw[lʾ]
br [.]wly [...]ty
wšlwm brth ʿl
ḥyyhwn byrḥ ʾb
šnt 5.100+20+20+4

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, (this) has
been made in order to express thanksgiving (by) Yarhibola son of [...] and by Shalom,
his daughter, for the life of themselves, in the month Ab, the year 544.
2.24 PAT 0388
Date: 247 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0388
bryk šmh
[r] ḥmnʾ ṭbʾ wtyr[ʾ]
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ʿbdt srʾ wmw[dyʾ]
byrḥ ʾyr šnt
[5.100]+40+10+5+3

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Merciful, the Good and the
Compassionate, Saraʾ has made it in order to express thanksgiving, in the month Iyar,
the year 558.
2.25 PAT 0394
Date: 262 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown (found in Damascus)
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0394
mwdʾ yrḥy br
nbwdʿ br mqy
[w]qwšy brt slwqʾ
wšbty brt whblt
wbny <by>tʾ kwlhwn
dy qryny wʿnn
šnt 5.100+60+10+5

Translation: Offered in thanksgiving (by), Yarhai, son of Neboudaʿ, son of Maqqai,
and Qouchi, daughter of Seleucus, and Shabbeti, daughter of Wahaballat, and all the
people in their household, we called upon him, and he answered us, the year 575.
2.26 PAT 1915
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, Efqa Spring
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1915
ʿbdt ʾqmt
lbryk šmh
[l] ʿlmʾ ʿl
[ḥy] h wʿl
[ḥyʾ] brh
[...]

Translation: Aqmat made (it) for He whose name is blessed forever, for the life of
herself and for the life of her son.
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2.27 PAT 0427
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Bel
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0427
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ
mwdʾ hrms wʾmtbl
lrḥm[nʾ] ʿl ḥyʾ tymrṣw
wʾtʿmn wymlʾ bnh
lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good, Hermas and ʾAmatbel
offered in thanksgiving for the life of Taimarsu and Ateʾman and Iamle, their sons in
good eternity.
2.28 PAT 0420
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0420
lbryk šmh lʿlmʾ ʿbd[t?]
[r]mlhʾ whrmz ʿl ḥyʾ brh

Translation: To He whose name is blessed forever, made (by) [Ra]mallaha and Hurmuz
for the life of her son.
2.29 PAT 0426
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0426
Translation: Clermont-Ganneau, reprinted in CIS, Répertoire dʾépigraphie sémitique
no 720
lbryk šm[h lʿlmʾ]
tbʾ wrḥm[nʾ...]
hdyrʾ brt [...]
mrqlʾ mwdyʾ [...]
wšmʿ bqlh mwʾ [lʾ br]
ʾtpny br mrqlʾ
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wrwḥʾ bt mqy
wmrqlʾ b[r] [...]
wrpʾ [l br] [...]
w[...]

Translation: A celui dont le nom est béni pour lʾéternitè, le bon et le miséricordieux, a
fait Hadirâ, fille de Maqqai, fils de Marcellus, en action de grâce parce quʾil lʾa exauces
et a écouté sa voix. En action de grâces Etphani, fils de Marcellus, Rouha, fille de
Maqqai, Marcellus, fils de Atphani; Rephâ [fils de ...].
2.30 PAT 0429
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0429
bryk šmh lʿlm[ʾ]
mwdyʾ šlm[t bt]
ʾlh dy qr lh
wʿnh

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, Salm[at] daughter of ʾElah, offered in
thanksgiving, because she called upon Him and He has answered her.
2.31 PAT 0433
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0433
[b]ryk šmh [l]ʿlm
ʿbdt
[...]rbnʾ ʿl
ḥyh wḥyʾ
[...]yh

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, [...]rbana, made (it) for the life of
herself and [the life of her sons].
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2.32 PAT 0356
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0356
Translation: Inv XI: no 23 (by Teixidor)
ʿltʾ dh lbryk šmh lʿlmʾ
ʿbdt wmwdyʾ
ʿlʾ brt zbydʾ br ʿtʿy
rpʾ ʿl ḥyh wʿl ḥyʾ ydy
br tymrṣw ydy bʿlh
wʿl ḥ[y]ʾ b[...] lʿlmʾ
ywm tšʿʾ byrḥ ʾb šnt
5.100+[x]

Translation: This altar, for He whose name is blessed forever, ʿAla daughter of Zebîda,
son of ʿAtʿai (son of) Rapha, has made (it) in order to express thanksgiving, for the
life of herself and for the life of Yaddai, son of Taimarṣu (son of) Yaddai, her husband
and for the life of her [son(s)], forever, on day 9 of the month Ab, year 500.
2.33 PAT 1451
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1451
Translation: Inv XI: no 24 (byTeixidor)
dkrn ṭb lbryk šmh
lʿlmʾ ʿbdt tqym
ʿl ḥyyh wḥyy bnyh

Translation: A good remembrance for He whose name is blessed forever, Taqima
made (it) for the life of herself and the life of her sons.
2.34 PAT 0413
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0413
mzbʾ brt mzbnʾ
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mwd[yʾ] <l>bryk šmh lʿlmʾ
dʿnh
[w]ʾbwh wʾḥh

Translation: Mazbe daughter of Mezabbena offered in thanksgiving to He whose name
is blessed forever, He answered her, her father and her brother.
2.35 Yon 2012: no. 383
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, plaque
After: Yon 2012: no. 383
Translation: Ingholt 1936: no. 7
Ακαμαθη Μαλ[η]
Ελαβηλου εὐχήν
[l]ʾ[lhʾ rbʾ] m[r]ʾ nšmtʾ wlbryk
[šmh lʿlmʾ] mwdyʾ ʾqmt brt
[mlʾ br ʾ]lhbl dy qrth bḥškkʾ
[...]wtwb yʿnnh
[...]dyʾ lh dy bʿyrwth
[...]mn ṭlyw ʿd sybw

Translation Greek: Akamatê, daughter Mal[ê], son of Elahbel, (accomplished) a vow.
Translation Palmyrene: [To the great god], the lord of the living and to ‘Blessed be his
name forever’, offered in thanksgiving Aqamatê daughter of Mal[ê] son of Elahbel, she
invoked him in the darkness [...]and again he will answer her [...] who in his splendor
(or: by her vigilance) [...] from adolescence to old age.
2.36 PAT 0369
Date: 226 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0369
[…]
ṭbʾ b.šmš
wʾdynt b.h
[w]m.ym ʾtt?[h]
šnt 5.100+20+[10]+5+3
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Translation: the good of Barsams (?) and of Odainath, his son and of Maraima, his
wife.
2.37 PAT 2635
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 2635
bryk šmh lʿl[mʾ]
ṭbʾ wrḥmnʾ
ʿbd wmwdʾ ntn
br wrwd wbltʾ
ʾtth dy q[rw]
lh wpṣ?[…]

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, made in
order to express thanksgiving (by) Netan, son of Worod and Belta, his wife, because
they called upon Him and […].
DEDICATORY ALTARS TO ʿHE WHOSE NAME IS BLESSED FOREVERʾ,
WOMEN AS RECIPIENTS
2.38 PAT 0347
Date: 161 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0347
dkrn ṭb lbryk šmh lʿlmʾ
ṭbʾ wrḥmnʾ
wltrn ʾ[ḥy]ʾ qddyšʾ
ʿbd w[qr]b ʾ[...]
br ḥr[y...br]
ʿlbn[.]m/q [...]
[...]
[...]ʿ[...]
[wʿl] ḥyy h[r]ms [.
ʾ]tth byrḥ s<y>wn
šnt 4.100+60+10+2
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wʿbd tṣbyt[h k]lh

Translation: A good remembrance to He whose name is blessed forever, the Good
and the Merciful, and to Two Holy Brothers, was made and offered (by) freedman
[of… son of] ʿOlban […] and for the life of Hermes, his wife, in the month Siuan, year
472, and (he) made all ornaments.
2.39 PAT 1619
Date: 175 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Damascus gate
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1619
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ
wrḥm[n]ʾ ʿbd ʿlwtʾ ʾln
[y]rḥy br ḥlptʾ br yrḥy
br ḥlptʾ ʿl ḥywhy wḥyʾ
šlʾ brt ḥṭry ʾtt!h
wḥy bnwhy wʾḥwhy
byrḥ nysn šnt 4.100
+80+5+1

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, this altar
was made (by) Yarhai son of Halaphatha son of Yarhai son of Halaphatha, for the life
of himself and the life of Sulla daughter of Hatrai, his wife, and for the life of his sons
and his brother, in the month Nisan, year 486.
2.40 PAT 1002
Date: 213 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Efqa Spring
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1002
bryk šmh lʿlmʾ
ṭbʾ wrḥmnʾ ʿbd
wmwdʾ šmʿwn br
[ʾw]šy ʿl ḥywhy wḥyʾ
[ʾ]byhy wʾmh wʾḥwh
y byrḥ nysn šnt 5.100
+20+4
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Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, (This) has
been made in order to express thanksgiving (by) Shimeʿon son of [ʾAw]sai, for the life
of himself and the life of his father and mother and brother, in the month Nisan, the
year 524.
2.41 PAT 0363
Date: 216 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Bel
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0363
[lbry]k? šmh lʿlmʾ tbʾ
w.ḥmnʾ ʿbd wmwdʾ
bwṭʾ b. šmšg.m ʿl
[ḥy] w?hy wḥyʾ ʾmh wḥy[ʾ]
ʾḥwhy wḥyʾ bnyhwn
by.ḥ ʾlwl šnt
5.100+20+5+2

Translation: To He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, Buta,
son of Samsigeram, he has made in order to express thanksgiving, for the life of
himself, for the life of his wife and for the life of his brother and for the life of his son,
in the month ʾElul, year 527.
2.42 PAT 0364
Date: 219 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0364
[b]r?yk šmh drḥ?[mnʾ]
[ṭ]bʾ ʿbd mqy
[w]ʾḥwh bnʾ?
yrḥy br zbyd[ʾ]
ʾlpy ʿly ḥyʾ
dy ʾmhwn wʿl
ḥyyhwn wdy
ʾḥthwn byrḥ
ʾb šnt 5. 100+20+10
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Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Merciful and the Good, Maqqai
and his brother, sons of Yarhai, son of Zebida (son of) Alphai, made (it), for the life
of their mother and for the life of themselves and of their sister, in the month ʾAb,
year 530.
2.43 PAT 0365
Date: 220 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0365
Translation: Inv XI: no 14 (by Teixidor)
[bryk] šm[h]
[...]
[...]
[...] brsmy?ʾ
ʿl ḥywhy wḥy
šlmt ʾm[h]
byrḥ ʾyr š[nt]
5.100+20+10+1

Translation: [He whose name is blessed] (forever) [...] Barsemeia, for the life of himself
and the life of Shalmat, his mother, in the month Ayr, year 531.
2.44 PAT 0370
Date: 228 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, temple of Bel
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0370
b.k šmh lʿlm[.?]
ʿbd wmwdʾ
mqymw b. gy?
ʿl ḥywh wḥyʾ?
ʾmh wʾḥw
by.ḥ ʾb
šnt 5.100+
20+10+5+4
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Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, Moqimus, son of Gaii, he has made it
in order to express thanksgiving, for the life of himself and for his mother and for his
brothers, in the month ʾAb, year 539.
2.45 Yon 2012: no. 323
Date: 235-236 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, house near temple of Bel
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: Yon 2012: no. 323
’Ι(ούλιος) Αὐρ(ηλιος) Σαμε(σ)ιααβος ΛΙΛ
εὐξάμενος καὶ ἐπακουσθεὶς Δι[ὶ ἐπ]ηκό[ῳ]
ὑπὲρ ὑγείας αὐτοῦ κα[ὶ]
[συμβ]ίου καὶ τέκνω[ν]
ἔτους ζμφ´

Translation: Julius Aurelios Samesiaabos (?), to the Answering Zeus, because he called
upon Him and He has answered him, for his health and his wife and his children, in
the year 547.
2.46 PAT 1911
Date: 251 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Efqa Spring
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1911
Translation: Gawlikowski 1974: no 119
lbryk šmh lʿlmʾ
rḥmnʾ wtyrʾ
mwdʾ nʾry br
mqymw ṭyṭwylw wʿdʾ
ʾtth wbnwh
wbnʾ byth klhwn
dy qrw lh bʿqʾ
wʿnn brwḥʾ ln
šnt 5.1000+60+2
byrḥ nyšn

Translation: A Celui dont le nom est béni à jamais, les miséricordieux et le
compatissant, rend grâces Noʾarai, fils de Moqîmû Titus Aelius et ʿAdâ sa femme et
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ses enfants et toute sa maison, parce quʾils lʾont invoqué dans la détresse et il nous a
exaucés en nous mettant au large. Lʾan 562, au mois de Nîsan.
2.47 PAT 0402
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0402
bryk šmh [lʿlmʾ]
ṭbʾ wrḥmn[ʾ]
ʿbd ydy br ḥ[...]
[w]lšmš br š[...]
ʾ[ḥ]wh ʿl ḥyy[hwn]
wḥyy ʾmhwn
wbnwhwn byrḥ
ʾ[d]r šnt 5[...]

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good and the Merciful, Iaddai,
son of H[...] and Lisams, son of S[...], his brother have made (it) for the life of
themselves and for the life of their mother and their sons, month ʾAdar, year 5[...] .
2.48 PAT 0404
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0404
Translation: Milik 1972: 181-182
[lbryk] šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ
[wrḥmn]ʾ ʿltʾ dh ʿbd
[mqy]mw br yrḥbwlʾ br
[gmlʾ ʿl] ḥyʾ šgl brth dy
[...]lh rwḥʾ šnyn
[...y]dh wrglh wlʾ
[...]wblnh lwt
[...]lʾhw
[...]

Translation: Au Béni-soit-son-nom-à-jamais, le bon et le miséricordieux, cet autel a été
fait par Muqîmû fils de Yarḥibôlê fils de Gamalâ pour le salut de sa fille Šegel, car [elle
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était malade et nʾavait pas] de soulagement pendant [...] années [et elle ne pouvait faire
mouvoir] ni sa main ni son pied et elle ne [pouvait pas parler? jusquʾ à ce quʾon] lʾait
conduite auprès [de tel dieu] [...].
2.49 PAT 0415
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 0415
[lbryk] šmh lʿlmʾ ṭbʾ
[ʿ]bd [w]mwdʾ m[qy] ṭbḥʾ
[ʿ]l ḥywh w[ḥyʾ ʾt]th
[wb]nwh [...]

Translation: He whose name is blessed forever, the Good, Maqqai, (ritual) butcher, he
has made in order to express thanksgiving, for the life of himself and for the life of his
[wife] and his sons [...].
2.50 PAT 1916
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, Efqa Spring
Type: dedicatory, altar
After: PAT 1916
mwdʾ l[...]
lrḥmnʾ ʿl
[ḥyw...]hy wʾtth [w] b[rh]
wbrth [...]
dqrw lh [wʿnnwn]

Translation: Offered in thanksgiving, […] for the Merciful, for the life of himself and
his wife [and] his sons and daughters […] because he called upon him and [he has
answered him].
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FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS
2.51 PAT 2727
Date: 95 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis
Type: cession text?
After: PAT 2727
Translation: Ingholt 1974: no 1
mʿrtʾ dnh dy gwʾ plgʾ wplgʾ dy bt mtry
wdy bt ʾylyd mʿlyk bbʾ ʿl ymynʾ šqqtʾ
qmytʾ dy bt ʾylyd wdy ʿl smlʾ šqqtʾ
qmytʾ dy bt mtry mʿlyk lgw šqqtʾ dy ʿl
ymynʾ dy bt mtry wšqqtʾ dy ʿl smlʾ dy bt
ʾylyd ʾksdrʾ mqblʾ dy trn sṭryʾ mqdš
lgwhwn lʿlmʾ byrḥ ṭbt šnt 4.100+5+1

Translation: This hypogeum, that is the interior, belongs half-and-half to Bat-Mitrai
and to Bat-Elyad. When you enter the door to the right the first lane belongs to BatElyad, and to the left the first lane belongs to Bat-Mitrai. When you enter further, the
lane to the right belongs to Bat-Mitrai and the lane to the left to Bat-Elyad. The exedra
facing the entrance with the two walls is consecrated, back of them. Forever, in the
months of February of the year 407 (i.e. 95 A.D.).
2.52 PAT 0528
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis
Type: funerary (?)
After: PAT 0528
Translation: Cussini 2005: 31
btmlkw bt zbdbwl
br zbdbwl br ṣʿdy
wrštʾ dy bytʾ wmʿrtʾ

Translation: Batmalku, daughter of Zabdibol, son of Zabdibol, son of Ṣaʿiday, heiress
of home and tomb.
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FOUNDATION INSCRIPTIONS
2.53 PAT 0464
Date: 41 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Valley of the Tombs, tower no. 44
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 0464
[byrḥ sywn] šnt 3.100+40+10+2
[ṣlmyʾ ʾln] dy kytwt br
[tymrṣw wdy myš]ʾ brt
[mlkw ʾtt]h wdy lšmš
[brh wdy šlmn] brh wdy
mlkw ʿlymh

Translation: In the month Siwan, the year 352. The images are of Kitot, son of
Taimarso, and of Maisa, daughter of [Malik]o, his wife, and of Lisams, his son, and of
Salman, his son, and of […]o, his servant.
2.54 Yon 2012: no. 535
Date: 52 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, unknown
Type: foundation inscription
After: Yon 2012: no. 535
Translation: Yon 2012: 535 (Palmyrene)
Haeranes Bonne Rabbeli
f(ilius) Palmirenus phyles Mithenon
sibi et suis fecit.
Ἔτους γξτ΄μηνὸς Ξανδικοῦ
Αιρανς Βωνναιου τοῦ Ραββηλου
Παλμυρηνὸς φυλῆς Μειθηνων ἑαυτῷ
καὶ Βωννῃ πατρὶ αὐτοῦ καὶ Βααλθηγᾳ μητρὶ
αὐτοῦ εὐνοίας ἕνεκεν καὶ τοῖς ἰδίοις αὐτοῦ
byrḥ nysn šnt 363 qbrʾ dnh dy
ḥyrn br bwnʾ br rbʾl br bwnʾ br ʿtntn br
tymy tdmryʾ dy mn pḥd bny mytʾ dy bnʾ ʿl
bwnʾ ʾbwhy wʿl bʿltg brt blšwry dy mn
pḥd bny gdybwl ʾmh wlh wlbnwhy lyqrhwn
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Translation Latin: Haeranes, son of Bonnes, son of Rabbelus, Palmyrenean, of the
tribe Mithenoi, made (this) for himself and for his family.
Translation Greek: The year 363, in the month Xandikos, Airanes, son of Bonnaios,
son of Rabbelos, Palmyrenean, of the tribe Meithenoi, (made this) for himself and for
Bonnes his father and for Baalthega, his mother, on account of their kindness, and for
his family.
Translation Palmyrene: Au mois de Nîsan, l’année 363, ce tombeau de Ḥaîran, fils de
Bônnè, fils de Rabb’el, fils de Bônnè, fils de ‘Arenatan, fils de Taîmaî Palmyrénien, de
la tribu des Benê Mîtâ, qu’il a construit pour Bônnè son père et Ba‘alteg, fille de Belšûrî,
de la tribu des Benê Gabbîbôl, sa mère et pour lui et pour ses fils, en leur honneur.
2.55 Yon 2012: 402
Date: 67 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Valley of the Tombs
Type: foundation inscription
After: Yon 2012: no. 402
Translation: Yon 2012: no. 402
npšʾ dh wmʿrtʾ ʿbd ydyʿbl bt tymḥʾ br ydyʿbl br ʿbdʿth
ʾgdm ʿl tymḥʾ ʾbwhy wʿl myšʾ brt tymšʾ br ydyʿbl ṭymwnʾ ʾmh
wʿl ʿgylw wtymḥʾ wʿty bny ḥyrn br ʿbdʿth ʾgdm ʾḥwy bny myšʾ dh
dy mn pḥz bny kmrʾ lyqrh dy ʿlmʾ byrḥ ṭbt šnt 378
Τὸ σπήλαιον καὶ τὸ ἐπὶ τούτῳ μνημεῖον ᾠκοδόμησεν
Ιεδειβηλος Θαιμαη τοῦ Αγγοδομου φυλὴς Χομαρηνων ἐ(ξ) ἰδίων ἐπὶ Θαιμαῃ
τῷ πατρὶ αὐτοῦ καὶ Μαισᾳ Θαιμισα τοῦ Τείμωνος τῇ μητρὶ καὶ Ογηλῳ, Θαιμαῃ καὶ
Αθθαιᾳ τοῖς ὁμομητρίοις αὐτοῦ ἀδελφοῖς, αἰώνιον γέρας, ἔτους ηοτ΄

Translation Palmyrene: Ce monument et la grotte a été faite par Iedîʿbel, fils de
Taîmḥâ, fils de Iedîʿbel ʿAbdʿateh Aggodom, pour Taîmḥâ, son père et pour Maîšâ
fille de Taîmišâ, fils de Iedîʿbel Tîmônâ, sa mère, et pour ʿOgeîlû et Taîmḥê et ʿAttaî,
enfants de Ḥaîran, fils de ʿAbdʿateh Aggodom, ses frères de cette Maîšâ, qui sont de la
tribu des Benê Komarê, en son honneur éternel, au mois de Ṭebet, lʾannée 378.
Translation Greek: La grotte et le monument au-dessus ont été construit par
Iedeibèlos, fils de Thaimaès, fils de Aggodomos, de la tribu des Chomarèniens, à ses
frais, pour Thaimaès, son père et pour Maisa, fille de Thaimisas, fils de Teimôn, sa
mère, et Ogèlos, Thaimaès et Aththaia, ses frères de même mère, en marque d’honneur
éternel, l’année 378.
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2.56 PAT 0549
Date: 73 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southeast necropolis
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 0549
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Fondation no. 13
ṣlmyʾ ʾln dy ʿgylw br ʿgʾ br mqymw
br ḥdwdn wdy ʾmtḥ brt bwnʾ ʾtth
tdmry[ʾ] wdy ʿgʾ brh dy bnʾ [b]ḥywhy
lyqrh
wly[qr b]nwhy dy bt ʿlmʾ byrḥ nysn šnt
[3].100+80+4

Translation: Ces effigies sont celles de ‘Ogeilo, fils de ‘Ogga, fils de Moqimō, fils de
Ḥaddudan et de Amatḥā, fille de Bōnnā, sa femme, Palmyréniens et de ‘Oggā, son fils,
qui a bâti de son vivent, en son honneur et en honneur de des enfants, la maison
éternité. Au mois de Nīsan, de l’an 384.
2.57 PAT 2816
Date: 86 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, northern wall
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 2816
Translation: al-As ʿad and Teixidor 1985: no.1
mʿrtʾ dh ʿb[d] mlkw br yrḥbwlʾ
br mlkw br nwrʿth dy mtqrh br
mqy ʿl yrḥbwlʾ ʾbwhy wʿl tmlk
ʾmh lyqrhn wlh wlbnwhy wlʾḥwhy
wlbny ddh lyqrhn dy bt ʿlmʾ byrḥ
nysn šnt 3.100+80+10+5+2

Translation: Cet hypogée a été fait par Malikû fils de Yarḥibôlâ son père et pour
Tomallak sa mère, en leur honneur, et pour lui et pour ses enfants et pour son frère
et pour les enfants de son oncle paternal, en leur honneur afin qu’ (il soit) la maison
d’ éternité. Au mois de Nisan de l’an 397.
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2.58 PAT 0482
Date: 95 CE
Prov.: Qaryatein, near Palmyra
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 0482
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Fondation no. 24
bt ʿlmʾ dnh ʿbd mtny br nwrbl br mlkw
br tymḥʾ ʿl nwrbl ʾbwhy wʿl nby ʾmh
lyqrhn
wlyqr bnwhy dy ʿlmʾ ṣlmyʾ ʾln dy mtny br
nwrbl br mlkw br tymḥʾ br mtny br bwnʾ br
mtny dy mtqrh mhwy wdy nwrbl ʾbwhy wdy
nby ʾmh byrḥ ʾb šnt 406

Cette maison dʾèternité a été faite par Matnai, fils de Nūrbel, fils de Malikhō, fils de
Taimḥā, pour Nūrbel, son père, et pour Nabbai, sa mère, en leur honneur et en
honneur de ses enfants, à jamais. Ces images sont celles de Matnai, fils de Nūrbel, fils
de Malikhō, fils de Taimḥā, fils de Matnai, fils de Bōnnā, fils de Matnai, surnommé
mhwy, et de Nūrbel, son père, et pour Nabbai, sa mère. Au mois de Ab de lʾan 406.
2.59 PAT 0002
Date: 106 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 0002
lygrh ʿbd ḥyrn br ydy br ḥyrn ḥntʾ lh wlbnth
šnt 10+5+3

Translation: In his honour made (by) Hairan, son of Iaddai, son of Hairan Hanta, for
him and his daughters, the year (4)18.
2.60 PAT 1787
Date: 123-124 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southeast necropolis
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 1787
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Fondation no. 41
bt qbrwrʾ dnh ʿbd lšmšw br mqymw br ḥršw
lyqr bt qbwrh
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lh wlʾḥwhy wlbny ddh klhwn dy mn dy yṣbʾ
yḥpr lh mn lgw šţr mn
ʾksdrʾ gwyʾ dy qbyrʾ bh šbʾ ʾḥth wḥnt
ʾntth wbtr ʾln mn
dy yṣbʾ mn bny ddy yḥpr wytqn lh mqbrtʾ
byrḥ knwn šnt 435

Translation: Ce tombeau a été par Lišamšo, fils de Moqīmō, fils de Ḥeršō, tombeau,
qui est un monument dʾhonneur, pour lui et pour ses fréres et pour tous enfants de
son oncle; que celui (parmi eux) qui la voudra, creuse pour lui à lʾintérieur, à lʾexception
de lʾexèdre intérieure où sont ensevelies Šabā, sa soeur, et Ḥanat, sa femme. Et derrière
elles, qui voudra parmi les enfants de mon oncle, quʾil creuse et quʾil prépare pour lui
une sépulture. Au mois de Kanūn de lʾan 435.
2.61 PAT 2776
Date: 142-143 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southeast necropolis
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 2776
mqbrtʾ dh ʿbd mlʾ br ṣʿdy br mlʾ lh
wlʾ dth
wlbnwhy wlbnt wlbny bnwhy lʿlmʾ šn!t
4.100+40+10+4

Translation: This burial is made by Male son of Sa'dai, son of Male, for himself, for
his son (…) and for his sons and daughters and for the children of their children,
forever, the year 545.
2.62 Yon 2012: no. 424
Date: 147 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, valley of the tombs
Type: foundation inscription
After: Yon 2012: no. 424
Translation: Yon 2012: no. 424
Τὸ σπήλαιον τοῦτο ἐπόησε Σαλμαλλαθος Μαλιχου τ(ο)ῦ Διο(ν)υσίου καὶ Ζαβδααθης
Ε(νν)ιβηλου τοῦ Διο(ν)υσίου ἀ(ν)εψιὸς αὐτοῦ υἱοῖς καὶ υἱω(ν)οῖς, μηνὶ Ξανδικῷ ἔτους ηνυ΄
bt ʿlmʾ dnh ʿbd šlmlt br mlkw br dynys lh wlbnwhy wlbny bnwhy
wmn btr dy myt šlmlt br mlkw dnh šwtpw ḥnbl br šlmlt br mlkw
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brh wprštnʾ brt tymrṣw br ʿtzbd ʾtth lzbdbʿth br ḥnbl br dynys
plgwt mʿrtʾ dh lh wlbnwhy wlbny bnwhy lyqrhwn dy ʿlmʾ byrḥ nysn šnt 458

Translation Greek: Cette grotte a été faite par Salmallathos, fils de Malikos, fils de
Dionysios, et par Zabdaathès, fils de d’Ennibèlos, fils de Dionysios, son cousin, pour
leurs fils et leurs petits-fils, au mois de Xandikos, l’année 458.
Translation Palmyrene: Cette maison d’éternité a été faite par Šalamallat, fils de Malikû,
fils de Dionysios, pour lui et pour ses fils en pour les fils de ses fils. Et après la mort
de ce même Šalamallat, fils de Malikû, Ḥennibel, fils de Šalamallat, fils de Malikû son
fils et Prištinâ, fille de Taîmarṣû, fils de ‘Atezabad, sa femme, ont associé Zabd‘ateh,
fils de Ḥennibel, fils de Dionysios pour une moitié de cette grotte ‘ pour lui et pour ses
fils et pour les fils de ses fils en son honneur, pour l’éternité, au mois de Nîsan, l’année
458.
2.63 Yon 2012: no. 439
Date: 232 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, hypogeum in Diocletian camp
Type: foundation inscription
After: Yon 2012: no. 439
Translation: Yon 2012: no. 439
[Τὸ σπήλαιον τοῦ ταφεῶνος ὤρυξεν ἐξ ἰδίων καὶ ᾠκδόμησεν σὺν παντὶ] κόσμῳ
[Ἰούλιος Αὐρήλιος Ἑρμῆς ἀπελεύθερος Αὐρηλίου …]ου ἑαυτῷ κ[αὶ Ἰ]ουλίᾳ Αὐρηλίᾳ
[Πρίμᾳ ἀπλευθέρᾳ Αὐρηλίας Ἀκμῆς Ἀντ]ιόχου τοῦ καὶ Ολαιφει έαυτοῖς καὶ υἱοῖς [αὐ]τῶν
[καὶ ἐγγόνοις, μηνὶ Ἀρτμισίῳ γμφ´ ἔτους
mʿrtʾ dnh dy bt ʿlmʾ ḥpr wbnʾ wṣbt
mn kysh ywlys ʾwrlys hrms br ḥry ʾwrl[ys …lh wlywly’ ’rly’]
[p]ryma’ brt ḥry ’wrly’ ’qm’ brt ’nṭ[y]k[s ḥlypy lhwn wlbnyhwn wlbny bnyhwn byrḥ]
’yr šny 543

Translation Greek: La grotte du tombeau a été creusée à ses frais et bâtie avec sa
décoration par Iulius Aurelius Hermès, affranchi d’ Aurelius […], pour lui et pour Iulia
Aurelia Prima, affranchie d’Aurelia Akmè, fille d’Antiochos dit aussi Olaiphei, pour
eux-mêmes et pour leurs fils et leurs descendants, au mois dʾ Artemisios, lʾannée 543.
Translation Palmyrene: Cette grotte de la maison d’éternité a été creusée, construite et
décorée à ses frais par Iulius Aurelius Hermès, affranchi dʾ Aurelius […], pour lui et
pour Iulia Aurelia Prima, affranchie d’Aurelia Akmè, fille d’Antiochos Ḥalaîphaî, pour
eux et pour leurs fils et pour les fils de leur fils, au mois d’Ayar, l’année 543.
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2.64 Gawlikowski 1970: fondation no. 78
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, southeast necropolis
Type: foundation inscription?
After: Gawlikowski 1970: fondation no. 78
[…] ʿgylw br bwrpʾ qsmʾ […] byrḥ nysn šnt 4[…]wdy bwrpʾ br ʿgylw br bwrpʾ qs[mʾ…]
ʾm brth wdy ʿgylw brh

Translation: […] Ogeilō, son of Bōrrefā Qismā […] in the month Nīsan, the year
4[…] and of Bōrrefā, son of ʿOgeilō, son of Bōrrefā Qismā […] his wife, and of
ʿOgeilō, his son.
2.65 PAT 1896
Date: undated
Prov.: Palmyra, southeast necropolis
Type: foundation inscription
After: PAT 1896
Translation: Gawlikowski 1974: no. 104
npšʾ dh dy ʿbd[t…]
ḥbtʾ btt zb[… br]
ḥnynʾ ʾsry lmlk[w br …]
ḥlkš bʿlh wlmlk[w br mlkw]
brh wlbny ḥryh[wn …]

Translation: Ce monument a été fait […par] Ḥabbatâ, fille de Zab[…, fils de] Ḥonainâ
Asrao, pour Malik[û, fils de …] (fils de) ḥlkš, son mari, et pour Malik[û fils de Malikû],
son fils, et pour leurs affranchis.
CESSION TEXTS
2.66 PAT 1791
Date: 171 CE
Prov.: Palmyrene, Bazuriyyeh
Type: cession text
After: PAT 1791
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 6
byrḥ ʾyr šnt 4.100+80+2
šlmʾ brt bwlḥʾ br bwrpʾ bmqmwt ʿgylw br
bwr[p]ʾ bʿlh
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wgnsṭs ydy br kyly mwdyʾ lmlkw br mqymmw
br ʿgʾ dy mqblʾ
mnh ksp dnryn mʾh wʿsryn wtḥwt hln yhbt
lh wbʿdt p[l]gwt mnt[ʾ]
ʾḥdʾ dydh mn mnwn tlt dy mʿrtʾ dy
dqbwrʾ dy hy t[r]n bʾktb[…]
mpqyk mn ʾblʾ ʿl šmlk ptyḥʾ lʾpʾ mdnḥ
bšwtpwt mlkw t[…]
wšwtpwt ʿgylw bʿlh wmnt klh tlt ʾmmʾ d[y
yh]bt lmlkw wl[…m]ny[ʾ]

Translation: Au mois de Iyyar de l’an 482. Šalmē, fille de Bōlḥā, fils de Bōrrefā, au lieu
de ‘Ogeilō, fils de Bōrrefā, son mari, Iaddai, fils de Kīlai, étant témoin, reconnaît à
Malikhō, fils de Moqīmō, fils de ‘Oggā, qu’elle avait reçu de lui une somme de 120
deniers et en retour de quoi elle lui a donné et cédé la moitié de la seule part qui est à
elle parmi les trois parties de l’hypogée de sépulture. De ces parties, deux […] lorsque
tu sors du vestibule à ta gauche, s’ouvrant vers l’Est, en association avec Malikhō […]
et avec ‘Ogeilō, son mari. Et toute la partie a 3 coudées, qu’elle a donnée à Malikhō et
à […] sa part. (mai 171).
2.67 PAT 2761
Date: 178 CE
Prov.: Palmyra
Type: cession text
After: PAT 2761
Translation: Cantineau 1933: no. 8
dktʾ dh šḥymtʾ dy
lgw mn mʿrtʾ rḥqt
šlmt brt šhymw br
šhymw lʿzyzw br ʾdʾ br
rbʾl lh wlbnwhy wbnʾ
bnwh lʿlmʾ byrḥ tšry
šnt 4.100+80+10

Translation: Ce lieu profane qui est à l’intérieur de l’hypogée a été cédé par Šalmat, fille
de Šoḥaimo, à ‘Azizo, fils de ’Adde, fils de Rabb’el, pour lui ses fils et es fils de ses fils,
à jamais. Au mois de Tišrî, de l’anneé 490 (octobre 178).
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2.68 PAT 0555 (selection)
Date: 193 CE
Prov.: Qaeyatein, hypogeum
Type: foundation and cession text
After: PAT 0555 (selection)
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Fondation no. 59
ʾksdrʾ dnh mqblʾ dy
mʿrtʾ dy mqblʾ bbʾ ḥpr
wṣbt šyʿn br tymʾ br
ʾbgr lh wlbnwhy wlbny
bnwhy h<yk> dy rḥqt lh šgl
brt lšmš br ʿštwrgʾ br
pṣyʾl byrḥ ʾdr šnt ḥmš
mʾh wʾrbʿ

Translation: Cette exèdre frontale de l’hypogée qui est en face de la porte a été creusée
et ornementée par Ši‘an, fils de Taimē, fils de ‘Abgar, pour lui et pour ses enfants et les
enfants de ses enfants, à jamais, comme le lui a cédé Šegal, fille de Lišamš, fils de
’Astōrgā, fils de Paṣi’el. Au mois de Adar de l’an 504 (mars 193).
2.69 PAT 0067
Date: 194 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Hypogeum of Yarhai
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0067
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 36
byrḥ ʾyr ywm ḥmštʾ dy
šnt 5.100+5 mqymw br lšmš
br ḥpry wʾqmt bt yrḥy br
mqymw ʾḥbr lšlmn br qlybq
br ʾlhbl wltymw br dbḥ br ḥmyn
wʾrḥq lhwn mn pnyn trtn dy sṭrʾ
grbyyʾ wtymnyʾ šḥymyʾ ʿd qwpyʾ
dy kptʾ mqbltʾ dy ʾksdrʾ mʿrbyʾ
dy yhwn ḥpryn wbnn mqbrn hyk dy ṣbyn
lhwn wlbnyhwn wlbny bnyhwn lʿlmʾ

Translation: Au mois de Iyyar, cinquième jour, de l’an 505. Moqīmō, fils de Lišamš,
fils de Ḥoprai, et Aqmat, fille de Iarḥai, fils de Moqīmō, ont cédé à Šalman, fils de
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Qolaibō, fils d’Elahbel, et à Taimō, fils de DBḤ, fils de Ḥamayan, ils leur ont cédé deux
parties (?) profanes des parois Nord et Sud, jusqu’à …de la voûte d’en face de l’exèdre
Est, où ils pourront creuser et bâtir les sépultures comme ils voudront, pour eux et
pour leurs enfants et pour les enfants de leurs enfants, à jamais (mai 194).
2.70 PAT 0562 (selection)
Date: 234 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Valley of the Tombs, Tower 70
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0562 (selection)
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 39
byrḥ šbṭ dy šnt 5.100+40+5 ywlys
ʾwrlys bwlmʾ br zbdbwl b[r bwlmʾ nynyʾ]
[rḥq …l…br]t nbw?z?ʾ br ty[m]ʾ br
nbwm<r> wʾ[…]n bt ḥlh mn rbʿwt qbrʾ dnh
wmn […]
Translation: Au mois de Šebaṭ de lʾan 545. Julios Aurelios Bōlmā, fils de Zabdibōl, fils

de Bōlmā Nīnayā, a cédé à […], fille de Nebōzā(?), fils de Taimē, fils de Nebōmar et
[…] de la maison de son oncle maternel, sur le quart de ce tombeau et sur […] (février
234).
2.71 PAT 0043
Date: 237 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southeast necropolis, Hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0043
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 35
byrḥ kslwl šnt 5.100+40+5+4
ʾwrlys ḥyrn br mqy br
yrḥy ʾrḥq lʾwrlyʾ ṣmy
brt lšmš mn gwmḥyn trn
gwyyn mʿrbyyn dy hnwn
bʾksdrʾ ymnyʾ mʿlk
bbʾ ʿl smlk lh wlbnh
wlbny bnh lyqrhn lʿlmʾ

Translation: Au mois de Kislūl de l’an 549. Aurelios Ḥairan, fils de Maqqai fils de Iarḥai,
a cédé à Aurelia Ṣammai, fille de Lišamš, deux travées intérieures à l’Ouest qui sont
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dans l’exèdre Sud, à gauche lorsque tu entres par la porte, à elle et à ses enfants et aux
enfants de ses enfants, en leur honneur, à jamais (dècembre 237).
2.72 PAT 0095
Date: 239 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis, Hypogeum of ʿAbdʿastor
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0095
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 41
ʾksdrʾ smlyʾ mʿlyk
mʿrtʾ ʿl ymynʾ sṭr mn gwmḥyn trn bryyn
ymnyyn
mqdšyn rḥq ywlyʾ ʾwrlyʾ šlmt brt
ʿbdʿstwr br
yrḥbwlʾ wʾmdbw brt ḥry lwqys ʾwrlys
brsmyʾ
mprnsytʾ dy bwnʾ br rbʾl brh lywlyʾ
ʾwrlyʾ mlkw
br ʿgylw br šlmn gmḥyn tmnyʾ mdnḥyyn
mʿlyk ʾksdrʾ
ʿl ymynʾ wlmʿynʾ brt bwnʾ br bwlḥʾ
gwmḥyn mʿrbyyn
štʾ mʿlyk ʾksdrʾ ʿl smlʾ wmqblyn
gwmḥyn tltʾ
dy plg bnyhwn lhwn wlbnyhwn wlbny
bnyhwn lʿlmʾ byrḥ nysn
šnt 5.100+40+10

Translation: L’exèdre Nord, à droite lorsque tu entres l’hypogée, sauf deux travées
extérieures à droite, consacrées, a été cédée par Julia Aurelia Šalmat, fille de ‘Abdʿastōr,
fils de Iarḥibōlē, et par Amdabō affranchie de Lukios Aurelios Barsamaiā, protectrice
de Bōnnā, fils de Rab’el, son fils, à Julioi Aurelioi Malikhō, fils de ‘Ogeilō, fils de
Šalman, 8 travées à l’Est, à droite lorsque tu entres l’exèdre, et à Ma‘īnā, fille de Bōnnā,
fils de Bōlḥā, 6 travées à l’Ouest, à gauche lorsque tu entres dans l’exèdre; et 3 travées
de face sont la part de leurs enfants. A eux et à leurs enfants et aux enfants de leurs
enfants. Au mois Nīsan de l’an 550 (avril 239).
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2.73 PAT 1945 (selection)
Date: 240 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, reemployed, Diocletian Camp
Type: cession text
After: PAT 1945 (selection)
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 43
ywlyʾ [ʾwr]lyʾ šlʾ br[t] ʾ[…]
rḥ qt mn ʾksdrʾ šḥymʾ ymyny[ʾ]
[d]y mʿl<k> mn bbʾ ʿl šmlk lywlyʾ
ʾwrlyʾ tymʾ wlšmš bny ʾwṭkʾ
[lhwn wlbnyhwn w]lbny bnyhwn
[lʿ]lmʾ [byr]ḥ ʾyr št 5.100+40+10+1

Translation: Julioi Aurelioi […] ont cédé l’exèdre pure Sud toute entière, à gauche
lorsque tu entres par la porte, à Julioi Aurelioi Taimē et Lišamš, fils de Aw ṭikā, à eux
et à leurs enfants et aux enfants de leurs enfants, à jamais. Au mois de Adar (our Iyyar)
de l’an 55[.] (mars ou mai 24[.]).
2.74 PAT 0527
Date: 241 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0527
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 5
byrḥ ʾlwl šnt 5.100+40+10+2
ywlyʾ ʾwrlyʾ btmlkw brt
zbdbwl br šʿdy rḥqt lywlys
ʾwrlys mlʾ br ydʿw br ydyʿbl
mn gwmḥyn ʾrbʿʾ dy bsṭrʾ
šmlyʾ btr ʾksdrʾ
mqbltʾ mʿrbytʾ dy ʾyt bgwmḥʾ
mqbrn št lh wlbnwhw
wlbny bnwh lʿlmʾ

Translation: Au mois de Elūl de l’an 552. Julia Aurelia Batmalikhō, fille de Zabdibōl,
fils de Ṣaʿedī, a cédé à Julios Aurelios Malē, fils de Iad‘ō, fils de Iedī‘bel, 4 travées sur
la paroi gauche de l’exèdre de face, occidentale (il y a dans une travée six sépultures), à
lui et à ses enfants et aux enfants de ses enfants, à jamais. (septembre 241).
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2.75 PAT 2725
Date: 242 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Valley of the Tombs, Hypogeum of Hermes
Type: cession text
After: PAT 2725
Translation: Gawlikowski 1975: p. 129
[ywlyʾ ʾwrl]yʾ prymʾ br[t ḥry]
[ʾqmʾ br]t ʾnṭykwd ḥ[lyp]y
[rḥqt lywly]s ʾwrlys zbd[bwl br]
k[hy]lw zbdbwl mn ʾtrʾ šḥ[ymʾ]
[dy ʾ]myn ʾrbʿ ʿd ktlʾ dy bnʾ
y[tr]ʾ mʿlk mn bbʾ šrk ʿl
šmlk lh wlbnwh wl[bn]y
bnwh lʿlmʾ byrḥ ʾd[r]
šnt 5.100+40+10+3

Translation: [Julia Aurel]ia Prima, aff[ranchie de Aqme, fil]le dʾAntiochus Ḥo[laif]î, [ a
cédé à Juliu]s Aurelius Zabdi[bol, fils de] Ko[hai]lû (fils de) Zabdibol, du lieu pro[fane
des] quatre coudées jusqu’au mur qui est bâti a [jouté] à ton entrée par la porte à ton
cote à ta gauche, à lui et à ses enfants et aux [enfants] de ses enfants, à jamais. Au mois
de Adar l’an 553. (mars 242).
2.76 PAT 2729
Date: 243 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis, Hypogeum of Yarḥibolâ
Type: cession text
After: PAT 2729
Translation: Ingholt 1974: 50-52
šnt 5.100+20+20+10+4
ywlyʾ ʾwrlyʾ ʾqmʾ brt
rpbwl wbt ʿtʿqb bnt wrdn
br rpbwl rḥq lʾwrlys šmʿwn
wmzbnʾ wʾsḥq bny yʿqwb
ṭkss dy gwmḥyn ʾrbʿʾ mʿlyk
bbʾʿl smlʾ dy hnwn bʾksdrʾ
smlʾ lhwn wlbnyhwn wlbny bnyh
wm lyqrhwn lʿlmʾ dy byrḥ qnyn dy […]
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Translation: Year 554 (i.e. 243 A.D.), Julii Aurelii ʾAqāmē daughter of Refabōl and
Bat-‘Ate‘aqab, daughters of Wardan, son of Refabol, have ceded to Aurelius Šim‘ōn
and Mezabbanā, and ’Isḥaq, sons of Ya‘qūb, a row of four niches, when you enter the
door to the left, those in the exedra to the left, for themselves and for their sons of
their sons, in their honor, forever, in the month of July of the […].
2.77 Yon 2012: no. 479
Date: 252 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, northern necropolis, Tower 118
Type: cession text / foundation inscriptions?
After: Yon 2012: no. 479
Translation: Yon 2012: no. 479
[…]
Βαρεχ[ει …τ]οῦ Μακκ[αιου …]ΑΙΑCΥΜ[…ἀ]
δελφῷ αὐτοῦ καὶ Μαυκιανῷ ἀδελφῷ αὐτοῦ ε(ἰ)ς τει[μὴν αὐτῶν κ]αὶ υἱῶν καὶ (υἱ)ωνῶν καὶ ἐγγόνων εἰς τὸ παντελές, μηνὶ Γ[ορπιαίῳ το]ῦ γξφ´ ἔτους
qbrʾ dnh wgwmḥyn ʾrbʿʾ dy ʿlytʾ
[…]mqymw brt zbdʿth wʾqmʾ brt blṭy grmnws br mlʾ
bryky br […] 540[…]
[…]dy[…]
lhwn wlb
nyhwn wlbny bnyhwn lʿlmʾ

Translation Greek: […] Bareicheis […] de Makkaios […] à […] son frère et à Mucianus
son frère, en leur honneur et en celui de leurs fils et de leurs petit-fils et de leurs
descendants, pour l’éternité, au mois Gorpiaios de l’année 563.
Translation Palmyrene: Ce tombeau et quatre travées de la partie supérieure […femme
de] Moqîmû, fille de Zabdʿateh, et Aqmê, fille de Beltî (fils de ?) Germanus, fils de
Malê Bareîkî, fils de […]540 [+] […] pour eux et pour leurs fils et pour les fils de leurs
fils, pour toujours.
2.78 Yon 2012: 519
Date: 263 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, Tomb of Nasrallat
Type: cession text
After: Yon 2012: no. 519
Translation: Yon 2012: no. 519
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᾽Εξεδρῶν δυεῖν ἐκ τοῦδε τοῦ σπηλαίου τοῦ ταφαιῶνος εἰσιόντων τὸ τοῦ σπηλαίου
θύρωμα ἐν
δεξιοῖς καὶ ἐ(ὐ)νίμοις σὺν δικαίοις πᾶσι ἐξεχώρησεν Ἰούλιος Αὐρήλιος Ιεδειβηλος Αβισαμαια τοῦ Μαλχη Ιουλία
Αὐρηλίᾳ
Αμαθῃ Βωλαζαιου τοῦ
Μοκιμου αὐτῇ τε καὶ υἱοῖς καὶ ὑωνοῖς εἰς τὸ παντελές, μηνὶ Δαισίῳ τοῦ δοφ´ ἔτους
ʾksdryn trn mn mʿrtʾ dh dy bt ʿlmʾ mʿlyk bbʾdy ymynk wdy smlk wqšṭyhwn rḥq ywlys
ʾwrlys ydyʿbl br ʿbdšmyʾ br
mlkʾ
lywlyʾ ʾwrlyʾ ʾmtʾ brt bwlḥzy mqymw lh wlbnh wlbnh bnh lyqrhwn dy ʿlmʾ byrḥ sywn šnt
574

Translation Greek: Deux exèdres de cette grotte du tombeau, en entrant par la porte
de la grotte à droite et à gauche, avec tous les droits, ont été cédées par Iulius Aurelius
Iedeibèlos, fils de Abisamaias, fils de Malkhès, à Iulia Aurelia Amathè, fille de
Bolazaios, fils de Mokimos, à elle et à ses fils et ses petits-fils, pour toujours, au mois
de Daisios de l’année 574
Translation Palmyrene: Deux exèdres de cette grotte qui est une maison d’éternité,
quand tu entres par la porte à droite et à gauche, et leurs droits, ont été cédées par
Iulius Aurelios Iedîʿbel, fils de ʿAbdšamaî, fils de Malkhâ, à Iulia Aurelia Amate, fille
de Bolḥazaî Moqîmo, à elle et à ses fils et aux fils de ses fils, en leur éternel honneur,
au mois de Siwan de l’année 574.981
2.79 PAT 0058
Date: 265 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis, Tomb of Nasrallat
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0058
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 47
ywlys ʾwrlys ydyʿbl
br ʿbšmyʾ mlkʾ rḥq
mn gwmḥyn ʾrbʿʾ dy mnhwn
smlyn tltʾ wʾḥrnʾ
mʿrby wsmly mn ʾksdrʾ
981 Gawlikowski 1970: concession no. 46, translated wlbnh wlbnh bnh as with the more inclusive ‘enfants
et aux enfants de ses enfants’.
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mqblʾ mʿlyk hw ʾksdrʾ
ʿl ymynk wqšṭyhwn lywlyʾ
ʾwrlyʾ ʾmtʾ brt bwlḥzy
mqymw lh wlbnh wlbnʾ
bnyhw lyqrhwn dy ʿlmʾ
byrḥ ʾdr šnt 5.100+60+10+5+1

Translation: Julios Aurelios Iedīʿbel, fils de ‘Abšsamaiī Malkhā, a cédé 4 travées dont
3 sont à gauche et l’autre à l’Ouest, à gauche dans l’exèdre de face, au Sud lorsque tu
entres dans cette exèdres, et leurs droits, à Julia Aurelia Amatē, fille de Bōl ḥazai
Moqīmō, à elle et à ses enfants et aux enfants de ses enfants, en leur éternel honneur.
Au mois de Adar de l’an 576. (mars 265).
2.80 PAT 0053
Date: 267 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis, Hypogeum of Malku
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0053
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 22
gwmḥyʾ ʾln ʾrbʿʾ dy hnwn
bʾksdrʾ mʿrbyʾ bbʾ dy mʿrtʾ
ʿl smlʾ mnhwn trn mʿlyk ʾksdrʾ {ʿl}
ʿl ymynk gwyn dbqyn ʿrsʾ wtrn
mʿlyk ʾksdrʾ šrk ʿl smlʾ hnwn wqšṭyhwn
rḥq ddywn br ḥby br dygns lʾmw
brt bsʾ šʿrwnʾ lh wlbnh wlbny
byh l[yqrhwn dy ʿ]lmʾ
byrḥ šbṭ dy šnt
5.100+60+10+5+3

Translation: Ces 4 travées qui sont dans l’exèdre Ouest à gauche de la porte de
l’hypogée, dont deux intérieures voisines du lit, à droite quand tu entres l’exèdre, et
deux à gauche quand tu entres l’exèdre …, elles et leurs droits, ont été cédées par
Dadiyōn, fils de Ḥabbai, fils de Diogenes, à Ammō, fille de Bassē Ša‘rōnā, à elle et à
ses enfants et aux enfants de ses enfants, en leur honneur éternel. Au mois de Šebaṭ de
l’an 578. (fevrier 267).
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2.81 PAT 0054
Date: 267 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis, Tomb of Malku
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0054
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 23
gwmḥyʾ ʾln trn dy bsṭrʾ
ymnyʾ mʿlyk bbʾ dy mʿrtʾ
ʿl smlʾ dy mn btr gwmḥʾ
qdmyʾ bynwt trtn kpyʾ
pmm lsmklʾ wqsṭyhwn rḥqt
ʾmw brt bsʾ šʿrwnʾ lywlyʾ
ʾwrlyʾ ʾgtwnʾ br bsʾ grmnʾ
wbʿly br ʿbdy ʿdwn lhwn wlbnyhwn
wlbnʾ bnyhwn lyqrhwn dy ʿlmʾ
byrḥ ʾdr šnt 5.100+60+10+5+3

Translation: Ces deux travées dans la paroi Sud, à gauche quand tu entres par la porte
de l’hypogée, au-delà de la première travée entre deux voûtes qui font face au Nord,
avec leurs droits, ont été cédées par Ammō, fille de Bassē Ša‘rōnā, à Julii Aurelii
Agotōnā, fils de Bassē Germanā, et Ba‘lai, fils de ‘Abdai ʿAdoōn, à eux et à leurs enfants
et aux enfants de leurs enfants, en leur éternel honneur. Au mois de Adar de l’an 578.
(mars 267).
2.82 PAT 0055
Date: 274 CE
Prov.: Palmyra, southwest necropolis, Tombs of Malku
Type: cession text
After: PAT 0055
Translation: Gawlikowski 1970: Concession no. 24
gwmḥyʾ ʾln ḥmšʾ
tymnʾ mksdrʾ
mqbltʾ qwyʾ
rḥqt tmʾ brt
ʿbdʿswdr br
yrḥbwlʾ lʾbgr
br tymʾ br ʿnn
lh wlbnwhy wbny bn[why]
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[dy] ʿlmʾ qmt šnt
5.100+80+5 byrḥ
sywn

Translation: Ces 5 travées intérieures Sud de l’exèdre de face ont été cédées par
Tammā, fille de ‘Abd‘astōr, fils de Iarḥibōlē, à Abgar, fils de Taimē, fils de ‘Anan, à lui
et àses enfants et aux enfants de ses enfants, à jamais. Fixé (?) l’an 585, au mois de
Sīwan. (juin 272).
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PART 3: SELEUCIA ON
THE EUPHRATES

SINGLE FUNERARY PORTRAITS
3.1 PORTRAIT OF LEVITHA
Date: 97/98 CE?
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Colombia Missouri, University Museum of Art and Archaeology
Inventory number: 70.19
Measurements: unknown
Medium: limestone
Publications: Parlasca 1982, no. 10.2
Photo: Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri.
In a niche, we find the portrait of a woman named Levitha. She is dressed in a
tunic and her mantle is pinned at her left shoulder. Her mantle covers her
headdress, which is made of a plain diadem and a cap with both horizontal and
vertical bands. Her hair is still visible around her temples. She wears several items
of jewellery: a bracelet on her right wrist, a finger ring on her right ring finger, a
necklace, and earrings. Her right hand touches her face while, in her left hand,
she holds two items – probably a spindle and a distaff.
An inscription in Greek reads: Λέουιθα χρηστή [...] χέρε. ἔτους [...] (worthy
Levitha […], farewell. Year […].)
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3.2 PORTRAIT OF WOMAN
Date: first century CE?
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: RGZM Mainz
Inventory number: O. 39766
Measurements: H. 60cm; W. 45cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1987, no. 2.
Woman with right hand on her cheek, in left hand a spindle. According to
Skupinska-Løvset the Greek inscription reads: […] ἄλυπε χαῖρε ([…] who caused
no grief, farewell).
3.3 PORTRAIT OF WOMAN
Date: first century CE?
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number
Measurements: unknown
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1987, no. 3 (Parlasca Neg. Pa. 1460).
Woman holds her veil with her right hand, wears spherical-shaped earrings.
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3.4 GRAVE STELE WITH A PORTRAIT OF WOMAN AND EAGLE AND BASKET
Date: middle of second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 1317
Measurements: H. 65cm; W. 40cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 42; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 105; Yaman no. 60
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 34, nr. 42a and 42b.
The front of the sculpture is badly damaged but was probably decorated with an
aedicula: the eagle with spread wings above a braided basket is still visible. The
back of the stele shows a portrait of a woman who is dressed in a tunic and her
mantle is pinned with a fibula on her left shoulder. Her headdress consists of a
plain diadem with panels, a turban, and a cap also with panels. A veil, which
wraps around both arms, hangs on top of her headdress. In her left hand, she
holds a spindle and distaff and in her right hand, she clasps her garment and
again a distaff. Apart from earrings, the woman wears no jewellery.
An inscription in Greek reads: Ὅβθας Γερμάνου, χαῖρε (Hobthas (daughter) of
Germanos, farewell)
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3.5 GRAVE STELE WITH A PORTRAIT OF HERAEIS
Date: middle of second century CE (Wagner), late second century CE (Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 1216
Measurements: H. 57cm; W. 44cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 108; Yaman 2013: no. 164
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 45, no. 108 and Bülent Taştan.
The bust of Heraeis is placed in a niche. She wears a tunic and a mantle and her
hair is centrally parted. An inscription in Greek reads: Ἡραεὶς ἄλυπε χε͂ρε
(Heraeis who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.6 GRAVE STELE WITH A PORTRAIT OF THEKIME
Date: first half of second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 1985
Measurements: H. 62cm; W. 65cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 111; Yaman 2013: no. 162
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 47, no. 111.
The top of the grave stele is missing; in a portrait niche, a bust of a woman
named Thekime is depicted. She wears a tunic, a mantle, and a veil. Her right
arm is wrapped in her mantle and bent across her body. On her forehead, small
locks of her centrally parted hair are visible. She wears a turban-like headdress,
although an accurate description is difficult due to the state of preservation.
A Greek inscription is placed on the right side of the stele and reads: Θεκίμη
ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Thekime who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.7 GRAVE PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN
Date: second century CE
Site: Seleucia, eastern necropolis
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum?
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 96cm; W. 77cm.
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 130, afb. 38; Yaman 2013: no. 193
Photo: Wagner 1976: afb. 38.
The drawing shows two niches: the top niche shows a portrait of a woman,
dressed in a tunic and a mantle. Her hair is centrally parted and surrounds her
face. She wears a braided necklace with a round medallion. In the niche below,
an eagle with spread wings is depicted. Yaman mentions that the stele was not
found in the museum. The name Maxime may be a vocativus of Maximus.
An inscription in Greek reads: Μάξιμε, ἄωρα χαῖρε (Maxime, who died untimely,
farewell).
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3.8 PORTRAIT OF IRTILIA PRISCA
Date: 141/142 CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: unknown
Medium: limestone
Publications: Parlasca 1982: no. 10,1; Yaman 2013: no. 158
Photo: Parlasca 1982: tafel 10, afb. 1.
A portrait of Irtilia Prisca, who is completely wrapped in her mantle; her right
hand rests on her chin and in her left hand she holds a spindle and distaff. Semicircular locks of hair are depicted on her forehead; above these, we see three
strings of braided hair. She wears rectangular-shaped earrings with pendants.
An inscription in Greek reads: Ἰρτάλια Πρεῖσκα χρηστὴ ἄλυπε χαῖρε (worthy
Irtilia Prisca who caused no grief, farewell). On top of the relief we find the date:
ἔτους γνυ´ Δύστρου θ´ (9 March 453).
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3.9 PORTRAIT OF MARTHA
Date: 172 CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Instituts für klassische Archäologie, Universität Erlangen
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: unknown
Medium: limestone
Publications: Parlasca 2005: 233, fig. 5
Photo: Parlasca 2005: fig. 5
Inscription: reading and translation by Ramon Selles.
A woman wearing a tunic is depicted in a niche of a relief. Her head is covered
with her mantle or a veil. Apart from a necklace no jewellery is depicted. The
drapery of her dress resembles that of the women in nos. 3.17 and 3.24.
An inscription in Greek reads: ἔτους γπυ´ μηνὸς Ἀπελλαίου. Μάρθας ἄωρε χαῖρε,
θυγάτηρ Βέρου Ἀπολλωνισίου.
(In the year 483, the month Apellaios. Martha, who died untimely, farewell, the
daughter of Verus (son of) Apollonisias.
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3.10 PORTRAIT OF ATILIA
Date: middle of second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: University of Toronto Art Centre
Inventory number: M82.152
Measurements: H. 64cm; W. 46cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Parlasca 1982: no. 11,1; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 109; Yaman 2013:
no. 159
Photo: Parlasca 1982: tafel 11, afb. 1.
A bust of a woman named Atilia is dressed in a tunic and a mantle, which loosely
covers her rectangular-shaped headdress. She wears spherical-shaped earrings
and her hair is centrally parted with locks of hair visible on her forehead and
covering her ears.
An inscription in Greek reads: Ἀτίλια χαῖρε (Atilia, farewell).
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3.11 RELIEF OF PRIMA
Date: middle of second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 62cm; W. 41cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1987: fig. 7; Yaman 2013: no. 160
Photo: Yaman 2013: res. 160.
The portrait shows a woman dressed in a tunic with rich drapery around the
neckline and a mantle or veil that covers the back of her head. With her right
hand, she holds the fold of her veil (or mantle) and in her left, the spindle and
distaff. In regards to jewellery, she wears a necklace and earrings. Most peculiar
is her hairstyle, which is centrally parted in the middle with braided hair on top
of her head. An inscription in Greek reads: Πρεῖμα ἄλυπαι χαῖρε (Prima who
caused no grief, farewell).
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3.12 PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG WOMAN
Date: middle of second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: R. Koç Museum
Inventory number: ?
Measurements: H. 60cm; W. 46cm.
Medium: limestone
Publications: Yaman 2013: no. 163
Photo: Yaman 2013: res. 163.
According to Yaman, the stele depicts a young woman dressed in a tunic and
mantle. Her wavy hair is centrally parted. The name in the inscription, Sabbos,
may indicate that a man is depicted? An inscription in Greek reads: Σάββους
ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Sabbos who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.13 RELIEF OF MALCHATA
Date: middle of second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number:
Measurements: H. 52cm; W. 48cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Yaman 2013: no. 161
Photo: Yaman 2013: res. 161.
In a niche we find the portrait of woman named Malchata; she is dressed in a
tunic and her mantle is draped over her headdress which is made of two
horizontal bands. Her wavy hair is centrally parted and visible on her forehead
and temples. The Greek inscription below reads: Μάλχατα ἄλυπε χαῖρε
(Malchata who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.14 GRAVE STELE WITH A PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN
Date: middle of second century CE (Wagner and Parlasca); third century
(Skupinska-Løvset and Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 2095
Measurements: H. 0.65m; W. 0.58m
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 86; Parlasca 1982, no. 7,1; Skupinska-Løvset
1987: 127; Yaman no. 126
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 43, no. 86.
The grave stele is badly damaged: the lower left corner is missing. In a niche, a
bust of a woman is portrayed. The unveiled woman is dressed in a tunic and a
mantle. We see centrally parted horizontally waved locks of hair with a bun on
the top of her head.
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3.15 GRAVE STELE WITH A PORTRAIT OF A GAIA
Date: middle of second century CE (Wagner), first half of the third century CE
(Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 583
Measurements: H. 0.52m; W. 0.46m
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 87; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 122; Yaman 2013:
no. 117
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 43, no. 87.
The unveiled woman is dressed in a tunic and a mantle: she wears a necklace
with large beads and spherical-shaped earrings. Her hair is parted in the middle
and forms four horizontal strings of hair. The locks on her forehead descend to
her ears and the other locks are pulled back.
An inscription in Greek reads: Γαῖα ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Gaia who caused no grief,
farewell).
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3.16 GRAVE STELE WITH A PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN
Date: second century CE (Wagner), first half of third century CE (Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 1724
Measurements: H. 50cm; W. 41cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 112; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 127; Yaman 2013:
no. 197
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 47, no. 112.
In a niche, a bust of a woman is depicted. She wears a tunic (?) and a mantle,
which is draped over her head. Both arms are wrapped in her mantle: her right
hand is raised to her shoulder and her left arm bends across her body. On her
head she wears a unidentified type of headdress.
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3.17 GRAVE STELE WITH A PORTRAIT OF MARTHA
Date: late second century/early third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 1714
Measurements: H. 55cm; W. 52cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 116; Yaman 2013: no. 167
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 47, no. 116.
The left side of the stele shows a braided basket, and carved on the front is a
portrait niche with the image of Martha. Unfortunately, her face is badly
damaged but we can still distinguish her tunic and her veil. Her hands are raised
in a slightly awkward position: just in front of her breast.
An inscription in Greek reads: Μάρθα Διογένο[υ]ς ἄλυπα χε͂ρε (Martha (daughter)
of Diogenes who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.18 GRAVE STELE OF MAMME
Date: second century CE (Wagner and Parlasca); third century (SkupinskaLøvset and Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 1440
Measurements: H. 39cm; W. 32cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Cumont 1910: fig. 13; Cumont 1917: fig. 22; Wagner 1976: no. 107;
Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 128; Yaman 2013: no. 198
Photo: Cumont 1910, fig. 13.
Portrait of a woman named Mamme who is dressed in a tunic and mantle. Her
hair is centrally parted and her locks are pulled back into a bun. The woman
wears a beaded necklace and spherical-shaped earrings. An inscription in Greek
reads: Μάμμη ἄλ[υ]πε χαῖρε (Mamme who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.19 GRAVE STELE OF ASIA
Date: first – third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 1962
Measurements: H. 52cm; W. 45cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 117; Yaman 2013: no.199.
Grave stele with a bust of a woman named Asia, who according to Wagner is
dressed in a tunic and mantle. Wagner reports a Greek inscription which Greek
reads: εὐθύμει, Ἄσια, οὐδεὶς ἀθάνατος (Cheer up, Asia, no one is immortal).
According to Yaman the inscription is no longer visible.
3.20 GRAVE STELE OF A WOMAN
Date: first-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 209
Measurements: H. 62cm; W. 38cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 118, afb. 36; Yaman 2013: no. 200
Photo: Wagner 1976: afb. 36.
Badly damaged relief that shows the right part of a woman dressed in a tunic
and mantle; she wears a necklace, which (according
to Wagner) consists of ʿgefassten Steinen, die vorne
durch ein Medaillon zusammengehaltenʾ. The
woman stands before a curtain held by a branch,
which Wagner views as a Palmyrene influence.
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3.21 GRAVE STELE OF GAIA
Date: first-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 264
Measurements: H. 60cm; W. 40cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 120; Yaman 2013: no.168.
A damaged relief depicting Gaia dressed in a tunic and a mantle; she holds an
object in her right hand, perhaps a spindle. Yaman mentions that the Turkish
team could not find the stele in the Adana Museum. An inscription in Greek
reads: Γαῖα Μάρκου ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Gaia (daughter) of Marcus who caused no grief,
farewell).
3.22 GRAVE STELE OF MARKIANE
Date: first-third century CE
Site: western necropolis
Location: in situ?
Inventory number:
Measurements: H. 62cm; W. 30cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Cumont 1910: fig. 6;
Wagner 1976: no. 141; Yaman 2013: no.
MzK 32, afb. 296
Photo: Yaman 2013: 296.
The bust itself mutilated, but according
to Wagner, the woman was dressed in a
tunic and mantle. An inscription in
Greek reads: Μαρκιανη ἄωρε χαῖρε φιλομένη (Markiane who died untimely,
farewell beloved).
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3.23 HEADDRESS OF A WOMAN
Date: first-third century CE
Site: eastern necropolis
Location: in situ?
Inventory number:
Measurements: H. 42cm; W. 37cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Yaman 2013: MzK no. 19
Photo: Yaman 2013: res. 273, 280.
Only the headdress of the woman has survived. It appears to be a turban-style
headdress covered with a veil or mantle.
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3.24 RELIEF OF HEMMADADA
Date: first half of third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: BK 4
Measurements: H. 90cm; W. 59cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Yaman 2013: no. 141.
In a decorated niche, we find the portrait of a woman. She is dressed in a tunic
and a mantle or veil, which is draped over her head and left shoulder.
Following Yaman, above and below the woman, inscriptions in Greek read:
...ιων[ου] ἄλυπε χαῖρε (…ionos who caused no grief, farewell); [Στρ]άτωνος
[ἄλυπε χαῖρε] ([Str]atonos [who caused no grief, farewell]). Below: Ἑμμηδάβου
Ἡλιώφωννος ἄλυπε χαῖρε (of Hemmedada (daughter) of Heliophonnos who
caused no grief, farewell).
3.25 GRAVE STELE OF ARTEMIDORA
Date: first-third century CE
Site: western necropolis
Location: unknown
Inventory number:
Measurements: H. 48cm; W. 30cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Cumont 1910: fig. 7;
Wagner 1976: no. 142; Yaman 2013: MzK
33
Photo: Cumont 1910: fig. 7.
In a niche of woman named Artemidora is portrayed; she wears a tunic and a
mantle. An inscription in Greek reads: Ἀρτεμιδώρα χαῖρε (Artemidora, farewell).
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3.26 GRAVE STELE OF HELIODORA
Date: first-third century CE
Site: western necropolis
Location: unknown
Inventory number:
Measurements: H. 70cm; W. 50cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 143; Yaman 2013: MzK 34.
Bust of woman dressed in a tunic and mantle: her face is badly damaged.
An inscription in Greek reads: Ἡλιοδώρα Ἀπολλοδότου ἄωρε χαῖρε (Heliodora
(daughter of) Apollodoros, who died untimely, farewell).
3.27 GRAVE STELE OF PRIMILLA AND GABINIA
Date: second – third century CE (wool basket)/early third century CE (portrait)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Museum Ankara
Inventory number: 17-25-965
Measurements: H. 75cm; W. 50cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 61; Yaman 2013: no. 165
Photo: with Snaptouch after Yaman 2013: res. 165-166.
On one side of the stele, we see a wool basket under a garland and below an
inscription in Greek: Γαβίνια [Ὕ]για ἄλυπε χε͂ρε (Gabinia [Hy]gia who caused no
grief, farewell). On the reverse side, we find a portrait of a woman named
Primilla. She is dressed in a tunic and mantle, which is tied together on her chest
in a peculiar fashion. Her hair is centrally parted and covers half of her ears in
which she wears pearls. The inscription under her bust reads: Πριμιλλα ἄλυπε
χε͂ρε (Primilla who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.28 GRAVE STELE OF SOSIPATRA
Date: second-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 45-40-73
Measurements: H. 60cm; W. 46cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 110; Yaman 2013: no. 128
Photo: Bülent Taştan.
In a partly damaged niche, we find the portrait of Sosipatra, who is dressed in a
tunic and mantle; her hair is centrally parted and leaves her ears free.
An inscription in Greek reads: Σωσίπατρα ἄλυπε χα[ῖ]ρε (Sosipatra who caused
no grief, farewell).
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3.29 RELIEF WITH WOMAN
Date: late second century – early third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 28
Measurements: H. 57cm; W. 58cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1987, fig. 27; Yaman 2013: no. 129
Photo: Bülent Taştan.
The face of the woman is slightly bent to the right. She is dressed in a tunic
and a mantle or veil which draped over her head; her turban consist of
horizontal folded bands and is flat. She holds her veil with her right hand and
in her left hand she holds a spindle and distaff.
Yaman mentions a Greek inscription under the niche, which is not visible in
the photo: […]α Μάρκου [ἄλυπε χαῖρε] ([…]a (daughter) of Marcus who caused
no grief, farewell).
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DOUBLE FUNERARY PORTRAITS
3.30 DOUBLE PORTRAIT OF TWO WOMEN
Date: first century CE?
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number
Measurements:
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1987: no. 4; Parlasca 1980: fig. 2
Photo: Parlasca 1980: fig. 2.
Two women turn towards each other. Both women wear a tunic and their
mantles or veils are draped over their heads. Their headdress appears to be a
plain diadem with a cap with bow ties, perhaps similar to the headdress of no.
3.46. With one hand they touch their cheeks and in the other they hold the
spindle and distaff.
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3.31 GRAVE RELIEF WITH A PORTRAIT OF SPOUSES
Date: second half of second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 3899
Measurements: H. 60cm; W. 84cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 122; Parlasca 1982: no. 12,1; Skupinska-Løvset
1987: 110, 114; Yaman 2013: no. 138
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 49, nr. 122.
Relief depicting a half-figured couple in a niche. The man is dressed in a tunic
and a mantle, which is draped over his left shoulder. His hair covers the back of
his head and his temple, leaving his large forehead bare. According to Wagner,
the woman wears a peplos which is pinned at her left shoulder with a fibula, her
mantle covers her head and wraps both arms, but following dress styles from
the region she probably wears a tunic and a mantle. Her rectangular shaped
turban-style headdress consists of horizontal bands; locks of hair are visible on
her temples. In her left hand she holds the spindle and the distaff.
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3.32 GRAVE RELIEF WITH A PORTRAIT OF SPOUSES
Date: second century CE (Wagner), 160-190 CE (Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 2205
Measurements: H. 72cm; W. 72cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 123; Parlasca 1982: no. 7,4; Skupinska-Løvset
1987: 110, 112; Yaman 2013: res. 137
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 49, nr. 123.
In a niche we find a half-figured portrait of a husband and wife. The man wears
a tunic and mantle: in his left hand he holds a scroll. He has a beard and curly
hair. According to Wagner, the woman wears a peplos, pinned at her left shoulder
with a fibula and her head is covered by her mantle; her turban-like headdress
consists of at least six horizontal bands. See my comment on 3.31 regarding the
peplos. The woman holds the hem of her mantle with her right hand and in her
left hand she holds a spindle and distaff. She wears earrings made of two spheres.
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3.33 GRAVE RELIEF WITH A PORTRAIT OF SPOUSES
Date: early second century CE (Wagner), late second century (Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 1379
Measurements: H. 63cm; W. 77cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976, no. 124; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 114; Yaman 2013:
no. 183
Photo: Bülent Taştan.
Half-figured portrait of a couple in a niche. The man wears a tunic and a mantle,
which wraps around his right hand. His wife wears a tunic and a mantle that
covers her head and is pinned at her left shoulder with a fibula. Her turban-style
headdress consists of horizontal bands and covers most of her hair, and only
small locks on her temples are still visible. Her right arm is bent across her breast
and, in her left hand, she appears to hold two distaffs. According to Wagner, she
wears earrings made of spheres.
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3.34 GRAVE STONES OF ATHTHAIA AND MONIME
Date: middle third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Museum Istanbul
Inventory numbers: 5518-5519
Measurements: H. 51/56cm, 89cm, W. 17cm/25cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976, no. 126; Parlasca 1982: no. 12,3; Yaman 2013: res.
185
Photo: Yaman 2013: res. 186.
The grave stones may have been attached. One depicts the bust of Aththaia,
who is dressed in a tunic and mantle which covers her turban-like headdress. An
inscription in Greek reads: Ἀθθαια ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Aththaia who caused no grief,
farewell). On the right we see a man dressed in a tunic and a mantle. The Greek
inscription reads: Μόνιμε ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Monimus who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.35 PORTRAIT OF HUSBAND AND A WIFE
Date: first half of third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number:
Measurements: H. 58cm; W. ?
Medium: limestone
Publications: Parlasca 1982, no. 12,2; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 121; Yaman 2013:
no. 186
Photo: Parlasca 1982, tafel 12, afb. 2.
Relief depicting a couple; the woman wears a tunic and a mantle; her right arm
is wrapped in her mantle and in her left hand she holds a spindle and distaff. Her
head is uncovered, showing centrally parted wavy hair. Her husband also wears
a tunic and mantle. He is bearded and locks of hair are placed on his forehead;
in his left hand, he holds a unidentified object.
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3.36 PORTRAIT OF TWO WOMEN
Date: second half third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number:
Measurements:
Medium: limestone
Publications: Parlasca 1982: no. 12,4; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 127; Yaman 2013:
no. 187
Photo: Parlasca 1982: tafel 12, afb. 4.
The relief shows two similar women dressed in a tunic and a mantle with a
peculiar hairstyle: semi-long wavy hair with a bun on top.
A badly damaged inscription is visible on the bottom.
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3.37 DOUBLE PORTRAIT OF MAN AND WOMAN
Date: third century CE?
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number: ?
Measurements: H. 55cm; W. 67cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1985, fig. 36; Yaman 2013: no. 184
Photo: Yaman 2013: res. 185.
On the left, we see a woman dressed in a tunic and mantle. Her hairstyle
resembles that of the woman in no. 3.15. Before the woman we see the face of
a child. The man is dressed in a tunic and a chlamys. The inscription indicates
that it is the man who is deceased.
The inscription in Greek reads: Σάμμου χε͂ρε Ἀλέξανδρε (Sammos, farewell,
Alexandros).
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3.38 DOUBLE PORTRAIT ON A FUNERARY STELE
Date: unknown
Site: eastern necropolis, near Belkis
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: ?
Measurements: unknown
Medium: unknown
Publications: Ergeç 1998: 91, fig. 5.15, Ergeç and Yon 2012: 174-175, fig. 21b
Photo: Ergeç and Yon 2012: fig. 21b.
On the left, the head of woman is still visible; she is dressed in a tunic and a
mantle or veil covers her head. Still visible are her turban-style headdress and
earrings. The man on the right is a dressed in a tunic and mantle; he sports a
heavy beard and his locks cover his forehead. According to the publications a
third figure was depicted on the other side, but it was badly damaged. On
another side a partial inscription reads: […] ἄωρε ἄλυ[πε] χαῖρε ([…] who died
untimely and who caused no grief, farewell).
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FAMILY FUNERARY PORTRAITS
3.39 FAMILY RELIEF
Date: 70-80 CE (Skupinska-Løvset), late first century CE (Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Columbia University Archaeological Collection
Inventory number: S-506.68
Measurements: H. 55cm; W. 105cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Parlasca 1982: no. 6,2; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 104; Yaman 2013:
no. 140
Photo: Parlasca 1982: tafel 6, afb. 2.
Four busts are depicted in the relief. Two men and two women; the woman on
the right is dressed in a tunic and a mantle, which covers the back her head. Her
coiffure consists of snail-like curls which are placed on her forehead and her
head; she also wears triangular-shaped earrings. The other woman also wears a
tunic and mantle that is pinned on her left shoulder and covers her headdress.
Her headdress is made of a diadem and a cap with a head chain. According to
Skupinska-Løvset, some hair is still visible on her temples, and we see earrings
consisting of two spheres in her ears. Both men are dressed in a tunic and a
mantle, the man on the left has short curls, the other has short hair, perhaps
indicating a young age.
Two words in the Greek are placed on the upper register: a) ἄωρε b) ἄωρε
Two names in Greek are placed on the lower register: a) Κάνδιδε b) Καλλιτύ[χ]η
( a) Candidus who died untimely b) Kallitukhe who died untimely
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3.40 GRAVE RELIEF WITH A PORTRAIT OF THREE PEOPLE
Date: middle first century CE (Wagner, Parlasca and Yaman) or second century
(Skupinska-Løvset)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 1714
Measurements: H. 52cm; W. 67cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 121; Parlasca 1982: no. 7,2; Skupinska-Løvset
1987: 112-113; Yaman 2013: no. 142
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 48, nr. 121.
Relief with three half-figured persons depicted in a niche. A woman named
Marcia is depicted between two men. She is dressed in a tunic and a mantle,
which is draped over her head. Her centrally parted hair is depicted as horizontal
locks which seem to be pulled back. She wears a plain necklace and she holds an
unidentified object in her left hand, which Skupinska-Løvset identifies as a
funeral wreath. Her right arm rests on the shoulders of the man to her right,
possible her husband. The other man may represent her son: both identifications
remain hypothetical. The men are both dressed in a tunic and mantle and their
hair is combed in vertical locks on their foreheads.
An inscription in Greek on the side reads: Μάρκια [ἄ]λυπε χαῖρε (Marcia who
caused no grief, farewell).
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3.41 GRAVE STELE WITH THREE PEOPLE
Date: second century CE (Wagner), first half third century CE (Yaman)
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 1311
Measurements: H. 107cm; W. 63cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 128; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 111, 114; Yaman
2013: no. 143
Photo: Bülent Taştan.
Grave stele that portrays three people: two in the upper register and one below.
In the niche, we find a portrait of a couple. On the left, we see a woman dressed
in a tunic and a mantle, which is pinned on her right shoulder and covers her
head. She also wears a turban-style headdress and sphere-shaped earrings. Her
hair is parted in the middle and locks of hair are visible on her forehead and
temples. Her husband also wears a tunic and a mantle; he is bearded and has
short hair. Below, we find the half-figure of a woman, probably their daughter,
who also wears a tunic and a mantle; her head is covered by a turban-style
headdress and her mantle. Her hairstyle resembles that of her mother.
Two inscriptions below the couple in Greek read: a) Οχχο(?)μια [ἄ]λυπε χαῖρε b)
Οὐαλέντινε ἄλυπε χαῖρε (a) (H)okko(u)mia who caused no grief, farewell b)
Valentinus who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.42 ROCK RELIEFS OF THE FAMILY GRAVE OF ZENON
Date: second century – third century CE
Site: Seleucia, western necropolis
Location: in situ?
Inventory numbers:
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 140; Yaman 2013: MZK 43-44
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 53, nr. 140; Yaman 2013: res. 299.
The family grave of Zenonʾs family lies in the west necropolis and consist of
two chambers. The reliefs found in these chambers are badly damaged, but some
general remarks can still be made. Popular themes were the eagle and the basket,
but also portraits of men and women were found. The men wear tunics and
mantles, but unfortunately their faces are destroyed. A few reliefs of women
have survived, although again only fragmentary.
• 41a) Measurements: H. 44cm; W. 32cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976, no. 140i
Bust of a woman named Phaladonia, relief is badly damaged.
An inscription in Greek reads: Φαλαδώνια [ἄ]λυπε χαῖρε (Phaladonia who
caused no grief, farewell).
• 41b) Measurements: H. 44cm; W. 32cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976, no. 140j
Bust of a woman named Aththaia, who is dressed in a tunic and mantle
which covers her head.
An inscription in Greek reads: Ἄθθαια μήτηρ Δάμι (Aththaia mother of
Damis).
• 41c) Measurements: H. 44cm; W. 32cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976, no. 140n
Bust of a woman named Soumaia, no information on her dress.
An inscription in Greek reads: Σούμαια ἀμμὴ αὐτῶν (Soumaia their
grandmother).
• 41d) Measurements: H. 37cm; W. 34cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976, no. 140o
Relief depicting a wool filled braided basket.
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An inscription in Greek reads: Ζεβίννου ἀδελφὴ αὐτῶν (Zebinnous their
sister).
• 41e) Measurements: H. 42cm; W. 38cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976, no. 140e
Relief depicting a garland and a wool filled braided basket.
An inscription in Greek reads: Ἀζύρια [ἄ]λυπαι [...] χε͂ρε (Azuria who caused
no grief […] farewell).
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3.43 FAMILY RELIEF
Date: 160/170 CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: unknown
Medium: limestone?
Publications: Parlasca 1982, no. 6,1; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 111; Yaman 2013:
no. 139.
Photo: Parlasca 1982, tafel 6, afb. 1.
Relief depicting a husband and wife with their young child. The woman is
dressed in a tunic and a mantle, which is pinned at the left shoulder and draped
over her head. Her hair is centrally parted and small locks are visible on her
forehead and temples. She wears a headdress that consists of a plain diadem and
plain cap or perhaps only a cap similar to cat. no. 36. With her right hand she
holds the fold of her mantle at her shoulder. Her husband is dressed in a tunic
and mantle; he holds a scroll in his left hand and his right arm is wrapped in his
mantle. He has a beard and thick locks of hair that are combed onto his forehead.
In the middle their child is dressed in a tunic; the boy? has a peculiar coiffure
consisting of braided strings of hair placed on his head, which Parlasca views as
a Syrian version of the ʿJugendlockenʾ, also seen in Palmyra.
An inscription in Greek reads:
Δάδη ἄλυπε χαῖρε
Μαρίανε ἄλυπε χαῖρε
Ἀπολλινάριε ἄλυπε χαῖρε

(Dade, who caused no grief, farewell;
Marianus, who caused no grief, farewell;
Apollinarius, who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.44 GRAVE STELE WITH THREE PEOPLE
Date: early third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 52-3-72
Measurements: H. 108cm; W. 54cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 127; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 111, 114; Yaman
2013: no. 194
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 50, nr. 127; Bülent Taştan.
This stele depicts three people, perhaps a couple with their son. In the upper
level, we see a man dressed in a tunic and mantle; he has a beard and his hair is
combed in vertical locks on his forehead. The woman next to him is dressed in
a tunic and her head is covered with a turban-like headdress consisting of at least
seven bands. Her hair covers her temples and ears. Below is a separate niche and
we see the bust of a man who wears a chlamys pinned at the right shoulder with
a fibula: this cloak indicates he was a military man.
An inscription in Greek reads: Φλά(υιος) Τηλέγονος λείβραρις χαῖρε (Fla(vius)
Telegonos a scribe, farewell).
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3.45 FAMILY STELE
Date: third century CE?
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Adana Archaeological Museum
Inventory number: 1734
Measurements: H. 121cm; W. 97cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1985, no. 7, fig. 5
Photo: Bülent Taştan.
On one side, a man and a woman are shown seated, and a little boy stands before
the left leg of the woman. On the left, the man holds his mantle with his right
hand and his left hand is resting on his knee. The woman next to him has a
similar pose. She holds the veil with her right hand and her left hand rests on
her knee. According to Skupinska-Løvset, the woman wears a triangular-shaped
turban, although the image in her publication is of such poor quality that this
cannot be confirmed. On the other side, two women are shown en-profil while
seated, both hold a tiny figure in their hands and possibly a spindle and distaff.
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FREESTANDING FUNERARY STATUES
3.46 HEAD OF A WOMAN FROM GOTTINGEN
Date: first century CE?
Site: North Syria, unknown
Location: Gottingen University Archaeological Institute
Inventory number: 1973-1
Measurements: H. 30cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1985, no. 5, fig. 3; Blömer 2014: Taf. 41,1
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 41, 1.
Only the head and headdress are preserved. The headdress consists of a
diadem, a cap or turban with centrally parted cloth. According to Blömer, the
head comes from Northern Syria, perhaps Hierapolis: Skupinska-Løvset argues
for a provenance of Seleucia.
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3.47 GRAVE STATUE OF DECIMA
Date: second century CE
Site: Seleucia, west necropolis
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 70-1-73
Measurements: H. 122cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 163; Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 17, Taf. 39,1.
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 58, nr. 163.
Statue of a woman whose head is missing; the woman wears an ankle-length
tunic and a mantle, which falls to her calves. She stands with her weight on her
right leg and her left knee is slightly bent.
An inscription on the base in Greek reads: Θέκιμα ἄωρε χαῖρε (Decima, who died
untimely, farewell).
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3.48 STATUE OF PAULINA
Date: 157 CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Private collection
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: unknown
Medium: unknown
Publications: Parlasca 2005: 235.
Photo: Parlasca 2005: fig. 11
Inscription: reading and translation by Ramon
Selles.
Paulina sits on a chair and is dressed in an anklelength tunic and mantle. Her head is covered by
her mantle or by a veil under which she wears a
headband. Her right arm is wrapped in her mantle
and held across her chest and her left arm rests
on her left leg. Apart from a possible earring
visible in her right ear, she wears no jewellery.
The Greek inscription reads:
Παύλινα φιλόστο[ρ]γε χαῖρε θξυʹ
Λῴου κʹ

Endearing Paulina
farewell. (The year) 469,
the 20th of (the month) Loios.
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3.49 STATUE OF DEKMILLA
Date: second-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, south necropolis, TS 3 / T-91 / K-91
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 13.4.87
Measurements: H. 148cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 13, Taf. 37, 2, Ergeç and Yon 2012: no.
26.
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel. 37, 2.
The statue follows the Great Herculaneum format; the head of the statue is
missing. The woman is dressed in an ankle-length tunic and mantle, which falls
to her knees and wraps both arms. Her right arm is raised to her face while her
left arm falls to her waist; according to Blömer, she holds a ʿBlattkranzʾ in her
left hand. An inscription in Greek reads: vac. Δέκμιλλα ἀγ̣α̣θ̣ὴ καὶ φίλανδρε, ἄλυπε
χαῖρε (Dekmilla noble and loving her husband, who caused no grief, farewell).
3.50 STATUE OF ZOPI
Date: second-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, south necropolis, TS 3 / T-91 / K-91
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 13.6.87
Measurements: H. 146cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 14, Taf. 37, 1; Yon 2003: 154
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 37, 1.
The pose of statue follows the Pudicitia format; the woman rests with her weight
on her right leg and her left leg is the free leg. The head and neck of the statue
are missing. She is dressed in similar garment to Dekmilla, but the pose of her
arms differs. Her right arm is held at an angle of 90 degrees and her left arm is
raised to her face. The border of her mantle is decorated with fringes. An Greek
inscription reads: Ζῶπι σώφρων καὶ φίλανδρε ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Zopi prudent and
loving her husband, who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.51 STATUE OF WOMAN
Date: second-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, south necropolis, TS 3 / T-91 / K-91
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 13.5.87
Measurements: H. 160cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 15, Taf. 38, 1, Ergeç and Yon 2012: no.
25.
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 38,1.
The head and neck of the statue are missing. The pose follows no. 3.50: the
woman rests with her weight on her right leg and her left leg is free. Her right
arm is held at an angle of 90 degrees and her left arm is raised to her face. She
is also dressed in similar garment. The border of her mantle is decorated with
fringes. An inscription in Greek reads:
[- - - -].A σώφρων καὶ
[φίλαν]δ̣ρε, ἄλυπε χαῖρε

([…]a prudent and [loving her husband], who caused no grief, farewell).
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3.52 LOWER PART OF STATUE
Date: second century
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 131.2.79
Measurements: H. 59cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 22, Taf. 40, 1-2
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 40, 1-2.
The fragment shows the lower part of a statue from which we can conclude that
the woman wears an ankle length tunic and sandals.
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3.53 GRAVE STATUE WITH SEATED WOMAN
Date: second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 2280
Measurements: H. 107cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 150; Skupinska-Løvset 1987: 109
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 56, nr. 150.
The seated woman is dressed in a tunic with long sleeves. Her rectangularshaped headdress is decorated with head chains and a veil is draped over this,
which descends to her lap. Her hair is centrally parted. Her left hand holds her
veil and her right hand leans on her chair.
An inscription on the base in Greek reads: Ἀμάτραια Θηδησίφαια Ἀμβηγάρμεια
[ἄ]λυπε χαῖρε (Amatraia Thedesiphaia Ambegarmeia who caused no grief […]
farewell).
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3.54 GRAVE STATUE WITH SEATED WOMAN NAMED KORNELIA
Date: second-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, south necropolis
Location: first Adana Archaeological Museum, now in Gaziantep Museum of
Archaeology
Inventory number: 14-3-1973 (Adana)
Measurements: H. 105m
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 151; Blömer 2014: Kat. Nr. A II 2, Taf. 34, 1-3
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 56, nr. 151.
Only the body of the seated woman has survived: her head is missing. The
woman sits in a chair with backrest with her left foot on a footstool. Kornelia is
dressed in an ankle-length tunic and a mantle; her right hand holds the fold of
her mantle, while her left arm rests on her lap.
An inscription on the base in Greek reads: Κορνήλια ἄ[λυ]πε χε͂ρε (Cornelia who
caused no grief, farewell).
3.55 GRAVE STATUE WITH SEATED MOTHER AND CHILD
Date: second – third century CE
Site: Seleucia, south necropolis
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 3553
Measurements: H. 130cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 153; Skupinska-Løvset 1985, 117-118, afb. 26;
Blömer 2014: Kat. Nr. A II 4: Taf. 33, 1-3.
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 56, nr. 153
The grave statue shows a seated mother holding her child on her lap. The woman
sits in a chair with a backrest and, similar to no. 3.54, she rests her foot on a
footstool. She is dressed in an ankle-length tunic and a mantle which also covers
her head. Her face is badly damaged.
An inscription on the base in Greek reads: Θεόθαια ἄλυπε χαῖρε (Theothaia who
caused no grief, farewell).
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3.56 GRAVE STATUE WITH SEATED WOMAN
Date: second century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 3518
Measurements: H. 112cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 154; Skupinska-Løvset 1985, fig. 25
Photo: Wagner 1976: tafel 56, nr. 154.
Portrait of a seated woman on a large chair. She wears an ankle-length tunic and
a mantle which is draped over her head. Her right hand rests on her lap, while
her left arm is raised and she holds the fold of her mantle.
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3.57 GRAVE STELE OF A SEATED WOMAN
Date: unknown
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: unknown
Inventory number:
Measurements: H. 150cm; W. 104cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Wagner 1976: no. 100 and afb. 19: 28
Photo: Wagner 1976: afb. 19:28.
In a niche, we see a seated woman dressed in an ankle-length tunic and a mantle
draped over her head; she wears a beaded necklace.
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3.58 GRAVE STATUE OF A SEATED WOMAN
Date: second – third century
Site: Seleucia, south necropolis
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: ?
Measurements: H. 147cm; W. 69cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat. Nr. A II 1, Taf. 32, 1-3
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 32, 1 and 3.
The woman is dressed in a tunic and mantle, which is draped over her left
shoulder and head. Her hair is centrally parted in wavy locks. She holds her right
arm across her chest and her left arms rests on her lap; her hand is missing.
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3.59 GRAVE STATUE OF A SEATED WOMAN
Date: second – third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 2850
Measurements: H. 100cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat. Nr. A II 8, Taf. 35, 1
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 35, 1.
Statue of a seated woman of which the neck and head are missing. The woman
sits on a chair without elbow rests and her left foot rests on a footstool. She is
dressed in an ankle-length tunic with a mantle, which is draped over her left
shoulder and originally covered her head.
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3.60 GRAVE STATUE OF A SEATED WOMAN
Date: second – third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: 13.3.87
Measurements: H. 100cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat. Nr. A II 9, Taf. 35, 3-4
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 35, 3.
Apart from display of the folds, this statue resembles the previous statue (no.
3.59). The head and neck are missing. Her right arm is raised up, originally
holding the fold of her mantle (?) and her left arm rests on her lap. The woman
is dressed in an ankle-length tunic and a mantle, which is draped over her left
shoulder and the back of her head.
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3.61 CHEST FRAGMENT OF SEATED WOMAN
Date: second – third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 55cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat. Nr. A II 10,
Taf. 35, 2
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 35, 2.
A badly damaged fragment of a statue of a
woman published by Blömer. He argues that
the woman is dressed in a tunic and mantle and
a necklace with an amulet, although this is
difficult to see on the photo.

3.62 HEAD OF A WOMAN
Date: second-third century CE
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 35cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 23,
Taf. 40,3-4
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 40, 3.
Badly damaged head of a woman; the woman is
dressed in a tunic and a mantle, which is draped
over her head and headdress with bowtie.
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3.63 FEMALE HEAD FROM STOCKHOLM
Date: second century CE or third century?
Site: Seleucia, unknown; probably Syria (Medelhavsmuseet Stockholm)
Location: Medelhavsmuseet Stockholm
Inventory number: MM 1975: 7
Measurements: H. 29cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1985, no. 8
Photo: Medelhavsmuseet Stockholm.
Head from a statue: the face is damaged around the nose and cheek. The hair
of the woman is centrally parted and on her head she wears a cloth, similar to
3.44. She wears an earring with a pendant.
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3.64 FEMALE HALF-FIGURE
Date: second-third century
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 45cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Yaman 2013: res. 359; Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 29, Taf. 42, 3-4
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 42, 3-4.
The image shows a woman dressed in a mantle draped over her head. Her
centrally parted hair is still visible on her forehead. Other details are not visible
due to the state of preservation.
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3.65 FEMALE HALF-FIGURE
Date: second-third century CE?
Site: Seleucia, unknown
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology, in garden?
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 59cm; W. 33cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1985, fig. 6; Yaman 2013: res. 358; Blömer
2014: Kat.Nr. A II 28, Taf. 42, 1-2
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 42, 1-2.
The statue depicts the upper part of a woman; her right arm is bent at a 90
degree angle and with her left hand she holds her mantle. The woman is
dressed in a tunic and mantle. She appears to wear a diadem on her forehead,
incisions on her neck may indicate wrinkles or a necklace, and she wears
spherical-shaped earrings.
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3.66 FEMALE HALF-FIGURE FROM SELEUCIA (?)
Date: second-third century
Site: North Syria
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 43cm
Medium: limestone
Publications: Blömer 2014: Kat.Nr. A II 30, Taf. 43,
1-2
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 43, 1.
Square-shaped bust of a woman; her big hair is most
distinctive, which is accentuated by her triangularshaped face.

3.67 STELE OF STANDING WOMAN
Date: third century CE or modern
Site: Seleucia?
Location: Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology, garden
Inventory number: unknown
Measurements: H. 94cm; W. 34cm
Medium: marble
Publications: Skupinska-Løvset 1985, fig. 34; Blömer
2014: Kat.Nr. A II 19, taf. 39,3
Photo: Blömer 2014: tafel 39,3.
The woman is barefooted, dressed in a tunic and
mantle; according to Skupinska-Løvset and Blömer, she
has a Severan coiffure, but the photo quality is too
poor to see details.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Doura Europos Études 1
Doura Europos Études 2
Doura Europos Études 3
Doura Europos Études 4
Doura Europos Études 5
Europos-Doura, Varia I
CIS
Inv
MF
PAT
SEG

TEAD I-II

TEAD III-IV

TEAD V

TEAD VI

Leriche, P. et al (1986), Doura Europos Études, 1, Paris.
Leriche, P. et al (1988), Doura Europos Études, 2, Paris.
Leriche, P. et al (1990), Doura Europos Études, 3, Paris.
Leriche, P. and M. Gelin (eds.) (1997), Doura Europos
Études, 4 1991-1993, Beirut.
Leriche, P., M. Gelin and A. Dandrau (eds.) (2004),
Doura Europos Études, 5 1994-1997, Paris.
Leriche, P., G. Coqueugniot, and S. de Pontbriand
(eds.) (2012), Europos-Doura, Varia I, Beirut.
Corpus inscriptionum semiticarum.
Inventaire des inscriptions de Palmyre.
Gawlikowski, M. (1970), Monuments funéraires de Palmyre,
Warsaw.
D. R. Hillers and E. Cussini (1996), Palmyrene Aramaic
texts, Baltimore.
Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, accesed online via
The Packard humanities institute, available at:
https://epigraphy.packhum.org/ (3 november 2018).
Bauer P.V.C. and M. Rostovtzeff (eds.) (1929 and
1931), The excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale
University and the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters,
Preliminary report I-II, New Haven.
Bauer P.V.C., M. Rostovtzeff, and A.R. Bellinger (eds.)
(1932 and 1933), The excavations at Dura-Europos conducted
by Yale University and the French Academy of Inscriptions and
Letters, Preliminary report III-IV, New Haven.
Rostovtzeff M. (ed.) (1934), The excavations at DuraEuropos conducted by Yale University and the French Academy
of Inscriptions and Letters, Preliminary report V, New
Haven.
Rostovtzeff M., A.R. Bellinger, C. Hopkins, and C.B.
Welles (eds.) (1936), The excavations at Dura-Europos
conducted by Yale University and the French Academy of
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Inscriptions and Letters, Preliminary report VI, New
Haven.
TEAD VII-VIII
Rostovtzeff M., F.E Brown, C.B. Welles (eds.) (1939),
The excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University
and the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters,
Preliminary report VII-VIII, New Haven.
TEAD IX.1
Rostovtzeff M., A.R. Bellinger, F.E. Brown, and C.B.
Welles (eds.) (1944), The agora and bazaar. The excavations
at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and the French
Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Preliminary report IX
1, New Haven.
TEAD IX.2
Toll N.P., M. Rostovtzeff, A.R. Bellinger, F.E. Brown,
and C.B. Welles (eds.) (1946), The necropolis. The
excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and
the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Preliminary
report IX 2, New Haven.
TEAD IX.3
Rostovtzeff M., A.R. Bellinger, F.E. Brown, and C.B.
Welles (eds.) (1952), The Palace of Dux Ripae and the
Delicheneum. The excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by
Yale University and the French Academy of Inscriptions and
Letters, Preliminary report IX 3, New Haven.
TEAD Green glazed pottery Toll, N.P. (1943), The green glazed pottery. Excavations at
Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and the French
Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report IV 1.1,
New Haven.
TEAD Textiles
Pfister, R. and L. Bellinger (1945), The textiles.
Excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and
the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report
IV.2, New Haven.
TEAD Lamps
Baur, P.V.C. (1947), The lamps. Excavations at DuraEuropos conducted by Yale University and the French Academy
of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report IV.3, New Haven.
TEAD Bronze objects
Frisch, T. and N. Toll (1949), The bronze objects: pierced
bronzes, enameled bronzes, and fibulae. Excavations at DuraEuropos conducted by Yale University and the French Academy
of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report IV.4.1, New Haven.
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TEAD Greek and Roman
Pottery

TEAD Coins

TEAD Synagogue

TEAD PP

TEAD Glass

TEAD Christian Building

TEAD Commonware

TEAD Heracles

TEAD Stone and Plaster

Cox, D.H. (1949), The Greek and Roman pottery.
Excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and
the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report
IV.1.2, New Haven.
Bellinger A.R. (1949), The coins. The excavations at DuraEuropos conducted by Yale University and the French Academy
of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report VI, New Haven.
Kraeling C.H. (1956), The synagogue. The excavations at
Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and the French
Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report VIII 1,
New Haven.
Welles C.B., Fink R. and Gilliam J. (eds.) (1959), The
parchments and papyri. The excavations at Dura-Europos
conducted by Yale University and the French Academy of
Inscriptions and Letters, Final report V 1, New Haven.
Clairmont, C.W. (1963), The glass vessels. The excavations at
Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and the French
Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report IV 5, New
Haven.
Kraeling C.H. (1967), The Christian building. The
excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and
the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report
VIII 2, New York.
Dyson, S.L. (1969), The commonware pottery; the brittle ware.
Excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and
the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report
IV.1.3, New Haven.
Downey, S.B. (1969), The Heracles sculptures. The
excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and
the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report
III 1.1, New Haven.
Downey S.B. (1977), The stone and plaster sculptures. The
excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale University and
the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters, Final report
III 1.2, Los Angeles.
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TEAD Arms and Armour

James, S. (2004). The arms and armour and other military
equipment. The excavations at Dura-Europos conducted by Yale
University and the French Academy of Inscriptions and Letters,
Final report VII, London.

TRANSLATIONS
Unless stated otherwise, I have used translations from Loeb classical library.
Appian, The civil wars.
Bardaisan (2007), The book of the laws of countries. Dialogue on fate of Bardaisan of
Edessa, translated by H.J.W. Drijvers, introduction by J.W. Drijvers, new
edition, Piscataway, NJ.
Livy, History of Rome.
Lucian (1913), De Dea Syria, translated by Herbert A. Strong, introduction and notes by
J. Garstang, London.
Justinian (1998), The digest of Justinian, translated by A. Watson, vol. 4, revised English
language edition, Philadelphia.
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ENGLISH SUMMARY
WOMEN IN ROMAN SYRIA: THE CASES OF DURA-EUROPOS, PALMYRA, AND
SELEUCIA ON THE EUPHRATES
This thesis investigates the social life of women in three cities in Roman Syria:
Dura-Europos, Palmyra, and Seleucia on the Euphrates; in particular, how this
social life was influenced by the various cultures within this province. The aim
of this study was to investigate female participation in the various spheres of life
– funerary, religious, and public – and the circumstances of their involvements,
ultimately broadening our knowledge on the lives of women in Roman Syria and
thus of Roman Syria in general. Anthropological and sociological studies have
shown that by studying women, one increases one’s understanding of a society
and of the social groups in which these women acted. Additionally, the quest for
cultural influences on the lives of women calls for the use of the hybrid model
through which, one can study various processes of cultural exchange. Cultural
exchange can be studied by examining values and ideas of societies, but on the
ground level, it is especially inscriptions and material culture that have proven to
be rather useful. Through their names, appearances, and attributes, women
signify the values and cultures embedded in societies, social groups, and families.
Therefore an interdisciplinary approach was needed, combining inscriptions
with material evidence such as portraits and jewellery.
The Roman province of Syria was one of cultural and political diversity.
Different rulers from outside Syria governed this region; among them, the
Achaemenids, the Seleucids, and the Romans. However, the province was also
characterized by strong local and regional cultures, of which the Palmyrenes are
a striking example. It is precisely this cultural landscape that makes Roman Syria
the perfect test case for studying the impact of culture on the lives of women. It
is for this reason that I chose three cities of diverse geographical and cultural
backgrounds.
The first chapter investigates women from Dura-Europos. This city is
located on the left bank of the Euphrates and was ruled (respectively) by the
Seleucids, the Parthians, and the Romans until it was captured by the Sassanids
in 256 CE and abandoned shortly thereafter. Material testifying to the lives of
historical women is mainly found in the temples scattered throughout the city.
Portraits showing women, accompanied by their families, dressed in colourful
garments and adorned with headdresses and jewellery were found on the temple
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walls and in three cult rooms steps inscribed with females names – all testifying
to the active participation of women in the religious life of the city. As it turns
out, Durene women were important vehicles for elite families to present
themselves in the religious sphere. Even so, both the wording and grammar of
the inscriptions indicate that these women acted mainly on their own behalf.
Furthermore, from the material excavated in the temples, I concluded that in
addition to Greek culture or ‘Greekness’ being an important signifier of social
status throughout the city’s history, elite women – more often than men – also
displayed their local identity via their names and appearance.
Chapter two deals with women from Palmyra. This city is located near
an oasis, halfway between Damascus and the Euphrates and was a trade hub for
trade between the East and the West. It flourished in the first three centuries of
the Common Era and its urban character was largely Graeco-Roman with its
colonnaded streets, theatre, and baths. Greek institutions such as the demos were
part of the city’s governance, but its tribal character remained important for the
elite families who were linked to them, whether this connection was via a real or
perceived ancestry.
Material evidence of historical women is found in various spheres of life,
making Palmyra a perfect case study in examining the participation of women in
city life. The practice of euergetism is found throughout the Graeco-Roman
world and the Palmyrenes also incorporated this custom in the public realm.
Benefactions, however, mainly focused on religious benefactions, which was a
local adaptation of this Graeco-Roman practice. Women also acted as
benefactors or erected honorary statues of their relatives when the responsibility
of euergetism and presenting one’s family in the public domain became their
responsibility. This was often the case when one’s male relatives were no longer
able to do this. The same appears to have been true regarding their participation
in the religious life of the city. Here, their involvement is attested by dedicatory
altars to a deity invoked as ‘He whose name is blessed forever’. These small altars
for the offering of incense were erected on behalf of themselves and their family
members. On a few occasions women erected these together with their (male)
relatives, but many altars in my corpus were erected by women themselves.
Evidence of female participation was also found in the funerary realm.
So-called foundation inscriptions and cession texts testify that some Palmyrene
women were able to manage funerary property as buyers and sellers. The
circumstances of these transactions appear to have been similar to those
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regarding the public and religious realm: women acted as representatives of their
families. Since status was communicated via the patrilineal line, it is not
surprising that being ‘the daughter of’ a particular male was an important
message conveyed by the funerary sculptures as well. Female portraiture and the
accompanying epitaphs communicated family lineage (through the patrilineal
line), wealth, and locality. All in all, elite Palmyrene women were indispensable
messengers for their families and their participation in the three spheres of life
indicate that they were fully integrated into their families’ strategies.
The third chapter deals with Seleucia on the Euphrates, a town in
present-day southern Turkey. Like Dura-Europos, it was founded by the
Seleucids, but it was especially Roman culture that had an impact on the city.
For nearly 200 years, a Roman legion was stationed here, due to its strategic
location. Most material comes from the domestic and funerary realms, and it is
especially this within this latter sphere that evidence regarding historical women
has been excavated. At Seleucia, the burial tombs were relatively small and
designed to serve small families. Generally speaking, they consisted of burial
chambers with the actual graves and front rooms, which had walls decorated
with portrait reliefs or portrait statues and inscriptions. It has been argued that
these front rooms were used to celebrate banquets on behalf of the deceased.
The iconography on the reliefs showed that Seleucia was a rather hybrid
culture. For instance, elements such as the eagle and the wool basket are also
found on funerary monuments elsewhere in the Graeco-Roman world, but the
execution of these elements as the only or main imagery on a relief was, in fact,
rather local. Interestingly, the women of Seleucia appeared to have a had a wide
range of variety in dress styles. Where women of Dura-Europos and Palmyra
usually conform to a single dress, the funerary portraits show that this was not
the case for women in Seleucia. While this freedom in dress styles is not fully
understood, it implies that women (or their families) had a choice. Women could
portray their worldliness through Roman dress; conversely, they could convey
local identity and wealth when dressed in local garments. Based on the funerary
monuments, Seleucia can truly be considered a hybrid city.
This research has demonstrated that women were important signifiers of
the social and cultural identities of their families. Moreover, their participation
in city life was especially influenced by locality. Dura-Europos was a city with
strong local tendencies and here women had a relatively high level of
independence that appears to have transcended the lives of women in Palmyra
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and Seleucia – and even the lives of women in the Latin West or Greek East.
For Seleucia on the Euphrates, perhaps the city with the strongest GraecoRoman culture, women did have a wide range of choices regarding dress styles;
however, we have no information on whether this freedom carried over into
other realms of life. Palmyra was also a city with Graeco-Roman tendencies, but
these tendencies were combined with a similarly strong local character. Here,
women participated in the various spheres of life and were clearly indispensable
in advertising their family’s interests, but often only after the men were unable to
do so. To fully comprehend the social lives of the (elite) families in Roman Syria,
one needs further study into the mechanisms behind cultural exchange and how
women were using or used as cultural signifiers in this province. Especially in
these times of cultural destruction, one can only hope that the importance of
this region and its material culture is recognized by those in power.
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SAMENVATTING IN HET NEDERLANDS
VROUWEN IN ROMEINS SYRIË: EEN CASUSSTUDIE NAAR DURA-EUROPOS,
PALMYRA EN SELEUCIA AAN DE EUFRAAT
In dit proefschrift worden de levens van vrouwen in Romeins Syrië nader
onderzocht aan de hand van hun situatie in drie steden: Dura-Europos, Palmyra
en Seleucia aan de Eufraat. Er is vooral gekeken in hoeverre cultuur een rol
speelt bij de deelname van vrouwen aan het publieke, religieuze en funeraire
leven, met als doel meer inzicht te verkrijgen in het leven van vrouwen in
Romeins Syrië en zo onze kennis over deze Romeinse provincie te verdiepen.
Antropologische en sociologische studies beschrijven dat vrouwen vaak
belangrijk dragers zijn van sociale normen en waarden van een maatschappij en
van de groepen waarvan zij deel uit maken. Het bestuderen van het leven van
vrouwen vergroot dus ons inzicht in maatschappijen in het algemeen. Door hun
namen, kleding, en deelname aan de verschillende domeinen geven de vrouwen
inzicht in de waarden van hun samenlevingen, sociale groepen en families. Per
stad kunnen er verschillen zijn in de rollen die vrouwen spelen. Om uit te zoeken
of en hoe cultuur en culturele uitwisseling hier een invloed op hebben gehad, is
gebruik gemaakt van het zogeheten hybrid model. Dit is een model dat
verschillende processen van culturele uitwisseling bestudeert. Om inzicht te
krijgen in het dagelijks leven zijn vooral uitingen van burgers het bestuderen
waard, wat de oudheid betreft komt dit dan neer op het bestuderen van
inscripties en archeologisch materiaal, zoals portretten en sieraden.
De Romeinse provincie Syrië was een provincie van culturele en politieke
diversiteit. Verschillende overheersers, allen oorspronkelijk van elders
afkomstig, regeerden deze regio, denk hierbij aan de Achaemeniden, de
Seleuciden en de Romeinen zelf. De provincie stond echter ook bekend om haar
sterke lokale en regionale culturen, waarvan de Palmyrenen uit Palmyra een
bekend voorbeeld zijn. Vanwege de grote culturele verschillen binnen deze
provincie, bood de regio een uitstekende mogelijkheid om de mate van invloed
van de cultuur op het leven van vrouwen te bestuderen. De drie steden die de
basis vormen van mijn onderzoek kenmerken zich dan ook door hun
geografische en culturele diversiteit.
Het eerste hoofdstuk bestudeert de positie van vrouwen in DuraEuropos. Deze stad is gelegen aan de oevers van de Eufraat, nabij de huidige
grens met Irak. De stad is geregeerd door de Seleuciden, de Parthen en de
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Romeinen voordat het in 256 van onze jaartelling werd veroverd door de
Sassaniden. Veel materiaal dat ons inzicht kan geven in de levens van vrouwen
komt uit de tempels die verspreid over de stad zijn opgegraven. Portretten tonen
vrouwen samen met hun families, waarbij de vrouwen gekleed zijn in kleurrijke
gewaden en rijk versierd met sieraden. Ook zijn er in drie gebedsruimtes treden
gevonden met gegrafeerde vrouwen namen. Deze waren waarschijnlijk om op te
staan of zitten tijdens rituelen. Deze inscripties tonen niet alleen de namen van
de vrouwen en hun echtgenoten maar ook van de vaders en grootvaders van
beiden. Zo is het mogelijk om een reconstructie te maken van de families
waartoe deze vrouwen behoren. Op basis van de portretten en de inscripties heb
ik geconcludeerd dat vrouwen in Dura-Europos een belangrijke rol speelden bij
het vertegenwoordigen van hun families niet alleen binnen het religieuze, maar
ook binnen het publieke domein. Ook was het opvallend dat Griekse cultuur, of
‘Grieks zijn’ een belangrijk statussymbool was voor de families van de elite en
dat vooral mannen belangrijke uitdragers waren van dat ‘Grieks zijn’. De
vrouwen droegen met hun uiterlijk en namen vaker de lokale cultuur uit.
In hoofdstuk twee wordt de stad Palmyra besproken. Deze stad is
gelegen nabij een oase en bevindt zich halverwege Damascus en de Eufraat.
Palmyra speelde een belangrijke rol in de handel tussen het Oosten en het
Westen en mede door de inkomsten uit deze handel kwam de stad in de eerste
drie eeuwen van onze jaartelling tot bloei. Straten en de gebouwen zoals het
theater en de baden hadden een Grieks-Romeins karakter, ook de stedelijke
instituties zoals de demos en boule tonen de invloed van Griekse cultuur. Maar
Palmyra had ook een sterk tribaal karakter, voor families van de elite was het
belangrijk om verbondenheid met één van de stammen te tonen, waarbij het niet
altijd te achterhalen is of deze relatie echt of verzonnen was.
Inscripties en archeologisch materiaal tonen aan dat Palmyreense
vrouwen deelnamen aan verschillende domeinen. Allereerst namen vrouwen
deel aan het publieke leven. Dit is te zien in ere-inscripties waarin vrouwen
worden vermeld om hun daden of via inscripties opgezet door vrouwen om
anderen te eren. Weldoenerschap en ere-inscripties zijn een veel voorkomend
verschijnsel in de Griekse en Romeinse wereld. Ook de families van de elite uit
Palmyra hebben dit gebruik geïncorporeerd, al gaven ze het wel een lokaal jasje:
de weldaden richtten zich vooral op het religieuze leven. De inhoud van de
inscripties zelf lijkt te suggereren dat de Palmyreense vrouwen vooral
weldoensters waren op het moment dat de mannen in hun familie hiertoe niet
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(meer) in staat waren. Dit lijkt ook het geval te zijn bij de kleine altaren die
vrouwen oprichtten voor een god aangeroepen als ‘Hij wiens naam voor altijd is
gezegend’. Deze kleine altaren voor het offeren van wierook werden opgericht
ten behoeve van zichzelf en hun families. Als laatste is er veel materiaal
overgeleverd uit het funeraire domein. Inscripties die getuigen van de oprichting
en verkoop van de funeraire monumenten van Palmyra vertellen ons dat ook
vrouwen grafmonumenten kochten en verkochten en in mindere mate ook
oprichtten. Daarnaast zijn er vele grafportretten overgeleverd. Die tonen
vrouwen uitbundig uitgedost met hoofddeksels en sieraden. De begeleidende
inscripties beschrijven hen voornamelijk als dochters en kleindochters van
Palmyreense mannen. Ook binnen de funeraire context traden vrouwen op als
vertegenwoordigers van hun familie en waren zij dus onmisbaar in de
belangenbehartiging daarvan.
Het derde hoofdstuk behandelt de stad Seleucia aan de Eufraat, gelegen
in het noorden van de Romeinse provincie. Deze stad was gesticht door de
Seleuciden, de opvolgers van Alexander de Grote, maar het waren vooral de
Romeinen die lange tijd over deze stad heersten nadat zij er met een legioen
neerstreken. Materiaal uit deze stad komt voornamelijk uit de huiselijke sfeer en
uit de funeraire context. Materiaal dat getuigt van de deelname van vrouwen is
vooral gevonden in de graven. De graven van Seleucia waren veelal kleine
familiegraven, bestaande uit een voorkamer gedecoreerd met reliëfs en beelden
en daarachter de daadwerkelijke graftombes. De iconografie van de reliëfs toont
dat Seleucia een culturele smeltkroes was. De reliëfs tonen invloeden uit de
Grieks-Romeinse wereld zoals de adelaar en wolmand, maar de uitvoering is
duidelijk lokaal. Ook hadden de vrouwen een divers uiterlijk: men ziet vrouwen
gekleed in Grieks-Romeinse gewaden, maar ook vrouwen in meer lokale kleding.
Deze vrijheid in kledingkeuze heb ik niet geheel kunnen verklaren, maar het
toont in ieder geval aan dat Seleucia een hybride cultuur was waar uitingen van
verschillende culturen naast elkaar konden bestaan.
Mijn onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat vrouwen belangrijke
boodschappers waren van de sociale en culturele identiteiten van hun families
en dat de mate van deelname in de verschillende domeinen vooral gekoppeld
was aan de lokale cultuur. Dura-Europos was een stad met een redelijk grote
mate van lokale invloed en vrouwen uit de elite lijken hier een grote mate van
onafhankelijkheid te hebben gehad. In Seleucia, de stad met de grootste
Romeinse invloed, hadden vrouwen (of hun families) veel vrijheid met
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betrekking tot hun kledingstijl, maar het gebrek aan bewijs uit de andere
domeinen zorgt ervoor dat wij niet kunnen vaststellen of deze vrijheid zich ook
uitstrektte tot het publieke en religieuze leven. Palmyra was een stad met zowel
een sterke Griekse-Romeinse inslag als met een sterke lokale cultuur. Hier
participeerden vrouwen in alle domeinen van het leven, maar vooral als
vertegenwoordigers van hun familie. Om de sociale levens van (elite) families in
Romeins Syrië nog beter te begrijpen is nader onderzoek nodig. Onderzoek dat
zich richt op meerdere steden in deze provincie en dat vooral in tijden van
verwoesting van cultureel erfgoed belangrijk is.
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